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PREFACE. 

THE subject of this monograph was chosen in 1891 while 
I was taking post-graduate work at Columbia University. 
The first draft was nearly finished in the spring of 1894 when 
I was compelled to give up work for a time on account of 
ill health. Engaging in academic work in the fall of 1894 I 
was again obliged to set the monograph aside until the winter 
of 1900. Since then it has been completely rewritten and 
chapter VIII added. 

For his constant interest and encouragement I feel greatly 
indebted to Professor Seligman. for otherwise the monograph 
would not have been completed. I wish. also. to take this 
occasion to express my appreciation for the courtesy shown 
to me by the Faculty of Political Science of Columbia Uni
versity in giving so much extension of time for the comple
tion of my monograph. To Dr. Alvin S. Johnson. of 
Columbia U~iversity. I am indebted for verbal changes of 
text and for reading of proof. 

S.F.W. 
AlrnOCH CoLUGII, Y&LI.OW S .... IKGS. OHIO. May. 19OJ. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUcnON 

A mEORY of taxation is necessarily bound up with funda
mental questions of political science, economics and ethics. 
By abstracting anyone of these elements and making it 
alone the determining factor, or by gi~ing it an undue im
portance, a theoretical solution of the problem may be made 
a comparatively easy task. But such a solution, like most 
schemes based upon one-sided or partial truths, is neces
sarily defective and not infrequently utopian. The real 
difficulty arises when these factors are comprehended in 
their full significance, or in their true relation to one an
other; but only in this way can the problem be fully under
stood in its various bearings, or a solution be offered that is 
satisfactory alike to reason and to the requirements of jus
tice. This difficulty is two-fold. In the. first place our 
views will necessarily be colored according to which of these 
factors we consider the foundation-idea of our theory and 
which we regard as incidental or supplem~ntary; and in the 
second place very much depends upon our interpretation of 
the fundamental idea and of the character of its relation to 
the other factors. Even if but one of these factors is con
sidered as having any importance, the question is not alto
gether a simple one, for there still remains the difficulty 
arising from the interpretation we may give to the chosen 
factor as the only one for consideration. It is such facts as 
these that account for the general disharmony in theories of 
taxation. 

An illustration of the difficulties referred to is found when 
347] II 



JUSTICE IN TAXATION 

the political factor is made the only one or the fundamental 
one. For if, on the one hand, we regard the individual as 
the only important factor, and the state as merely an acci
dental but necessary evil, the. tendency will be to an extreme 
of individualism; if, on the other hand, the individual be re
garded as a mere part of an organic whole, a cell of a living 
organism, we are in danger of the opposite extreme of 
socialism. The one extreme tends to the contract theory of 
Hobbs, Locke and Rousseau with its individual independence 
and its protective theory of taxation; the other.to a personi
fied social organism which directs the economic activities of 
its units and utilizes taxation to produce artificial equalities 
of wealth. Both of these extremes are false, although they 
involve the important truth that principles of taxation are 
intimately associated with a political philosophy. 

Not less are the difficulties, nor more satisfactory the re
sults, if the question be approached from a purely economic 
point of view. Different theories will be maintained and 
different conclusions reached according as production, dis
tribution, or consumption is made the basis of the economic 
theory. Moreover, different conclusions will result from 
different assumptions respecting econom.ic principles, or 
from the importance attached to specific economic laws. 
If, for example, production .under a laissez jaire regime be 
regarded as the chief end of human activity, it will be con
cluded that taxation should interfere as little as possible with 
capital and its accumulation, while the relativ~ productive 
powers of individuals should be the .same after as before the 
payment of a tax. Or if there be implicit confidence in the 
doctrine of free competition there will be little concern about 
the tax system, the shifting and incidence. of the. tax through 
the action of competitive forces being relied upon to effect 
the ends of justice. Similarly we have only to exaggerate 
pther economic elements to get other results. 
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So, too, the ethical factor may lead to equally divergent 
results according as Hedonistic or utilitarian principles, or 
the realization of the idea of man, is made the dominant 
feature of our ethical system. The difficulty is here further 
exaggerated by the fact that there is frequently a difference 
between theoretical and practical ethics. Harmony between 
these, whatever our ethical principles, is by no means easy 
to accomplish. Yet a substantial harmony must be estab
lished. or, on the one hand, we shall have only utopianism 
founded upon abstractions, and, on the other hand, expe
diency founded upon concrete facts without reference to 
ideas of justice. 

But a more fundamental difficulty than that which arises 
within the separate factors themselves is the determination of 
their relative importance. Each one must receive due con
sideration; the political, because the relation of the state to 
the individual is primarily involved; the economic, because 
matters of taxation are essentially of an economic character; 
the ethical, because the subject and the end of the whole 
proceeding is ",an, a spiritual and therefore an essentially 
ethical entity. But which is the ruling factor? The im
portance of this question, together with the full recognition 
of the separate factors, is so great that we shall treat this 
aspect of the subject somewhat Oat length before taking up 
the main question-that of justice in taxation. Indeed, this 
method of procedure is indispensable since the principles of 
justice can not be determined before the basis upon which 
they rest is established. 

It may be premised here, however, that the whole subject 
of taxation revolves about man as its center-man in his 
relation to society, to his family and to himself; to the ends, 
that is, of his own existence. It has not, indeed, to do with 
the whole of man's activities and relations, but only with a 
small portion of them; in fact, with only a portion of those 
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involved in his political existence--the maintenance and 
support of the state, or what may be called the satisfaction 
of the collective needs of the individual. But because these 
needs and their satisfaction are common and involve j..,JII4IJI 

relations, an equitable distribution of the burden is de
manded. In brief, the question of taxation is a part of the 
larger question of distributive justice. But it is not with 
ideal men or ideal conditions with which we have to do, but 
with actual men and conditions. Hence, the specific forms 
which the principles may take will depend upon the pre
vailing moral and intellectual, the political and economic 
development. 

But while the ultimate end is ethical, the means thereto 
are largely economic. Both a theoretical and a practical 
determination of what is justice in taxation presupposes a 
knowledge of economic la,,'S and of their influence upon 
the effects of any system of taxes..' It could not be other
wise, since all the phenomena concerned are economic. 
The end alone is ethical. But the ethical is not so far con
ditioned by the economic that it is only a consequence of 
economic laws. There are, however, certain fundam'!Dtal 
principles in tL'ution (and it is these ""ith which we shall 
have specially to do) that are not directly concerned ,,;th 
economic laws. They presuppose, indeed, certain economic 
conditions and certain economic forces, but their real justi
fication is to be fouDd in a political philosophy and in the 
ethical end of man. It is more directly with the practical 
side of justice that economic forces have their importan~e; 
although it is true that the theoretical principles of justice 
depend upon economic facts for their interpretation. 

Notwithstanding this close reIatibja of the economic and 
the ethical, they are entirely distinct. being related as means 
to an end, or as proximate and ultimate ends. This fact is 

1 Cf.1IubhIe.'hIIiic ~ P. ,. 
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universally recognized in every financial doctrine; for, con
sciously or unconsciously, the ultimate sanction of every 
theory is its conformity to what are assumed to be the ends 
of justice. Even those who, like Sax, deny that ethics has 
any place in finance, are forced to this standard, as we shall 
have occasion to see later. With all, the attainment of 
justice in the distribution of the tax burden, is the ruling 
idea. Thus, in fact, as well as from the nature of the subject 
itself, the ethical element is made the predominating clement 
in determining the principles of taxation. But unanimity of 
thought respecting the end does not guarantee unanimity of 
doctrine. Such agreement of doctrine depends upon the 
conceptions of ethical ideals, and in these the differences 
are as great as those already noted. 

Finally, the difficulties of the problem of taxation and of 
tIle attainment of a common agreement of doctrine do not 
consist alone in differences of fundamental presuppositions 
or of ideals. Not the least of the difficulties is a logical con
sistency in the development of a theory from its presupposi
tiODS. Too frequently prejudice, sentiment or expediency 
usurp the place of logical thinking. which not unfrequently 
results in conclusions in no way related to the premises 
assumed, even if they are not in direct opposition to them. 

Without a further enumeration it must be evident that the 
problem that we have assumed to discuss is full of perplex
ing difficulties. That we shall be able wholly to avoid them 
can not be presumed, for many of them are inseparable from 
the subject itself. We must necessarily start with assump
tions, and the merits of our treatment must be measured by 
the rationality of these assumptions and the logical con
sistency with which the idea contained in them is developed. 
A philosophical or scientific treatment must further be 
devoid of any personal bias. While it shall be my aim 
to attain this standard there will undoubtedly be some who 
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will c:onsider my point of view, if not my reasoning, vitiated 
by an undue ethical emphasis. But apart from the fact that 
the real subject of my study is an ethical one, I believe that 
in emphasizing the ethical element of the problem I am only 
recognizing what is implied, if not expressed, in other 
theories. While we start out with the idea of ascertain
ing the principles of justice in taxation we endeavor to start 
without' any presuppositions as to what those principles are. 
Our presuppositions are in the assumption of fundamental 
principles, not in the 'conclusions; but without such assump
tion no rational treatment of the subject is possible. 

What, then, is the assumption with which we start out? 
It is the conception of man as a personality, and as such as 
an end in himself whose fullest realization is the purpose 
and end of his existence; and that this realization takes 
place very larg~ly in and through institutions, one of the 
most important of these being the political institution-the 
state. The assumption, however, is not a mire assumption. 
It has rational 'justification; but the demonstration of this 
belongs to the field of metaphysics I and for our purpose 
will be presumed. Of special and more immediate impor
tance to our thesis is the relation of the state to the individ
ual in this process of realization. Hence, a conception of 
the nature of the state and its relation to the individual will 
constitute the foundation of our thesis and form the basis of 
our argument. What the nature of the state is belongs to 
political philosophy to determi~e ; but since political 
philosophy affords so many different conceptions of the 
state, and since our own argument must depend upon our 
own conception, it will be necessary to lay our own founda-

. tions by first discussing the origin and nature of the state 
before discussing the principles upon which the state should 
be maintained-or the principles of taxation. This we shall 

,1 See T. H. Green's Prolegomena to EtAicl. 
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attempt to do in the following chapter so far as is necessary 
to make clear our own point of view. We shall then discuss 
the nature of taxation and its relation to economics and 
ethics, after which we shall take up the subject of our thesis 
proper. 

Before beginning our discussion, however, it may be well 
to clear up an ambiguity suggested in the wording of our 
lubject. .. Justice in Taxation" may be considered either 
from a practical or from a theoretical point of view. Under 
the former the subject would involve the setting forth of a 
detailed system of taxes that would realize justice to the 
individual taxpayer. A theoretical treatment, on the other 
hand, involves a discussion of principles rather than of kinds 
or systems of taxes. It is the latter view that forms the 
chief subject of our inquiry, although from neither point of 
view can a discussion of justice in taxation wholly ignore 
the effects of taxation; as, for example, the phenomena of 
Ihifting and incidence are closely related to the problem of 
rates and exemptions. Principles, however, must precede 
definite sy,;;tems just as a fundamental assumption must pre
cede the determination of principles, for without a norm of 
judgment no definite conclusions are possible. 

The necessity of thi3 norm must be our answer to the 
.. practical man" who distrusts all theorizing not based upon 
empirical facts alone, and who seeks to determine justice in 
taxation by purely objective standards. Such a procedure 
is, to our mind, comparable to the attempt to obtain a 
knowledge of an object from mere sensations without refer
ence to a unifying and interpreting agency to give them 
meaning. Like sensations, mere facts are without signifi
cance. The so-called facts of the empiricist must be given 
a meaning by reference to fundamental concepts. The 
principles once established, it is for the practical statesman 
or financier to put them into operation. If the principles 
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are ·not practicable they must be considered as utopian, a 
least under existing conditions. The ideal, however, has it 
place and importance, but the necessity of its modificatiol 
in practice according to circumstances must be recognized 
The nearest approximation to justice is always the idea 
under any given conditions. 



CHAPTER II 

THE ORIGIN AND NATURE OF THE STATE 

A STUDY 01 the origin and nature 01 the state is a neces 
sary preliminary to a study 01 the nature of taxation and is 
indispensable as a loundation lor the determination of the 
principles on which taxation should be based. It furnishes, 
moreover, an explanation of the reason why these principles 
should be based upon ideas 01 justice. That justice should 
be the aim in all taxation, is now universally admitted, and 
appears, indeed, so self-evident that proof is deemed un
necessary; but the proof is always implied, and is to be 
found in the nature of the state, or rather in the nature of 
the individual and his relation to the state. 

I. THE INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETY 

The nature of the state is determined by the nature of 
society as the nature of society is determined by the nature 
01 the individual. But the individual and society are so 
intimately related that they mutually condition each other, 
and hence our study must begin with a study of the indi
vidual and society. 

Beginning, then, with man, the individual, it is possible to 
conceive 01 him in three different" aspects: As related to 
himself, that is, as a distinct personality; as related to 
society, or as a complex personality; and as related to the 
Infinite, or as a permanent personality. These three aspects 
are expressive 01 the ethical, social and retigious nature of 
man, and without their co-ordination we have only the im
perfect and undeveloped man. Our concern, however, is 

lSS] 19 
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with only the first two of these aspects-man the individual 
and ,man in society. In respect to the former we assume, 
and without attempting a metaphysical proof, that man is a 
human spirit and, as such, a personality, and therefore exists 
as an end in himself; that it is the purpose of his life tt) 

realize that end-to develop his highest personality, to per
fect himself. Otherwise man would exist without any 
rational. purpose. It is not the nature of the human spirit to 
be content with mere existence, except, perhaps, in its lowest 
form, where the animal predominates over the human. It is 
rather its nature to develop, to unfold itself, to manifest its 
possibilities, and in doing so it reveals and perfects its own 
personality. 

But the development of individual personality can not take 
place by itself. It is possible only in and through a society 
of similar personalities, a society of persons. As a person in 
a society of persons the individual, in being conscious of his 
own end. as an end in itself, recognizes that every other in
dividual is likewise an end in himself, and therefore an end 
to be realized. In this reciprocal recognition of similar 
natures, effort towards. the realization of others becomes a 
part of the realization of self. Thus, though an end in him
self, the individual does not exist solely for himself, but is 
at once his own end and a means to the ends of others. His 
development is conditioned by their development, as their 
development, in turn, is conditioned by his. The joint effort 
towards the realization of individual personality centers in 
the social nature of man and necessarily involves social re
lations. Only through the development of the social nature 
is the development of the individual nature made possible, 
as only by the co-ordination of the individual .. ~nd social side 
of human nature can true personality exist. 

The' development of the social, and therefore also of the 
individual, nature of man takes place in manifold ways, but 
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more and more, with the progress of his development, 
through social relations that manifest themselves in social 
institutions, in whose complex phenomena we have what is 
called .. society." To borrow Hegelian terminology, the 
human spirit in realizing itself objectifies itself in social insti
tutions--in society. Such a society being a manifestation 
of, and so constituted by, persons is something more than a 
mere aggregatll of individuals, a mere numerical quantum. 
It is the result of social forces, and aggregation is not social
ization. The bond that transforms human aggregates into 
living societies is psychical. But at the same time that it is 
a uniting, it is also a differentiating force; thus, while giving 
unity to the social elements and to the social whole, it per
mits expression of the manifold human interests in social 
effort. It is, furthermore, purposive in character, uniting 
common interests to common ends, and so re-enforcing the 
recognition by self-conscious spirits of persons as means to 
the ends of others, as ends to themselves. To the extent 
that this common interest and recognition do not exist the 
seU-seeking spirit of man tends to the disintegration of so
ciety; or to the assumption by a part of society that certain 
classes of individuals are only means to the ends of others, 
a practical denial of their existence as persons, as ends in 
themselves. The existence of such a negative force in so
ciety has far-reaching consequences, not only in matters of 
taxation but in the whole economic and social life; for to 
the failure to recognize individual personality as an end in 
itself are very largely due the antagonisms of social classes. 
Only in the complete recognition of the ethical nature and 
end of the human person can society fulfill its highest pur
pose, as expressing the objective realization of the individual 
-of personality; and the more this becomes a reality in 
life· the more will justice between man and man be realized. 
And the more that society is recognized to be a society of 
persons the more will these ends be attained. 
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But if it is true that society is constituted of persons, and 
that without pn-SOIU there is no society, it is not less true that 
without society there are no persons.' Persons and society 
are, in fact, correlative to each other. Each presupposes 
the other. In society personality and individuality unfold 
themselves; in society the human spirit seeks its realization. 
Without society the person has only potential capacity, 
while it is only in society, .. only in the intercourse of men, 
each recognized by each as an end, not merely as a means, 
and thus as having reciprocal claims, that the capacity is 
actualized and that we really live as persons."· If the evo
lution of social relations, indeed, is but the gradual tracing 
out of the evolution of the human spirit, these relations. as 
they at any time exist, are the embodiment of all past, and 
condition all future, social development. But although s0-

ciety and the individual mutually presuppose each other the 
end of social evolution is not in society, as SlIck, but in the 
realization of the individual, to which end society is a con
dition and a means. And in the character of society as a 
society of perso~s, and as a condition of their development. 
we have indicated the ethical character of all social institu
tions. and the necessity of ethical considerations in all social 
relations. Related as subjective to objective the develop
ment of one implies the development of the other. And as 
the development of the ethical life takes on the form of a 
change in extent rather than in the fundamental ideas,] em
bracing an ever larger cirele of persons in the consciousness 
of the unity of purpose and ends. so in social evolution there 
is an ever increasing multiplicity in the numbers and variety 
of social institutions, an ever growing organization of com
mon interests and common ends, the complexity of the 
social relations being a reflex of the complex nature of the 

I Green, Yo ciI.. P. 199-

• cf. Green, p. z69. 
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individual. a means of his giving expression of himself-of 
his being a person. 

The complexity of social relations is not a miscellaneous 
complexity. Every human interest, when it becomes suffi
ciently important and sufficiently general according to cir
cumstances, is focussed in an organized body of persons with 
the purpose of giving realization to the common interest. 
Thus, out of social relations are formed social groups, whose 
totality constitutes society. These groups tend to embrace 
every human interest of social importance--intellectual, 
moral, religious. They divide and subdivide, ever increasing 
in numbers and variety with intellectual, moral and religious 
progress. In content these groups tend to become more 
specialized, in extent more generalized i a condition due to 
scientific progress, as in means of communication, on the 
one hand; and to a broader human fellowship, an enlarging 
consciousness of the unity of interests and ends, on the other 
band. But the consciousness of a community of interests 
and ends that gives rise to social groupings is not a reflective 
consciousness of ultimate ends, except, perhaps, in certain 
religious groups. The determining consciousness is that or 
immediate interests and ends. Consciousness of ultimate 
ends has little direct influence upon social groupings. The 
ultimate end is revealed only by a reflective analysis of the 
philosophy of social life with reference to the life of the in
dividual. Yet it is only in and through the almost countless 
number of these groups, ever increasing in numbers and var
iety, that the human spirit finds its fullest realization. And 
the" unity in complexity" of these groups is typical of the 
highest form of social evolution.' 

The tendency towards social organization, however, is not 
without its opposing influences. The presence of self-seek
ing spirits as the dominant factor in human life is a dis-

I c/o Spacer, /"riwijln ., SKiMttu, Pt. Y, ch&. .... 
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integrating social force and produces a retardation if not a 
negat,ion of social organization. Social development is con
ditioned not only by the presence of positive social forces 
and favorable conditions, but by the absence of negative 
forces and conditions. Progressive realization of the human 
spirit is possible only where the conditions are favorable to 
its voluntary and spontaneous activity, both with respect to 
individual undertakings and with respect to associated effort 
such as is manifested in the social groups seeking a common 
purpose. That these positive and negative conditions 
should be maintained becomes, then, a matter of the first 
importance and of general interest. To this end a coercive 
power is a necessary requisite, and hence, in its main
tenance and support there is a universal interest. Such a 
power is realized in the political organization of society, the 
stat~the all-comprehensive social group representing the 
universal common interest. In this group is centralized 
both the objective and the subjective complexity of society. 
in it social life reaches its highest culmination. 

II. ORIGIN OF THE STATE 

With the actual historical origin or with the evolution of 
the state we have no concern. Being in search of princi
ples our point of view is wholly that of a philosophy of the 
state, and is therefore an inquiry into its underlying princi
ple and cause, of which the historical state is a manifesta
tion, whatever may have been the course of its development. 
From this point of view the state's origin may be considered 
under two aspects, its objective necessity and its subjective 
necessity. 

By objective "necessity I understand the necessity, pointed 
out above, of a coercive power to give unity to society and 
to make possible the conditions of social, and thereby in
dividual, devel<>pment. For without such a dominating 
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social group society would at best be but an unorganized 
mass or social groups in perpetual and unrestrained conflict 
with anti-social forces, thus destroying the effectiveness of 
social organization and social effort in the work of the 
realization of man. The necessity, indeed, of this restrain
ing and controlling power has been recognized, however un
consciously, from the very dawn of society, though its 
earliest manifestation was in other social groups, such as the 
family and religious groups. In the course of time the ever 
increasing manifoldness of interests. by a process of social 
evolution, gave rise to a differentiation of the groups, a dis
tinct political group ultimately emerging with the specific 
function of maintaining the order and conditions necessary 
to the ends of individual and social life. Assuming the 
realization of the individual as the unrestrainable and 
impelling force, the necessity of the objective conditions 
may be considered as one of the unconscious forces that 
brought the state into being. In brief, its very indispensa
bleness is the cause of its being. With human nature as it 
is the state can not be conceived not to be. 

But the objective necessity is not the only cause of the 
state. Back of that and co-operating with it is a subjective 
necessity that springs from the nature of the individual. On 
the one hand it is the necessity of self-realization in the 
most effective manner; on the other hand, it springs from 
the social nature of man I that impels him to associative 
effort for individual ends of a common interest. In this 
respect the state does not differ from other social groups. 
These differ among themselves chiefly in content and im
mediate end, but also in the form or organization and gov
ernment. Ncr is the social nature that binds men together 
in societies a mere instinct such as prevails in animal soci
eties. It is rather a partly conscious and partly unconscious 

• Aristotle, PllIiJia, i, 2. 
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recognition of common ends of immediate interest; and with 
the highest development, also, of ultimate ends. Philosoph
ically the social nature of man as distinct from the social 
nature of the animal, has its reason, if not its spring, in the 
conscious or unconscious recognition of man as an end in 
himself and as a means to the end of others. 

III. THE NATURE OF THE STATE 

The real nature of the state is revealed on the one side in 
its origin ~nd on the other side in its end. Its origin, nature 
and end are, in fact, but different ways of viewing the funda
mental conception of the state as an indispensable instrument 
in human development. In determining its origin we have, 
therefore, determined in general its nature and end. But a 
more specific determination of its nature is necessary, and 
this may best be done by a more specific determination of 
its end, for, as Aristotle long ago pointed out, the nature of 
a thing is determined by its end! 

What, then, is the end of the state ? We must first of all 
distinguish between the end 'of the state and the functions of 
government. A government is only the agent of a state, an 
organization within the state for effecting its will-its pur
pose. A state is a body of people organized into a body 
politic to effect the purpose or ends of individuals. The 
functions of government, then, have reference to the organ
ized will of the people; the end of the state tq the end of 
the individual. We may, however, consider the end of the 
state as of a two-fold character: proximate and ultimate.' 
Proximate with reference to the establishment of preliminary 
conditions; ultimate with reference to the final end. Ac
cordingly Professor Burgess calls the proximate end the 
establishment of government and liberty;· but if we may 

I Aristotle, PoIiha i, 2, S. 

I Burgess, PoIitieal Selelle~ ••• CtllUtihdiOlla/ LMII, Vol. i, po 86. 
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consider government as inseparable from the state, though 
distinct from it, the proximate end might be more justly 
considered as the guaranteeing of rights and justice betweeD. 
man and man,' !he direct maintenance of them being a 
function of government. What the specific functions may 
be is a question that is determined at any time by the 
existing state of culture and civilization, by the prevailing 
conception of the relation of the state to the individual. But 
into this question we need not enter here. 

The ultimate end of the state is the ultimate end of its 
units-of the individuals of which the state is composed. 
The state by itself can have no end that is ultimate, since 
ultimate ends pertain only to entities that are ends in them
selves. The end is ultimate to the state only with reference 
to its supreme purpose-to the ultimate purpose of its exist
ence-not with reference to itself. This purpose, and there
fore the ultimate end of the state, is the completest realiza
tion of the individual-his capacities, his personality, the 
highest human development, the perfection of humanity.
Considered with reference to itself the ultimate end of the 
state is the maintenance of the conditions that are essential 
to the self-realization of the individual. The state is a 
means; man alone is the end. 

In brief, a state represents the organized effort of a people 
to realize the fullest development of human personality; or 
it is the supreme conditioning instrument of that realization. 
And to be such a condition and instrument constitutes the 
real essence of the nature of the state. But all other human 
institutions are conditions as well as means to the develop
ment of the individual; and since their existence and utility 
are conditioned by the existence of the state, we may char
acterize the state as tlze condition of conditions that are 

I Cf. Lilly, Fani Prituilln i. PJiIU,. p. JO. 

. • C/O Baree-. .p. ftI., p. 85, IIIId Lilly • .p. ftI., p. 51. 
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necessary for the realization of man. This supreme im
portance of the state to the individual makes it of universar' 
interest, while the ethical character of its end, a consequence 
of the ethical character of its units, makes it an ethical 
institution. These characteristics of the state-the universal 
interest and the ethical character-may be called derivative 
characteristics of its nature. There are also other character
istics of the state that are essentially connected with the 
nature of the relation of the state to the individual. A 
definite c6nceptio~ of the most important of these is neces
sary to a clear understanding of the nature and principles of 
taxation. They are: The character of the relation of the 
individual to the state; the character of the state as an 
organization; and the character of the state as a supreme 
controlling power. We shall discuss these characteristics of 
the state briefly under the following heads: The voluntary 
and involuntary character of political organization; the 
organic theory of the state; the nature of sovereignty. 

IV. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STATE 

I. The Voluntary and ImJoluntary Character of Political 
Organization. We have thus far seen that the state is the 
supreme and most important. of social institutions; that it 
originates on the one hand in the social side of human 
nature, and on the other hand in the effort of man to realize 
the possibilities of his nature; that its origin dates from the 
very dawn of social life ; that in its developme"nt in form and 
organization it has gradually become differentiated from 
other social groups, assuming the special.: function of· estab
lishing the conditions that make their development, as well 
as all social evolution, possibl«:, its ultimate purpose being 
the realization of human perso,nality; that, finally, it is an 
ethical institution in whic.h there is a univers~l interest. Its 
dominant feature is its conditioning character, but while this 
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feature is prominent in every field of social life it has per
haps its· greatest significance in the economic. life ; not only 
because economic or industrial conditions are the best ob
jective indication of progressive enlightenment and civIliza
tion, but because the economic life is in a sense the founda
tion of both individual and social life, and so also of the state 
itself. In such a social body, whose existence is so impor
tant to the individual that without it he could not exist as a 
person, what is the character of the membership? In other 
social groups membership is limited, and is determined by 
choice based upon an idea of the Good for the self but with 
limitations imposed by each social group for itself. Choice 
and permission are both essential; there is no compulsion 
either from within or from without, but only a subjective 
necessity. Is membership in the state of the same char
acter? Membership in this or that particular state is deter
mined by various influences, as language, custom, tradition, 
nationality; but with intellectual and economic enlighten
ment and growth in personal freedom, membership becomes 
more and more determined from choice, from an idea of a 
personal Good. But membership in a state is universal, 
there being no stateless persons in civilized society. It is 
also universally necessary, and this necessity is not only 
subjective but is also objective: subjective, because as we 
have seen, it is the inevitable expression of certain qualities 
in human nature; objective, because in civilized society 
there is no escape from membership in a state and subjec
tion to its laws. 

But is this membership voluntary and free, or involuntary 
and compulsory? Our answer must be that from different 
points of view it is both voluntary and compulsory. From 
the point of. view of political science it is compUlsory, but 
from the point of view of a philosophy of the state it is vol
untary. Objectively considered, that is from the point of 
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Yiew of ~mpirical political sckott, tbe state is und<iubtcdly 
loundN upon fwcl" and m~mbership in it, support for its 
maintenance and ddense, i~ compulsory. \\'ithout tbe ex
ucise of force. or the possibility of its ~xercise, no state 
could endure. Without it there would be only individual 
ud factional strife, the U.-ar of all ataiost an." barbarism. 
IUldenloped humanity. But important as is the element of 
Iorce in a state. force yje\\~ as the founcUtioD of tbe state 
expresses but a lWf-truth. Considered from the point of 
Yiew of subjective political philosophy, tbe only point of 
Yiew tbat reveals the true ~tion of the individual to tbe 
state, the foundation or the state is w:iJJ.1 Or, if force is the 
Ioawtion of the state, .iIl is the foundation 01 force. In 
tact. the force .. bich the state typi6H is but the embodiment 
.. the .. ills of its members. the objecti6N 1rill of persons. 
Hence also m~mbcrsbip in tbe state is both compulsory and 
YOluatary. The state, as fwu, exacts support and obe
dieoce. but the state as the embodiment of .. ill is ~atN 
ud maintainN by the voluntary acts of me agent5-Ol 
persons. 

This dual character of the state and of membersbip in it. a 
little reftection will malte evident. The element of force and 
compulsion is too selJ-crident and too admittedly necessary 
to Deed special justification i but that the force of tbe state 
call Dot be pumanently effective, except as it is the ex
pression of -ill. reflection must make equally clear. The 
fact. indeed, is well illustntN in the practical impossibility 
of enforcing unpopulu law-s-of b\\-s out of barmony lI;th 
the gen~ral public sentiment. The fact that the state is a 
~ple orpniud into a political society. originating in a 
common interest to acbi~ve a common purpose and common 
~Jld-bued upon an idea of a Common Good ~s like"ise 
the clearest evidence of the implication of will as its source, 

'JW..p.u6. 
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and that there is not fundamentally any forced subjection to 
any external power. The purpose of realizing a common 
good can have no meaning except it be grounded upon con
sent; but consent is choice, choice is an act of will,' and will 
is based UpOIl an idea of II Good. And, it may be added, in 
the wil/inr of a common good, the pursuit of a common 
end, which implies a conscious presentation of the end to the 
subjects willing. is the final proof that the state is an ethical 
and not merely a natural institution.' 

The real fact is that membership in a state-or the sup
port and obedience which it implies--is a result of compul
sion only in the case of this or that individual, where ignor
ance and selfishness has set up a personal good as opposed to 
the common good. Without such compulsory conformity 
to the idea of a common good, dissolution would set in 
and the state soon cease to be a state; but this compulsion 
becomes less and less a factor in the life of a state, while 
voluntary participation in and support of the state, becomes 
more general. the more enlightened a people becomes--the 
more it rises to the idea of a common humanity possessed 
with common interests and like ends. Upon the state as a 
whole. indeed. there can be no compulsion, since the state is 
itself a body of people organized for the maintenance of 
rights. Compulsion must be by the whole upon the indi
viduals who contravene these rights. Compulsion is from 
without, and the state is not a body external to itself that 
can coerce itself. The people as a whole and individually 
will the enforcement of ' law for the maintenance of rights. 
Even the violator of law wills the enforcement of the law 
upon every member of society, and therefore upon himself. 
He merely takes his chances for a greater personal, temporary 
good for himself by evasion of it. 

I c/o Aristotle. / .. u. ... ~""" £liia, iii, Z. I. 

I C/O GreeD, P",""III V6liGtllillll6, p. 132. 
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In brief, the case is this: By virtue of a recognition of 
per:;ons as ends in themselves there arises the idea of the 
rights of persons, and therefore also a common interest 
in the maintenance of these rights by the combined force of 
all. To this end the state is organized-to centralize the 
force of the.whole upon the individual. For the realization 
of rights, therefore, two conditions are essential: a concep
tion of persons as possessing rights because of their char
acter as persons, and the collective enforcement of these 
rights. Or, as Green says, force co-operates II with those 
ideas without which rights could not exist." • 

2. The Organic Theory of the State. What, now, is the 
character of the political organization in which the citizen 
freely participates for the realization of himself? Is the state 
a mere aggregate of individuals, a social organism, or an as
sociation of individuals psychically united by a common 
interest in common ends? An answer to this question will 
throw light upon the nature of the state and also upon cer
tain principles of taxation, particularly respecting the basis 
of taxation and the exemption of the minimum of subsistence. 
Our own answer has practically been given in the preceding 
discussion, but we may re-enforce our argument by a brief 

. consideration of the opposing theories. 
The theory that the state is a mere aggregate of individ

uals need not detain us long, as there are few, outside of the 
anarchist or the extrea';,e individualist, who would maintain 
so irrational a doctrine. Clearly, a mere aggregate of indi
viduals cannot make a society, or. a social group, any more 
than a mere sum of sensations can issue in knowledge. So-

. ciety, like knowledge, implies unity in multiplicity, but snch 
unity is possible only if there is a common principle that 
pervades the multiplicity-the individuals or sensations-

I Cf. Green, Political OIJlirtUiOlU, p. 140. 
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and binds them together about a common idea, purpose or 
end. Without this uniting principle there can be no society. 

But is the unity that makes society an organic unity? Is 
society-the state-an organism? Such has been the ac
cepted doctrine of widely different schools of thought, as 
Spencer on the one side and German philosophers and econ
omists on the other side. The theory of the social organism 
is to-day one of the most widely accepted doctrines respect
ing society 'or the state.' That there is a striking analogy 
between the structure of the state and an animal organism 
there can be no doubt; and that this analogy is helpful to a 
clearer understanding of the nature of the state must also be 
admitted. But it is a poor logic that argues from an anal
ogy of structure to an identity of character or nature. In
deed, the analogy even with qualification is quite 3S harmful 
as helpful, since it is suggestive of an entirely erroneous con
ception of the relation of the individual to the state, and log
ically carried out would lead to strange conclusions in prin
ciples of taxation, as in political matters generally. Upon 
the whole I believe it to be in the interest of scientific truth, 
notwithstanding certain similarities, to abandon the analogy 
entirely, not only because of its misleading tendencies but 
because in its most important features the analogy is entirely 
false. Without attempting a detailed criticism I would men
tion three facts anyone of which is -sufficient to overthrow 
the doctrine that the state is a social organism. These are: 
I. Differences in the character of the units; 2. differences 
in sentiency of organism and society. 3: differences in the 
end of the units and the whole." 

I. The units of an organism differ from those of a society 

I It it interesting to note that there is a growing tendency among American 
aath<)n 10 reject the organic theory of IOciely, aa notably, Giddings, Willoughby 
ud Fairbank .. 

• See Spencer, Pri,.nl/~I of SIJeiIJ/o/O', VoL I, pp. 478-9· 
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or state, in their discreteness, their mobility. their conscious
'ness. (a) The units of an organism are concrete, material 
things physically united, though endowed also with the phy
sical principle of life. The units that compose a state are 
materially aiscret~, though being essentially psychical in 
their nature are psychically united. Co) The physically 
united unit of the organism is immobile and performs a spe
cific function in a specific portion of the organism. The 
psycho-phycical unit of the state being discrete has great 
mobility, and performs various functions in various portions 
of the .body politic. (c) No't only is the social unit endowed 
with mobility, ,but it has also consciousness, indeed, self-con
sciousness. It has. thus, the capacity of the self-direction 
of its movements and activities in the pursuit of various pur
poses that itsets before itself as desirable to attain. Hence 
its .ability to attach itself to this or that society-" social 
organism "-or to perform functions not only in the various 
groups-" organs "-of the same society, but also at one and 
the same time in different societies or states. In no sense 
does such consciousness and such self-direction exist in the 
unit, or .cell of .an organism. There is, in brief, all the differ
ence ,.between a thing and a person. 

2 •. Again, in the animal organism there is a common sen
sorium 'for the who!~ organism which is the center of its 
sentient and psychical existence. No such sensorium exists 
for the state, since it exists only in -corporeal substance and 
the state is ,not such an entity. It has no sentiency or 
psychical life apart from that manifested ,in its l,Initary parts, 
while in the organisnl there is no sentiency JJr psychical life 
~part..fromthat .manifested in the whole. 't does not exist 
in the units or cells. So far as there is any comparison, in
deed,itis 'between the organism as a whole 'and' the units 
that make up a ~tate. 13ut ,since these units are in reality 
the organism with which th~comparison would be made, we 
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should have only what the logicians call an identical prop
osition. 

3. But perhaps the most decisive difference between an 
organism and the state is in the ends of the uni~s and of the 
whole. In the organism the cells-un its-are merely con .. 
tributory parts in the life of the whole and exist only for the 
sake of the whole. They have no end of their own and no 
function apart from the specific organism to which they be
long, and apart from it also no reality. The units of the 
II social organism," on the other hand, do not exist for the 
whole, but the whole exists for them, for their development. 
They are ends in themselves, have functions of their own to 
perform as well as those for the whole, and have a reality of 
their own. But the organism, as such, has its end in its own 
existence, while the state has its end in the highest existence 
of its members-its constituent parts. In the state the 
whole has its existence in and for the parts j in the organism 
the parts exist in and for the whole. 

These objections, to which others might be added, are a 
sufficient refutation of the widely-accepted doctrine of a 
social organism. But if the organic theory of society is 
false, s~ also is the extreme individualistic conception of 
society. If the state is not an organism for which the indio 
vidual exists, it is nevertheless true, as we have seen, that it 
is only in the state that the individual has his highest and 
most complete existence. The only true theory lies between 
the two extremes, and sees the mutual dependence of the 
state and the individual, never forgetting, however, that the 
ultimate factor of permanent importance is the individual, 
for whose end all eJs~ is at bottom subordinate. 

Important conclusions follow. For if the view that we 
have held is the true one, it follows that the individual must 
contribute to the support and maintenance of the state, but 
that in Going so his own personality, and therefore ethical 
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considerations, should ever be kept in the foreground. But 
on the theory of a social organism con!ributions to the state 
should be determined rather by principles of expediency 
than by ethical principles, !!ince the ends of the individual 
would be of no concern, as they wou1d have existence only 
for the" organism." On the basis of an extreme individual
ism there would be no contributions to the state, or if so, 
only voluntary ones. 

3. The Nature 0/ Sovereignty. We are not concerned 
with all of the characteristics of sovereignty, but only with 
such characteristics as have any importance in the determina
tion of principles of taxation. We shall, therefore, consider 
sovereignty only with respect to its dual nature and the 
characteristics of each, and with respect to the rights of in 
dividuals. 

I. By common consent the chief attribute of sovereignty 
is supreme, coercive power over the lives and property of 
individuals, or associations of individuals, that are members 
of a state; a feature that is common to no other social 
group. But sovereignty is something more than supreme 
power-force; but to understand its twofold character it is 
necessary to keep in mind the distinction between state and 
government so clearly and forcibly made by Professor Bur
gess.1 A. state· is a, body of people organized as a body 
politic; a government, as we have seen, is the agent of the 
state, the instrument for effecting its will. It is in the gov
ernment that is manifested the direct exercise of sovereignty, 
but the source of this power is in the people back of the 
government. It is the former that the statesman or lawyer 
ordinarily has in mind, but to the political philosopher the 
latter is of chief importance. The former-the sovereignty 
of government-we may, with Professor Ritchie,· call legal 

I Burgess, Poli/ical Science a"tI Cons/i/f/Ii."QI Law, Vol. i, p. 57. 

"RItchie, Pri"ciples of S/a/~ I,,/n-fn-ence, Appendix, note B. 
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sovereignty; the latter-the sovereignty of the people
.11i",ate sovereignty. More definitely, ultimate sovereignty 
is the organized will of a people respecting life and prep
erty, liberty and justice, or the conditions of human de
velopment. Legal sovereignty, on the other hand, is the 
immediate exercise of supreme power in accordance with 
the Ceneral will of the people. 

This double aspect of sovereignty may also be character
ized as the sovereignty of force and the sovereignty of will, 
or objective sovereignty and subjective sovereignty, a view 
which follows from our conclusions concerning the nature of 
the state. The force of the state, or its supreme power, and 
the will of the state are but two aspects of the same thing 
and mutually supplement each other. For will implies a 
conscious activity directed towards a definite end, and with
out such activity is only a mere subjective wid. So also 
sovereign force of a people, as distinct from mere force, 
implies intelligent direction; or we may say that such force 
is intelligently directed will, but with supreme power for the 
execution of its ends. That is, the intelligently directed 
force and the will, necessarily in one and the same persons, 
are, as we have said, obverse sides of the same fundamental 
fact-will, or the activity of will. Hence, the sovereign 
power cf the state is the activity, or expression, of the 
sovereign will of the people of the state, and are related as 
effect to cause. The primary, subjective fact is will; the 
immediate, objective fact is force, power. 

If we consider sovereignty with respect to its sanction, or 
to the extent of its power, we meet with the same primacy 
of will. For it must be clear that the sanction for the exer
cise of !upreme power by a state, apparently in the fact of 
the power itself. is in reality in the sovereicn will. To be 
otherwise sovereignty would be no more than brute force. 
Objectively viewed, indeed, the sanction is in the fact of the 
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possession of supreme power, but without the originating 
and directing will there would be no such power, nor does 
the power extend beyond the range of. the organized will of 
the people, the sovereign will of the state. But for the 
sovereign will there can be no sanction outside of itself. for 
will is a fundamental fact so far as our purpose is concerned, 
since we have not to do with the metaphysics that traces it 
to the supreme will imminent in the human will. 

So likewise with respect to its extent. Sovereignty, 
indeed, as an objective fact is, by its very definition, un
limited in the degree and range of its power, since there can 
be no other power within a state to which it may be sub
ordinate. ~ut since sovereignty is also objectified will it is 
conditioned by the range of the activity of that will. Thus, 
again, will is the ultimate fact. The extent, or perhaps 
better the content, of sovereignty is determined, therefore, 
\>y the character of the will which it represents j that is, by 
the character of the wills of the persons in \\< hom the sover
eign will is embodied. Therefore, though in a sense will is 
a law unto itself, sovereign will is, by the very nature of the 
individual and the nature and purpose of the state,' an 
ethically determined will; for, as we have seen, it is organ
ized will directed towards the good of every person repre
sented in it. 

2. Is there, then, any limitation to sovereignty. or, are 
there rights of the individual as against the sovereign power? 
Politically, it must be admitted,sovereignty is a.bsolute over 
life and property. Under no other condition can a state 
e.ndure. The right of 'the state to exercise compulsion upon 
the individual has been sufficiently discussed in discussing 
the character of membership in 'the state, where it was shown, 
that forced obedience is justified as against ... the individua. 
who sets his selfish will in opposition to the general will, as. 
in the vi.olation of law, the llo~-~ayment of taxes ; though 
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philosophically there is much truth, in' the contention of 
Hegel that the criminal wills his own punishment, wills, 
that is, the direction of the force of the state against himself. 

But are there no limits to this power of the state over the" 
individual? Only a moral limit. And hence the only rights 
of the individual against the state are moral rights. Polit
ically, that is legally, the sovereignty of the state is abso· 

'lute; but in virtue of its own ethical character; as well as 
the ethical character of the individuals in whom, upon whom 
and for whom it is exercised, it is subject to moral limita
tions. Or, there are rights of the individual that the sover
eign power of the state is morally bound to respect, rights 
that flow from the very law of his being. They are in' a 
very true sense" natural rights." They do not depend UpOIt 

the state for their existence as rights, but only for a more 
assured reality. As Green puts it: .. The state, or the sov
ereign [he means the government] as the characteristic insti
tution of the state, does not create rights, but gives a fuller 
reality to rights already existing." I Not all " natural" rights 
are made legal rights; but only such as are of universal in
terest; and legal rights that are not .. natural" or moral 
rights are not permanently enforceable, since they are antag
onistic to the general will, to the, prevailing idea of right: 

The ridicule so commonly heaped upon the doctrine of 
.. natural rights JJ loses its force if the distinctions we have 
made between sovereign force and sovereign will be insisted 
upon; and only by such distinctions is it possible to arrive 
at a true philosophy of taxation. The plea {or justice in 
taxation, implied if not expressed in almost every theory of 
taxation. is proof of the general conviction that there are 
.. natural rights" of the individual which the state does not 
create but should enforce; that the sovereign power of the 
atate ought to be governed by definite conceptions of these 

I P~/ilica/ O/J/igati,ItOs, p. 138. 
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rights, by ideas of justice j that the state-individuals in 
association-no less than the individual, should be ethically 
determined. No other conclusion is possible from the con
ception of the state upheld in this chapter, which conceives 
it to be the purpose of the state to enforce right and justice 
to the end of the highest realization of the individual. The 
right to develop, to realize himself, is fundamental to every 
individual, and this implies a right to the means necessary 
to attain the end, but with a recognition of the equal rights 
of' others. These rights of the individual necessarily in
volve obligation on the part of the state, whose very esseJlce 
it is to provide these conditions, to make possible this de
velopment. It is by virtue of these facts-this conception 
of the state-that ethical principles in taxation are de
manded j and it is in accordance with them that ethical 
principles must be determined. 

Our conception of the nature of rights of the individual, 
and of the corresponding obligations of the state, may per
haps be made clearer by an· illustration. Take, for example, 
the question of property rights. The right to property, it 
is usually assumed, is a purely legal creation, property being 
a question of law and not of right. From the legal point of 
view this is entirely correct; but the statement expresses 
only a half-truth. Property, that which is one's own, is also 
an economic good, produced directly or indirectly by indi
vidual exertion for the satisfaction of human needs, by which 
the self is realized. Such economic" good," therefore, be
longs of right-a moral, "natural" right-to the individual 
as his own, his property, because it is the objective expres~ 
sion of his effort to provide the material means, not onlr of 
life but for individual, human advancement. Or, to borrow~ 
again, Hegelian terminology, property is the outward mani
festation of one's self; is, in a' sense, the objectified self. 
Property as a legal right is only a confirmation by the gov
ernment of an already existing moral right~ 
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The moral, or .. natural," right to property the state is 
bound to respect in its demands upon the indh'idual, as it 
respects the right to individual development. And, in fact, 
this right to private propc.-rty in the product of one's own 
labor has been recognized from the very beginning of eco
nomic life. The case is quite diffc.-rent with land, which as 
a common inheritance was first held in common and only 
later, partly as a matter of expediency and partly from a gen
eral recognition of the right to the improvements made upon 
the land, was made private property. As Locke puts it, 
whenever one's own labor, which is his own, is added to a 
natural object II the common right of other men" is ex
cluded.. To this right to thl'! products of one's own labor 
the government gives a legal existence. 

If there is only a legal right to property, if property 
hall only legal existence created by the sovereign power of 
the state, or by the government acting for it, there can be no 
question of the rights of the individual to any economic 
goods which the state may demand, or of the obligations of 
the state respecting them. Ex:pediency, not justice, would 
supply the norm for taxation. But if property, that is eco
nomic goods, belong of right to the producer of them, as 
representing his effort and sacrifice to realize the possibilities 
of his nature, then this right ::hould be recognized as funda
mental in the determination of principles of taxation. Ex
pediency must give place to justice. 

The preceding theory of the nature of the state and the 
individual, involving reciprocal rights and obligations, will 
be assumed as the basis of the following discussion of just 
principles of taxation. The marked feature of this theory is 
the emphasis that it gives, at least by implication, to the 
idea that the problem of taxation is an ethical one: that in 
taxation as in other matters the good of the individual is the 

I Loc:kc, Ci7lil CIIJI".,."W", c:h. .. , ICC. 27. 
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fact of fundamental importance, the ultimate object towards 
which the operations of the state must tend; that, in fine, 
the view-point of the problem of taxation, as of all social 
phenomena, is man. There will, however, be no attempt to 
make this theory the basis of new and startling conclusions. 
The object of this study is rather, upon the basis of a theory 
of the s.tate that, i~ is believed, best explains its· philosophy, 
to ascertain the true philosophy of taxation; upon this basis 
to discover, by analysis and criticism of existing theories, 
the true principles of taxation; and above all to give them 
a rational justification, and not, as is commonly done, merely 
assume the justice of certain principles without full consid
eration of all ·that is implied in the mutual relations of the 
state and the individual.· 



CHAPTER III 

TAXATION, ECONOMICS AND ETHICS 

I. TAXATION 

I. The Natllre of a Taz. In the preceding chapter we 
have learned that the state is an organization of persons 
effected for the realization of a common end, a common 
II good "-a good that is .. common" because it is the good 
of every member of the state; that this .. good" is from one 
point of view the attainment of right and justice, while ulti
mately it is the (ullest realization of the personalities of the 
individuals who in their organized totality constitute the 
state; that primarily necessary for carrying out the ends of 
the state is the establishment of government-an organiza
tion within the state-charged with the general purpose of 
acting as the executive agent of the collective will of the 
atate. 

Thus we find that a government, as the agent of the state 
in the realization of right and justice and in the maintenance 
of conditions for the highest possible human development, is 
a fundamental collective need indispensable to every indi
vidual, to every person. Now such a government is not a 
mere subjective idea; it is also an objective fact, consisting 
as it doei of a body of persons selected for the performance 
of its functions, for executing the will of the people-the 
Itate. But that these per!ons may perform the functions'of 
government, certain material conditions, or means, are neces 
sary. Hence the need of a government, and so the needs of 
government. involve two classes of needs: personal service 

379] 43 
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and material goods. But since the persons who act as the 
government, .retain their individuality-therefore their per
sonal wants satisfied by means of economic goods-demand 
for their services resolves itself into a demand for economic 
goods, or the means for their procurement. Thus, directly 
or indirectly, the whole needs of a government may be 
summed up in the need for economic goods; on the one 
hand, food, clC?thing, shelter, etc., for the governing class; 
and on the other hand, land, buildings and such equipment 
as is necessary to provide place and material for the per
formance of the service, for the preservation of records, etc., 
and armament, ships and other -essentials for national de
fense, both of which conditions are essential for the mainte
nance of government. Immediately and directly, however, 
the need of government is revenue-money-by means of 
which it can procure both service and the material goods 
necessary for the performance of its fUilctions. 

In the past the services and material goods required by a 
government have been procured if\ a variety of ways: By 
tributes and booty, byfeudal services, grants, aids. etc. i by 
the cultivation of crown lands, and by direct service to the 
state-as military duty and the corvee.. and latterly, in
directly by means of revenue collected in the form of money 
from the citizens of the state in which the government in 
question exerc-ises its functions.' In earlier times tributes 
and booty constituted the principal source of revenue, in 
medieval times feudal dues and crown lands were the most 
important source, but in the modern civilized state the chief 
source of revenue is taxation--money contributions from the 
whole people-though fees, fines and, in some countries, 
government lands and industries yield a not unimportant 
part of the total revenue. We are concerned, however, 
neither with the history of governmental revenue, nor 'with 

I See Wagner, FinamWiSSil,ucltajl, ii, sec. 103 d S~IJ. 
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a study of the principles underlying the various kinds of 
revenue. but solely with the principles that should deter
mine the collection of that revenue which comes from taxa
tion. 

What. in brief. is the nature of the tax, whose princi
ples we seek to determine? Numerous definitions of a 
tax have been given, though not with complete success, 
since too great precision is attempted in a single sentence. 
For our purpose, at least, it is better to state the funda
mental idea of a tax and afterwards to note its leading char
acteristics. Olherwi!e there will be inaccuracy of statement, 
or the need of too many qualifications. I would, therefore, 
define a tax as a contribution from individuals out of their 
private property for the maintenance and defense of go\'ern
ment, to the end that it may perform its functions and the 
ends of the state be realized. The fact that contributions 
from private property are necessary for the support and ex
penses of government results, in part, from the change from 
collective to private economy, and in part, also, from the 
gift or sale of crown, or national property, to individuals as 
private property; in a word, to the fact of private property, 
And so long as the system of private property subsists 
individuals must contribute from their property for the sup
port of ~overnment. But whether the individual is a mem
ber or the state to whose government he contributes is a 
matter of no importance. The fact is that contributions are 
due from all (with exceptions to be noted later) over whom 
a government may directly exercise jurisdiction, as with 

• respect to their property, or for whom any of its functions 
may be directly performed, as for the defense of their per
sons or property. 

In viewing the tax as a • contribution' we have regarded 
it solely from the point of view of the individual, and we 
believe that this point of view is justified by a true philos-
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ophy.of the state as emphasizing the most distinctive fea
ture of a tax, philosophically considered. But it must be 
admitted that there is another aspect to a tax, the point of 
view of the government. And from this point of view the 
tax may be considered as a method of procuring a revenue 
to meet the expenses of the government by means of col
lections from the private property, or income, of individuals. 
From the point of view of the individual, therefore, a tax is 
a • contrjbution,' from the point of view of the government, 
a • collection.' 

2. Characteristics 0/ a Tax. The tax regarded as a • con
tribution' or as a • collection,' or as both, does not reveal its 
full nature. but only its general feature. Particularly im
portant to a clearer understanding of the nature of a tax are 
two characteristics that are in part suggested by its general 
feature ~ described above. (I) First, the question whether 
a tax" is a tax .upon persons or property; (2) Second. 
whether the tax is voluntary or compulsory. Both ques
tio~s are of importance, not only because their answers will 
throw light upon the nature of the tax, but because import4 
ant principles of taxation depend upon their determination. 

(I) In the first place. then, is a tax imposed upon persons 
or upon" property? That a tax is nominally levied upon 
property no one will question." But is the tax in reality, in 
its essence, a tax upon property? Economically speaking, 
or viewed as an objective phenomenon, a tax is undoubtedly 
upon property. A government requires economic goods in 
the form of a money revenue to defray its expenses in the 
performance of its functions; a~d this revenue is obtained 
by a collection made upon the private property of individ
uals. Government. in brief. requires prope"rty ,and procures 
it by assessments upon property and collections of property. 
But this view of a tax explains only its external and me-
chanical character. its/orma/ character. I 
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But as the nature of things in general, so also the nature 

of a tax is not determined by its formal character, but by its 
subjective idea, its subjective character. And the subjective 
character of a tax is not determined by the formal relation 
of a government to economic goods, bllt by the relation of 
a state to the persons in whom and for whom it has its ex
istence. For, as we have seen, a state consists of persons 
organized as a botly politic and has for its purpose their 
gradual development and perfection. State and persons are 
interdependent and correlative to each othcr. Consisting of 
persons, the state has direct relation only to persons and de
pendence UPOll persons. Government being the agent of 
the state, it is a necessary incident to it, and hence its main
tenance and support is a requisite to the maintenance and 
support of the state. And as the agent of the state the de
pendence of the government for support is necessarily the 
same as that of the state, that is, upon persons. The rela
tion, we repeat, is to persons and the dependence up·on per
sons. This is involved in the very idea of the state. More
over, as the state, and so the government, exists for persons 
and is a necessity to persons, the obligation of support must 
rest upon persons, as the necessity of support is a necessity 
to persons. Neither necessity nor obligation could rest upon 
property as such, though property is e~sential to state and 
government. The tax is and can be nothing else than a tax 
upon persons, at least upon our assumption of the true con
ception of the state. Nor, indeed, is the subjectivity of the 
tax, as a tax upon persons, an)· less apparent whcn viewed 
from its economic standpoint if only the subjective character 
of property be consijered. For, subjectively considercd, 
property is, as we saw, the objectified self; and hence a tax 
upon property becomes indirectly a tax upon pcrsons, upon 
personal productive capacity and ability, upon the economic 
means of satisfying personal wants. and thus upon the entire 
personality of the taxpayer. 
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Thus, w'hether we consider the tax with respect to its ne
cessity to the individual and to the corresponding individual 
responsibility and obligation (involving the relation of the 
individual to the state), or with respect to its economic re
lation to the individual, it is equally evident that, while em-

f pirically and objectively viewed, a tax is upon property, 
or ideally and subjectively viewed it is upon persons. And it 

may be ~dded that this subjective character of the tax has 
far-reaching results. It supplies the key not only to the 
true philosophy of taxation but to the principles by which 
it should be governed. It also furnishes the key to the 
solution of many othen~ise difficult problems in taxation, 
and consistently adhered to <!ovoids much error and confusion 
of ideas. .. The subjectivity of the tax," says Vocke, co is the 
Ariadne thread that must be firmly held if one would avoid 
a multitude of dangerous mistakes and escape from the laby
rinth of obscure (unklar), if also old views." I 

(2) Granting that a tax is a tax upon the person, is the 
tax contribution voluntary or compulsory? Again, it is 
necessary to distinguish between the objective and the sub
jective character of the tax, between the objective fact and 
the subjective idea. As objectively considered from the 
view-point of political science, or of the government, the 
payment of taxes is necessarily compulsory. Compulsi~n, 

in fact, is a necessary prerogative of objective sovereignty, 
and a necessary consequence of t~ right of the state to be. 
So dominant, indeed, is this aspect of the tax that the idea 
of compulsion has become a central feature in all of the 
definitions of a tax by both the legist and the economist, ,the 
statesman and the financier. .'yet, historiCally, the begin
nings of the tax, as occasional .. aids," co grants" and 
If donations," were entirely voluntary; and ,only gradually, 
with the change of society from status to contraCt, and the 

~ Vocke, Di~ A!Jga!Jm, Au,lagY" find di~ Steuer, p. 472. 
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growing insufficiency of other sources of revenue, did these 
contributions become regular and compulsory.' And 
curiously enough, as the consciousness of the unity and 
universality of interest in a stable government has developed, 
and particularly with the rise of the democratic state, the 
compulsory character of tax contributions has become more 
universal and more rigid. 

But the compulsory feature of the tax represents only one 
side of the question, either historically or philosophically. 
For, correlated with the fact of an enlarged range, and the 
rigidity of compulsion, is the further fact that with the 
growth of a more definite consciousness of our citizenship, 
and of the vital relations that we sustain to the state and the 
state to us, there develops the conviction of an obligation to 
contribute towards the support of the government, and at 
the same time the right of the government to exact the con
tribution.s And, indeed, this conviction attests the voluntary 
character of the tax, at least where its true nature has been 
duly reflected upon. Nor is the voluntary character of the 
tax a mere subjective concept arising from conscious re
flection upon the nature of a tax. Taxes are in fact volun
tarily paid, even though the attempt is almost universally 
made to evade a part of them, or a protest is made against 
their amount. At least in all cases of pure cemocracy, or 
of representative governments elected by the people, the 
people voluntarily agree I directly or indirectly, to tax them
selves. As was pointed ouf when discussing the character 
of membership in a state, the people who voluntarily make 
up a state voluntarily agree to tax themselves for its support 
and maintenance; and only here and there the self-seeking 
individual endeavors to make himself an exception to the 
general rule, and upon such it is agreed, individually and 

I See Seligman, ElJay. ill Tazalitln, pp. 1-7. 
• Cf. Cohn, TIll &;ltUl Dj FinatUl, lee. 192. 
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collectively, that compulsion shall be applied, the voluntary 
and compulsory character of a tax thus implying each other. 

But not only is the idea of voluntary taxation implied in 
the voluntary character of membership in a state. it is a 
necessary consequence of the subjective idea of the tax and 
of the state. If, as we have maintained, the fundamental 
basis of the state is will, then the same will that creates the 
state must will to provide the means for its maintenance; 
that is, contribution for the support of the state is a volun. 
tary act. Any other theory can rest only upon the pre. 
supposition that arbitrary force is the sole foundation of the 
state, thus failing to distinguish between the empirical state 
and the Concept state. 

Nevertheless, the subjective idea of taxation docs not 
exclude the idea of compulsion. On the contrary, compul. 
sion, we repeat, is in the voluntary conception of the tax; a 
fact that must become apparent the moment that we reflect 
upon the distinction between the general will and the 
individual self-seeking wiIl, between the social will of the 
individual and his purely personal will, if we may be allowed 
the distinction. In any case. however. only the subjective 
idea of the state and the subjective idea of taxation can fur. 
Dish a basis for ethical principles of taxation, for if force is 
the sole factor in the problem there can be no question of 
principles. but only of policy; ~tiII less a question of ethical 
principles. But, in .fact, even the objective right of tompul. 
sion. as in the en(orcement of the law of universality, .esls 
upon the subjective idea, or. perhaps better. the subjective 
bet. 

3. Till Limits of TazlJlion. Granting the power of the 
state to impose taxes as a sovereign rig:bt-a right, however, 
·that has its source in the general will-are there any limits 
to the taxing power? If the question be made to refer to 
the state proper it must be said that no Lbeoreticallimits to 
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taxation can be assig:'led; for if the state is the people 
organized, and rq-.resents their collecth'e \rill. there can be 
no limit to its power other than that which it determines for 
it:;elf. that is. which is determined by the general \rill in 
yiew of common ideals. But in view of the fact that the 
government. as the a~nt of the state, is the practical taxing 
po."er, it is with ref~rence to the government that the ques
tion has its real !li;::nilicance. 

In discussing, then, the limi:.s of the power of the govern
ment in taxation we shall pass o\"er all specific reference to 
the indiviJual, since this phase of the question constitutes 
the essence of the main burden of our th.:sis. Here we wish 
only to note a few general obsenoatiollS, particularly respect
in: the amount of the tax burden. And in the first place. 
it may be observed that the limits are relative, not absolute ; 
and that .. hile no II Iri4ri rule can be given for the limita
tion. there are. nevertheless. both theoretical and practical 
limitations. In a general way we may classify the limita
tions under the fullo""ing heads: political. ethical. economic. 

( I) Poiitically speaking the power of a governroent in. 
taxation is theoretically limited by its creator. the state; and 
most commonly the limit finds objective expres.,ion as a con
stitutional limitation. especially under cOlbtitutional govern
ments. That is. the .ill of the people is the final judge. 
More than this. in all representative governmects the people 
t!leoretiC.1l1y exercise a direct control over the amount of the 
tl.x in the chuice of their repre3enutives. Unfortunately. 
h:>wever. owin~ to party machinery and political methods. 
the control of the people is very largely theon:tical only. 
\Vhere. indeed. the g<wemment. falls into the hands of a 
.. political aristocracy"--the politicians-the people reta:n 
oDly the semblance of power. while the go\'ernment becomes 
practically absohlle. 

Aod yet there are practical limitati.>1lS, for if the burden 
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becomes 'too oppressive there is always danger of a revolu
tion, such, for example as the Revolution of 1789; unless, 
perchance, the oppression successfully passes a 'point where 
resistance becomes hopeless, as is apparently the present 
condition of Italy and Spain. In countries of greater en
lightenment and a larger freedom there is the restraint that 
the fear of being deprived of office, through the ballot, con
stantly exercises. Such a limit is, however, very indefinite. 
It depends in part on the ability of the governing power to 
throw the burden. on those who have practically the least 
political power; in part on the ability to use the more or 
less deceptive method of creating public debts.' Thus, po
liticallya government has in practice a wide range of discre
tion in the use of its taxing power, even the constitutional 
restraint being very largely negatived in the fact that the 
government interprets the constitutional limitations put 
upon it. 

(2) But though a government has a large range in taxa
tion politically, there are certain ethical limitations that are 
incumbent upon it, for' the government is, after al1, consti
tuted of moral agents. Still, no definite moral rule of limi
tation can be assigned. All· that can be said is, that since 
the government is the agent of the state in making condi
tions possible for the highest human development, it is 
morally bound to consider the effects of any taxation in 
retarding this development. But such a limit is relative. It 
depends, 011 the one side, on the functions that are assigned 
to the government, and, on the' ~ther side, on the national 
wealth, on the economic condition of the people~ But the 
functions of government. ~re themselves relativ~'-relative, ' 

I C/O Adams, Public Debll, ch. ii and pp. 41-2. ' , 

I The theory of the relativity of the functions 'of government was warmly criti
cised by the Hegelian scholar, Dr. W. T. Ha.;l'Is, in a discussion (ollqwiog a paper 
by the writer on .. The Functions of Government." 
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that is, to the habits and customs of a people, to their ideals, 
their intellectual and moral status, their industri:tl life, their 
political and economic freedom. The main ethical problem 
of a government in taxation, however, is the just distribution 
of the burden, a question we need not discuss here. 

(3) Economically, also. the limitations of taxation have 
the same relative character that they have ethically, the same· 
indefiniteness, the same want of definite rule.' Neither a 
fixed percentage of the national wealth, nor a per capita 
a\'erage can furnish valid criteria for judgment. Hardly 
more satisfactory is the rule that would limit the amount of 
the tax upon the individual to a fixed proportion of his 
revenue." No less indefinite is the rule that the amount of 
taxes should be <!etermined by the needs of the government, 
for not only are these needs relative to the functions of the 
government, but their satisfaction is conditioned by the 
national wealth and general economic circumstances. Of far 
greater importance, since it conforms both to the ethical 
ictcal and to sound economic policy, is the rule of Stein, 
sanctioned by Professor Adams.] that the amount of the tax 
should be so adjusted as to maintain a due proportion be
tween the satbfaction of the needs of the state and the needs 
of the individual. True, the difficulty of this rule is the prac
tical determination of a " due proportion," a problem that is 
very largely influenced by economic and ethical conditions. 
The solution of the problem, however, is made theoretically 
simple by the utilitarian economists by an application of the 
doctrine of marginal utility. But for reasons that will be given 
later, utilitarian economics has. to my mind, a very limited 
application in public finance, being subject to the delusions 

I Cf, Wallner. tI,. cU., '~CI. 104-106. Cj. also Adams, PuIJ/;e Finanu, pp. 26-33. 

'See Vaaban,lA DI"" /'.'''7311. 

'AdlUDl, Till Se;lne, D/ Pi_ne" p. 28. 
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that are so common in reasoning from analogies. Still, the 
rule is econOlnically and ethically sound :IS a rule for guid
ance. But, ,perhaps, the most practical economic rule is that 
taxes should not be so large as in any way to impair their 
source. That is, the economic limitation is determined by 
the effects of taxes upon industries, and so upon the sources of 
revenuf'. This phase of the question we will discuss under 
the following head. 

II. TAXATION AND ECONOMICS 

The economic life of a people is intimately related to its 
social life, not only because it is itself a phase of the social 
life, but also because economic goods form the material 
basis of the existence and usefulnesc; of all social groups,
religious, philanthropic, scientific, etc.,-as well as of the 
political group itself. That is, social well-being is condi
tioned by economic well-being. Whatever, therefore, affects 
the economic life, or the economic conditions of a people, 
affects also its social and so its individual well-being. Henee 
'it becomes of grave importance that a go:vernment in exer
cising its power of taxation, in collecting economic goods 
from individuals, should carefully observe any economic 
effects that taxes may have, whether due to the methods of 
taxation, the amount of the taxes, or to other causes. 

These effects we cannot stop to discuss in any detail, but,. 
must confine ourselves to pointing out some of their more 
important ,features and tendencies, not only to indicate the 
character of the problem involved, but also to emphasize the 
fact that justice in taxation cannot be realized except by due 
observanc'e of economic laws and principles. For while this 
aspect of the question is essentially one of the economics of 
taxation, rather than of the principles of, taxation. a clear . 
understanding of the character of the ,effects of a tax is an 
indispensable prerequisite to the determination of principles; 
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&ince the justification of principles mast be founa in: the 
effects resulting from their practical application, not in' " 
,rim formulae. Indeed, it is because of the influence that 
taxation has upon the production, distribution and consump· 
tion or wealth that it is of specidl economic and ethical im· 
portance to consider its effects, since these have an import· 
ant bearing upon principles of taxation, as no system 'can be 
just which unduly and unequally affects the opportunities, or 
material means of development. In the economic effects 
of a tax, therefore, and more particularly in the effects upon 
consumption, is to be found an important factor in determin
ing the justice of principles of taxation. 

I. Taxation and Production. The question specially in
volved here is not that of taxes as an element in the cost of 
prorJuction. It goes, indeed, without saying that taxes must 
con!>titute an essential element in the cost of production Sl) 

long as government shall be necessary to guaran~ee the pro
tection, security and order that make production possible. 
and so long as taxes shall be necessary for the support of 
government. More strictly, taxes are a preliminary expense 
that make the conditions of production possible j but they 
are none the less a necessary part of the cost. Nor, again, 
is the question one of the possible lise of taxes to further 
production by the government, as, for example, by the pur
chase of railroads or other industries. This is a question 01 
policy and of the functions of government as well as all 
economic question, and is too large a subject to be consid
ered here. No, the question with which we are concerned. 
is the effect of taxes upon the production of individuals,. and 
thus upon economic progress and the general material well
being of the individual and of society. 

Do, then, hxes encourage or discourage production? To 
this question different answers have been given. On the one. 
side there is the doctrine that taxes necessarily stimulat~ 
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production, a theory successfully overthrown by Hume! 
McCull'och accepts the reasoning of Hume but qualifies his 
acceptance with the statement that, "it is undoubtedly true' 
that the desire to maintain and improve their condition, 
stimulates' most men to endeavor to discharge the burden of 
additional taxes by increased industry and economy, without 
allowing them to encroach on their means of subsistence, or 
on their fortunes."· On the other hand, J. R Say, who 
viewed the problem from a different aspect, thought it II a 
glaring absurdity to pretend that taxation contributes to the 
national wealth," since" capital is but an accumulation of the 
very products that taxation takes from the subject;n 3 that 
is, since the source of a tax and of capital is one and the 
same, and to increase the one is to diminish the other. 

The fact of the case, however, is that general positive 
statements can not be safely made on either side of the ques
tion. The effects of taxation on production are relative to a 
great variety of circumstances and conditions, and these a 
government should, as far as possible, take into account in 
its tax systems and methods. What the effects of a tax 
upon production are, depends, in fact, very largely upon the 
laws of shifting and incidence in taxation. But these Jaws 
are by no means simple in character; they depend upon 
many conditioning influences, and are specific rather than 
general in. their nature. We cannot, however, stop to dis
cuss this aspect of the question further than to call attention 
to the evident fact that the effect of a tax, and therefore its 

I See Hume, Essa)' "" Ta:us. 

I McCulloch, 7'aJrah"oll a"d Fu"dillg, p. 7 (ed. 1852). For similar views of 
Petty and Temple see Seligman, Shiflillg and Inridmu, p. 16. Cf. also Bear, 
L'AfJ~1"t ~ I'lmlos/~,I> •. 126. Also Mill, Pollt. Eeo"., sec. 3, bk. Y, ch. iii. 

I Say, "o/ih"ea/ Eeo"""I)', hk. iii, ch. viii, sec. I, For conditicns in which the 
tax may lower or raise the" marginal cOSt," cr influence the rate of remuneration, 
I:e Erlgeworth, T"~ P"'''~ '1 h~ol")' oj '}"axalion, in Economic Journal, Vol. vii, 

P·57· 
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iocic!ence. is indissolu~ly linked with the problem of justice; 
and also to point out some of the more important conditions 
determining the shifting and incidence of taxation. l11at is 
to say. the justice of a tax is largely conditioned by its 
effects. the effects are intimately connected with its incidence. 
and the incidence. as we have said. is determined by various 
conditi"n5. 

Among the more important of such conditions are the fol
lowing: Whether the indastries taxed follow the law of con
stant, increasing or decreasing returns; whether or not they 
are monopolies; whether or not there is mobility of capital 
and labor; whether the tax is based upon value or is a tax 

upon surplus.. whether the demand for the taxed commo
dity is elastic or inelastic; whether ur not the "law of sub
stitution" is possible; whether the tax is high or low; 
whether special or general; the condition of the market for 
labor and capital·; the economic condition of. the industry 
taxed relatively to other industries; the form of the imposi
tion and the kind of taxes, as, for example, whether the tax 
it direct or indirect; and the kind of industry taxed and the 
5tage of the industrial process in which the industry is taxed. 
In brid. whatever condition .. , arising from taxation, that have 
an influence upon price determine the manner and degree of 
shifting and incidence, since these are essentially phenomena 
of price. the objective determination of whieh is the law of 
dema'nd and supply. the subjective determination the law of 
marginal utility! 

I F« the lint ___ of aloe hEtory aacI theory of shirlillr and incickDc:e. lICe 

Selic ..... ·~fti¥ &IIJ I..ninel.f T~.n... See abIo !Caw, IAI IUrI_ 
tie, c-krw-~r ;" Sllwn.. .. ... a tbeordial staCy of the lint fou ,. CODdi
lw.-· IKlltioaed ill the tat _ the aile utic..1c of Prof. £lgewortb OD "The I'1Ire 
lloeory of Tuatioa.· £_;1 7."'-'- V .. L m.. l1aa.: CODditiolW are .... t 
ltated by Prof. Edgew«tIa siJ:gty bat ill JI'fO'Ipa'" aIISOIDCd aHDbi •• lioo.. He 
tak.- ill..., ~ ... lbe dfccts of ~Ibort" ad "long t.ma." ad 
.hctIac:r the au • " nwI «~/k.noM~ inC .... rica. The lIrlii •• SJ>kocIid 
iUaltrarioe of bod! the co.,pIaity ad the dillicahy of the poLlcm of "shiJtiJJi 

ad iDcicIcDcc • 
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It is the influences of such individual or combined condi
tions as the above that help to detcrmine the operation of a 
tax, and without a clear understanding of these influences 
it is impossible to determine the effect of a tax upon produc
tion. And yet they tell us but one l;ide of the problem. 
By studying the effect of these influences we may learn the 
effect of a tax upon price and upon the demand and supply 
for the products taxed, but not necessarily the effect of a 
tax upon production. The question of the effect of a tax 
upon production is primarily and immediately a question of 
its effect upon the accumulation and employment of capital. 
and upon the zeal and industry of labor. An important 
element in the solution of this problem is undoubtedly the 
influcnce of demand and supply operating through price, 
itself largely determined by the above-mentioned conditions. 
But this is not the only element of the problem. It is 
necessary to know, not only the effect of a tax upon price 
and demand, but also the effect of a tax-determined price 
upon the profits of capital and labor. Nor even then can 
we say with any definiteness what effect these combined 
influences will have upon, production. Positive statements 
conccrning the effects can result only from an incomplete 
apprehension of the facts involved. 

Let us take, for example, the assumption of Say, that 
taxes always tend to diminbh prcduction for the reason that 
what is spent as a tax would otherwise have been consumed 
as capital; or the opposite theory, that a tax tends to stimu
late productive activity, or to " create the ability to bear it," 
on the glOund that the desire to maintaina certain standard 
of living stimulates to greater industry and labor whenevcr a 
tax curtails the means of maintaining the desired standard. 
The fact is that boLh a'ssumptions are only partial truths. Ill' 
both also there isa 11011 sequitur. Not only is it clearly n.:>[ 
a fact that w hat is spent as a tax would otherwise have been. 
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employed as capital, but it by DO means follows that, because 
botb the tax and capital have the same source, to increase 
the one is to diminish the other, since all other expenditures 
have the same source. How that part of the income which 
is consumed as taxes would have been spent but for the tax 
depends in part, indeed, upon the possibility of profits, but 
aIso in part upon the character and habits of the individual 
taxpayer. And in like manner is determined whether a tax 
effects a greater utility of industry and labor. Influences are 
at work in both directions and the final effect is a resultant of 
many opposing forces. But whatever the general tendencies, 
there can be no doubt but that an excessive tax curtail'! pro
duction, while a moderate tax may, at least under certain 
circumstances, afford a stimulus to greater production or to 
larger accumulations of capital.' 

It is, indeed, in the fact that taxes may work both ways 
upon both capital and labor, may even have one effeet UpOIl 
one class of producers and the opposite effect upon another 
class, tbat makes it of such importance that a government. 
in the determination of the amount and adjustment of taxes, 
should carefully consider their possible effects, and so the 
conditions under which those effects are likel}· to be pro
duced. Nor is this importance confined to the immediate 
effect of taxes upon production. It is shown as well in the 
logiciill results of our assumptions. To assume, for example, 
that taxes always encourage production is not only to assume 
a falliilcious doctrine, but also a dangerous principle, since 
there would be DO logical limit to the extent of taxation; 
while the assumption that taxes allA-ays lessen production, 
besides being false, tcnds to exaggerate the rights of the in
dividual as against the state and to cripple the necessary 
needs of the government. The possible indirect effects upon 

I q. Musluoll. /'riruijla .f F._-in, Po 288 (zd eel.). Also PutaleoDi 
r~ til"" Pr __ , TriMlMriII, Po 41. 
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production would be far reaching. Thus, both because of 
it! ditect and its indirect effects, a government is morally 
bound to consider the effect of its tax impositions, both with 
respect to their amount and their adjustment. The constant 
aim should be to interfere as little as possible with the pro
cesses of production. 

Whether a governmcnt should' encourage production by 
means of protective tariffs or otherwise-creating limited 
legal monopolie~is a different matter. This is a question 
of the functions of government and of governmental policy. 
not of public finance. But when a government by its tax 
system, or by the amount of its taxes, unnecessarily curtails 
production or produces unequal conditions of production. it 
does an injustice to the taxpayers affected by lessening their 
ability, absolutely or relatively, to satisfy their wants; and 
at the same time lessens its own efficiency by diminishing 
the source of its material means of usefulness; thus con
stantly threatening stagnation, if not degeneracy, instead of 
promotin~ the highest development, intellectually, morally 
ant! spiritually-by promoting the material conditions of 
such development. That the task of the government in duly 
observing the effects of its taxes and tax system upon pro
duction is a difficult one can not be denied. The complexity 
of the conditions that enter into the problem makes this in
evitable. Ne\'ertheless, consideration of these effects is nec
essary, both that production in general may not be unnec
esslarily checked, and that the production of one class may 
not be promoted at the expense of another class, thus eHect
ing inequalities and injustice, instead of the equality and 
justice for which a government stands. 

2. Taxa/;on and Dis/ribution. The' effect of taxation 
upon distribution is not less important than its effect upon 
production, not only because of the influence of the distribu
tion of wealth upon economic and social conditions, but 
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because the distribution of wealth is a very large factor in 
the determination of the character, methods and amount of 
production. For instance, large industries and large-scale 
production are economic phenomena which have their eco
nomic basis in large accumulations of capital, which change 
the whole relation of capital to labor as well as relative social 
conditions. Both the economic and social importance of 
distribution, therefore, demand that careful consideration 
should be given to the possible effects of taxation upon the 
distribution of weahh. The importance of the social and 
economic effects of the distribution of wealth must be as
sumed as self-evident. To adequately treat the question 
here would take us too far afield into a discussion of social 
and economic problems. I would, however, call attention 
to four different ways in which taxes do, or may, influence 
distribution; and at the same time caU attention to some of 
the more immediate effects. 

(I) In the first place there is the inevitable change in the 
distribution of wealth consequent upon taxation and the 
expenditure of its proceeds. Wealth is taken from the pock
ets of the producing class and transferred to the pockets oC 
those who perform the services of the government or pro
vide it with material goods. This is unavoidable in modern 
political societies where co-operative division of labor is so 
fully realized. But no hardship or injustice is thereby in
curred. Those who provide the revenue and those who con
sume it in performing the functions of government are 
equally supporters and maintainers of the government, and 
both are equally gainers by this division of labor. There is 
no injustice, therefore, in this effect of taxation upon distri
bulion, so long. at least, as the effect is but the normal result 
of legitimate taxation to meet the essential needs of the 
government. 

(2) The second method by which taxation may (indeed 
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.does) effect distribution is by the tax system itself. This 
method is essentially indirect. Two illustrations will make 
this method sufficiently clear: Protective tariffs and per
'sonal property taxes. 

Granting the legitimacy and justice of protective tariffs, 
their first and more direct effect is to divert wealth from em
ploymen~ in natural channels of production to artificially 
created' channels. This in itself may be an economic gain 
to the whole community as well as to tho~e immediately 
concerned. But however this may be, protective tariffs have 
the further effect of establishing special privileges to certain 
classes, making possible the colossal fortunes of the Carne
gies and Rockefcllers. The same is true of any other 
monopoly-creating tax. The importance of these changes 
lies not only in their reactive effects upon the methods and 
amount of production, but also in widening social distinc
tions and creating social discontent. 

The distribution effected by the abominable system of per
-sonal property-taxes in the United States, while more indi. 
-reet and less perceptible is not less certain, and at the same 
time results only in the most patent injustice. Such taxation 
is practically regressive; the richer classes having larger ac
cumulations of personal property, more easily evade the tax 
'assessor. The tendency of such a tax system is to foster 
-the growth of large fortunes by relieving them of their just 
burdens, but at the expense of the smaller fortune. One 
ctIass in society pays the taxes of the other class. The eco
nomic effect is precisely the-same as if'property was forcibly 
taken from the one Class and transferred to the possession of 
the other. To this economic injustice there is added the 
political injustice of throwing the heaviest b~r~,e~ of taxa
tianupon those who have the least ability to bear it. Thus, 
again, instead of promoting justice and equality- the govern
ment is made an .instrument in fostering injustice and un-
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equal opportunities, with the attendant social nequalities. 
The same unjust influence upan distribution is effected by 
any system of taxation that results in an unequal assessmcnt 
and collection or the tax burden. 

(3) The influence of the rate of taxation upon distribu
tion involves chiefly the que£tion of progressive taxation, for 
a strictly proportional tax leaves the same relative distribu
tion of wealth after as before the tax, effl!cting distribution 
only in such manner as is inseparable from the nature and 
use of taxation. The maintenance of the same relative 
economic conditions, or the equalizing of the burdens of tax
ation, may also be the special object of the progres:iive rate, 
and so far as this purpose is carried out the progressive rate 
samply corrects the defects of the proportional rate by ac
comprshing in fact what it stands. for in theory. The justice 
of the progressive rate from this point of view will come up 
for discussion in a future chapter. We need only to observe 
here that however just the progressive tax may be it e!l"ects 
a different distribution from that entailed by a proportional 
tax, though only such as is incident to the system itself. 

It is a f.ir morc serious question where progressive laxa
tion is used with the deliberate purpose of effecting an arti
ficial distribution of wealth, a:l in the social-political theory 
of Wagner." Such a use of taxation is, ho\vever, a social 
.se and does not strictly come within the province .of public 
finance.- Moreover, it rests upon the assumption that it is 
a proper function of government to equalize t!lC fortunes of 
individuals. This, however, is not an admitted fun~tion of 
government in the modern state, though it was practiced by 
the ancient Hebrews,' was attempted by some of tlu: Spar-

.. (II. N, Ii, PI'. 'ltJ7, 385-6 and 455-9. Also i, p. 47 • 
• Cf. Meyer _,. ~i/., lee. 671 Vocke, tI,. w .• ,. 430 and Marzano. C_;m:!iIJ til 

sn,,,.. tklk Fill4111', p. 116-

• Ln:i/UIII, DY, 10. 
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tan kings,i and recommended by the agrarian reformers of 
ancie~t Rome.s At the present time this doctrine finds de
fenders only in the diffc:rent schooh of socialism. The 
weakness of the whole doctrine is excellently summed up by 
Professor Seligman, when he says that .. a legal equality 
which would attempt to force an equality of fortune in the 
face of inevitable inequalities of native ability would be a 
travesty of justice."3 Further comment is unnecessary. 

(4) .A final use of the progressive rate is to effect a com
plete revolution in the distribution of wealth by converting 
private wealth into public wealth by a process of confisca
tion. This is advocated only 'by the extremes of socialism, 
and, with respect to land, by the disciples of Henry George. 
This use of the tax is so foreign to present ethical standards 
that it has no practical significance and needs not to be dis
cussed here. 

In the brief summary that we have attempted of the possi
ble influence of taxation upon distribution, inclusive of the 
effects upon social and economic conditions--upon spiritual' 
as well as upon material de\'elopment-sufficient, I think, 
has been said to emphasize the necessity of great care lest 
distribution be too arbitrarily and too unnecessarily affected 
by taxes. It illustrates also the truth of the statement of 
Professor Adams, that .. the distribution of wealth within a 
country is of as much importance to its public economy as 
the possession of wealth,". 

But besides its social and economic importance, the use of 
taxation to effect a distribution of wealth other than is 
entailed in the system itself, has the further importance that 
it violates the" natural right" to ,property as understood in 
the preceding chapter. As was there indicated the claim of 

1 See Plutarch's Z;"e.s III lips tz"tI CklJtflm~;. 

I See Plutarch's Liv~s IIftlu Grtzt&i. a Prt1C"~IIW~ TtzztziUm, p. 69-
• Adams, Pull/it .Dellis, p. 151. 
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.the state, or government, is limited to its needs. To go 
farther than this, to appropriate the property of some to be
Itow it upon others, however indirectly, is to transgress the 
.. natural law," is to commit an injustice. 

3. Taration and Consumption. Only recently has con
sumption played any important part in either economics or 
public finance. With the classical economists the safe-guard
ing of production was regarded as a prime element in a sound 
theory of taxation; while the ethical economists and the 
socialists have given special attention to distribution-both 
the distribution of the tax burden and the use of the tax in 
the distribution of wealth. It has remained for the subjec
tive economists-the Austrian school-to lay cmpha:;L; upon 
the relation of taxation to consumption. 

Of these several interests consumption is of most vital 
importance; for objectively and economically considered, 
consumption is the end of all production, and we may add 
also of distribution; while subjectively and ethically con
sidered, consumption is the process by which the wants of 
the individual are satisfied, so far as they are materially de
termined-that is, the self-perfected, realized. Emphasis 
upon consumption, therefore, is a recognition of man as a 
compound of needs whose realization is the essence of his 
being. It changes the view-point from the tltinr to the ~
,on. the means to the end. Not the creation of wealth, but 
the use of it, is made the fact of most importance.' In the 
power ,of consumption is seen the best measure of material 
well-being; but material well-being, at least until a certain 
ltandard is attained. has a most important bearing upon the 
development of the whole spiritual life of man. 

III fact, consumption. both by its amount and by its char
acter, entails far-reaching results. It profoundly affects pro
duction by affecting the efficiency of labor; for efficiency is 

'c/o Walker. NiIUM £_7. P. 394· 
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determined mor:e by what one consumes than by what he 
produces. The amount and character of consumption affect 
also distribution, as, for example, by their influence upon 
the standard of . life, which, in turn, has its effect upon effi
ciency. Whatever, therefore, affects consumption affects the 
whole economic life; but whatever affects the economic life 
affects, directly or indirectly, man's complete development. 
For these reasons, and because private property is an ex
pression of human personality, of the effort to satisfy human 
wants, the government is in duty bound to observe the great
est care that its system of taxation does not unnecessarily 
interfere with individual consumption. 

But the practical determination of what part of individual 
wealth should go to the satisfaction of individual wants, and 
what part should be given to meet the needs of the govern
ment-to satisfy collective needs-is a problem of the most 
difficult character, involving as it does so many complicated 
conditions and circumstances. As worked out by the 
Austrian economists,' however, the theoretical solution of 
the problem is made simple enough, by placing the satisfac
tion of collective needs upon exactly the same footing as the 
satisfaction of private needs. That is to say, the same laws 
of subjective values, of marginal utility, that rule in private 
economy are made to rule in public economy.' The doc
trine, however, contains no new principle, but applies to 

I Meyer, Sax and Wieser. This school bas a strong following in Italy, Ricca
Salerno being one of its most able exponents. His Scim:a della Finatua is an 
excellent and lucid resume of the more pretentious work or Sax. • 

• Tbe credit of first applying the economic theory· of subjective values to finance 
is claimed by Sax for bimself. His theory, bowever, is substantially the same as 
that of Robert Meyer, in spite of the effort to prove a difference. The Italian 
economists do not concede tbe credit to the Austrians, Mazzola, in a note to his 
I Dati Scientijid delill Fi"atua PulJlua, p. 24, claims the honor for Pantaleom. 
referring to an article published by bim in 1883 in the Rass~ Iialia"a, en
titled: ContrilJllI1I alill 'Iellria tklk Spec; PulJliclli. . (; 
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finance as to economics a principle long familiar to utilitar
ian, or better Hedonistic, ethics-the obtainment of the 
greatest possible pleasure at the least possible sacrifice. 

We may for the present dismiss this theory with the re
mark, that while most extravagant claims are made for it 
(which will be considered more fully later) it correctly 
recognizes the fact that the satisfaction of collective and of 
private needs is, in a sense, mutually exclusive, or that 
taxes lessen the consuming power of the taxpayer. It is 
this fact that makes the problem such an important one. 
Yet it is quite as true to say that the satisfaction of collective 
and of private needs supplement each other, for the satisfac
tion of the former conditions, as we have seen, the satisfac
tion of the latter, thus adding to the complexity of the 
problem. 

We can not stop to discuss this aspect.of the question 
further. We have succeeded in our purpose if we have made 
clear that taxation and economics are most intimately re
lated, and have made clear the importance. and, at the same 
time, the difficulty of the question involved. For it has been 
shown that, indispensable as they are, taxes may be so levied 
as to work most injurious and unjust results upon produc
tion, distribution and consumption through the operation of 
economic laws, thus materially affecting human well-being. 
We have seen, also, that the whole question revolves about 
the problem of shifting and incidence in taxation, which, as 
we have seen, is determined by the operation of the phe
nomenon of price, which itself is objectively determined by 
the law of demand and supply and subjectively by the law 
of marginal utility. It is, then, to these economic influences 
and economic results that the statesman should give careful 
attention if justice is to be an aim in taxation. But while 
very definite conclusions may not be possible, Professor 
Seligman has shown that substantial results may be obtained 
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as a guidance in legislation.> \Vithout such observance of 
econqmic laws, conditions and results the first requirements 
of ethical taxation are put to naught. 

III. TAXATION AND ETHICS 

Important as is a knowledge of economic laws and forces 
in questions of taxation, this knowledge will not of itseU de
termine the true principles on which taxes should be based. 
From such knowledge we may learn the economic results of 
kinds and systems of taxes, but nothing at all of principles. 
that is. of ethical principles. Actual results tell of condi
tions as they are; ethical principles of conditions as they 
should be. Yet. without a knowledge of the former it would 
not be possible to prescribe the latter. Actual economic. 
results have also the further significance that they indicate 
the extent to which the ideal, contained in the principle. is 
realized. They are at once, therefore. a manifestation and a 
guide. It is, however, the ethical principle that is of real 
primary importance; for the ethical principle is the funda
mental principle of taxation. as the ethical basis (as we sball 
have occasion to see) is .the ultimate basis. 

In thus insisting upon the paramountcy of ethical princi
ples in taxation, that the ends of justice can not be attained 
by the mere play of economic forces, I am aware of running 
counter to a theory, implied in the doctrines of the classical 
economists, and expressly championed by Sax and his 
school.8 For according to Sax, at least. econo~ic laws are 
but ·the expression of the process of the realization of justice; 
or, justice is simply the realization of economic laws, par
ticularly of the subjective law of marginal utility. In eco
nomic laws are found the IIIplea and o",er- of justice in tax
ation. Yet justice is not to be directly aimed at, for, so we 

• See. SJifti"l: .tul I.ndnta -f T~ ch. viii. 
• Cf. Sa, GrwadIq:tnt~. 8.], and Ricca-Salemo. -t. cit.. bk. ii, cb..-wi. 
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&R told. ethics has no place in public finance. So far as 
public finance is conccrucd cthial ends arc a consequence. 
Dot an aim.,1 

To this doctriae two important objections may be opposed: 
It ~ts upon the false Hedonistic assumption that pleasure 
is the highest Good; it assumcs that economic moti,,·cs and 
cads &R ODe and the same as ethicaJ motives and ends. 
That the highcst Good.-the ethial end.-is not pleasure. it 
is not our place to demonstrate here;- but it must be ad
mitted that it is not consonant with a theory that makes the 
ultimate end of the state the realization. or perfection of mao. 
PleUUft (in the sense of satisfaction. happiness--Aristotle's 
E~ J-not Hedonistic pleasure) is an accompani
Ment. a necessary incident. if you will. but is not itseU the 
end." Hence economic pleasure. u SlId. is by no means 
Dcccssarily identical with ethial ends. Whether or not it 
is so. depends upon the iJH of the Good ,..hose realization 
is sought. 

HoWCftr closely related. therefore. economics and ethics 
may be in certain phases of taxation. ethical motives and 
nds are entirely distinct from economic motives and ends. 
p",.,17 economic motives arc founded upon the idea of • 
.elfish pleasDft of a more or less material character. whose 
realization is the economic end Ethical motives, on the 
contrary. are founded "pon the idea of a Good of a spiritual 
chMac:tc.l'-dle fulfilment of the possibilities of our nature. 
It is not a sdfi.sh Good. for it is recognized as the II good" 
of others as weD as for the self. Its realization is the ethial 

'niI. __ ...... dtloapo.t ., Sa ..... 01 .. _me ... !he_ 
Dry. 

'::- c.... ~... MS. IlL iii. ck. i-
• Dacrihed ., a ee- P"tbnpIwr _. doe ~ tbe alkidcd ~ 

_ 01 aD '- IInIbes,. .... tbe - ......... wftidI; • ~ ~. q:. 
......... s,.- ~ £Aaa. P. 49-

• Cf c.... nwt. -. IS'''' 161. 
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end, which involves justice in the relations of man to man, 
individually and collectively. And because the ethical end 
is the highest end it is paramount over all other ends; hence 
over economic ends, and thus, also, in matters of taxation. 
\Ve can not, then, admit that in questions of taxation eco
nomic self-interest is the measure of the individually or the 
socially just, however dependent our notions of ethical justice 
may be upon economic results. 

For insisting upon an essential distinction between eco
nomics and ethiCs, and that the question of taxatioQ is funda
mentally an ethical question, no apology is needed. The 
supremacy of the ethical element is the only logical deduc
tion from the theory of the state 'And the individual presented 
in the foregoing chapter. Indeed, from the ethical nature 
of man it follows of necessity, or as the old English moral
ists· would say, it is .. according to the reason of things," 
that the ethical element should be the ruling element in all 
social relations and social institutions. In fact, it is true of 
taxation, and of the thousand and one social questions that 

. are agitating the world to-day, that no satisfactory or per
manent solution is possible which does not conform to an 
ethical standard, though that standard pertains directly to 
economic conditions. That is, there should be an ethical 
standard of economic conditions, for as Mill well says: "The 
first thing in every practical discussion should be to know 
what perfection is." 2 

If we are at all correct in our conclusion, even more unten
able than the theory of Sax is the position maintained by 
McCulloch: That since perfect equality·is unattainable, "in 
laying down a practical rule that is to apply to all taxes. 
equality of contribution is q( inferior consideratibri;" and 
that, " It is the business of the legislator to look' at the prac
tical influence of different taxes, and to fe~ot\ by preference 

I Cudworth, aark and Price. I Political Ecotul",J'. v. 2, Sell. Z. 
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to those by which the revenue may be raised with the small
est inconvenience.'" The error of this doctrine is not so 
much in the premise as in the conclusion. For the doctrine 
erroneously assumes that the salus populi, which is held to 
be of .. prime consideration," may be permanently antagon
istic to ethical considerations j that policy and justice may 
be permanently opposed to each other. No, the truth is 
with Madame Royer, who places both "utility and justice 
above the narrow consideration of policy;" but adds, that 
if "justice is at variance with utility, we say that justice is 
preferable."· The fact is that there can be no true social 
policy, no true policy in any of the social relations of life, 
that is not based upon ideas of justice. Justice is the foun
dation of a permanent social order. and a permanent social 
peace. Only upon the grounds of a II policy" best known 
to the" politician," or through want of a wholesome influence 
at the ballot box of a powerful minority (unless, perchance. 
the masses are soothed by ignorance, lethargy. or hope
lessness) can a system of taxes long endure. that is recog
nized by all competent judges as full of injustice.' 

Our conclusion. then, is: That the problem of taxation 
is partly economic and partly (but also essentially) ethical. 
the two elements being inseparably related. It is an econ-

I McCalloch. T_"Ii." a"tI Fw"tling, p. 18 (zd Ed.). Cf. allo Schmoller. who 
OPJlC*a to the principle of Beitragsfllhigkeit. the principle: II Nimm wo el geht." 
Quoted by Meyer. D" Pri,"i/i". til' 1""41.,, Ber/euwwng. p. 128. The declar· 
ation of Held, that "the pBCtice of naing those tDeB over which there is the 
leut comp1aint it the wi_," it not an acquiescence with McCulloch l for with 
Held jualic:e II 80t sacrificed u end, or opposed to policy. On the contrary, it il 
policy to heed the" complaint" because it iI the lurelt (ugative) gllide to the 
realization of justice, the lureal meuure II fur die Groase persilnlicher oprer." 
(Ei .... ""' .. nutnur. p. 115.) 

I llJwk til /' J"/~/. Introduction, pp. 14-5. 
I Aa nole the tq l)'Iteml in many of the American Commonwealths (See Ely. 

T_tllitlfl i .. A .. mea" Siaulau Citiel. and Seligman." Tbe General Property 
Tu," in ElM), .. i" Tax"Ii.,,). 
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omic question in that it has to do with economic goods, con
ditions, and rela~.ions; ethical, in that it has to do with man 
as a spiritual and ethical entity, at once an end in himself, 
and the end of all social life. Each supplements the other. 
As Bastable says: II The important problem of justice in 
taxation is indeed an ethical one, but until its economic 
effects are .known it is impossible to say whether any given 
form of taxation is just or the reverse ... • 

In insisting so strongly upon the ethical character of tax
ation no pretension is made that absolute justice is attain
able. In human affairs only relative justice is possible. But 
we can not reach the highest approximate to justice without 
first knowing, as Mill says, what perfection is, and the "high
est approximate" is all that can be desired. 

But the problem of taxation is something more than an 
economic and an ethical one; it is also political. For our 
conception of the justice in taxation is quite as dependent 
upon our conception of the nature of the state and of the 
functions of government, as it is upon economic results.
But the political con:eptions, like the desired economic re
sults, are relative to ideals of justice. 

We may therefore consider taxation as having three bases 
-political, economic, and ethical-which though distinct 
are inseparably related. Upon our conception of these 
bases, and of their relative importance, must our principles 
of taxation be determined. Sometim~s the' one and some
times the other is assumed as the. only basis, with a conse
quent narrowness of views and one-sidedness of conclusions. 
They must be considered in their mutual relation and mutual 
dependence. We shall consider these bases somewhat his
torically and critically in th~ three following chkpters. 

I PotIJ/u Filtatu:I, P.9. Cf. also p. 273. 
I La justice dans I' impOt est une conception extr~medft:nt ~iflicile l formul~ 

puce qu' die depend de I' idee quO on se fait des droits et des devoirs des 
gouvemements. Leon Say, La (Jlustitm ties i",jQls, P. 66. 



CHAPTER IV. 

THE POUTICAL BASIS AND PRINCIPLES OF TAXATION 

As we ,have seen in the previous chapter, taxation is a 
contribution from the private property of the individual for 
the support of the government-for the satisfaction of a 
common need. It arises out of the nature of the state, the 
necessity of government, and the prevailing system of pri
vate economy. It was further shown that the tax may be 
regarded as voluntary or compulsory according to the ,point 
of view in question; that it is influenced by economic con-' 
ditions and involves economic results; and that above all, 
taxation is a supremely ethical question which must be de
termined by ethical standards and in conformity to ethical 
ideals. 

Now these three phases-the political, the economic, and 
the ethical-are not separate, but are inseparable phases of 
the problem of taxation. They nevertheless afford distinct 
bases of taxation-bases, however, that lead to false results 
if taken in their isolation and not regarded in their in
terdependence and unity. The primary basis is the polit
ical basis, since the whole problem grows out of the relation 
of the individual to the state. But since economic goods 
are necessarily involved, and so the economic relations of 
the individual to the state, there is, following the political 
basis and inseparable from it, an economic basis. And 
finally, because of the ethical character of the taxable sub
ject, and of the ethical character of all social relations, there 
must be an ethical basis which must act as a guiding norm 
in the determination of the principles that should control 

409] 73 
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taxation.; since because of the supremely ethical character 
of the problem, the highest demand is the attainment of 
justice. 

By the 'political basis' of taxation is understood that 
basis which rests upon a definite theory of the state, and 
from which certain principles of taxation may be deduced; 
or it is the determination of principles of taxation in accord
ance with an accepted theory of the state, or is the logical 
outcome of such a theory. Hence the possibility of a wide 
range of principles, varying from those of the extreme indi
vidualist to those of the extreme socialist. These we can 
not attempt to consider in any detail, but must confine our
selves to a few of the more important theories-those that 
have. the greatest influence, either theoretical or practical. 
Such are: the contract theory, the evolution theory, the 
utilitarian theory, and the social theories (as anarchism, 
communism and socialism). 

Now in examining these views of the principles of tax
ation, as related to and, dependent upon a theory of the 
state, two things must be constantly kept in mind: The 
deductions made by the advocates of a given theory, and 
the logical deductions of that theory .. It is also import~nt 
to note whether the question is viewed in its entirety, br 
whether the political basis is regarded as the only basis. 
Before. however, discussing the theories mentioned we may 
mention briefly previous conceptiol;ls of the state and 
taxation. 

In the time of Plato and Aristotle little was known or 
thought regarding principles of taxation, though both Plato 
and Aristotle elaborated a theory of the state. Had they 
attempted, however, to determine principles of taxation from 
their theories of the state, it is certain that they would have 
sought principles consistent with the highest development 
of the individual. The principles of Plato would have 
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looked towards the attainment of ideal justice, white those of 
Aristotle would have been adjusted to a • mean' capable of 
realizing an approximation to justice. But with both, ethical 
results, as they saw them, would have stood in the fore
ground. since they saw in the state the proximate, and in 
the individual the ultimate, good.' And yet with neither 
Plato nor Aristotle would the laws of • universality' and 
• equality' apply to all members of the commonwealth. For 
with Plato the burdens of the industrial life, and so the 
burden of supporting the government, would fall upon the 
working classes, the .. husbandmen;" white with Aristotle 
the same burdens would fall upon those destined .. by 
nature" to be slaves. 

The Roman idea or the state and government likewise 
precluded it from forming a basis for principles of taxation. 
The large dependence of the government upon booty and 
tribute for its support, together with the exemption of the 
patriciaa-the governing-class from the tax burden, pre
vented taxation from becoming!l serious problem whose 
principles needed investigation and determination . 

. Coming down to medieval society and to medieval 
thought, we find new conceptions of the state and more defi
nite ideas concerning taxation. The system by which indi
viduals gave up their persons and property to lesser lords 
for protection, and these, in turn, their persons and property 
to the higher nobility, and the higher nobility to royalty j 
the system of sub-infeudation; and, indeed, the whole feudal 
system, inculcated the idea of the dependence of the indi
vidual upon higher political power. and so made protection 

I Howner tnae It _y be that tbe Greek lubordinated tbe Individual to tbe 
Itate, I do DOt belieYe that any lucb doctrine caD be fOUDd. by any conlistent in. 
terpretation, ill the pbDOIOpby of Plato or Aristotle, U is 10 often Illumed. Witb 
both, the State... oDI,. mana for the fulled development of the .. goldeD 
utve .. of the iIIdividaaL 
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a dominant idea of the social and political structure of 
society, For this protection personal service was performed. 
Hence, as the feudal society gradually gave way to the 
.. status of contract." and personal service to taxation. it was 
only natural that taxation should have been looked upon as 
a payment for the protection received'from the government. 
The tax was simply a payment to the government of the 
costs of its service of protection. It was the • cost.of-ser
vice' theory of taxation •. This theory. however, soon gave 
way. at least in part, to the • value.of-service· theory-a 
theory that measures taxation by the value of the ser.'lce of 
protection. instead of the cost of that protection. The 
value of the protection was then conceived to be dependent 
upon the amount of the property protected, the protection 
of the person being apparently regarded as a negligible 
quantity. A tax, therefore. proportioned to one's property 
would be proportionate to the value of the service that he 
had received. But amount of property protected was 
very early regarded as the measure of one's economic: 
ability. or • faculty," and so of one's ability to pay taxes. 
Though • faculty' might be considered as only another as
pect of tbe • value-of-service' principle, the facult)-I.caJtu 
-of the individual to pay taxes was early laid down as a 
distinct measure, or canon, of taxation.- It was largely out 
of these conditions that gtc\V the conception of the • social 
contract' and the theory of taxation that evolved from it. 

I. THE SOCIAL CONTRACT AND TAXATION 

At the same time that historical conditions~... lending 
much force to the conception of society as founded upon a 
contract, there was gradually developing out of the old Stoic 
conception of a .. law of nature," though with considerable 

, OC't1O ... _,..11_ Idealities facQll1 willi propeeV. 

• Cf. SdiauWl, ~m ~ Po 117· 
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transformation of ideas, a theory of a "social compact" as 
a complete explanation of the origin and nature of the state. 
Although this theory is now universally repudiated by econ
omists and political scientists, no theory of the state has 
exerted a wider or deeper influence, theoretical and practi
cal. in the fields of politics, economics and finance, partic
ularly in England, France and the United States. The 
contract theory had, for example, a great influence upon 
Jefferson and the founders of our Republic, and has also 
given color to much subsequent legislation,' while its as
sumptions are to-day ~mong the most commonly accepted 
doctrines of lawyers, statesmen, and the general public, 
especially in matters of taxation.-

I. TIll Polilieal Philosoplurs. The theory of the Social 
Contract has received its fullest development in the writings 
of Hobbes,' Locke,. and Rousseau,s although the doctrine 
is older than the Leviathan.' The theory is so generally 
understood that it is not necessary to enter into a detailed 
account of it. In brief it is this: Prior to the existence of 
civic society mankind lived in a .. state of nature," accord
ing to Hobbes in an un-social, even anti-social, .. state of 
war," but with Locke and Rousseau under more or less 
social conditions. In the course of time the individuals 
composing the non-civic society became, as it were, sud
denly conscious of the fact that their happiness and well
being would be furthered if they would organize themselves 
into a body politic and choose a common arbiter, or arbiters, 

• Cf.law aamp1e, ipeecII of DaDu.A--"-tc..lP'-' 14lIac" III Sa., p. 1681. 

- Cj. CooJ.J, z- -t T .. .n-. AIM ~ ID-ee of Gcrr. Black 01 New 
York (1196), .... aewtpapen .. the lillie 01 the 1Dco_ Tu cIeciIioDi ia 11193-
-~ .. IN Cw~ PMIiM uel pAi'·'""",,, RfIIIi_1ffII. 
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for settl~ng all such disputes as are constantly arising in a 
state of nature, and for common defense against all attacks 
upon life and property j thus converting the I natural right' 
of the self-defense of one's person and property into the 
right of a legal protection guaranteed by the people as an 
organized whole. 

As the t~eory is developed in detail there are considerable 
differences among the writers mentioned, though for our pur
pose most of them are unessential. We maY,mention, how
ever, that with H<?bbes the purpose of the compact was to 
avoid a state of II war of all against all" that prevails in the 
state of nature j that with Locke it was to avoid the "incon
veniences" that naturally arise in settling any disputes where 
there is not a common arbiter to decide differences j while 
with Rousseau the compact was rather a convenient hypoth
esis for picturing the conditions of an ideal society. Rous
seau, indeed, had little concern for the past, but believing 
man to be born free but everywhere in chains,' he sought, like 
Plato, to discover 'the nature of the ideal state where liberty 
and justice might be realized.- And the basis of such a 
state he found in the idea .of a I contract.' There is also a 
difference with respect to the location of sovereignty, and to 
the character of the protection. Hobbes emphasized the 
protection of life, Locke the protection of property, and 
~ousseau the liberty that js conditioned by the protection 
of both. But the more important fact is, that with all alike 
the idea of a contract'best expresses the nature ofthe state j 
that, further, the state originated in the necessity of protec
tion, or, at least, has as its function the protection of the 
lives and property of its citizens. 

It is unnecessary to enter into a criticism of a theory now 
so universally repUdiated by philosophers· and political sci
entists, although the fiction is still kept up in much legal 

I cf. SDci1l1 CDntrllct, ch. t • I6itl., Introduction. 
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writing. We would simply refer to the facts: That it rests 
upon no historical foundation; that it falsely assumes the 
relation of the individual to the state to be of the nature of 
a contract; that it makes mechanical and statical what is 
spiritual and dynamic, formal what is vital, external what is 
internal. On- the other hand, the criticism of Professor 
Burgess, that the theory assumes a logical contradiction, 
since the state must exist before there could be a contract,' 
seems to us little more than a technical point of law, as by 
the 'contract' was evidently meant nothing more than a 
covenant, similar to that of the Scottish Covenanters, or of 
the Pilgrims in the Mayflower. . 

Assuming, then, the theory as understood by its promul
gators, what is the theory of taxation based upon it? If its 
theory of taxation depended upon its theory of a contract 
we might dismiss it with the statement: That since no such 
contract ever existed, nor, in fact, expresses the true relation 
of the individual to the state, it can not form the basis of the 
rights and obligations of citizens in matters of taxation. But 
as a matter of fact the idea of a contract forms no part of 
the theory of taxation of the Contract theorists. With them 
the basis of both---of the state and of taxation-was found 
in the idea of protection. For this reason their theory of 
taxation, most fully developed by H<.>bbes. deserves more 
careful consideration, since protection is unquestionably an 
important factor both in the conception of the state and in 
that of taxation. 

That the basis of taxation is found in the protection that 
the citizen receives from the state is most clearly brought 
out by Hobbes. Taxes, he says, .. are nothing else but the 
wages due to them who hold the sword to defend private 
men in the exercise of their several trades and callings." 
Moreover, since the benefit that every one receives from this 

I Burc_. Op. riI .. VoL I, p. 63. 
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protecti~n .. is the enjoyment of life, which is equally dear 
to poor and rich, the debt which a poor man oweth them 
that defend his life, is the same which a rich man oweth 
for the defense of his.'" But this equality of taxation does 
not mean, however, an absolute equality, for the benefit of 
the protection is the .. enjoyment of life" as measured by 
material consumption; and hence taxes should be based 
upon what one" spendeth," or consumes, by which "every 
man payeth equally for what he useth."· Similarly in the 
Politics: "The burdens of the commonwealth being the 
price that we pay for the benefits thereof, they ought to be 
measured thereby." And since this benefit is the equal 
enjoyment of the peace and liberty to use our industry to 
get our living, we should contribute equally to the common 
charge, not as measured by the results of our industry, but 
by our consumption. "That seemeth therefore to be the 
most equal way of dividing the burden of public charge, 
when' every man shall contribute according to what he 
spendeth, and not' according to what he gets." 3 Again in 
the Philosophical Rudiments it is declared, that taxes being 
" nothing else but the price of bought peace, it is good rea
son that they who equally share in the peace, should also 
pay in equal part." 4 

In' brief, the position of Hobbes is this: The purpose of 
, the state is the protection of the life of the individual that 

he may enjoy the peaceful pursuit of a living, and the indi
vidual should pay for the expense of this protection; the 
tax, which is the price of. this • bought peace,' should there
fore be based upon the benefits derived from this protection; 
and since the value of this benefit is determined by the 

• LnJialAa,., Part II, Ch. JO, p. JOo (All references to Hobba are from 
Molesworth'. editiOD.) 

I DitJ. • D~ c.'1W~ PtJIiliu, Part II, pp. 216-7. 

& Plt.iJ.'oJ"u.1 R""itrUlIIs, p. 1730 
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amount of the enjoyment, which is itself measured by the 
amount that one enjoys in the way of consumption under 
the protection or the state, the tax should be based UpOB 
the consumption of the individual; and since all equally 
enjoy the benefits of protection, as thus measured by con~ 
sumption, all should bear equally the burden of taxation
according to their enjoyment of consumptive goods, that is" 
in proportion to their consumption. And that this principle 
should govern the distribution of taxes is in accordance 
with the 'natural law.' "Rulers," says Hobbes, "are by 
the natural law obliged to lay the burden of the common
wealth equally on their subjects. Now in this place we 
understand an equality, not of money, but of burden, that 
is to say, an equality of reason [proportion] between the 
burdens and the benefits. For although all equally enjoy 
peace, yet the benefits springing from thence are not equal 
to all,'" because of differences in consumption, which is the 
true measure of benefits. That is, the cost of protection 
should be distributed among those receiving the protection 
in proportion to its value to them, or in proportion to the 
value of the benefits of protection, which is the quantity or 
consumption. 

Are these conclusions of Hobbes a logical consequence of 
his fundamental premise, or the logical outcome or his con
ception of the state? Or, again, does the theory of Hobbes 
give us a satisfactory principle of taxation, grounded upon 
a sufficient and satisfactory basis? Both questions, we be
lieve, must be answered in the negative. For, with respect 
to the first, if protection is the sole purpose for which polit
ical society exists, then the cost of that protection is the 
logical basis of taxation, but such a basis of tax distribution 
is a practically impossible basis. Or, if the tax be consid-
ered to be paid for the benefits of the protection, not for the: 

• PItU-I"iud Rfllijtllnoll, p. 179. 
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protection itself, then the value of those benefits would seem 
"to be the true basis for the distribution of the tax burden. 
But, again, this is an impossible basis, for the value of these 
;benefits is an incalculable quantity, since the protection upon 
-which they rest is the foundation of our whole civilization 
and of all the benefits de~ived therefrom. But since a tax 
can not equal the benefits let us concede that it should 
be in proportion to benefits j that is, the share of each should 
be such a proportion of the total expense, as the benefits 
that he derives from the protection are to the total benefits. 
:But this, again, is not a calculable quantity. Hobbes, how
-ever, gets around the difficulty by first assuming that the 
:benefits consist in the peaceful pursuit of "our trades and 
-callings," and then illogically concluding that the benefits 
.are measured by what we consume rather than by what we 
'Produce. In brief there is no logical connection between 
"Hobbes' theory of protection and his theory of consumption 
.as the basis of taxation. Nor is Hobbes more satisfactory 
in his assumption of benefits as the true principle of taxa
tion. Even if we concede that, in a sense, the theory of 
'benefits is a logical deduction from the theory of protection 
we maintain, and shall presently show, that the theory of 
protection is wholly inadequ"ate, as it expresses at best only 

":a half truth. On the other hand the theory of benefits as 
.understood by Hobbes is equally inadequate, since it ex
:presses even less than a half truth. It is a grossly inade
,<!uate conception of the state that conceives its benefits to 
be limited to the power of peaceful industry, or to the per
-sonal consumption of economic goods. The benefits of 
government are manifold and are not to be limited to the 
enjoyments derived from the consumption of material goods. 
And the tax must include the whole range of enjoyments. 
Further, the theory of benefits is a false and impossible 
jlrinciple for taxation j false, because it assumes an erroneous 
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cooceptioa of the relation to the . state as the basis of taxa
tion; impossible. because the benefits that are supposed to 
form the basis of the distribution of taxes are in:no~way:a 
calculable quantity. 

Not only, therefore. does Hobbes commit the double error 
of assuming benefits as the true measure of taxation, and 
that these benefits are proportioned to our consumption of 
economic goods, but his theory altogether ignores the moral 
clement that is involved in the relations of individuals to 
each other in society or. the state, and hence he expressly 
repudiaks the principle that proportions taxation to ability." 
Hobbes finds the justice of his principle solely in the assump
tion that our benefits are proportioned to our individual 
economic consumption. And he finds corroboration for 
his principle in that it conforms to the most expedient. 
A tax proportioned to consumption, he says, .. seemeth not 
only most equal, but also least sensible. and least to trouble 
the mind of them that bear it."· 

Turning from Hobbes to Locke and Rousseau, we find 
that they gave little attention to the problem of taxation. 
Yet Locke expressly bases taxation upon protection and 
intimates that it should be proportioned to its cost, though 
it must be admitted that his statement on the latter point is 
DOt Yery clear. .. TIS true." he says, •• government cannot 
be supported without great charge, and it is fit every one 
who enjoys a share of protection should payout of his estate 
his proportion for the maintenance of it.", This is practi
caDy all that Locke has to say on the subject, so that we are 
left in doubt how the proportionate share of each in the tax 
burden is to be determined. But it suffices for our present 
purpose that the principle of taxation is based upon pro
tection, each sharing his proportion of the cost. 

It is interesting to DOte, however, that Locke emphasizes 

• q.1M ~,..,.., p. .. '" '.rw.P. ZI7· 
• Cial CC ..... _".".·. lie. ....,. 
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the importance of free consent in the payment of taxes, i. e., 
consent of the majority-since arbitrary taxation II invades 
the fundamental law of property, and subverts the end of 
government." This is not only an emphasis upon the moral 
obligation to pay our share of the cost of our protection, 
but it follows from Locke's theory of civil government and 
from his theory of property.. Yet Locke, himself, makes 
this moral obligation stand for naught by his theory t,hat 
the ultimate incidence of all taxes is, by the inevitable 
workings of economic laws, upon land; since the merchant 
will not and the laborer cannot pay the taxes. .. It is in 
vain," says Locke, .. in a country,whose great fund is land. 
to hope to lay the public charge of the government on any
thing else; there at last it will terminate. The merchant 
(do what you can) will not bear it, the laborer cannot, and 
therefore the landlord must."· The merchant .. will not," 
because he can shift it by raising the price; the laborer 
.. cannot," .. for he just lives from hand to mouth."3 Thus, 
the 'position of Locke amounts to this: We are alLin duty 
bound to pay our share of the cost of the protection of gov
ernment, yet the large merchant class will not, since economic 
laws enable ,them to shift the burden, and the large laboring 
class cannot, because they are already at the minimum of 
subsistence. That is, economic laws and conditions stand 
in opposition to the moral law, thus compelling one class in 
society-the landlords-to bear the burdens of. the rest. 
The theory as a whole, then, is inconsistent with' itself,· but 
the fault here is with the theory of incidence' rather than 
with the theory of protection. 

Finally, in the case of Rousseau, we find no attempt to 
develop a theory of taxation based upon his theory of' a 

• CifJl'I Gt1fJw,.",mt, cb. 5. 

I ItJlerell. p. 60 (Works, Vol. IV, Edition 1824). q. also p. 57. 

• Rid., p. 57. 
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social contract. Yet out of Rousseau's theory of 'liberty 
and equality: which he made the mainspring of the contract, 
theories of society and taxation were developed, mainly by 
the French communists at the end of the eighteenth century, 
such as Baboeuf and Morelly. But as these theories were 
communistic in character we shall postpone their considera
tion until we take up the question of Social Theories and 
Taxation. 

2. Th, Protection Theory of Taration. Our preceding dis
cussion has shown that the contract theorists based their 
principles of taxation solely upon the idea of protection. 
This doctrine we have also found to be contained in much 
legal thinking, as in the popular mind, and it is also found 
in a certain school of economists. Because, then, of its his
torical and practical importance it may be well to examine 
separately, though briefly, both the merits and the demerits 
of the doctrine, its truths and its limitations. 

In discussing the protection theory of taxation we should 
carefully distinguish it from the similar economic theory, 
better known as the give-and. take, or the quid pro quo, 
theory of taxation. The latter will come up for discussion 
in the following chapter. Here we are concerned only with 
the protection theory as forming the political foundation of 
taxation and of its principles. True, the kindred economic 
theory rests upon the assumption that protection constitutes 
the true political basis of taxation, but it views the relation
ship that necessitates taxation more from the economic 
point of view and deduces its principles wholly from eco
nomic considerations, or from economic laws. But although 
there is a clear theoretical distinction, it would be difficult to 
find any treatment of the subject wholly free from the one 
or the other point of view. Nevertheless we shall view them 
separately, though recognizing their practical inseparability. 

From the purely p~litical point of view, then, I would 
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adduce ~ the most important criticisms of the protection 
theory: That its fundamental conception is inadequate; 
that the principles deduced are not consistent with its logical 
deductions; that it sees no ethical consideration beyond the 
obligation of each to pay his share for the protection that 
he receives. 

I. We have already pointed out the fact that this theory 
is based upon an inadquate conception of the state, and 
from our point of view this statement finds sufficient proof 
iI?- the theory of the state outlined in chapter II. If we are 
right in our conception of the state the protection theory is 
necessarily inadequate. It expresses, in fact, but a half
truth. For while the protection of persons and property is 
the fundamental basis of social order and social progress, 
the purpose of the state and the functions of government 
are altogether too large to be comprehended under the con
ception of protection. The true conception inclu~es pro
tection and admits that it is fundamental, but it does not 
recognize protection as exhausting all that the state stands 
for. The state not only represents the highest culmination 
in the development of the social life of a people, but it is at 
the same time the conditioning instrument in the totality of 
their development, or in the development of the individual. 
To this end the protection of persons and property is a 
necessary incident but it is only one among many incidents, 
though we will grant that it is the most fundamental and 
most important. Hence the aim of taxation cannot be lim
ited to "the one end of protection. Its range is necessarily 
as comprehensive as the. functions of gO\"ernment acting as 
the agent of the state in the fulfilment, of its purpose. This 
is practically conceded by defenders of the protection theory 
who, like Von Hock, make protection co-extensive with 
national well-being,"or who, with Sismondi, make it include 

1 Von Hock, Dit Offmtlultm A"gum uu Se!tu/tlm, §§ 1-4. 
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all of the advantages that are derived from it, as roads, 
honor, justice, education, religion, etc.' But if protection 
forms too narrow a conception for the political basis of taxa-

,tion, the principles deducible from this conception must like
wise be insufficient, as we shall ende,avor to show. ' 

2. That the principles deducible from such a basis are 
insufficient is shown, among other reasons, in the fact that~ 
those ,who proceed upon its assumption are unable to carry' 
the doctrine to its logical conclusions. For, logically, the' 
theory involves the cost-of-service principle of taxation
the apportionment of taxes to the cost of the protection. 
whether of persons or of property. This position, however. 
is seldom maintained, it being usual to adopt in its place the
principle that bases the tax upon the advantages, or the
benefits, derived from the protectioQ.. But even if we assume 
that this principle is a logical consequence of its leading 
premise, as in a limited sense it, perhaps, is, it does not, any 
more than the cost theory, afford a working principle for' 
rules of taxation; for both individual costs and individual 
benefits are incalculable quantities. But this apart, accord
ing to the benefit principle the tax should be proportioned 
to the benefits received. But this is impracticable. For 
on the one hand the tax should equal the costs (else the
protection must cease), whether or not the costs exceed the
benefits; while on the other hand the tax for the most part 
cannot equal the benefits, otherwise the revenue would enor
mously exceed legitimate expenditure. Thus, neither the 
principle of individual costs, nor that of individual benefits, 
the only logical principles deducible from a purely protec
tion basis, are practically possible principles o( taxation, 
since they have only a hypothetical existence. 

Nor do we wholly escape the difficulty by harmonizing 
the two principles, as is universally done, on the basis of the 

I Sismondi, EetlJfllmu P,,/itigw, VoL II, p. 165 (Ed. 1827). 
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totality of costs and the totality of benefits, assuming as the 
principle of taxation that the taxes of each should be such 
a proportion of the total costs as he shares of the total ben
efits. It is true that the total taxes must equal the total 
expenses of the government, but the protection basis of tax
ation does not afford in itself any ground for distributing 
the costs according to the benetits received, except upon the 
~atuitous assumption that the costs and benefits are in every 
.case directly proportioned to each other. But even if this 
.were true in theory no definite result would follow, since a 
proportion could not be established between two unknown 
quantities. 

The fact is that upon the political basis of protection the 
distribution of the costs of protection according to the theory 
.of benefits can have validity only upon the assumptions: (I) 
that the idea of protection is confined strictly to the pro
tection of the person and of property j (2) that the value of 
the protection of the person is precisely the same for every 
individual j I (3) that the val~e of the protection of property 
bears a direct, ascertainable ratio to the amount of property 
protected,- a ratio that is most commonly assumed to be 
.directly proportional. But this limitation of the function of 
covernment we have already seen to be too narrow even for 
the defenders of the protection theory. They assume that 
protection covers all of the advantages derived from the 
protection, and at the same time assume that these advan
tages have a definite money value that is proportioned to 
the amount of property of the individual. But these are 
assumptions only j they are not logic. 

The failure of this school to arrive at logically deduced 
principles is emphasized still more in the fact that, not con-

• Cf. Voa Hoc:k, ./- ciI .. .ale refereDee. 
• EnmI'Iea are too aumerGIII to mtmtioa. It it tbe almOlt ui-n, aC<q)teci 
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tent with the theory of costs or of benefits, they make ability 
also the true norm of taxation, apparently regarding it as 
deducible from the theory of protection and in harmony 
witb tbe theory of benefits, if not, indeed, synonymous with 
the latter.' But, as will be shown later, ability is a principle 
quite distinct from that of benefits, and has a foundation 
quite distinct from that of the protection theory of the state. 
The ability principle implies an ethical basis that is not to 
be found in the protection theory, or the theory of benefits. 
And in fact the inconsequences in the conclusions of this 
school arise very largely from the assumption of principles, 
in the development of their theory, that are not involved in 
their fundamental premise-their theory of tbe state. 

3. Not least important among these assumptions is the 
assumption of ethical relations that are not involved in the 
theory of the state upon which their principles are based. 
For if protection is the sole basis of the state, originating in 
an actual or implied contract to that end, the tax, as we 
have seen, must bear a definite relation to the cost, or at 
best to the benefits, of that protection. There can be no 
escape from the tax for the protection of the person, and no 
flCape for the protection of property, by those who may 
possess even the smallest amount of it. Moreover, this 
theory of the state does not in itself involve prInciples from 
which exceptions may be logically derived. Hence the only 
ground for any exception to the above rule for taxation is 
that of absolute necessity. Many writers, indeed I think I 
may say most writers, consistently maintain this position, 
though some would justify exemptions on the principle of 
ability, which involves ethical considerations. 

Now it is my contention that any theory of the state is 
i:ssentially defective from )Vhich practicable principles of 

I cf. for_pIc Adam Smilll'.CamoIll lint __ of tuatioD, since widelyac
cepted withoat qaalliicatioa. 
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taxation cannot be logically derived, since a state implies as 
well as' necessitates taxation. But such a theory the con
tract, or its counterpart the protection, theory. does not 
afford. And this mainly because the ethical character of 
the state is ignored. The state is conceived of as static and 
as consisting of external, mechanical relations; whereas it is 
dynamic and its relations are essentially internal, psychical. 
This means also that the relations are ethical, and that 
ethical precepts are involved in the rules that determine the 
manner of the state's support. It means further, that the 
ethical precepts should dominate more and more in the 
practical rules of taxation the more a people develops its 
ethical consciousness; that principles and rules of taxation 
should not be derived from primitive conditions of society, 
but from the conditions prevailing in a society in the process 
of developing its internal relations, and with reference to its 
ultimate end. We may, indeed, seek to discover principles 
that controlled actions in the past, but in searching for prin
ciples for taxation we are searching for principles that should 
control the action of the future. Such principles are not 
mere records of past or actual experiences, but are the 
formulation of ideal norms for the guidance of conduct, 
.determined by the inner nature of society and the state. 

II. THE EVOLUTION THE.ORY OF THE STATE AND 

TAXATION. 

The preceding discussion has shown us, at least by im
plication, that principles of taxation are not to be derived 
from specific functions of government, or from the historical 
origin of the state, but are to be deriv,ed from the nature and 
end of the state, which in",ol~s the nature and end of the 
individuals by whom the state' is composed. Functions of 
government determine limits' of tax~tion, and the actual 
~rigin of a state influences the character of its system of 
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taxation, but in neither case do they afford a basis for the 
determination of ethical principles for the distribution of the 
tax burden. Important as these truths are, they are fre
quently ignored, not only by the school of writers just con
sidered, but among others, in part at least, by Mr. Spencer 
in the development of principles of taxation based upon his 
evolution theory of the state. 

Turning, then, to the evolution theory of the state (and we 
shall confine ourselves to the theory of Herbert Spencer), 
we shall not find it necessary to trace the evolution of the 
modern state from the primitive horde and tribe, for the 
course of this development has nothing to do with Mr. 
Spencer's theory of taxation. Besides, in this respect the 
theory does not differ essentially from the historical theory 
of the state, except that the evolution theory assumes to 
discover the underlying principle that guides the course of 
the development. It is the principle that controls develop
ment that is the important thing in Mr. Spencer's theory of 
evolution, and the principle that controls social evolution is 
found to be precisely the same as that which determines all 
evolution in the plant and animal worlds-a principle that 
may be summarized as the survival of the fittest struggling 
in the direction of the least resistance, or, by co-operating 
forces, overcoming resistance. Hence the evolution of the 
social world, like that of all life, is mechanical, external; the 
moving power as the determinant of the "fittest" being 
ultimately Force-the force to resist or to subdue, the force 
to destroy or to utilize. 

It is by the power of augmenting such forces through co
operation, that political society is made possible, and it is 
those peoples that possess this power in the greatest degree 
that are the fittest to survive and to develop. This suggests 
that social organization has not for its sole purpose mere 
survival, but has a larger, ultimate purpose in development 
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-the development of social organization and through it the 
develop'mettt of the fullest life of the individual; for the 
development of the highest possibilities of life is the ultimate 
aim of all evolution. Now the all-essential to the highest 
development of the possibilities of individual life, that is, to 
the development of human nature, is the largest possible 
freedom of the individual in the exercise of his own powers 
as directed by his own nature, and so receiving" the good 
and evil results of his own nature and consequent results.'" 
But if this rule were without restraint in its application there 
would be only individual conflicts without individual develop
ment. It needs, therefore, limitation, so that with the free
dom of the individual to develop himself, there must be 
recognized the like freedom of others. That is, "in the 
social state the conduct of each bringing to him these results 
must be restrained within the limits imposed by the presence 
of others similarly carrying on action and experiencing re
sults.'" Thus is developed the fullest life compatible with 
equal freedom, "the ultimate end being a higher develop
ment of human nature."3 In short, while there should be full 
freedom and liberty for the individual in the exercise of his 
powers, since his development depends upon himself, it is 
true that his personal interests, when unrestrained, tend to 
come into conflict with the ,like interests of his fellows, who 
should possess the same freedom of development as himself. 
And since this conflict of interests will not cease until altru
ism dominates the world,4 such freedom and liberty of each 
must be guaranteed by a supreme power~that is, by the 
state. The sanction for this ,interference in the conduct of 
the individual would seem to lie in t~e power of force-co
operative force-and the fact that those peoples that enforce 
'such restrain,t prove themselve's' the fittest to survive and to 
develop. ' 

1 Spencer, 7usliet, p. 221. ' I Did. • fIJid., p. 226. 

• See Spencer, Dill" 0/ EP,itl, chi 11-13. 
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From this point of view of the state, and from what we 
may call its immediate and efficient cause, its chief purpose 
would seem to be to act as a protective agency, and hence 
it is that Mr. Spencer conceives of the state as a kind of a 
.. joint-stock protection-society," I whose function is to guar
antee to each the fullest freedom for the exercise of his facul
ties compatible with the equal freedom of all others.'·2 But 
Mr. Spencer rightly regards protection as only a primary, 
immediate function of government-a means to an end. 
This end, as variously stated, is to "administer justice," "to 
maintain the conditions under which each may gain the 
fullest life compatible with the fullest lives of fellow-citi
zens.'" Or, it is "to maintain the conditions under which 
i.ndividuallife and its activities may be carried on,". though 
ultimately it is "the formation of character."s 

But notwithstanding this recognition of ultimate ends, it is 
the immediate function of government that is the important 
thing in Mr. Spencer's philosophy of the state. Indeed, 
when a government assumes to do more than protect the 
individual in the exercise of his faculties, that is, when it 
assumes to participate positively in the development of 
human nature, or of human capacities and characters, it 
defeats itself and retards rather than aids the development 
of the • fullest life." And this conclusion obtains from what
ever point of view we regard the state-from its immediate 
or its ultimate end. The state (or with Mr. Spencer indiffer
ently, the government) must act simply as a restraining 
power, though the boundary line of this restraint is admit
tedly a difficult problem to determine.7 

From such a theory of the state, what principles of taxa-

• SpeaCCf. SHi.1 SItUiu (Abridg. Eel.), p. 122. I [lUI., p. 12]. 

I SpeDCCI'. 7811k,_ pp. 21J-4. l/lUI., p. 194-

'c/o S«W SUUia, P. 127. AlIo 0. 26, apeciall, 372. 
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tion follow, according to the views of Mr. Spencer? In the 
first place, it is .to be observed that since the government 
must guarantee equal freedom of development, or negatively, 
-equal conditions .. under which individual life and its activi
ties may be carried on," it is b9und not only to respect a 
principle of equality in the distribution of the tax, but to 
exact only the minimum necessary for its support; since to 
do otherwise would be to deprive us of our liberties, or of 
the freedom to exercise our faculties." • Indeed, any tax is 
regarded as a curtailment of our liberty, yet necessary to the 
enjoyment of larger liberties, and so a necessary evil. Or, it 
is a necessary .. sacrifice of a part to ensure the remainder of 
our property." • 

But upon what principle is this equality to be realized and 
taxation confined to its proper limits ? Upon Mr. Spencer's 
theory of a .. joint-stock protection-society," the true meas
ure of taxation would seem to be the principle that controls 
an insurance premium, as the state exists to guarantee our 
lives and property 'against the attacks of others, and also 
their free exercise and use. But with Mr. Spencer the limit 
of taxation is found in the actual costs necessary to guarantee 
the desired protection, while the principle of distribution is 
that of .. benefits" derived from the protection. 

"In the abstract," says Spencer, .. the question does not 
appear to present any great difficulty. The amounts 'individu
ally paid should be proportioned to the benefits individually 
received. So far as these are alike the burdens should be 
alike; and so far as they .are unlike the burdens should be 
unlike. Hence arises a distinction between the public expen
diture for the protection of persons and the public expendi
ture for the protection of property. As life and personal safety 
are, speaking generally, held equally valuable by all men, 

I Spencer, Soriol SlIIIieI, p. 123. 
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the implication appears to be that such public expenditure 
as is entailed on their account should fall equally upon all. 
On the other hand. as the amounts of property possessed at 
the one extreme by the wage worker. and at the other 
extreme by the millionaire. differ immensely. the implication 
is that the amounts contributed to the costs of maintaining 
property rights should vary immensely-should be propor
tionate to the amount of property owned. and vary to some 
extent according to its kind.' 

Not only should taxes be proportioned to benefits. bilt 
.. state burdens. however proportioned among citizens. 
should be borne by all. Every one who receives the bene-
6ts which government gives. should pay some share of the 
costs of government. and should directly and not indirectly 
pay iL"· 

In the above quotations, we have substantially all that Mr. 
Spencer bas to say respecting principles of taxation, althougb 
the same ideas are several times repeated in his different 
works. And the sum and substance of the principles that 
Mr. Spencer finds deducible from his theory of the state are, 
that the tax should be proportioned to benefits, and should 
be universal. But since Spencer, with Von Hock, distin
guishes between the protection of the person and of prop
erty, and consistently so, there must be pne universality for 
persons and another for property 

We cannot stop here to enter into a criticism of Mr. Spen
cer's theory of the state whicb he assumes a!l the basis of his 
principles of taxation. For us the question is: Are these 
principles logically deduced, and are they consistent with the 
demands of justicd Or we may ask: Is this theory of the 
state itself capable of supplying principles that satisfy the 
highest demand of justicd 

I. Mr. Spencer deduced his principles from his theory or 

17 .... PI'- '91-9- I nu.. p. '94-
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government as a "a joint-stock .ara.t protection-society"
from his theory of the functions of government; not from .. 
his theory of the evolution of the state-not from the nature of 
the state itself. And assuming the same functions, he arrives 
at the same conclusions as those who hold to the contract 
theory, or to the protection theory of the state-the theory 
of benefits and universality. But we maintain that neither 
his theory of the functions of government, nor his princi
ples of taxation, are necessary deductions from the evolu
tion theory of the state. For if society is a "growth" 
and not a " manufacture," I the same must be true of the 
state, for Mr. Spencer does not distinguish between the state" 
and its government, and thus to assume that the state goes 
on developing while its functions remain constant, is to con
tradict himself, and to assume for the 'state dynamic, and for 
the government static conditions. It means, further, that 
while evolution is recognized as the all-controlling social 
force, yet arbitrary limits may be assigned to it j that after 
all, it is the preconceived notion of what ought to be, and 
not the actual trend of evolution, that has formed the basis 
of conclusions. It is true that Mr. Spencer's individualism 
has given color to this theory of governmental functions, but 
it is not consistent with his theory of the ultimate end of the 
state to assign arbitrary limits to the functions of its govern
ment, the agency through which it must realize its end. 

The same criticism may be applied to the principles of 
taxation. For if there is any truth in this theory of evolu
tion, the principles of taxation must vary from time to time 
with the progress in social evolution, conforming to existing 
ideals and standards of society. Again, if we recall that all 
evolution, according to Mr. Spencer, is a "product of exter
nal, material forces and laws, the non sequitur of his conclu
sions becomes even more apparent.· Whether, on the theory 

I c/o jlls/;el, p~ 247. 
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of evolution, a tax should conform to benefits and be univer
lal, must depend upon whether the evolution of the state is 
best promoted by an application of these principles. Nor 
does the theory of evolution, in itself, afford any a priori 
reasonl in support of these principles. 

For a criticism of these principles as deductions from Mr. 
Spencer's theory of the functions of government we may 
refer to the preceding discussion.' But to this we may also 
add, that however true it may be that the protection of life has 
an equal value for all, it is by no means self-evident that the 
benefits derived from the protection of property are propor
tional to the amount of property protected. Indeed, the 
opposite conclusion has more reason. Still more, the pro
tection of property affords benefits to' the propertyless as 
well as to the property holders, though in a less degree. 

2. As to the ethical character of the principles, we may 
refer again to the preceding discussion .. where it is shown 
that while the principle of universality is true as a general 
principle it nevertheless requires exceptions j and that the 
principle of benefits is lacking in important ethical consider
ations. But more than this, we maintain that Mr. Spencer's 
theory of social evolution does not afford a sufficient basis 
for ethical principles of taxation. The conception of a state 
as composed of individuals who are little more than abstrac
tions of the individual as he is in actual life, and of relations 
that are little more than artificial and mechanical, are not 
conceptions to give a ba.c;is for ethical principles. No theory, 
indeed, can meet the requirements of ethical demands that 
does not conceive of the individual as a self-realizing spiritual 
entity--a person j as also having a social nature which is 
luch a vital part of himself that apart from it he has no real
ity as a person. For only with such a conception can the 
relations of individuals to each other in society be rightly 

I See •• , P. 13 " 1If. 
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understood,·or ethical principles deduced. Material agencies 
may issue in conduct, but not in moral conduct. In brief, 
a philosophy of taxation, like a philosophy of the state, 
must, as we have before observed, take into consideration the 
:whole man. 

But such is not the case with the theory of evolution in 
..question. Principles of taxation that follow from it must 
result from the law of the "survival of the fittest," must be 
such as are best adapted to the conditions of social life, and to 
the economic conditions, as they at any time exist. It is true 
that such a result may be contained in the principle of uni
-versality; but it is equally true that those conditions might 
;be met only by a modification of the law of universality-by 
means of exceptions; while under Mr. Spencer's assump
-tion the law of universality admits of no exceptions. The 
benefit principle, however, cannot conform to such condi
-tions, since it is not capable of practical realization, as there 
is no justification for the assumption that benefits are propor
tioned to the amount of property. 

Finally, it may be added that Mr. Spencer's theory of tax
:ation is not consistent with his theory of a social organism. 
For if the state is an organism (as he maintains in spite of 
:his own refutation of the doctrine), taxation should be based 
:upon the economic ability of the individual, apart from any 
-personal needs; other, at least, than those of the necessary 
minimum, since as a member of the organism he must exist 
and act to the extent of his capacity for the whole, and not 
for himself. 

III. THE UTILITARIAN THEORY OF THE STATE AND 

TAXATION. 

While almost any theory of the state possesses certain 
utilitarian characteristics, there is nevertheless a distinctively 
Altilitarian theory based upon utilitarian ideas i and while 
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utilitarian principles have been applied to taxation mainly 
from an ethical or an economic point of view, there is an 
underlying basis in a utilitarian political philosophy. It is 
this latter point of view, as furnishing a basis for principles 
of taxation, that I wish to consider here. In doing so I 
shall confine myself to Mill and to Sax, though the former 
considered the question more from an ethical, the latter from 
an economic point of view. 

I. Tlu Tlutlr.1 of Mill. According to Mill mankind is of 
sucb a nature tbat every individual seeks the greatest pos
sible amount of pleasure and the avoidance of the greatest 
possible amount of pain, the ideal aim of life being" the great
est happiness of the greatest number." I Now this ideal is 
most nearly realized when every individual is given the full
est liberty to act according to his own impulses and beliefs, 
.ubject only to the like liberty of others.- It is in the main
tenance of the conditions essential to this equal liberty that 
the utility of a government consists. That is. the utility and 
sanction of government consists in its usefulness to the ends 
of the individual, a utility. therefore. that is .. grounded upon 
the permanent interests of man as a progressive being." 
And it is because these interests cannot be realized through 
an independent life that they" authorize the subjection of 
individual spontaneity to external control, but only in re
spect to those actions which concern the interests of other 
people." But such a common interest is limited to the 
maintenance of the conditions of the free activity of the in
dividual, in a word. to self· protection. Indeed, says Mill, 
.. the sole end for which mankind are warranted, individually 
or collectively, in interfering with the liberty of action of any 
of their number, is self-protection." 3 With the functions of 

I C/o MiD, U~.."". 
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government, thus directed, but also thus restricted,' there is 
developed the highest individuality, and by implication the 
greatest happiness of the greatest number. 

It will be noted that Mill arrives at the same conclusion 
as Spencer respecting the functions of government i and we 
shall see that he also arrives at essentially the same princi
ples of taxation, derived, as with Spencer, from the relations 
of the individual to the functions of government, but also 
with the ethical ideal uppermost in mind; For with Mill 
the protection that guarantees equal liberty of performance, 
of the development of individuality, and so of the highest 
happiness of the individual and of mankind, is of interest to 
all since all are benefited by it. And hence," every one 
who receives the protection of society owes a return for the 
benefit, and the fact of living in society renders it indis
pensable that each should be bound to observe a certain line 
of conduct towards the rest." And among other things, 
this " line of conduct" consists" in each person bearing his 
share (to be fixed on some equitable principle) of the labors 
and sacrifices incurred for defending the society or its mem
bers from injury and molestation."· 

But how, according to Mill, is the" share" of each to be 
determined? It must, he says, be upon some .. equitable 
principle," and such a principle he finds contained in the 
idea of "equality." Equality is regarded as the basic prin
ciple of government, whose chief function it is to maintain 
equal liberty in the enjoyment of pleasures,' and equal con-

I In his later life Mi11 did not so restrict the functions of government, though he 
did not change hIS utilitarian ideas or his principles of taxation. Cf, (or example, 
his Aut,6;og,.al")' and the later editions o( hiB Political EC'lUm)'. 

I 0,. Li6e,.I)', ch. 4. 

I With Mill .. plealure" is not merely Hedonistic, sensual, but it is a .. bappi
lIess" that includes intellectual pleasures, and which, indeed, with doubtful COil- . 

li3tency, Mill makes the highest pleasure. Cf, Mill, Uh/itam"Um; and Greea. 
PrfJ/fgtlmtlla, p. 168 It I'fJ. 
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ditions in the avoidance of pains. Therefore. for the labor 
and sacrifices incurred in maintaining these equal liberties 
and conditions there should be an .. equality of sacrifice" on 
the part of those benefited; or "equality of sacrifice" 
should be the guiding principle of taxation. That is. the 
government should "apportion the contribution of each 
person towards the expenses of government so that he 
shall feel neither more nor less inconvenience from his 
share of the payment than every other person experiences 
from his."· 

We shall postpone for future discussion the merits of this 
principle as an economic or an 'ethical principle and inquire 
here. as in the case of the preceding theory, whether the 
principle is consistent with the theory of the state upon 
which it is founded, and whether this theory of the state is 
adequate to the determination of satisfactory principles. 

I. The theory of Mill, at the outset, has the advantage 
over either of the preceding theories in that it assumes an 
ethical end in the purpose of the state, and involves ethical 
relations among individuals as they exist in society, what
ever may be said of the ethical end in itself. Granting, 
however, the ethical ideal, and also the assumption that the 
ideal is best attained by the maintenance of an equal liberty 
of individual action, of individual direction of one's activities 
-one's emotions and ideals-and equality would rightly 
seem to be the justly dominating principle of social life. 
Hence, also, it is that in the maintenance of the conditions of 
equal liberty there should be an equality of individual sacri
fice corresponding to the equal benefits derived from the 
equal liberty. As individuals share equally in the benefits, 
so also should they share equally in the sacrifices necessary 
to obtain them. 

It is further not only consistent with the theory of Mill. 

I Mill. hliIU4l £""""'7. bk. Y., cb. 2, I II. 
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but also its ~erit, that it fairly solves the' problem of abso
lute and relative equality, the absolute equality being of a 
subjective, the relative equality of an objective character. 
For with respect to the property enjoyed under the protec
tion, or guaranteed liberty, of the government, there is only 
a relative equality of benefits, and so there is and should be 
only a relative equality in the goods given up for the sup
port of the government; but with respect to the conditions 
of liberty in the free use of our faculties, so far as the gov
ernment is concerned in them, there is an absolute equality 
of subjective interest, and hence there should be an absolute 
equality of subjective sacrifice for the maintenance of those 
conditions. Such an equality is found in Mill's subjective 
H equality of sacrifice" as the norm for the distribution of 
taxes. 

(2) But apart from the question whether equality of sac
rifice is the ideal norm of taxation-a question to be con
sidered later-the utilitarian theory of Mill is otherwise 
defective. True, he rightly considers the question from the 
point of view of the ultimate, and not the immediate, end of 
the state, and therefore escapes the criticisms passed upon 
the protective theory. But the faults of the theory arise 
mainly from the defectiveness of its ethical standard which 
we ~hall have occasion elsewhere to criticise. Besides, the 
theory is lurther defective in that its ideals and results are 
,essentially of a subjective character, and so are incapable of 
the nec~ssary quantitative determination. Nor would.it be 
easy to find in the Greatest Happiness principle any definite 
standard for deviations from the rule of universality in the 
tax obligation for the maintenance of the conditions of equal 
liberty. And there would be the same difficulty in de
termining these exceptions on the principle of equality of 
subjective sacrifice. 

2~ Tlte Utilitarian Tlteory of Sax and tlte Austrian School. 
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A far more elaborate attempt to place taxation upon utili
tarian principles is to be found in Sax and the Austrian 
school of economists.. But with them the theory loses its 
ethical character and assumes a distinctly economic form. 
Yet the theory is founded upon the utilitarian principle of 
pleasure and pain, a principle that it is assumed applies 
equally to the collective and to the individual life. That is 
to say, pleasure and pain are supposed to determine col-
lective activity in precisely the same way that they determine 
individual activity. And, indeed, the collective life has the
same end in view-the increase of the sum total of pleasure; 
and, further, it exists to promote this end wherever it is
more competent than individual action. 

As worked out by Sax the theory, in brief, is as follows: 
Man is a creature of wants--sensuous and intellectual, moral 
and religious, social and economic, etc., etc.-whose satis
faction with the least possible pain, or sacrifice, to himself is 
the aim of his life. Of these wants, infinite in their variety, 
some are satisfied by the individual directly, others by the 
associated or collective action of individuals. The former 
are called collective wants, the latter individual wants. or 
the collective wants, which alone concern us, some are satis-
tied by voluntary associations within the state, others by 
society as a collective whole, organized as a body politic
by the state itself. But however satisfied, the ruling principle 
of all wants is: the greatest possible satisfaction with the 
least possible effort-with the least individual sacrifice. 

Now this principle not only determines all collective action' 
but also what action shall become collective, that is, the func-

I Su, c,.....uttp"'r tkr IIIHr,liscAm SlaaIrUJirt/ueA"fl .. &Iso, Du FrD,p'mifJo-
1Inur .. Wie.er, NISI_III V"IUI" Ricca-Salerno, Seint." "tn. Fi"","" .. Flora, 
SeinuII tkIk Fi __ • The work of Su is profuse and difficult; tbat of Ricca-
SalerDO brief and dear. A ftrJ good statemeDt of this tbeory is giveD by Flora in 
tile ReturN, Cor Aacuar. 1B9lo In an anicle enbtled, n CDfU,1itI tkll4 EeDtfDlfli. 
Fi __ rilI, 
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tions of government. These functions extend to the satis
faction of al~ wants that could not be satisfied by individual 
effort, or if so only by a greater sum total of individual sac
rifice. These V'{ants have no absolute restriction but are rel
ative to the conditions of a given civilization, to the convic
tions of a people. As Flora says, "The measure of the 
action of a state is a product of the wills of its members,'" 
but wills that are determined by ideals of pleasure and pain. 

That is to say, collective wants of whatever kind are de
termined by the law of satisfaction common to all wants, a 
condition that follows from the nature of the individual and 
of society. For collective want, in its last analysis, like all 
want, necessarily pertains to psycho-physical organisms and 
not to a personified collective being that has only mythical 
existence. Hence, collective action, like individual action, 
must be determined by the law of greatest utility and of least 
dis utility, in a word, by the law of "marginal" utility. 
Hence, also. the same law must determine principles, or 
more strictly laws of taxation. 

In this simple law of the satisfaction of want Sax thinks 
that he has found the key to the solution of the whole prob
lem of true principles of taxation, and, indeed, in its sim
plicity he finds a guarantee of its validity.' But Sax does 
not discover any new principle from this law of utility, for 
his" equivalence of burdens," which he deduces from the 
law of marginal utility, is in reality nothing but Mill's 
II equality of sacrifice," in spite of the assumption to the 
contrary. Indeed, Sax sums up his principle in almpst the 
exact word~ of Mill; for his principle of taxation is: that 
.. every individual should value the goods taken from him as 
highly as every other individual values those taken from 
him." 3 In other words, the marginal utility of goods taken 

I OJ. &i/., p. 8. 
f .. Die Einfacbkeit der Losung ist cine BDrgscbaft ibrer RichtigkeiL" Su, .,. 

dl., p. 308. • i6itl., p. 5140 See lint" p. 88. 
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as a tax should produce an equivalent sacrifice. Yet in his 
method of treatment Sax differs quite materially from Mill. 
particularly in relation to collective wants and in confining 
himself solely to the view-point of economics. For with Sax 
the political basis is put into the background. while the 
ethical is considered as having no place in determining prin
ciples of taxation. since taxation has to do with what is and 
not with what ought to be. 

A criticism of the theory of Sax must. therefore. be made 
in connection with the economic basis of taxation. But with 
respect to the political basis it may be observed, that if we 
grant the primary assumptions of Sax his conclusions would 
seem to follow. We cannot. however, concede that the 
economic law of marginal utility, based upon self-interest. 
determines collective action in precisely the same way that 
it determines the economic action of the individual; nor 
that economic laws take precedence over ethical considera
tions in the determination of principles of taxation; or that 
ethical principles are nothing but the results of the action of 
economic laws. as is virtually assumed by Sax. And because 
of the faultiness of these assumptions the political basis fails 
as a basis for principles of taxation. The theory is, further, 
like Mill's too subjective. too abstract. We postpone further 
criticism. 

But whatever criticism may be passed upon the theory 
of Sax it must be admitted that his general views are not 
only suggestive but also contain much truth. The chief 
merits of his treatment are: Its conception of the state, as a 
social organization essential to the highest development of 
the individual, and )let not itself a social organism; its recog
nition of the flexibility and the relativity of collective wants. 
and therefore of the functions of government; its rich sug
gestiveness in making the philosophy of taxation a part of 
the general philosophy of human wants; its emphasis upon 
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the satisfaction of wants, raUler than upon the benefits of gov
ernment, as the measure of taxation; though by failing in a 
due recog~ition of the ethico-social nature of collective wants. 
and so of the implications involved therein, he fails to dis
cover the true norm that should determine their satisfaction. 

IV. SOCIAL THEORIES AND .TAXATION 

We have thus far treated of theories that pertain to histor
ical or actual forms of state and government, and it may be 
well before closing the present chapter to say a word respect
ing the character of taxation involved in such ideal social 
theories as anarchism, communism and socialism. True, 
such theories may not be able to throw much light on prin
ciples of taxation that are consistent with prevailing notions 
of the political state, since the total abolition or the com
plete transformation of such states is a part of their scheme 
of taxation. And yet they are not wholly without their les
sons in their conceptions of the nature of individu~ls, their 
relations to each other in society, and their mutual obliga
tions in their associations with each other. 

I. Anarchism. Nominally under anarchism there is no 
state, but only voluntary associations. Force as a coercive. 
collective power, is completely wanting. All association, 
and therefore all political association, must be voluntary, 
else there would be a denial of individual liberty ; and for 
the same reason all support of these voluntary associations, . 
of whatever sort, must likewise be a voluntary support. 
Membership in the association, and therefore support of it, 
is permanent or temporary according to the choice of the 
individual. 

Under such a social system the conscience, or the ethical 
standard, of the individual must be the sole determinant of 
the amount of individual contributions, as no force can be 
applied. Should an association forbid membership to any 
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individual. or enforce contributions as a condition of mem
bership, it would defeat its own purpose and repudiate its 
own notion of individual liberty. Yet, until the millennium 
appears, or so long as human nature remains as it is, en
forcement of contribution, and the determination of the pro
portionate share of each, is inevitable. The conscience of 
the individual can not, as yet, be trusted to determine his 
share of the necessary contributions. Nevertheless, the 
anarchist view has its lesson in its emphasis upon the volun
tary side of political society, and upon the ethical character 
(at least by implication) of the obligation to contribute for 
its support. And yet there is only a half-truth in this 
doctrine. There must be a social determination and a 
social enforcement, else the association must cease to exist. 

2. Com",u"is",. Communism in its objective form is 
little more than the constructive side of philosophic an
archism! As with anarchism political and industrial society 
are organized in one common Association, but while the 
association is voluntary, communistic ideals do not preclude 
the enforcement of its laws. Communism, further, finds a 
definite principle of association in the idea of the brother
hood of man, from which it deduces as a principle of col
lective activity: .. From each according to his ability, to 
each according to his needs." This principle which should 
actuate all social effort must also control the contributions 
which it involves. True, technically speaking. there is no 
taxation in a communistic society, since the officers of the 
community share in the product on the same basis as the 
producers. But the support of the officers, and the provi
sion of the material wants of the government from the com
mOD product is as much taxation as a direct levy upon the 
property or income of the individual; for in either case the 

I support of the government comes from individual labor and 

I See Bcajaaill F. Tacker, I-..uu '.I" BHI. 
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effort, from the giving up of the results of one's own labor 
to the community. And since the common fund is the re
sult of the combined labor of the whole, each producing 
according to his ability, the burden of the support of the 
community is necessarily proportioned to the ability of its 
members. Here we . virtually have .. universality" and 
.. ability" as the two cardinal principles of taxation, deduci
ble from the nature of the social organization and the 
ethical ideal upon which it is founded-the brotherhood of 
mall. These principles are both consistent and sound. The 
~rror of communism lies in the assumptions which it bases 
upon the idea of a common brotherhood, particularly with 
respect to the nature and character of the collective life. It 
exaggerates the communal idea as anarchism does that of 
the individual. Its great merit is the emphasis it places 
upon the ethical side of social life. 

3. Socialism. So many social ideals are included under 
this caption that I must confine myself to that type of social
ism that is known as Scientific Socialism, or Collectivism
the socialism that would abolish political states-the Polizei
Staat-and establish in their stead industrial states, which 
are to own all the means of production and to direct and 
control all industries. Under such a system, it is assumed, 
there will be no occasion for the exercise of police powers, 
and the state will have only economic functions to per
form. Yet every individual must be guaranteed an equal 
opportunity in the satisfaction of his economic wants. Such 
guarantee, however, is supposedly fulfilled by the system 
itself, which offers the same opportunity to all to make use 
of the means of production. That is to . say, the eqti.ality, 
which it is assumed is the fundamental human right, and the 
.basic principle of the state, is an "equality of opportunity," 
an equality of use, not an equality of possession. Hence 
the quantity of goods acquired by each individual for the 
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satisfaction of his wants should depend upon his ability and 
inclination to labor, as in the system of Rodbertus; but in 
the less just system of Marx it depends upon the II average 
labor time" necessary for the production of commodities. 
And the same prilKiple that determines the share of each in 
the common product, must determine, also, the contribu
tions of each to the common reservoir, the common fund. 
out of which the shares are distributed. 

But the government is also maintained out of the common 
fund. Upon what principle, then, is the burden of suppor~
ing the government distributed? Necessarily, the share of 
the common burden must depend upon the portion that each 
contributes to the common product. In other words. the 
distribution of the expenses of the government will be rela
tive to the standard of private wants and the degree of their 
satisfaction; or, in brief. upon the use that one makes of his 
opportunities. Nominally, then, the principle of sharing the 
common expense-for there is no taxation-is the ability to 
satisfy private wants. or rather to provide the means for their 
satisfaction. But more strictly. the principle is that of 
economic benefits. the contribution of each being propor
tioned to the actual use made of the economic opportunities 
afforded by the government. 

Upon the assumption of tbe socialistic conception of the 
state this conclusion cannot be gainsaid. It is logical and 
just. But there is not the same theoretical justice in the 
distribution of the burden upon the basis of the "labor
time" theory of Marx, since those having less than the 
average capacity of production are credited with more than 
they actually contribute, while those baving a capacity above 
the average are credited with less than they actually con
tribute. The former receive benefits that are in excess of 
their power of production, and so of their contribution to the 
commOD fund; the latter receive benefits that are less than 
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their product, or their contribution. On the other hand. 
with no type of collectivism is there any exemption allowed 
for those who are capable of producing, but only for the 
incapables-the pbysical or mental incapables. Those who 
are able to produce must do so or starve; and must therefore 
contribute to the common burden in the same proportion 
that they satisfy their own economic wants, whether or not 
these wants are satisfied according to the ability of the 
individual. or the average ability of individuals. So that 
Irom this point of view the contribution may be regarded as 
based upon the ability of the individual as measured by 
actual product, or by the average ability of indi1,;duals as 
measured by their average product. That is, the ability is 
determined by the power of production, and not by the 
necessities of consumption; and therefore there can logically 
be no exemption based upon the needs of the individual, 
apart from his incapacity. 

If we consider this theory of public contributions from the 
point of view of benefits, we find that it is defective in that it 
confines benefits to the purely economic benefit of equal 
opportunities for production; and if we regard it from the 
point of view of ability we find it defective in so far as it 
confines ability to the ability to produce. But the real 
defect of the socialistic system of ta.ution, if we may be pe .... 
mitted to use the term, lies in its fundamental conception of 
a purely economic state, and in itS conception of justice 
as consisting solely in the economic equality of opportunity. 
Its important lesson is. perhaps, its emphasis upon the social 
character of production. upon the joint interest of the mem
bers and of the collective whole of society in the social pro
duct. and upon the joint responsibility in the maintenance 
of the 'government. But it views the relations of the individ
uals to each other and to the state too entirely from an eco
nomic point of view. and. indeed. from the point of view of 
production alone. 
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With respect to the principles of ta..'Cation state and Kalll
'M socialism are not essentially sociali.itic, as they would 
not whoUy convert the political into the industrial state, nor 
equalize the burdens of government by equalizing the oppor
tunities of production. They are specially characterized by 
the emphasis they give to the ethical side of social life, from 
which they justly deduce as a principle of taxation the ability 
of the individual to pay; and hence also are given a wider 
range ill considerinc the problem of exemptions. The social 
side of their theory-tbe distribution of wealth-is a prob
lem of political policy, and not of taxation.' 

V. CoNCLUSIONS AS TO TRUE POLITICAl. BASIS AND 

PRINCIPLES OF TAXATION. 

10 the preceding discussion of political theories relative to 
a political basis of taxation. we have attempted to touch only 
UPOIl such theories as have exercised the greatest influence, 
either theoretical or practical. in matters of taxation, together 
with a brief reference to social theories that antagonize the 
existing state. Of the latter class we found that while they 
contain important truths. they are but half-truths at the 
best; aDd further, their lessons have little practical signifi
cance since they have not to do with actual conditions, but 
with ideals whose consummation must wait for the dawn of 
the millennium. Or again, they make false applications of 
principles that are true in themselves. 

In the theories of the first class many important truths 
were also found, but we were unable to find in any of them 
a consistent and logical development of principles directly 
deducible from the political basis that formed their primary 
assumptions. Besides a lack of logical development we 
found, also, an omission of important factors io the problem. 
But what to OUl' mind constitutes their fundamental defect, is 

• q. vocb.lM .,,,.,....,~ .u .. .s.--. p. 476-
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their conception of the nature and purpose of the state in its 
relation to the individual j together also with a deduction of 
principles from the immediate functions of government in
stead of from the ultimate ends of the state. 

The political basis of taxation is simply a conception, or 
theory, of the state in which is found the justification and 
character of taxation, and from which principles of taxation 
logically and naturally flow. Such a theory must compre
hend not only the nature and end of the state, but also the 
nature and end of the individual, as person, since each is the 
counterpart of the other and· by itself· is but an abstraction. 
But man, as an end in himself, Is essentially and fundamen
tally ethical, and hence principles that govern taxation, as 
also all social relations, should conform to ethical standards 
and ideals, and at the same time. should conform to the 
political conception upon which they are based. 

The theory of the state outlined in the preceding chapter, 
it is believed, answers these requirements. It recognizes 
the obligation of the individual <!nd the rights of the state, 
the voluntary and the compulsory character of taxation j it 
recognizes the u~iversal dependence upon the state for the 
highest individual development, and thereby inculcates the 
principle of "universality" in taxation; it recognizes. the 
ethical nature of the individual and the ethical nature of 
social relations, and thereby inculcates the principle of 
equity, or "equality" in taxation as its highest principle. 
These~ Universality and Equality, are, in fact, the cardinal 
principles of taxation deducible from a political basis-from 
a. true theory of the state-and may, ther~fore, be called the 
political principles of taxation. All other principles are but 
modifications of these. Thesd two principles, indeed, are, 
with grellter or less logic, found in all theories of taxation, 
but all theories do not find a sufficient basis in their concep
tion of the state for the modification, of these principles that 
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are necessitated by economic and ethical considerations. A 
basis for the modification and limitation of these principles 
is, however, to be found in the theory of the state that we 
have upheld as the basis for all principles of taxation. The
cardinal principles are in themselves abstract and general ill' 
character, and result from the viewpoint of the general rela-
tion of the individual to the state. But in their concrete
application the actual conditions of life, with reference to 
ethical aims and standards, must be considered, the neces
sity of this consideration. resulting from the ethical nature of 
the individual and the .state, such as we have conceived 
them to be. In brief, the-modifications of the two primary 
principles, universality and equality, no less than the princi
ples themselves, are, as they must be in every consistent 
theory, the necessary implications of the conception of the 
state, and result naturally from the logical development of 
these implications. The main problem, now, is to deter
mine the basis and character of the equality, and the limita
tions that are to be put upon the principle of universality. 
These can not be determined by the purely political aspect 
of the question, but only by the economic and ethical 
aspects. These aspects we shan consider in the two follow
ing chapters. 



CHAPTER v . 

.THE ECONOMIC BASIS AND PRINCIPLES OF TAXATION 

,1\.s a theory of the state implies taxation, so taxation im
-plies the economic relation of the individual to the state • 
.A political basis and political princ'iples of taxation imply, 
-therefore, an economic basis and -economic principles. By 
lln economic basis, then, is understood the economic relation 
-that the individual sustains to the state; and by economic 
:principles the principles that should determine the portion 
-of private wealth that each individual- should contribute to 
the ends of the state, or the relative satisfaction of private 
and collective needs. The question is not directly con
-cerned with the economic effects of taxation, although these 
~effects are indirectly involved. The economic basis and 
-,principles of taxation are, in part, an interpretation, and, in 
;part, a modi(ication of the political basis and political 
,principles. 

The economic aspect of the question is not, therefore, an 
independent problem, but simply one phase of the problem 
of taxation, though, indeed, a very important phase. In
de~d, its importance has led some economists ,to consider 
the question of taxatipn as though it were wholly an econ-

• omic ' o~e, to be determined by the simple application of 
_ economic laws. Taxation is treated as though only the 
_ economic relations .of individuals to the state were involved. 
In the political basis they see only an economic basis, and in 

. the political principles only economic principles. Indeed, it 

.is expressly or tacitly implied by them that the application of 
114 [450 
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economic principles and laws will in all cases best attain the 
ends of justice. Taken by itself, however, this is but a super
ficial view of the problem. For, in the taking of economic 
values for its support and maintenance-the execution of its 
functions-the state, through its government, enters into a 
most vital relation with the individual; since the source of 
the economic values taken by the state is likewise the source 
of those values that go to the maintenance of life, and of the 
material conditions that are necessary to the development of 
human personality. This vital relation, then, is something 
more than an economic one. Because it relates to a person, 
and so to an ethical being, it has ethical 'as well as economic 
importance. 

However, there is an economic side to the question which 
may be abstracted from other relations, just as in a theory 
of knowledge sensation, perception, judgment, etc., may be 
abstracted from the unified process that alone makes knowl
edge possible. The state must ultimately determine, as it is 
ultimately responsible for, the amount of those values that 
are diverted from the satisfaction of private wants to the 
satisfaction of collective wants-the needs of the government. 
It is, therefore, important that there should be a definite un
derstanding of the economic basis and economic principles 
that should control this distribution. 

In the present chapter we shall attempt to consider this 
economic aspect of the question of taxation. In doing liO we 
shall not only review such theories as would solve the prob
lem wholly along economic lines, but shall consider tho 
economic side of other theories. As these theories differ, 
in the main, according to different conceptions of the char
acter and importance of different departments of economics 
-as Production, Distribution, Exchange and Consumption; 
or according to different conceptions of economic theory and 
economic laws, we shall consider the subject under these 
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several heads, using different economic theories as main 
divisions. 

I. THE PHYSIOCRATS AND THE SINGLE TAXERS. 

It was the theory of the first school of scientific economists 
-the Physiocrats-and is the theory of their modern repre
sentatives-the Single Taxers-that the whole expense of 
government should be met out of the proceeds from the 
land, from the produit net or the .. economic rent." Let us 
attempt to ascertain the economic basis and the economic 
principles underlying this theory. Although they reach 
practically the same result we shall find that the earlier and 
the later representatives of this theory employ somewhat dif
ferent lines of argument. 

I. The PhJ'siocrats. According to the doctrine of the 
Physiocrats land alone produces a produit net, a net surplus 
above the. expenses of production; therefore upon whatever 
form of property or income a tax may be imposed its ulti
mate incidence must be upon this produit net, as otherwise 
production must cease and starvation follow. Hence, to 
avoid, unnecessary expenses of collection and added costs 
due to the ad~ancement of the taxes, all taxes should be 
imposed in the first' instance upon the landed proprietors.~ 
Moreover, as only the proprietors of land obtain a net pro
dllct, they are the only class that has any interest in a stable 
government. Indeed, a net product and a stable govern
ment ,mutually condition each other.' 'For" without good 
,g~vernment and tranquility there will be no net product. 
and without a net product no government and no society."· 
Security and tranquility increase' the revenue of each. 
Because, therefore, of the mutua~interest and mutual de
pendence of proprietors and the' government they should 
share about equally in the net product.] 

I r.]. Turgot, .WIWU, Y01. iy, P. 306. .t.. 
lQuesnay, D~spDtim" tk!. CAi"l,ch. 8, sec:::zo.. I Cf.Quesnay, ITIiti. 
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The doctrine of a prodllit net as applied to taxation is 
most fully developed by Turgot who assigns several reasons 
for a single taX on land. His argument we may summarize 
as fonows: The object of a tax" is for the preservation of 
property, not to lose it,-and hence should be upon income, 
Dot upon property;" I but "the proprietor of land is the 
only one who has a true income" -a prodllit ne#-and there
fore" he alone has an interest in preserving the permanent 
order of society," for to the industrial class any change of 
ownership would be but a change of employers.' The tax 
should. therefore, be paid out of the .. true income," and to 
force it from any other income, or to make it exceed this 
income, would check production and so dry up the source 
of the revenue of the state.) Moreover, any other tax is 
always shifted to the proprietor by being added to the cost 
of production;4 and to cause the laboring and industrial 
classes to advance. the tax is to produce their ruin, since 
they have no disposable income.5 On the other hand, .. it 
is impossible to make the consumers, who are not pro
prietors, pay a tax upon consumption. because from the 
moment it is established they are forced either to restrain 
their consumption or to diminish the price which they can 
offer for the production which they conSume; and because 
cither method win throw the tax upon the producers, or 
sellers, of those productions."6 Finally, a single tax on the 
produce of land is demanded because an indirect tax-that 
is, any tax except that upon the produit net-leads to frauds, 
condemnation of goods, loss of the labor of the great num- . 
ber of men who are nec(;ssary to collect it, a war of the 
governmcnt with its sUbjects, a disproportion between crime 
and punishment, and .. attacks liberty in a thousand ways.'" 

Thus we find that according to the doctrine of the Physio-

lylltJOl, Wwb, yoL w. ' .• ;5 •• 

• nu., po ~ • nu. P·31J. 

• /WI., P. 216-

'/JUI.. P. 36J. 

• nUl., p. 22Q, 

, /JUI.. p. 208. 
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crats the economic basis of taxation lies in the relation 
which a certain class of society sustains to the government. 
This class is that of the landed proprietors "who alone can 
have any interest in the government, since land alone pro
duces a net product over and above that which is necessary in 
order that there I?ay be any. production at all. But as the 
net product that attaches to land would not exist but for· the 
government, the landlord should share it with the gov~rnment 
in the form of a tax. Not only has no other class any in
terest in the government, but the net product of land is the 
only ~und out of which a tax can ultimately be paid. As the 
net product is equally conditioned by landlords and the gov
ernment we have, further, as the principle of its distribution, 
as the economic principle of taxation, that the net product 
should be distributed equally between landlords and the 
government. Or, as the basis of the tax is the economic 
interest which the proprietors of land have in the govern
ment, the principle of its distribution is the extent of the in.,. 
terest in the joint economic result-the prodltit net-which 
is assumed to be a half interest. 

Criticism of this theory may be brief. Not only is its 
theory of incidence utterly erroneous,' but so also is its 
theory of a net product" upon which its theory of taxation 
rests. Other factors of production than land yield; a. net 
product upon which a tax may ultimately fall, and which is 
equally with the net product from land conditioned by the 
e~istence of government. It' follows, therefore, even from 
the view-point of the Physiocrats, that othe~ classes than land
lords have an interest in the government, and that the gov
ernment has interest in other products than the net product 
from land. Moreover, because a government is a condition 
6f a net product, or for that matter of any product, it .. does 

I See, for eXample, Hume, Essay D" Taxes. 

• See Adam Smith, WealllI oj' NaliD"s, bk. iv, ch. 9-
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Dot follow that the product must be distributed between the
producer and the government on the basis of the share of 
each in its production. Indeed, if this were so-the govern
ment might claim the whole product beyond the barest 
necessities of life. Because a government conditions pro
duction it is not therefore a factor in production in the sense: 
that it should share in the product in proportion to its inter-
est in it. The fact is that the income of government bears 
DO relation whatever to its part in production. Its income, 
and therefore taxation, depends upon its character and upon 
the functions it assumes. And whether or not a tax should 
be determined according to the principle of interests, it cer
tainly is not to be determined by any joint interest in an 
economic product. But above all, government does some-
thing more than condition production. It is the condition 
of the satisfaction of all of our wants, and therefore interest 
in it is general and not special; and for the maintenance of 
these general interests-the interests of civilized life-gov
ernment requires economic support from every citizen ot: 
the state. 

2. The Single Taxers.-The doctrine that the whole ex
pense of government should be met by a single tax on land' 
was revived in more recent years by Henry George I whose 
doctrine is now known as that of the" single tax." By its 
modern advocates, however, the argument for a single tax 
takes on a somewhat different form from that of the Physio
crats. By George and his followers the justice of a single
tax rests upon the Ricardian theory of rent; only emphasis.< 
is given to the social factor as producing differential advan
tages that give rise to the phenomenon of rent, quite as' 
much as do differences in natural advantages. This rent is' 
akin to the produil nel and is called the unearned increment 
of land. But land is the birthright of man, a " gratuitous. 

I HeDry George,p,.~rlu tI,,,, P""wi7, J880. 
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gift of Nature to men, the free bounty of the Creator to his 
children." I Therefore, the unearned increment from land, 
the whole increment that is not produced by the labor of any 
given individual, belongs to mankind, to society, and should 
·not be monopolized by anyone or several individuals." 
Indeed, the government has a double claim upon the un
.earned increment ~ both because the land belongs to society, 
.and because a part, at least, of the unearned increment is 
.due to society, or is produced by it: Moreover, government 
has' no right to touch any part of the increment of produc
tion that is due to human labor, since by " natural law " the 
product of one's own labor belongs to himself. " Whatever 
a man brings forth, whatever he adds to the common stock 
.of wealth, belongs to him alone; and it is wrong to take 
from him any part of it." 3 

According to this view of the single tax, there is in reality 
·no taxation, as the government simply appropriates to itself 
the wealth accruing from natural advantages and from social 
growth-wealth to which the individual has no valid claim, 
but which of right belongs to the people as a whole, that is, 
to their government. But as the unearned increment comes 
first into the hands of individuals-the landlords-the taking 
of it from them by the government may be regarded as nom
inal taxation, the landlords being the natural tax collectors.4 

The economic basis of the tax thus comes to be the relation 
subsisting between the government and the individual aris
ing from the possession on the ,one side, and the ownership 
on the other side, of the source of unearned increment. 

As the privilege of possessing the source of the unearned 
increment is regarded as an advantage to its possessor, it is 
laid down as a principle of taxation, that II we ought t'? tax 

,. George, Si"gh Taz DisellSsUII, p. 76, Saratoga, 1890-

.. Cf., I6itl., p. 83. • I6itl.. p. 79. 

A See Shearman, Natu,.al TazaIW ... pp. IIIH). 
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men according to the special advantages they receive from 
the community, thus putting all men on an equal plane.'" 
This is the principle of taxation according to benefits, and is 
common to all .. single taxers," who repudiate the principle 
of ability as unjust or as an appeal" to sentiments of benevo
lence and philanthropy.'" The principle is purely an eco
nomic one, as the" advantage" is measured by." the market 
value of the benefits conferred by government and by human 
society,'" the market value of ground rent. As the benefit 
is measured by the extent of the ground rent, and is .. con
ferred by government and by human society," the tax, 
according to George, should absorb the whole increment of 
land that is not due to human labor j but Shearman. assum
ing that such a tax would be in excess of the needs of govern
ment,less consistently holds that the government should take 
only such part of the ground rent as it needs, leaving the 
rest to the landlords.. If, indeed, it is true that the whole 
grourid rent, the unearned increment, belongs of right to the 
government, it is difficult to see the justice of any part of it 
being retained by any class of society. The only just 
method of distributing the surplus would be to distribute it 
p,o ,ala to every member of society. 

That the doctrine of the "single tax" has the merit of 
simplicity cannot be doubted, nor that it contains some ,de
sirable features.' We must, however, discredit its claim as a 
panaua for all social ills, as the fanciful dream of an enthu-

I Georce, $illJJfl TIU Dim",."", p. 83. .. There can be but one strictl, jut 
bui. of tautioll, and that • the basil of benefit received Crom the taxing power;" 
Shearman, tI,. &.1_ p. 328. 

I Georce• nid .. p. 82, and Sbearm .... lJitI .. p. 227. 

• Sheanna., 1/JiII., p. 229. 

• Cf. Shear_II, .... n'I., pp. 13~13Sl and aIIo cb. 10. 

• See 1'nIf.1. B. Cark. $ing/l T_ DUnllMII, po S. 
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siast.. Nor dm we grant that the" single tax," as a theory
of taxation, solves the problem of justice. Granting the 
validity of the theory of social values, aud assuming its suffi
ciency for purposes oi- public revenue, we would still have 
the following criticism~ to offer to the theory, as a theory of 
taxation: 

(I) It assumes as an economic basis for taxation, that 
only one class in society bears such an economic relation to 
the state that there rests upon it the obligation to support 
the government, to pay taxes, to wit: the proprietors of 
land; whereas, in point of fact, the economic relation and 
the consequent obligation rest upon every class of society, 
upon every citizen of the state. (2) Not only does the· 
theory assume a limited economic relation, bpt it assumes as 
the basis of this relation that land alone yields an unearned 
increment, w.hich, while it belongs to society, or to govern
ment, comes in the first instance into the hands of the pos
sessors of land j whereas, land is not the only source of an, 
unearned increment-a rent or a quasi-rent-that arises. 
from social conditions, and therefore the rent of land is not 
the only wealth, or source of revenue, which comes into the 
hands of individuals, but which, according to the singlectax 
doctrine, belongs to the go~ernment. Apart from the ques
tion of a quasi-rent in other factors of production than land: 
there are legal and capitalistic monopolies that produce 
unearned increments quite as much as does' the monopoly 
of land. Moreover, there is no form of industry that is not 
benefited by social growth. (3) It is further assumed that 
the advantages of government lie' in the possession of the 
source of the unearned increment, and that this advantage 

1 See George, Prtl!{l'ess and PtJ1JerlJl, B. ix, ch. 4; also, Shearman, Natura/" 
Taxation, ch. 13. 

I On this point, See Marshall, Prinripus, B. vi, ch. 7; and Hobson, Econtl".ic~ 
til Distri/"mon, ch. S. .. 
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is the only ground for the imposition of a tax; and therefore, 
that a tax according to the benefits received from the gov
ernment is the true principle of taxation. But as other 
factors than land possess these advantages (which are made 
the basis of taxation) it is difficult to see by what justice the 
possessor of land alone should pay for the advantage of 
obtaining an unearned increment. Besides, there are other 
economic advantages produced by the state that equally 
demand a recompense-as the maintenance of the social 
conditions necessary to the pursuit of a livelihood. More
over, in assuming that the unearned increment is the price 
of a special advantage it is assumed that the advantage is 
proportioned to the amount of the increment, a position 
whose absurdity is at once seen when we reflect that the 
ultimate advantage is confined to the privilege of gaining a 
livelihood. Then, too, this privilege is common to all. 
More than this, there ,is in reality no payment for any special 
advantages, as the government simply takes the unearned 
increment, and upon this the landholder has no claim. (4) 
In fact, it is a special feature of this theory that no individual 
should undergo any burden of sacrifice for the purpose of 
maintaining a government; that, indeed, the government 
bas no right to touch any part of private wealth that results 
from one's own labor, but should support itself on the 
economic values that belong to society as a whole, which is 
to assert that there should be no taxation. But such an 
assumption is opposed to any rational conception of the 
nature of the state, and misconceives the nature of the 
.. natural right" to the product of one's own labor, since the 
payment of a portion of this product to support the govern
ment is a condition of its own existence. Yet, in the first 
instance, a tax is imposed upon the .present holders of land 
who are made to pay penalty for the sin of past governments 
in permitting private property in land-a species of confisca-
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tion, in spite of all refinements upo.. the word,' that is re
pugnant to all sense of justice. 

Various other fo>rms of a single tax have bee .. promul
gated by ditTerent writers, though not so much from U1 
peculiar notion respecting the rel.ltion of the state \0 the 
economic life of its members as from the conviction that a 
single tax best realizes the ideal of a tax according to 
ability. Such theories belong to the discussion of systems 
of taxation, and need not be dwelt upon here. There is on~ 
theory, however, that may be briefly touched upon, as it 
assumes a certain economic relation between the individual 
ud the state as its economic basis. I refer to the theory of 
Menier,- who would obtain public revenue by a single tax 
upon capital. 

The argument of Menier is as 10110""5: Capital is a 
national product and therefore out of it alone should the 
state derive its income, ., the tax representing the e)..-pense 
of &1\.ing "alue to, and the exploitation of, the national 
capital." Moreover, since the state exists to further in
dh'idual liberty and human pe~onality-" the enfranchise
ment of the individual" S-it should not by any tax burden 
upon the individual as such. .. The tax," says Menier, 
.. ought not to know man, but only the national fo>nune. 
But since this fo>rtune is held by indi\;duals they should pay 
a tax in proportion to "'hat they hold." 4 

The position is not ,.·ho11y unlil..-e that of ~r&e, since he 
would tal..-e the tax out of the national capital up.>n ,,-hicb 
the state has a claim because exploitN by itself. the princi
ple 01 taxation being a proportion to the amount (If the 
national capital individually possessed. no tax being im
posed upon the individual. u s...a.. But does not Menier 

, See ~ eft. ftI.., p. -69-
.n.ww"'~.I'~_"~ 
• OJ.. ftI.., p. t,.. 
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confuse a nominal and a real tax on capital, thus leading to 
the untenable position that a tax on capital does not, while 
a tax on income or other form of wealth does, interfere with 
individual rights and individual liberty? Besides, income 
quite as much as capital is a national product, and quite as 
much as capital is given value by the government. Not the 
least error of Menier, however, is the assumption that a tax 
is upon property, not upon the person. Only persons can 
have a responsible relation to the state, or be under obliga
tions for its support. The state, it is true, demands prop
erty, that is, economic goods, but the demand is and can be 
only upon persons. Then, too, Menier falls into the error 
of supposing that one's interest in the government and obli
gation to it is directly proportional to the amount of capital 
that he possesses. 

II. THE CLASSICAL SCHOOL OF ECONOMISTS 

r. Til, Dendil Tlleo1')' of Taxation. The economic basis 
of the classical economists rests upon their theory of the 
state as the protector of persons and property, while their 
principle of taxation is. that the tax should be proportion~d 
to the bt'nefits derived from the protection. The economic 
aspect of taxation, in short, is simply the economic side of 
their political doctrine. Hence, a tax is regarded as an 
economic return for a presumably measurable benefit re
ceived from the government. This conception differs from 
that of the Physiocrats only in the character and extent of 
the content contained in the idea of benefits. Here the idea 
is that the relation of the state to the individual is that of a 
protector and guarantor of liberty, and that the individual 
should compensate for the expense of this prott'ction in pro

; portion to the benefits derived from it. It is an economic 
relation that is the counterpart of the Contract theory of the 
Itate, and is very largely an outgrowth of it. 
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According to this view, then, a tax is considered as the 
eXi>ense of protection, while the value of the protection is 
measured by the amount of property protected. This is 
implied in the famous dictum 'of Montesquieu: that taxes 
are the payment of a part of one's property in order to 
enjoy the remainder in security! It is expressed still more 
explicitly by Adam Smith, whose canon has become classic 
on principles of taxation. Subjects, he says, should con
tribute to the support of government" in proportion to the 
revenue which they respectively enjoy under the protection 
of the state. The expense of government to the individuals 
of a great nation, is like the expense of management to the 
joint tenants of a great estate, who are all obliged to con
tribute in proportion to their interests in the estate.'" True, 
this conception of taxation is given as an explanation of the 
meaning of .. ability," which is regarded as the basic prin
ciple. But it is only by a confusion of ideas, or an incon
sistency of thought, that the principle of ability can be con
nected with the protection theory of the state. And yet this 
confusion or inconsistency. is found in most of the classical 
-economists. Its most extreme type is, perhaps, found in 
Murhard, who bases the tax upon the protection of property,' 
yet would proportion the tax to "ability," 4 expressly re
pudiating a tax proportioned to the amount of income 
enjoying the protection.5 

Such, in the main, is the view of most writers of this 
school, some, like Murhard, emphasizing the protection of 

I Montesquieu, Espr.t till Lou, ch. I. 

t Smith, W,a/PI 0/ Nahf'lI, PP.414-S (Rogers' edition) • 

... Steuem werden bezablt zum Schutze des Eigenthums. Darum, uud nUl 
darum gebe Ich Steuern." Murhard, TII,o," ~"tll'o/ili" tUr Btttn.,,""IJ, p. 30. 

• For taxes are" am glilcklicbsten gewllhlt, wo jeder Staatsgenosae im VerhlUtniu 
·aeiner Krllfte IU den Staats-Aufgaben beitriigt.", I6iti., p. So. 

t Cf. i6iti., p. a6. 
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property, others, like Sismondi, emphasizing the protection 
of persons.· From the point of view of consistency, how
ever, Von Hock makes a distinct advance, since he not only 
recognizes the protection of both persons and property, but 
would have an equal tax for the former and a tax proportional 
to the benefits of protection for the latter.2 Like Sismondi, 
too, he places the question squarely upon an economic 
ground, making the tax a compensation for the services 
received from the state.) Yet in the hands of Von Hock the 
protection principle loses much of its character, as, indeed, 
it does also with Sismondi, since the term is made to include 
practically all that is contained in the idea of national well
being (das Wohl des Volkes). Protection, with such an 
extended conception of its content, loses, too, any signifi
cance that it might have as a basis of taxation, since it is 
incapable of giving a principle that is consistent with itself, 
lor the distribution of the tax burden. 

We have had occasion to criticise the principle of benefits 
in the preceding chapter. As affording an economic basis 
and principles it is even more defective than it is as a polit
ical principle. To have any validity from the view-point of 
economics the benefits of protection must have a definite 
assignable value, else the tax cannot be a compensation for 
a value received. From the point of view of the protection 
of persons it cannot be said that the benefit of the protection 
is equal, as Von Hock assumes, nor that the benefits from 

I • L'Impllt doit fire consid~~ par lee citoyenl comme llDe compeDlltion de 1a 
protection q .. e Ie gonftrnement accorde ileun penonDee et ileurs propriet~s. n 
at Illite 'lae toDl Ie '''pportent, en proportion dee anntagee qae 1a .ociet~ lear 
prantit, et dee dl!pauee qne la lOCiete fait poar eWl." ,te.".",i, P.iiligUII, yoL 
II, p. 155. 

• Cf. VOD Hock, DU ",N/iielutt A/JpkM tiM SeArJdm, is 1-40 

•• Jeder Ablabe .. eiDe Verleltang der yom Staat geleilteten Dienste, IlDd 
_beiDt damna Dar danD lerecbtfertigt, weDD der Dienst dee Lobne werth iIt." 
0,. aLe p. 4-
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the protection of property are proportional to the amount of 
property enjoying the protection, as most upholders of this 
theory maintain. Still less is it possible to apportion the 
tax to benefits when, as with Von Hock and Sismondi, bene
fits are made to include such immaterial qualities as honor. 
glory, education, religion, national well-being, etc. But 
apart from the ,impossibility of determining the value of the 
benefits, the economic relation between the individual and 
the state cannot be expressed by the idea of compensation 
for benefits received. Nor is this due simply to the fact that 
the benefits are not measurable quantities. The falsity of 
this conception rests chiefly upon the fact that it is wholly 
out of harmony with the social relations that a tax involves. 
Indeed, the inadequacy of this conception would seem to be 
felt by most of its defenders, since they, following Adam 
Smith, interpret" benefits" as synonymous with II ability." 
But the two ideas are totally distinct and mutually exclude 
each other. As Bastable says: II So far as the • benefits' 
or • service' principle is applied, it excludes the rule of tax
ation according to ability." I Most writers, however, who 
acc;ept the benefit principle (whether or not they make it 
synonymous with ability) find a measure of benefits in the 
assumption that the benefits of government are proportional 
to the amount of property enjoyed or consumed. As ex
pressed by Sir William Petty: II Every man ought to con
tribute according to what he taketh to himself, and actually 
enjoyeth." • With Petty this means, as with Hobbes, that 
the benefit is proportional to what one consumes, and there
fore that the tax should be a proportional tax on consump
tion. This, too, is the tendency of the classical economists, 
who would throw every safeguard around capital and pro-

I Baltable, Pulli& Fi".,"" p. j89. Gen. Walker and Mlle. Royer, allO or tbe 
clallical Ichool, likewise repudiate 'tbe .. benefit" principle. 

I Petty," T"",lillll/ Till" lI"d C."IriIIlIi.tU, p. 83. 
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duction. But not the amount of property that one possesses, 
and still less what one consumes, nor any other ~ortioD 
of income, is an adequate measure of the benefits of govern~ 
menL Nor is the claim of government limited to any por~ 
tion of income. As Gen. Walker has well said, .. the reveJ 

Due rights of the state attach equally to every portion of· 
private revenue, irrespective of the consideration whether 
any such portion is to be spent or to be saved." • But above 
all this view of the economic aspect of taxation is at fault, 
because it assumes a relation of economic equivalence where 
no such equivalence is possible, and because it falsely as
sumes that such an equivalence is the true basis and measure 
of the tax. . 

2. Tlu Ezcltange Tluory. The same in principle as the 
theory of .. benefits," though different in point of view, is the 
.. exchange theory" of Bastiat and Perry. Although this 
view of the tax was earlier expressed by Senior in his co Po
litical Economy," with Bastiat and Perry it was made a part 
of their economic theory, the collection and expenditure of 
public revenue being regarded as determined by the same 
principles of exchange that determine all economic ex
changes. 

The theory starts with the principle of the co division of 
labor:'· In all departments of economic activities. so the 
argument runs, protection is required, and in the division of 
labor in social and economic life the function of protection is 
assigned to the governmenL For the .. service" that the 
government performs in procuring the protection every eco
nomic activity owes an .. equivalent" service in exchange. 
That is, in the .. division of labor," government performs 
one service-protection-in exchange for another service
contribution of taxes. Or taxation, like all private economic 

I Frucil Walker. -The'" of T~D." ill PH." Sd. Qa4I"L iii, p. II. 
I r-r"h/i1UM L",-y, P. 516. See aI8o, Seaior. PMiIiaU u-y, p. , .... 
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activity, finds its basis and its principles in a theory of ex
change of equivalent economic services. As Perry puts it, 
taxation "finds a ready and solid justification in the com
mon principles of exchange." Indeed," taxes demanded of 
citizens by a lawful government which tolerably performs its 
functions, are legitimate and just on principles of exchange 
.alone." r For," value resides in services exchanged; but 
government is an essential prerequisite to any general 
and satisfactory exchanges, since it contributes by direct 
..effort to the security of persons and property; and justly 
.claims, therefore, from each citizen a compensation in return 
for services thus rendered him."," The same thought is also 
expressed by Bastiat, who declares that when a state renders 
:a service equal to the tax, there is only an exchange (il n'y 
;a qu'un 6change);3 and that a good or a bad use is made 
-of the tax according as the service of the state is, or is not, 
equivalent to what the public gives in exchange-the tax .• 

In other words, according to the exchange theory of tax
ation the basis of the tax is an economic" exchange of ser
'Vices" betwen the government and the taxpayer. That is, 
the government being a participating factor in all private 
.exchanges, it should find compensation for its .. service" by 
participating in the gains from these exchanges. Or, the 
" gains" accruing to individuals because of the service of the 
government in providing protection and security, the indi
viduals should share their gains with the government in ex
change for its service. And from these assumptions we get 
as a principle of taxation that individuals should contribute 
to the cost of. the service of the government "in proportion 
to the gains of their exchanges." 5 

I Perry, Po/intal Eeonom)/, p. 516. • IlJjtl., p. 515. 

• Bastiat, Ce 'Iu' on floil It te 'I" on '" floilptU. 
'Bastiat, SDp"imm Etonomi'lNeI, OlllW'lI. iv, P.47 (Ed. 1863). 

Jperry, op. tit., p. 516. 
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As against this view of taxation we may note that the 
state cannot be conceived of as simply an economic agency 
in exchange, whose .. service" in the exchange is to be 
compensated for according to the principles of private 
economic exchanges. Such a conception expresses neither 
the relation of the state to the individual, nor that of the 
individual to the state. True, the state does perform a ser
vice for the individual and receives taxes from the individual, 
but the .. service" and the tax are not related to each other 
in the way of an economic exchange. Hence, the basis of 
the tax is not to be found in the idea of an "exchange of 
service." The services of the government are far more ex
tensive than that which obtains to the individual from the 
.. gains of exchanges." And if the basis of taxation is not 
to be found in the idea of an economic change, so neither 
can the principles of taxation be expressed in terms of an 
economic exchange. 

But even if we assume the fiction of an exchange, the 
character of the .. exchange of service" between the govern
ment and the taxpayer is entirely different from that in
volved in private exchanges. For in the former case, how
ever voluntary may be the payment of taxes in the abstract, 
there is a compulsory feature in the exchange that does not 
attach to private exchanges, which are wholly voluntary. 
In the former case, too, the terms of the exchange are made 
by one party to the e,xchange-the government; while in 
the latter case the terms of the exchange are mutually de
termined through the operation of economic laws-the law 
of II demand and supply," or, if you will, the law of .. mar
ginal utility." Finally, in the former case the normal basis 
of the exchange is cost-cost of the government service; in 
the latter case the basis of the exchange is the value, or 
II utility," of the exchange to both parties to the exchange 
-the basis of profits, or gains. In fact, as pointed out 
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by Sax,' between the two types of exchan~e there is only a 
distant similarity (entfernte Aehnlichkeit). But at bottom 
there is nothing new in this theory of taxation, except in 
name and point of view. In reality it is nothing but the old 
benefit theory in a new dress, the benefits being regarded as 
measured by the "gains of exchanges," or the profits of 
industry-a limitation as inadequate as any of the preced
ing. Thus, the exchange theory contains all the defects of 
the benefit theory in addition to those mentioned above j 
not the least being the absurdity of assuming that the ser
vices of the state and the taxes are ~conomic equivalents, 
indeed, as Bastiat says, must be. 

3. TNt blSuranct Theory. A somewhat different version 
of the" benefit theory" is found in the II insurance theory" 
of taxation. The most noted champion of this theory is 
Thiers,· while it has the sanction of McCulloch' and of E. 
Peshine Smith.. It is closely allied to the .. joint-stock .. 
theory of Herbert Spencer,5 which is found, also, as one of 
the contradictions of Adam Smith.' According to this 
theory the state is comparable to a Joint-stock Insurance 
. Company, whose function it is to insure security of life and 
property. Hence, a tax rests upon the same basis and the 
same principles as the premium of an insurance company . 
.. As government renders services to each and every one of 
its constituents," says E. Peshine Smith, .. everyone ought 
to contribute to the expense of its maintenance in the ratio 
that he receives advantage. It gives him security of his 
per~on and his property. So far as his property is con
cerned, it is apparent that his contribution should be esti-

I Thien, D, I" ProprillJ, p. 355 d Ilf. 
• MtCulloch, TtJJttJ/i,,. ",.t/ FN,.diw,r, p. 17. _ 
• E. Peshinll Smith, P./ilitol E"''''''7, p. 264. 
'Spenter, S«i,,1 SI"litl (abridg. ed.), p. IiI. 

'Adam Smith, 0/. nt., P,4IS. 
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mated as it would be by a private insurance company, by 
the amount at stake." • But Mr. Smith, unlike. Thiers, con
fines the application of the insurance principle to property, 
rightly admitting the impossibility of making II the value of 
personal security a basis for taxation," since II the value of 
protection to the person is incapable of estimation."· 

But a moment's reflection, however, is necessary to con
vince us that the whole theory is even more false than the 
" exchange" theory. As to the person, not only is it im
possible to estimate the value of the protection-the insur
ance-but the character of the II insurance" given by the 
state is entirely different from that given by a private insur
ance company; while with property, though its value is 
capable of estimation, there is a similar difference in the 
character of the insurance. In the case of persons the state 
does not guarantee a monetary compensation in case of 
injury or loss of life, as does an insurance company, but 
contents itself with. punishing the aggressor if he is found; 
or, at best, permits you to use its courts to compel com
pensation from the aggressor. So, likewise, in the case 
of property, the insurance company guarantees to make 
good the whole of the insured property that is lost or 
damaged, but the state, as Leroy-Beaulieu says, II will repair 
no damages made either by natural causes or by man. If a 
thief steals your property-the state will pursue the thief, 
but if he has consumed your property the state will not 
restore it." J 

But above all, it is not true that the conception of insur
ance rightly expresses the nature of the basis of taxation. 
To quote Leroy-Beaulieu again, .. The attributes of the state 
are much more extensive than they would be if they were 
confined to this conception .• " Equally false is it that taxes 

• o~. m., pp. 264-5. 
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wide range of phenomena we must observe caution lest we 
push it too far, and neglect counteracting or modifying 
forces. We must beware of deceptive analogies. These cau
tions are particularly pertinent when we attempt to employ 
sensuous phenomena in the explanation and interpretation 
of distinctively spiritual activities and relations-the ac
tivities and relations of spiritual beings. For example, in 
applying the principle of utility to moral agents it is indis
pensable to truth that we take account of the distinctive 
-characteristics and attributes of mind, over and above the 
sensuous pleasures and pains. 

No better example can be given of the attempt to use one 
-common, all-embracing principle to explain and to interpret 
all phenomena, to give unity to all knowledge,. of the animal 
and human worlds, of the physical and the mental, of the 
individual and the social-than is to be found in Herbert 
Spencer's system of philosophy; but the simplicity of his 
principle does not prove the truth of his philosophy, and 
still less the truth of his special applications of his principle. 
There is, indeed, a unity in truth, but it is a unity in com
plexity; there is not always a truth in unity. In our search 
for knowledge we are too apt to be led astray by those Idols 
of the Tribe against which Bacon warned us, and our search 
for truth descends into a search for simplicity. 

Now it is my contention, further, that the principle by 
which Sax seeks to interpret the phenomena of taxation is 
more complex than he imagines, at least more complex in 
its application. True, there is, and must be, an underlying 
unity in individual and social phenomena, since social life is, 
in a sense, but the larger self of the individual. But just 
because society is the "larger self," the common principle, 
when applied to it, takes on a complexity that does not exist 
when confined to the individual as such. It . is operating 
under different circumstances and conditions in the two 
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cases, and, therefore, in its application these circumstances 
and conditions must be duly considered. Hence it is quite 
possible for the conclusions in one case to be quite different 
from those in the oth~r. Only by neglecting important 
factors, and by the use of the specious argument of analogy 
.can we conclude from the one to the other. 

The fact is, that Sax is able to conceive of the simplicity 
of his principle only by abstracting from it some of its most 
important elements, only by considering it from the view
point of "pure economics," abstracted from all ethical con
siderations. But no such abstraction can be allowed; for 
wherever human relations are involved there are also in
volved ethical considerations. Human connotes ethical, and 
so likewise the problem of equality of taxation, as Professor 
Seligman observes, "connotes an ethical problem." r The 
problem of taxation can not, therefore, be reduced to a sim
ple problem of pure, that is, of abstract, economics. But the 
" simplicity" of the theory of Sax is only the simplicity of 
abstract economics, therefore a seeming simplicity only. 
These criticisms will become more apparent as we proceed. 

3. Individual and Collective Psychology.-The theory of 
Sax, like the utility theory of value upon which it rests, has 
its foundation in what we may call a psychology of motived 
action. It is, moreover, one of the fundamental assump
tions of Sax that collective psychology is the same as indi
vidual psychology; that, in other words, " collective" activity 
for the satisfaction of common wants is directed in precisely 
the same way as individual activity in the satisfaction of 
private wants; that is, by the intensity of the want to be 
satisfied, or by the egoistic impulse to get the greatest pos
sible enjoyment in the satisfaction of wants with the least 
possible sacrifice to the self. But here, again-in concluding 
from individual to collective psychology-there is need of 

I Progress'fle TtJstJ/im, p, 149. 
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are distributed on the same principle as an i'!.surance 
premium. The Ifremium is determined not only "by the 
amount at slake," but by the risk-by the probabilities of 
life, or of loss-in each individual case; the principle of tax 
distribution is determined by the solidarity of interests of 
the whole body of citizens, without regard to length of life 
or the insecurity of property. 

III. THE PRODUCTIVE THEORY OF TAXATION. 

Conceiving of "production" as the production, by indi
viduals, of material, exchangeable goods, and looking only 
at the direct factors engaged in production, Adam Smith 
held that all consumption of economic goods that is not di
rected to further production is " unproductive consumption." 
Hence the consumption of wealth by the government, in the 
form of taxes, is unproductive consumption. In this Adam 
Smith was followed by most of the early economists of the 
classical school.' Bastiat and Perry, however, while they 
regarded the government as a necessary evil, assumed that 
its services have an economic value in exchange, not only 
with relation to c.onsumptive, but also with relation to pro
ductive goods. But it remained for Wagner and Stein to 
give a more exact appreciation of the function of govern
ment in production. 

According to Wagner the function of government in pro
duction is to transform material goods (Sachgiiter) in the 
form of a tax into immaterial goods (ofi"entlichenEinricht
ungen, Dienstleistungen). "Because it is indispensable to 
the entire economic life,· an~ for all private aCtivity of 
individuals, the services of the government (Staat), and 
therefore the government itself, mu.st be regarded, in an 

1 According to Ricardo taxes may affect production throngh their" tendency to 
lessen the power to accumulate." WIW'+S, p. 88. '"(McCulloch', edition.) For 
news of McCulloch and others, .ee .nte, p. 43 and notes. 
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economic sense, as eminently productive." I So likewise 
Stein, who held more to the classical notion of the import
ance of production, regarded the government· from the point 
of view of its indispensableness to the building up of capital 
(Kapitalbildungsprocess), and therefore not as an .. unproduc
tive consumer," but as an indispensable agent in production. 
II In fact," says Stein, II all services and payments to the gov
ernment (Staat) are, economically speaking, nothing else 
than an integral part of the cost of production of every eco
nomic product."· Therefore, the tax that goes to maintain 
the government is simply a part of the -necessary cost of 
production. 

From the view-point of Wagner, who emphasizes the 
social side of production, and has in mind the totality of the 
factors in production, without distinguishing the pre-condi
tions from the immediate factors, the government is viewed 
as a direct agent in production, and therefore the tax itself 
as If eminently productive." From the view-point of Stein, 
on the other hand, who regarded production more from the 
standpoint of the individual, who emphasized the importance 
of capital and capital formation (Kapitalbildung), and thought 
of government as a condition precedent, government was 
considered rather as an indirect than a direct agent in pro
duction, and the tax itself as "reproductive;" and repro
ductive in t~e sense that it enables the government 
through its administration to maintain the conditions of cap
ital-building, and If this reproductivity of the tax is, and will 
remain, the absolute condition of the power to pay taxes 
(Steuerkraft), therefore also the condition of taxes, and so 
of civic life itself." 

But although different in point of view, the" productive" 
theory of Wagner and the" reproductive" theory of Stein 

I wap«. #/. dI., I, p. Il-

I Fi •• .....u-..w.jI. I, Po IS. • nit/., ii • p. 359. 
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are practically one and the same--a productive theory that 
is nothing else than the old" give-and-take" (Leistung und 
Gegenleistung) .theory of taxation; or, as Sax observes, .. it 
is a correlate of the" exchange theory.''' I But the field of 
the exchange of service is here limited to the process of 
production, or to capital building. Even Wagner notes the 
parallel, and points out that in the state giving services for 
-taxes (Sachgiiter) there is a kind of an exchange (eine Art 
Tausch), but that the conditions of the exchange are fixed 
by the state. "Thus, the services of the state and taxes," 
he adds, " appear as correlates of each other."· But with 
Wagner the exchange is not, as is implied in the exchange 
theory, an exchange of special services j but the principle of 
exchange is that of general compensation (generelle Ent
geltlichkeit), no separate reckoning being made with indi
viduals concerning the advantages they receive from the 
state.'" 

But neither Wagner nor Stein makes use of his productive 
theory to furnish a basis or principles of taxation; further, 
at least, than to show that the taxes must be adequate to the 
needs of the state, and the services of the state equal to the 
taxes, else production must be hampered or cease entirely. 
Or, as is implied in the view-point of Stein, taxes must be 
sufficient to enable the state to attain its highest efficiency 
in maintaining the conditions of production, of capital build
ing, but never in excess of the value of the services of the 
state in capital b~ilding. That is, they must be high enough 
to maintain that degree of efficiency on the part of the state 
that will ensure their reproduction in capital, else capital 
building must cease, and thus the source of the tax is anni
hilated, and with it also the state itself.4 . But with Wagner 
the productive theory lies wholly outside of the principles of 

1 01. n/., p. 92. • OJ. nt., i. P. 51]. • /IUl.. i. p. 14· 
t Cf. Stein, ttJ. riI., ii, P. 3S9-
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private economy, his conception of the functions of govern
ment and of a" general compensation," without individual 
reckoning paving the way to his social-political conceptions, 
in .,hich he finds both the basis and the principles of taxa
tion. 

That, however, there is much truth in the productive 
theory of the state and taxation, that the state is a &tmtlitUI 
silU fJII" ",. of production. is not to be doubted. But just 
because it is this, because it is a condition precedent, it is 
not a directly active force in production. A condition of 
production, it is true; but it does not for that reason per
form any measurable economic service in production. This 
Wagner admits! Then, too, there is much expenditure by 
the government that by no conceivable hypothesis could be 
regarded as productive, as the term is understood by either 
\Vaguer or Stein.- Moreover, this conception of the ec0-

nomic relations involved is too restricted in its scope to 
furnish a basis and principles for taxation, as it includes but 
a small part of even the relations that are involved in the 
economic life, to say nothing of the wide field of " services," 
other than in the strictly economic sphere, for which com
pensation must be made, or rather must be maintained. 

These facts go to s~ow that wbile the productive theory 
undoubtedly represents an important phase of the economic 
relations between the state and individuals, it is not a phase 
that can furnish a basis and principles of taxation. And it 
is to the credit of both \Vaguer and Stein that they made no 
such attempt, and that least of all did they conceive this 
relation to be the only relation that determines principles of 
taxation; that is, did not conceive taxation as a purely 
economic problem. 

• -Abu ldawiuia ill 80CW die t.edaaildle.ad woDa.da die ~iIdIe J>rocDo. 
IiriII& der eimdaca Sb"."'tipm .... beartWea. - wac-.~. dI., i, p. Il

I C/. Sa,,~. dI., po ,.. 
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IV: THE UTILITY THEORY OF SAX. 

Although the theories just discussed are based upon the 
conception of an economic relation between the individual 
and the state, they do not attempt (with' partial exceptions 
of the "exchange" and "single tax" theories) to place
taxation upon a purely economic basis, or to determine its 
principles by purely economic laws. It is, on the contrary, 
the boast of Sax that the problems of taxation are to be solved 
simply and solely by the application of economic principles 
and laws. The fundamental thought, as we have seen, is, that 
the collective wants of a people-wants satisfied by the
agency of government-res'olve themselves into individual 
wants in such a manner that they constitute a part in the 
totality of indvidual wants, being distributed indiscriminately 
in the circle (Reihe) of wants according to their intensity j 
and that all wants, collective and private without distinction,. 
are satisfied in the order of tbeir intensity, the final test 
always being the marginal utility of goods relative to the 
wants satisfied by them.' Collective and private wants are 
upon precisely the same plane, and in a conflict between 
them it is the relative intensity of wants that decides the 
competing claims. Precisely in one case as in the other, in 
taxation as in economics, it is a question of the intensity of 
wants on the one side, and of the marginal utility of goods 
on the other-the utility itself being determined by the 
psychological law of " greatest satisfaction with the least pos
sible sacrifice," or effort. In brief, laws of subjective value, 
themselves rooted in sensation, are the alpha and omega of 
problems of taxation, as, indet;:d, of all financial problems." 

Not only have we here an economic basis and an eco
nomic principle, but we have :in them the fundamental basis 
and principle of taxation. Economic laws become the in-

I See Su, ,,/. nt., § 31. I Cf. ;6;40, f 52. 
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terpreter of both the political and ethical side of taxation. 
Indeed, according to Sax, taxation is not an ethical problem, 
the principles of taxation having nothing to do with ethical 
considerations. The problem is one of economics, and only 
by a strict adherence to economic laws is justice in taxation 
possible. The ethics of taxation is simply the inevitable 
consequences of the economics of taxation." 

That this theory, thus briefly and inadequately stated, 
contains the simplicity that is claimed for it cannot be denied. 
But to Sax this simplicity is a guarantee of its truth (eine 
Biirgschaft ihrer Richtigkeit). Indeed, the simple law of 
value, the solvent of every financial, as of every economic 
problem, is comparable in its importance to the law of grav
itation.- This simple law, so it is exultingly and triumph
antly claimed, is the" light which, like the electric flames of 
the sun, clears up, all at once, the hitherto dark, confused 
province (of taxation)." 3 We are told, too, and repeatedly 
with much apparent self-satisfaction, that in this law the dif
ficult problems of taxation for the first time find a solution; 
and for the first time a definite meaning is given to the idea of 
justice in taxation. The law, in short, explains everything 
-benefits, exchange, sacrifice, ability, justice, etc., etc.4 

In this estimate of the merits of the theory, and in the 
axiomatic character of the proof of its validity, Sax has sup
port in the able Italian economist Ricca-Salerno. With 
such able defenders it is with not a little diffidence that we 
venture to question some of the pretensions of this theory 
and to offer some criticisms upon it. at the same time 
acknowledging its many merits. Because of the exalted 
claims for this theory, and in form, at least, its comparative 
newness, we may be justified in giving to it a somewhat 

I Cf. Su. '/. nl., p. 5240 IUId DU 1'r'gr'"IiVIU""" p. 89. 
• C,.,,1III/qtI"r. p. JOB. '/iii., p. 444-

• Ct. Di6 1'r'l"lIIifllUwr, p. 90. 
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more extended consideration than we have given to any of 
the preced~ng theories discussed. 

I. Its Originality. Reflection must, I think, convince us 
that, with all of its claims, the theory of Sax does not differ 
in essence from some of the older theories that it so vigor
ously combats. It differs from these only as the utilitarian 
theory of va:lue differs from that of the classical economists 
-in being more fundamental in its analysis. True, this 
9ifference is important, and to Sax all-important. Like 
them all, the theory of Sax, from one point of view, is a 
theory of benefits, of exchange. But while they emphasize 
the objective side of the exchange, Sax emphasizes the sub
jective character of the exchange. Or if Adam Smith em
phac;izes the "protective service" of the exchange, Bastiat 
and Perry the fact of the exchange, Thiers the element of 
insurance, George the service of the government in creating 
.. , land values," Wagner and Stein the productive service of 
the government. Sax emphasizes the subjective motives that 
determine the character and amount of the exchange-the 
ultimate fact of the exchange. 

In another respect, also, there is an important difference. 
For, whereas, in the other theories the "exchange" sug
gests the idea of the state standing over against the 
individual as a separate entity, as an independent party to 
the contract, the theory of Sax more correctly regards the 
whole phenomenon as proceeding from the individual, and 
determined by the individual; collective life and collective 
economy being but a separate phase of individual life and 
individual economy .. 

But notwithstanding these and oth~r differences, the basic 
idea of the tax and of tax principles is essentially the same 
with Sax as with his predecessors. As previously pointed 
-out,S the practical rule that Sax deduces from his theory is 

1 C/.. § 31. I Attk, p. 92. 
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the same as that previously expressed by Mill, as the result 
of his theory of .. equal sacrifice," which itself may be con
sidered as the subjective side of the theory of benefits and of 
exchange. At best the" equivalence" theory of Sax differs 
from the" equal sacrifice" theory of Mill only in giving an 
ultimate and more definite measure of the sacrifice, and we 
may add, too, of .. benefits" and" exchanges." This ulti
mate measure he finds in the .. marginal utility" of goods. 
applying to finance the economic" utility theory" of value. 

But Sax is not, as he would have us suppose, the first 
economist to make this application. As pointed out by 
Professor Seligman, "the formulation of the whole doctrine 
had been developed by Meyer without any suspicion on his. 
part that he had thereby made any specially new dis
covery.'" One emphasizes the marginal want satisfied be
cause of the tax, and the other the marginal want unsatisfied; 
a distinction without a difference. But the honor of first. 
applying the utility theory of value to finance is credited by 
Mazzola to the Italian economist Pantaleoni.· 

2. Simplicity anti Trut". There is, indeed, a fascination 
in simplicity. But we ask: Is simplicity a guarantee of 
truth? And is the theory of Sax as simple as it seems? 

It is no doubt true that only as we discover unity in social 
as in natural phenomena, do we get an interest in them (as 
distinct from a curiosity), because only then are we able to 
comprehend them in all of their relations, only then intelli
gently understand them. Such a unifying principle we have 
in the idea of utility, and this principle bids fair to become 
still more important in the future than it has been in the 
past; both in the interpretation of the philosophy of history, 
and in the evolution of political, social and economic insti
tutions.' But in the application of this principle to such a 

I htlp'nnw TtlZlIIiM, p. 148- • See _til" p. 53, Dote. 
• 'Ill. _ emphuized by Prof. Giddingw ill his lecl1lra OD Sociology at Co11llD

hia UniYenity, ill 11190-91. 
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the greatest caution. Similarities and analogies will not 
suffice. 

It is true. as Sax very correctly shows. that II collec
tive needs II do not pertain to the Collectivity-the state
as an independent entity. but are ultimately resolvable into 
the needs of the individuals that constitute that Collectivity. 
and true. therefore. that in the satisfaction of these needs 
individual psychical relations and activities are involved. 
But more than this fact is necessary to prove -a psychical 
identity in the two cases. The psychical activity of the indi
vidual may be the same when he is acting for himself or the 
collective whole. but the condition. motives or impulses that 
determine the activity may not be. and we contend are not. 
necessarily the same. The highest good for the Collectivity 
may not be the highest good for the individual. It is in the 
neglect of these'dissimilarities that Sax. to my mind. makes 
his greate~t mistake. The. Idols of the Tribe prove false 
guides. 

What the psychological differences are will appear pres
ently. but that they are important to the question at issue 
cannot be doubted. For the point at issue is whether the 
principles underlying utilitarian economics are so far appli
cable to public economy as to be able to furnish an all-suffi
Cient basis. as also principles of taxation. solving the prob
lems of equality. exemptions. proportions. etc .• apart from 
any ethical considerations. Hence. it is important to ascer
tain how far the primary assumption. that individual and col
lective satisfaction of needs obey the same law. is true. The 
question may be c!)nsidered subjectively. or psychologically. 
and objectively. or empirically. At present we are con
cerned with the psychological question: Whether the psy
chology of the individual. tjIIa individual. is the same as that 
of the individual as participating in the Collectivity-is the 
same. that is. as collective psychology. \Ve may note the 
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difference by first calling attention to certain facts of indi
vidual, then of collective psychology. 

(I) Individual Psye/z%gy.· 01" tlu Psychology of Individual 
Satisfaction of Needs.-In the first place, individual psychol
ogy has to do with sentient, self-c9nscious, self-determined 
organisms; that is, with persons whose peculiar nature it is 
to have .. ideals, feelings and sensations" I that pertain to 
them as individuals, and others that pertain to them as social 
beings, that is, spring from their membership in political 
society. The former (we confine ourselves to the economic) 
are induced by a conception of certain psychical states, cer
tain conceptions of the self, that the individual desires to 
attain for himself, while they· involve the relation of external 
objects to the sentient self. By changing the objective rela
tions he changes the subjective state of fe~lings and sensa
tions-satisfies his needs, his ideals. By controlling the 
former, therefore, he controls his own psychical states, his 
own satisfactions. Ideas, feelings and sensations that a given 
order of things may induce are compared with the ideals, 
feelings and sensations t~at another possible order may 
induce, and the individual decides for himself (conditjoned 
by external limitations) which order of things shall prevail 
by deciding which order wiH give him the greatest satisfac
tion on the whole, thereby satisfying his highest need as he 
sees it for the time being. For example, he may decide to 
exchange a given sum of money for the necessities of life, or 
for a work of art, thus effecting a subjective satisfaction in 
accordance with an ideal that he has formed of himself, an 
ideal that is peculiar to his own psychical nature. 

Again, it may be noted that private economic needs are 
lubjectively ideas, feelings and sensations that pertain to and 
are felt directly by the individual, but objectively they per
tain to .. goods" by which the needs are satisfied. the goods 

• c/o Sa, GJ"fItJkgwv, po 5740 
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themselves belonging to and being under the, control of the 
same individual. By a subjective comparison of needs, as 
actually and as ideally satisfied by the goods in question, the 
subjective value, or marginal utility, of the goods is ascer
tained, relative to the intensity of feeling of the needs com:
pared i and hence, again, since the goods are under the con
trol of the individual, he may satisfy his needs in'the order 
of their intensity" so far as he is in possession of the neces
sary economic goods. 

Expenditure of 'goods-satisfaction of needs:--wiIl, of 
course, be influenced by habits, by the circumstances of. 
social and industrial conditions; but intensity of individual 
feeling, relative to the ideal the individual has of himself, 
will determine the order of the satisfaction of needs whatever 
the conditions i but because of the consumer's rent,' or sur
plus, there is not necessarily an equality between th~ obj~c
tive value of the goods, the price the consumer must pay, 
and their subjective utility for the satisfaction of' needs, or 
the price which he would be willing to pay. Or, rather, be
cause there is not an equality between the objective value 
and the SUbjective utility of goods, the're arises a consumer's 
surplus. Or, more correct still, a cons'!mer's surplus arises 
because the marginal utility of goods to the consumer, 
measured by the sacrifice which he is willing to undergo in 
order to obtain them, is greater than their" social marginal 
utility," as Professor Seligman very aptly puts it, or .. the 
sacrifice which the members of society as a whole are willing 
to make." • 

(2) Collective Psychology; or the Psychqlogy of the In
dividual in Collective Life. Thus far students of psychol
ogy have given but slight attention to. the, psychology of 

'I See Marshall, P~i"eiples, p. 181. , 

2 Seligman, II Social Elements in the Theory of Value," in Quart. Your". if 
Ee."., vol. xv, p. 332. 
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collective life, and we have not, therefore, a systematized 
knowledge concerning it. As I do not pretend to be a 
psychologist I shall not presume to elaborate such a the
ory. Nevertheless, I believe that a little reflection must 
~onvince us that II ideals, feelings and sensations" have 
quite a different significance according as they have refer
ence to the individual, qua individual, or to the individual in 
his social activities-to the satisfaction of private, or to the 
satisfaction of collective wants. 

That the psychical phenomena in both cases centre in the 
individual there can" be no doubt, for there is no psychical 
.r collective entity" in which psychical phenomena may 
centre. Nevertheless, the two classes of phenomena have 
distinctive characters. The "ideals, feelings and sensa
tions" that actuate the individual, qua individual, may lead 
to a quite different course of conduct from that to which 
they wou!d direct if they actuated the individual as repre
sentative of the "collective whole." It is nothing to our 
purpose that there is no psychology of the individual worth 
speaking of, except of the individual participating in social 
life.. The point is that he is actuated differently "when act
ing for himself and. when acting for the "whole," because 
actuated by a different conception of the" good," in the one 
case a good for the self, in the other a good for the whole
a .. personal" good and a "common" good. And it is the 
conception of the "good" that is the fact of importance. 
Intensity of feeling may be the immediately controlling 
force in both cases, but it is the conception of the" good" 
that one forms for himself that determines the direction of that 
intensity. Sax may find in intensity of feeling-in sensation ...... 
a lertiu", comparationis to explain demand and supply, 
sacrifice, differences in needs, etc.,J but he fails to see that 
there is a still more fundamenta:I t"tium comparationis that 

I cf. So, GrunJltpnf, p. 176. 
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explains and interprets the intensity of the sensation, to 
wit.: the conception of the ideal that one sets for himself to 

y, ' 

attain. 
From these facts it would seem clear that" ideals, feelings 

and sensations" ,partake of a different character according 
as they are concerned with the satisfaction of private, or of 
collective, wants; that, therefore, we cannot safely conclude 
from rules of private satisfaction to rules of collective satis
faction; that the fact that intensity of desire is an imme
diately controlling force in both cases is not, as previously 
pointed out, a sufficient fact for comparison. In fact, it is 
only as the in9ividual in acting for the whole differentiates 
his m.otives and actions from what they would be if he were 
acting for himself alone; only, that is, as he differentiates 
his conception of the good of the whole from his conception 
of the good for self, is his action likely to be directed to the 
attainment of the" common good." On the other hand, so 
,far as the individual in his capacity of acting for the whole 
is dominated by the impulse that would guide him if acting 
for himself, irrespective of others; so far, that is, as he is 
guided by a conception of his own "personal good," ,nd 
not by a conception of the "common good," the tendency 
of his action will be to thwart the attainment of the" com
mon good." This latter case is well illustrated. by . the 
II professional" office s~eker" with whom the interest of self 
dominates his every action,.and who thereby, paradoxical as 
it may see~r assumes a different character, a different per
sonality, wh~n acting in the two capacities I-for the ~elf and 
for the whole; for when acting for the whole he does not 
make its good his good as he would if the whole were him
self. He rather assumes that he is the whole. 

I There is, indeed, much apparent truth in the semi-aerioua suggestion of Prof. 
Giddings, that the co politician" at least, has a double CODSciOIWles&, a dual per
lonality, aS5umillg one in his private capacity and another in his public capacity. 
Notes from lectures on Sociology, Columbia, 18go. 
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From the above considerations, inadequate as they are, it 
is apparent that private and collective ne~ds are distinct in 
their character, their point of view, their aims, and may be 
in their subjective results. Private needs are felt by the 
sentient self to whom they belong, their interest is solely for 
the self, they are directed by the self ior its own .. good," 
and are measurable by the self by comparison with felt 
needs. Collective needs, on the contrary, are conuived by 
individuals, but as belonging to the whole; are indirectly 
controlled and satisfied by representative agents, pertain not 
to the individual, but to the common good, and are only re
motely capable of measurement by comparison, if, indeed, 
they are not immeasurable. The former are felt; the 
latter, as Mazzola I points out, are distinctively .. reflexive 
needs," needs related to thought rather than to feeling. 

4. Collective NmJs Empirically Considered.-That the 
satisfaction of collective needs is not wholly determined by 
the same rule, or law, that determines the satisfaction of 
private needs will appear still more evident by a few practi
cal observations of objective facts; facts, however, that are 
determined by and are illustrative of the psychological differ
ences already mentioned. We need to note only differences 
in the character of the problems of satisfactions, and the 
political facts relative to collective satisfactions. 

<I> Differenus ill CIzaracler.-It is, as we have seen, one 
of the errors of Sax that his economic theory is too abstract; 
that he assumes economic action to be determined solely br 
the intensity of economic want, whereas there are many in
fluences that go to shape economic action, as ethical, social, 

I Maunla, 'I. ftI .. P. 7], While Muzola makle lOme good criricisma of tile 
theory of Su, be tJCema, on tbe wbole, to accept tbe theory; but thinb that tbe 
bieble' atililJ of the 1M call be determined only by dilrerential calcul .... since 
there .,. nrioaa factors iDyolYed in the problem, and not one factor, u Sa: 
_1I1D'" nil, be .. ,.. .. ia the limit to wbich 6nancial economy call gOo" P. 149. 
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etc." The «;rror is aggravated when economic law is applied 
to financial problems, such as taxation, since here these 
modifying influences become of even greater importance. 
With this correction there is, under ideal conditions, a degree 
of similarity between the satisfaction of private and public 
needs, between private and public economy. Still, even 
then, we are compelled to assume that the individual in his 
public capacity seeks to change the objective relations of 
things with respect to an ideal standard for the whole body 
politic; just as the individual seeks to change the relations 
of t~ings with respect to an ideal standard of objective rela
tions that he forms for himself. But these conditions are 
ideal and imply ideal conditions of human nature. They are 
yet far from attainment. 

But even if the ideal conditions prevailed there would yet 
be an important difference; for although ethical relations 
are involved in both cases, they are. or should be the deter
mining force in all action directed towards public ends, since 
every public act, particularly in matters of taxation, involves 
the rights and duties of every member of the state in a 
manner that is out of all proportion to that of private 
economic action. If this were not so a government might 
well adopt the advice of McCulloch and let expediency 
determine its tax system.- Then, too, the fact that action in 
the one case is directed with reference to self, and in the 
other case with reference to others, puts a wide chasm be
tween them. Intensity of feeling may control both sets of 
actions, but not all public action is controlled by the need 
most felt by the public, because the individual in his capacity 

I See last Dote, aDd Zorn. LA sne" .. tid T,iiIIIi. P. 17, when: he mention. 
CGSIIIological, aDthropologica1 aDd sociologD1 elements. Cf .. also, Coha, &;nu, 

" Fi_1IU, aec. 195. 
• See TtlZlIIiM ."il F,.tuli"r, p. 161. Cf .. also, Held, Ei"u",.,nulnlw, p. 

liS, aDd Newcomb. ptJIilia/ E_-7. P. 493- Newcomb reliel apoia sbiftiDg of 
01 lues to effect justice ill the 10Dg nm. 
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as a public agent is too often actuated by motives that are 
relative to purely private ends. These facts may be illus
trated by the political factors in the problem. 

(2) P()/ilica/ FaellJrs. According to Sax the method by 
which we satisfy our collective wants. by the same rule that 
we satisfy our private wants. is through the agency of repre
sentative government by means of our vote. (He does not 
pretend that his theory applies to any other form of govern
ment.) But is this anything more than a pleasing fancy? 
True. we voluntarily consent to be taxed-to make expendi
tures for our "collective" needs; but the tax is pre
eminently compulsory and must be paid whether we. as 
individuals. will or no. Nor does our consent carry with it 
the amount of the tax nor the purposes for which it will be 
used. It is true that we consent to leave this to the dis
cretion of our representatives. but their judgment is not 
necessarily our judgment. for they are more inclined to be 
dominated by their needs than by our needs.' and their 
needs take on a new form and variety as they become public 
agents. 

Without doubt. much of the public expenditure is in the 
interest of the common go.od. but there is no less doubt that 
no inconsiderable part of it is spent to satisfy the private 
needs of our "representatives," rather than the common 
needs. Legislators will vote for expenditures that they 
know will enrich themselves, their friends, or their con
stituents, well aware that its ultimate utility to them will far 
exceed their share in the burden of the tax. while for the 

•• Su', enor. WheD coasideriDg the caue that determiueB loa, is ia gi'I'iDg 
acswe imPOrtllllce to the Deede 01 those who pay them aud too little to the 
aeed, of thOle who make them Ply." Zorti, ¥. ftI.. p. 55. Thillittle book COil

laiu, a wery eood criticima of the theory of So. The 'Pirit oC the criticism it ftrJ 
limilar to that which 1riIl he 10Ulld ia the test. A, OB own criticisms were made 
bebc we kaew oC the work oC Zorli, we baft Dot made .. mlUlY reCereuces to it 
u we eboald othenrile hue cIoDe. 
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great mass of the taxpayers there would be far greater 
utility in private expenditure. The public good is made to 
give way to the selfish interest of the individual or a class.' 
Surely there is little here that is common between private 
and public economy I 

But says Sax,' this state of things cannot always endure, 
for in the course of time-it may, indeed, be a generation 
or more-the wrongs will be righted, if 'needs be by revolu, 
tion. Indeed, a whole generation or more pilfered, deprived 
of the fullest satisfaction of both their collective and their 
private needs, and the wrong to be righted, adjustment of 
expenditures in accordance with needs to be re-established 
only by some future generation, perchance at the. expense 
of a costly and bloody war, perchance. too, with a repetition 
of the same order' of events! And this is satisfying our 
collective needs on the same principle that we satisfy our 
private needs !Could the infatuation for a theory go 
further? 

But apart from all corruption, the individual has a very in
direct and very inadequate control over the public expendi
tures for collective needs. In the first place a majority vote 
in' the legislature may represent a minority of the voters.' 
Then, again, it is seldom that the policy of expenditures or 
taxes is submitted to the voters before the' majority in the 
goyernment have entered upon it, and which, perhaps, as in 

I Note, for example, our corrupt city governments. It is, however. not con
fined to them. Speaking of Italy, Pareto writes: II Up to the present time the 
governing class has not opposed the increase of expenditures. because they have 
the means of enricbing themselves, and at the same time satisfying their vanity. 
If they had to pay for tbis indulgence they would be inclined to renounce it. This, 
contingency. however. seems far 011. The 'example of Spain and Portugal shOWI 
that a Latin country may approach the verge of ruin before the goveminJ( clau 
renounces the policy wbich has brought it there." .. Parliamentary Government 
in Italy." Polito Sei. Quart •• vol. viii, p. 717. 

I GruNtllegrmr. pp. 517 and 522• 

I Note also appr"vals and vetoes by presidents elected by a minority vote. 
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the case of war, is practically irrevocable. The subsequent 
•• approval" at the polls may mean but little, since the appeal 
.. to support the party " has a stronger influence upon the 
voters than the real merits of the tax or the expenditure. 

Nor do we find it at all more satisfactory if we turn from 
the .. representatives" to the voters, as is illustrated by the 
almost universal tendency, if not to evade taxation, to escape 
a just proportion of its burden. Says Pareto, in the article 
referred to above: .. The landed proprietors are powerful 
to resist any increase of taxation upon their property; they 
have even been able to get the land tax reduced two-tenths, 
and this at the very time when the expenses of the state 
were increasing in an extraordinary degree and taxes on 
consumption were being increased in consequence." I Nor is 
this condition exceptional with Italy. Satisfying our col
lective needs at the expense of others by evasion of taxes 
is by no means uncommon. 

Thus, from whatever point of view we consider th,-e ques
tion, we cannot find that Sax and his disciple, Ricca-Salerno, 
find much proof for thdr theory in representative govern
ment.- The prevalence and power of an egoism of the indi
vidual, or of a class, in a representative government prevails 
against the practical application of the:. theory only in less 
degree than it does in a despotism, where the theory is not 
assumed to apply. But Sax evidently shares in the sanguine 
expectations of Pantaleoni-that eventually all lower forms of 
egoism will give way to the .. egoism of the species" 3 to an 
altruism that for rulers as well as for the ruled enforces the 
sacrifice of self to promote the general happiness. 

That sucb a condition does not yet prevail; "that public 
assessments and disbursements are not yet wholly determined 
cn the same principles as private economy; that there is a 

I OJ. dI. 717. • Cf.Zorli; til. nl., p. 6z. 
• Quoted by Nitti Ia r.. SnMN.PNiIi".. Sept.lflgl, P •• QI. 
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discrepancy between" the theory and practice, Sax virtually 
admits. But, so it is argued, any unjust distribution of the 
tax is not the fault of the" theory. It is due rather" to 
error or to ignorance of actu~l circumstances; but more 
still to the class egoism of "the ruling element of the people 
which seeks to throw the tax burden as much as possible 
(iiberwiegend) upon the governed.'" Yet this condition can 
110t long endure, since such a government would be event
ually overthrown by the votes or by the guns of the people. 

But this admission, I maintain, is not to be so easily 
reconciled with the contention that in the economic actions 
pertaining to the fulfilment of the ends of collective life, 
"men are guided by the same psychical acts, ideas and 
sensations which a comprehensive analysis shows to be the 
guiding elements of all economic action, but which until 
now [i. e., until this great discovery brought truth to light] 
was able to explain only individual economy." 2 The fact" 
is, that there has not been sufficient discrimination between 
" the psychical acts, ideas and sensations" as such, and the 
difference of circumstances and conditions under which they 
are produced;" or between them and the standard, or ideal, 
in accordance with which they are interpreted-between 
the conception for self, and the conception for others. 
Hence the error in the analogy that forms the basis of the 
theory; 

Upon the whole, then, we cannot think that Sax has 
added anything of great importance to an economic basis 
and economic principles of taxation. We would summarize 
as its more important defects: that it is a pure abstraction j 
that it errs in its analogies and in its theory of their realiza
tion; that its validity, at best, rests upon ideal conditions 
that nowhere exist, and that, therefore, It" is wrongly assumed 
that ethical principles will be realized through the working 

t I1it/., p. 574. 
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of economic law-the law of II greatest intensi~," or mar
ginal utility. But after all, the II equivalence" of intensities 
of needs sacrificed because of the tax, which to Sax is II the 
wbole problem of tax distribution in a nutshell,"· is, as we 
have seen, only a special phase of the sacrifice theory. 
But II equality of sacrifice" is fundamentally an ethical 
principle. 

IV. CONCLUSION AS TO TRUE ECONOMIC BASIS AND 

PRINCIPLES 

From the preceding review of economic bases and princi
ples of taxation we are forced to conclude, for reasons 
given: that an economic basis and principles do not stand 
apart, but are closely correlated with a political and an 
ethical basis and principles j that neither the idea of .. pro
tection," of II service," nor of II exchange" forms a competent 
basis for economic principles of taxation, because, amon~ 
other reasons, the economic basis must be in perfect har
mony with the political basis-with the relations between 
the individuals and the state-and this basis is not properly 
expressed by these conceptions, because they do not prop
erly express the true nature of the state. Moreover, we 
have seen that these ideas have no practical significance, 
since neither the" protection II nor the II service II exchanged, 
bas. any assignable economic value such as the theory 
implies. 

And yet tbere must be an economic basis from which 
economic principles may be drawn, and this basis must have 
definite reference to the relation between the individual and 
the state j more specially to the economic relation. Ac
cording, then, to our conception of this relation-of the 
nature of the state-the real economic basis of the tax is the 
collective needs that result from the political organization of 

I DV /nrr-m.wr, p. 9Q. 
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society-the state j the necessity for the tax qeing due to 
the regime of' private property. But private property must 
also provide for the satisfaction of private economic needs, 
and, therefore, the real economic problem of taxation is to 
satisfy the collective nec:;dsin a manner proportionate to the 
satisfaction of private needs j or so to distribute private 
property-really the income from' it-between the satisfac
tion of private and collective needs as to produce the high
est economic efficiency, the highest economic development, 
and the most complete satisfaction of needs. The point of 
view is that of the individual, and the real question is one of 
the distribution of his income between the satisfaction of his 
private and his collective needs. But since the collective 
needs must be satisfied through agents, there is a seeming 
opposition of interests, whieh, as Schafile says, occasions a 
perpetual strife! This conflict. will never whoIly cease, but' 
with a due ".egard of economic principles by the agents of 
the state it may be greatly alleviated. . 

What, then, are the economic principles that should guide 
the agents of' the state in matters of taxation? Briefly, the 
primary principle is precisely that of the problem just 
stated: That individual income should be so distributed be
tween private expenses and taxes-between the satisfaction 
of private and collective needs-that both the highest effi
c;iency of the state and the highest efficiency and develop
ment of the individual will be thereby attained. In the 
words of Stein: 

.. The ruling principle of Finance is that, in covering the needs of 
the State, a due proportion be main~ained as compared· with the 
proportionate covering of those needs not represented by the State. 
•• . NeitheJ; public nor private economy presents, of itself, a final 

1 "Er ist Befreiungs.und Freihaltungskampf aufSeite del Steuertrlger dem Staate 
gegeniiber." Gyuntblim dtY Sltuulo/itiR, p. 164. Cf. also, Cohn, Seitnet of Fl· 
fUlnet, sec:. 20&. 
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eud. To pamper the one and starve the other, to over-nourish the 
one and stunt the other, appears, upon its face, without warrant, 
.ince an effective State and a strong people are alike essential ele~ 
menu in national life. Botb public and private needs are integral 
parts of a common necessity, and the one as well as the other must 
finally be determined according to their relative importance for the 
maintenance and development of society as a whole.. . . To pro
ride for the public necessities as well as for private wants, in the 
ratio of tbeir importance, is the manifest, self-apparent demand 
which the theory of finance that holds itself within the circle of 
economic vision asserts as its own, a~d which may be successfully 
opposed to the parsimonious citizens as well as to the spendthrift 
State." I 

It is admitted that this economic principle is very general 
in character, but it is sufficiently objective and definite to be 
capable of practical application; yet the extent of its prac
lical realization will depend upon the extent that conscien
tious and enlightened statesmen hold the reins of govern
ment-ultimately upon the moral status of the community. 
But this principle obtains definiteness by the corollaries, or 
secondary principles, that Bow from it, and through whose 
application alone the primary principle obtains practical 
significance. The secondary principles relate to the econ
omic effects of the tax upon the individual and thereby 
upon the sources of the national income, and involve such 
questions as those touched upon in chapter II. For without 
a careful observation of the effects of a tax a due distribu
tion of income between private and collective needs cannot 
be effected. 

It may be noted in conclusion, that" Equality of sacrifice," 
or I. Equivalence," cannot be the economic principle, since 

I QaotecI br Adami. /WIu Fi"","" p. as. .. Obentea Princip der FIJI&DZo 
wiaeuchaft lit die wirtbKhaftlich ftl'hIlmiumlllige DeclulDl dea StaatsbedarCs 
&qeDUber eiDer Diehl miDder ftl'hllmillmluigeu Deckung aller Dicht .. taatlieheu 
Bedarfe.-· ScbIIBe. C""Nlbltid Sk_jNUiI, p. 17. Cf. alIo, Held, ./. fti .. 
P.loft. 
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these involve comparison with others and have, therefore, an 
essentially ethical connotation. Nevertheless, economic 
principles are not entirely distinct from ethical principles 
any more than an economic basis is wholly distinct from an 
ethical basis. As an economic basis and economic princi
ples result from a political basis and principleS-from a 
political conception of the state-so the realization of econ
omic principles is one of the essential conditions of the 
realization of an ethical standard of taxation. 

It may be noted also, that because of the relation of the 
economic to the political, th.e principles of .. universality II 
and" equality" are also economic principles. That is, the 
economic principles must he applied to every member of 
the state, and applied equally, or in the same manner, since 
every citizen stands in the same relation to the state. The 
terms have not here any specially ethical import, but result 
simply from the relation of the economic to the political 
aspect of taxation. The ethical character of taxation will be 
discussed in the two following chapters .. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE ETHICAL BASIS OF TAXATION 

IT has been implied throughout the preceding discussion 
that justice is the supreme end and the supreme test in the 
distribution of the tax burden, and that, therefore, there 
must be an ethical basis on which principles of justice may 
rest, and from which they flow as a necessary consequence. 
Indeed, no notion is more fundamental to our conception of 
the nature of the state, or to our conception of the political 
basis of taxation. The realization of justice as a condition 
of the highest individual development being a supreme end 
of the state, justice in the distribution of the burden for the 
maintenance of the state becomes imperative. No social 
relations involve more fully the relations of individuals to 
each other, or the common relation of all individuals to the 
whole body politic, than do the relations that are involved 
in taxation. Hence no social relations are more deeply 
ethical in their character and requirements. Here as else
where, wherever the relations of man to man are involved, 
the ethical end becomes supreme-in conception if not 
always in fact. 

But the ethical problem, or the problem of justice in taxa
tion, is as difficult as it is important. That what is ethical 
is just is conditioned by circumstances, i. I., by the working 
of economic forces and laws, by economic conditions and 
results, by ethical standards and ideals-has been already 
admitted; but the fact has been equally insisted upon, 
that purely .. economic" results are not a test of the 

4~ I. 
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ethical, but rather that ethical considerations and ethical 
standards are the test of the justice of economic results. 
But this granted, it is by no means a simple problem to 
determine what is the ethical standard, or the ethical 
basis of taxation; still less simple the determination of the 
principles that should control taxation. 

The problem of determining an ethical basis is rendered 
all the more difficult from the lack of a common agreement 
in primary conceptions; for our conception of an ethical 
basis is very largely determined by our conception of' the 
state. Since, then, the conc::eption of the state assumes a 
variety of forms we have also a variety of conceptions of the 
nature of the ethical basis of taxation. Nevertheless, this 
variety may be reduced to two fundamental conceptions
to "benefits" and to .. ability." Into one or the other of the 
ideas connoted by these terms every ethical basis of taxatfon 
may be resolved, though each assumes several forms of ex
pression. In the earlier period of taxation and of economic 
thought, " benefits" was the more commonly accepted 
basis of taxation, but in recent years the .. ability" basis is 
more widely accepted. Let us consider each of these in 
turn. 

I. THE BENEFIT THEORY OF TAXATION. 

The benefit theory of taxation is, in part, an outgrowth of 
earlier politic;ll and social conditions, particularly feudal 
conditions j and, in part, is a natural consequenc~ of the con
tract theory of the state, or of the conception of the state as a 
protective agency, thereby conferring benefi~ upon individ
uals. This fact has already been adverted to,' as also the 
fact that the doctrine is still widely accepted, and is a com
monly adopted legal fiction.' It is now generally discarded 
by economists, about the only modem school of economists 

IA"u, p. 6J, 
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still upholding this doctrine being the" Single-Taxers'" 
who, like their predecessors, the Physiocrats, uphold the ben
efit principle of taxation.' 

The general idea underlying this theory is that political 
basis which assumes that a tax is a payment for a service ren
dered by the state to the individual. That is, the basis of 
the tax is assumed to be a .. $ervice" or the .. benefit" from 
a service; and hence it is concluded that the tax payment 
.hould be made in accordance with the .. service" or the 
.. benefit" received. This basis of taxation we have already 
considered from both the political and the economic points 
of view. The question now is: is this a just basis of taxa
tion 1 This question may be best answered first by briefly 
considering the different forms which this basis of taxation has 
assumed. But in the first place it may be observed that the 
If service" is ultimately resolvable into the service of protec
tion, or the benefits derived in consequence of the protection; 
while the different forms that the basis has assumed are re
solvable into either the cost of the service or into the value of 
the service. 

I. Tile Cost-of-Service Theory.-The idea underlying this 
theory, or at least implied in it. is that every individual 
should pay to the state the exact cost of his protection. It 
has its root, we think, in the conditions that prevailed under 
the feudal regime, and has a show of validity in the poll tax 
and in the modem fee system. The idea is that of special 
services, whereas the chief services of the state are general 
in character, though it does perform services that are special 
to individuals or to classes of individuals. For the latter fees 
are exacted, for the former taxes. There is, then, an im
portant difference between fees and taxes,· and the principle 
that applies to the latter is not applicable to the former. 

I c/o _fill. p. 109; a11O, Loui, F. Post, Til, SitfCII T ..... p. .... 

• See Selipw1. ufl7' ill T.xtllUm. pp. 274-282, for cleu distinc:tio .... 
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Tax~s have no relation to cost, while f~es do "not normally 
,exceed the cost of the particular service to the individual.'" 

Not only is the;' cost" theory based upon a wrong con
ception of the services of the state, but even if the service be 
regarded as a service to the individual, the individual cost of 
that service is beyond all possibility of determination. In
deed, even in the case of special services for which" fees" 
are exacted, the cost of the" special service JJ cannot be de
termined; that is, cannot be exactly determined for every 
individual. But even if the individual cost coul(i be deter
mined, it is more thap. questionable if the expense of such 
special service should be wholly covered by fees; for the 
state should perform no service that is wholly special to an 
individual, or in which there is ,not some common interest; 
and wherever such common interest exists some part of the 
exp'ense, at least, should be met by a tax without reference 
to the individual cost.~ The expense should be met by a 
combination of fees and taxes, and theoretically the propor
tionate amount of the fee should depend upon the relative 
importance of the special -and the common interest. For 
special reasons, it is" true, as for sumptuary or police pur
poses, or as a means of taxation, fees may equal or exceed 
the cost. But the question of fees apart, the cost to the in
dividual, or on account of the individual, of a common ser
vice is not a calculable quantity. Cost of service cannot, 
then, be a just basis of taxation, both because taxes are paid 
for a common service without reference to the cost on ac
count of any individual, and because, even if there were such 
reference, the cO,st ,c'ould not.6e 'fter!llined:, . 

If, now, we turn t,o the 10gl~aJ consequenses of thIs theory 
we shall not find it any more satisfactory as a basis of justice. 

" , 

I See Seligman, Essays in Taxation, p. 276. 

2 Cf. Sidgwick, Political .Economy, p. 563. Sidgwick inclines to th!l cost·of
service principle, but thinks .. this pril!ciple can rar~!y be applied." 
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The II services" of the state, according to this theory, we 
have seen to be the protection of persons and property. 
r~ow as a general rule there'is no difference, to speak of, in 
the cost of protecting persons, considered wholly apart from 
their property. Nevertheless, the expense is greater for 
those subject to criminal assaults. Strictly, therefore, ac
cording to the theory of costs, those who are so unfortunate 
as to be subjected to assault should pay a penalty for their 
misfortune by a tax in excess of that imposed upon those 
fortunate enough to escape assault. It is, indeed, a question 
if they should not even pay a larger tax than the criminal 
who committed the assault. But on the whole, however, an 
equal poll tax, so far as it should be based upon the cost of 
protecting the person, would not be greatly at variance with 
justice. But the problem of costs in the protection of prop
erty is by no means so simple. The question is complicated 
by being dependent in part on the kinds of property and in 
part on the amount of individual holdings. It costs more, 
for example. to protect property in buildings, in money or 
other tangible forms of property, than to protect property in 
Jand; and, other things being equal, the tendency would be 
for the protection of a million dollars' worth of property in 
the hands of a thousand individuals to cost more than the 
protection of aD equal amount of property owned by one 
individual. The same tendency is true in the case of property 
that is widely distributed, compared with property of equal 
value that is greatly concentrated. On the other hand, it 
costs but little if any more to protect a home and contents 
costing one million dollars than to protect one costing one
tenth of that sum. Thus the cost basis would lead us into 
interminable and insoluble difficulties, in some cases leading 
to proportional or to progressive taxes. in others to regres
sive taxes. Justice would have no place in such a system. 

But the most important reason why cost of servic~ is not 
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a just basi,s .of taxation is because the state is necessary to 
the highest development of the individual and must be 
maintained regardless of the cost entailed on account of any 
individual member of it j because the bond of members~ip is 
not a cash nexus, but a spiritual bond j because the obliga
tion to support and maintain the government of the state 
rests upon a common, or general, interest (whose costs, as 
we have seen, cannot be individually determined), not upon 
a special interest j because, in fine, tax obligation rests upon 
membership in the state, not upon the cost of any individual 
to the state.' Briefly, cost of service is not a ·just basis of 
taxation since it rests upon a false political basis, for the 
ethical basis, as we have seen, must be in harmony with, as 
it 'is dependent upon, the political basis. The t~tal tax 
must, indeed, equal the total cost of the government, but 
this cost cannot be individualized. 

The same general result appears in whatever aspect we 
consider the cost-of-service principle. Take, for example, 
the insurance theory of taxation. Here it is held that a tax 
is based upon the same principle as the premium of insur
ance, and this is assumed to be the cost of the insurance. 
But no insurance premium corresponds to the cost of the 
insurance, except, possibly, in rare cases in life insurance. 
As a rule, any particular insurance premium is much greater 
or much less than the cost. Besides, the premium takes 
account of the element of risk; but it is manifestly impossi
ble for a government, in its protective II insurance" to take 
account of differences in risk, just as it is impossible to take 
account of differences of cost. The '(Ost 'and the risk must 
be averaged. l' 

Take, again, the II productive;' theOry of taxation, where 

1 " Die Nation giebt aIs Ganzes die Mitteln fUr ibren Beruf als Staat und jeder 
Einzelne muss geben weil er Gliecl der Nation ist." Helfericb, Sclion/Jerg'l 
HarulDuell, iii, p. 139. • ' 
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the tax is regarded as a necessary part of the cost of pro
duction. Here the cost of the" service" of the government 
on account of any particular industry cannot be determined. 
What is determined is the cost of the service to the industry, 
which cost is equal to the tax imposed upon it, but this cost 
to the industry has no definite relation to the cost of the 
government on its account. For the government only the 
total cost is determinable. The productive basis, as an ex
clusive basis, would, therefore, be an unjust basis on the cost 
theory. But it becomes still more unjust when we consider 
that the cost of its service for protection is only a part 
of the cost of the service that it renders. However, this 
basis has never been assumed as a basis for the distribution 
of the tax. 

2. Till Value-of-Service Theory. Value of service as a 
basis of taxation has been much more generally accepted 
than cost of service. Indeed, it has been widely accepted 
by those who advocate .. ability" as a basis of taxation, the 
presumption being that ability to pay taxes is determined 
by the service of the government to the individual. But in 
all such cases, as, for example, with Adam Smith, the real 
basis of the tax is the value of the .. service," ability and 
value of service being expressions of the same thought from 
different points of view. 

What, then, is meant by value of service as a basis of 
taxation" It is, that the tax of every individual should be 
based upon the value of the service of government to him; 
or that the individual should share in the total costs of gov
ernment in proportion to the value of the benefits that he 
derives from government. The basis of the tax centers in 
the individual, while in the .. cost" theory the basis centers 
in the state. It is the value of the .. service" to the indi- . 
vidual instead of its cost to the state. 

What, now, is to be said of value of service as an ethical 
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basis of taxation? That, like cost of service, it cannot be a 
just basis because it is an impossible basis. 'The value to 
the individual of the service of government is just as inde
terminable as the cost of the service to the government on 
account of the individual. True, no one contends that the 
tax should equal the value of the service of government. To 
do sd would, to say the least, make the tax enormously ex
ceed the cost, for the absolute utility of government bears no 
relation whatever to the costs of government. Every tax
payer, no matter how large his tax, receives a "consumer's 
rent" that is out of all proportion to his tax. Between the 
individu<!-l tax and the value of the service that is given in 
return by the government, there is no comparison. We may 
say, indeed, with Leon Say, that taxes are the price of the 
total advantages derived from the government;· but this 
price is not determined by the value of the service to the tax
payer, as, in fact, it includes a large" consumer's rent," if we 
may use this figure in this connection. 

But value of service is an equally impossible basis when 
understood to mean that the costs of government should be 
proportioned to the value of the service received from it, for 
this" value" is practically an unknown quantity, and between 
the known and the unknown no ratio can be established. 
Nor are we any better off if we suppose that the tax of every 
individual should be such a portion of the total costs as the 
value of the service that he receives is of the total value of 
service, for here we have a ratio between two unknown 
quantities, and the determination of the known by the 
unknown. 

These theoretical difficulties, however, have been >evaded 
by advocates of the value-of-service theory by the as;sump
tion of different methods or standards of·' determining the 
value of the" service:" as objectively by the amount of ex-

1 Leon Say, La Question des Im;fJ/s, vol. i" p. JJ9. 
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penditure, the amount of property, or the amount of· income j 
subjectively by the law of marginal utility. The briefest 
con~ideration, however, must convince us that in none of 
these do we find a satisfactory measure of the value of the 
service of government. 

( I) Ezptnditure.-It was a favorite thought of Hobbes 
that expenditure, or con5umption, is the surest test of the 
benefits of government. One of the conditions of maintain
ing peace, says Hobbes, is If to divide the burthens and 
charges of the commonwealth proportionably." He then 
adds: II Now there is a proportionably to every man's ability, 
and there is a proportionably to his benefits by common
wealth, and this latter it is which is according to the law of 
nature. For the burdens of the commonwealth being the 
price that we pay for the benefit thereof, they ought to be 
measured thereby. And there is no reason when two men 
equally enjoying, by the benefit of the commonwealth, their 
peace and liberty to use their industry to· get their livings, 
whereof one spare1h and layeth up somewhat, the other 
spendeth all he gets, why they should not equally contribute 
to the common charge. That seemeth, therefore, to be the 
most equal way of dividing the burdens of the public charge, 
when every man shall contribute according to what he 
spendeth, and not according to what he gets." I 

So likewise Petty: II It is generally allowed by all that 
men should contribute to the public charge but according to 
the share and interest they have in the public peace j that 
is, according to their estates and riches: now there are two 
sorts of riches, one actual, and the other potential. A man 
is actually and truly rich according to what he eateth, drink
eth, weareth, or any other way really and actually enjoyeth i 
others are but potentially or imaginatively rich ..•. Con-
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eluding, therefore, that every man ought to contribute 
ac.cording to what he taketh to himself, or actually en joyeth." • 

It will be noticed that with both Hobbes and Petty the 
measuring of benefits, and therefore taxation, by consump
tion is assumed to conform with justice, as is implied in the 
use of the moral concept "ought.'~ But, in fact~ what we 
personally expend upon ourselves is a very inadequate 
measure of· the benefits we derive from government. To 
have the means of potential consumption is a "ben~fit" 

little, if any, less than actual consumption. Mere posses
sion. however little one may expend upon himself, gives 
power and influence that are decided assets in the list of 
benefits. Equal consumption is not a test of equal benefits. 
But above all, the benefits of governmental protection can
not be reduced to any such material standard. Consump
tion alone, therefore, is not a just standard for taxation, even 
from the point of view of benefits. 

(2) p,.operlJ'.-Mc~ulloch follows Thiers in making prop
erty the measure of the benefits of the "insurance" guaran
teed by government. Government being "established for 
the common benefit of ail . • '. it necessarily follows that 
every individual should contribute to its support according 
to his stake in the society, or to his means." g This notion 
that property is the measure of the benefits that we derive 
from government is elosely allied. with the insurance th~ory 
of taxation-that taxes are paid for the insurance of our 
property by the government. But this conception' wholly 
neglects the benefits derived from the "insurance" of our 
persons. Moreover, as already pointed out, there is no 
analogy between the .. insurance" of government and the 
insurance of a private corporation. The character ~~f the 
benefits is entirely different: but 'in neither case are the 
benefits wholly measured by the amount of property. In 

I Petty, oj. m., p. 8,]. • McClIlloch, DJ. nt., p. 17. 
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the case of the benefits of government the amount of prop
erty represents but a fraction of those received, even when 
we include, as we should, the advantages directly derived 
from property. 

(3) I"come.-A far more common standard for measur
ing the benefits of government, than either expenditure or 
property, is found in income. With the Physiocrats only 
the income derived from the protluit "'t of land was regarded 
as a measure of benefits, because only the holder of land 
enjoyed the benefits of government; and similarly, the 
modern" single taxers" confine such income to "economic 
rent," and for the same reason as the Physiocrats. But 
most advocates of the benefit theory have followed Adam 
Smith in making the benefits conditioned by the revenue 
enjoyed under the protection of the state. And from a 
purely economic point of view of benefits, income would 
seem to be a truer measure than expenditure or property, for 
it represents the means of both actual and potential enjoy
menL Property, may, indeed, !llso represent potential en
joyment, but if it becomes actual it can only be at the 
expense of future enjoyment, in a sense that the use of 
income is not. 

Nevertheless, income no more represents the value of the 
benefits than does either of the other objective standards. 
As with them, too, the enjoyment of income is only a small 
part of the benefits of government. The fact is that each 
and all of these objective standards beg the whole question 
by assuming that the benefits are limited to the enjoyments 
from expenditure, from property, or from income, yet ex
pressly or tacitly the benefits in question are admitted to be 
far more extensive. No such objective economic equivalent 
of the value of the service is possible. They do not, there
fore, lend any support to the view that value of service is a 
just basis of taxation. 
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(4) Afarginal Utiliry.-Although Sax claims for his the
ory that it holds the key to the solution of all the problems 
involved in other theories of taxation, it properly belongs to 
the value·of·sen·ice theory; only with Sax the value is sub
jectively determined throug!t the operation of the law of 
marginal utility. That is, the value of the service is deter
mined by the marginal utility of the tax, which is itself de
termined by a comparison of the collective needs satisfied 
with the intensity of private needs that might be satisfied but 
for the tax-by the relative intensities of collective and pri-
vate needs. . 

Now if the satisfaction of collective needs were determined 
in every respect in the same manner as private needs, much 
might be said for this subjective valuation of public services. 
But, in the preceding chapter, we have seen reasons for 
holding that what is true of private needs is not necessarily. 
true of collective needs. The marginal utility of the goods 
that would be enjoyed in the satisfaction of private needs 
may, indeed, express the subjective value of those needs, but 
this marginal utility does not express the value of the col
lective needs. This value cannot be determined subjectively 
any more than it can be determined objectively. It cannot, 
therefore, form a basis for taxation, still less an ethical basis. 

So far we have only negative proof that value of service is 
not a just basis of taxation. But there is even stronger dis
proof of this theory, which maybe stated in a word. It is, 
that the whole theory is based upon an entirely false concep
tion of the relation of the individual to the state, and so upon 
an entirely false conception of the nature of the obligation 
of the individual to support the state. The ethical basis 
must connote a more distinctively ethical idea than is. con
tained in the principle of quid pro quo, of· an economic ex
change of service for service. 
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II. ABl,LITY AS AN ETHICAL BASIS OF TAXATION 

\Vhatever the accepted basis of taxation, it is always, 
directly or indirectly, implied that the ultimate end sought 
is .. distributive justice." But more and more the conviction 
has gained prevalence that this end cannot be attained by a 
purdy political, or purely economic basis, but only upon a 
basis of distinctively ethical connotations; and hence the 
more and more is it realized that" benefits," at bottom an 
economic conception, does not meet this requirement. On 
the contrary, the term that is universally used to express the 
basis of the ethical idea of distributive justice in taxation is 
.. faculty," or .. ability," with the Germans .. ability to pay" 
(Leistungsfihigkeit). 

The term ability (facullas) is not, however, new to finan
cial science, as Bodinus, as early as the sixteenth century, 
declared for a universal tax based on ability. \Ve have seen, 
too, that economists who have accepted the benefit principle 
have followed Adam Smith in making it equivalent to ability. 
That is, ability is determined by the benefit received. the 
benefit determining the ability, not the ability the benefit. 
But this view of ability begc; the question; it gives a new 
term but not a new basis. But what we want is a change of 
ideas-a change of basis--since the benefit principle no 
longer satisfies the moral sense. The best term. as also the 
common term, for expressing this new basis is .. ability"; 
but whatever its former associations, it must be wholly freed 
from any alliance with the benefit principle. This is the 
present tendency, the benefit principle and the ability prin
ciple being regarded, as they should be, as two entirely dis .. 
tinct conceptions, and Dot merely different names for the 
same thing. 

But although the term .. ability OJ is the best expression 
that we have of the ethical basis of distributive justice in 
taxation, it i.i not altogether satisfactory, because of its vague-
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ness and i,ndefiniteness of meaning. No single term, however, 
can express fully all of the principles demanded by justice, 
though it may contain them by implication, as the logical 
result of the development of its own content. It is because 
the term" ability" does meet this requirem~nt that it is, . 
upon the whole, a satisfactory basis of taxation. The ulti
mate basis ~f ta~ation, which we have all along contended 
is ethical, must carry with itself grounds for the modification 
and limitation of the two cardinal principles-universality 
and equality-whiCh is not the case with the political or the 
economic basis. With these the principle of universality has 
no exception, and the principle of equality no definite con
tent. The content of "ability," when its implications are 
fully developed, provides for both. It is, therefore, a dis
tinctively ethical basis. Or ability is the ideal ethical basis 
of taxation. Its full significance, however, can appear only 
as we proceed with the development ot our thesis in this and 
in the following chapter. 

But there are other reasons why" ability" constitutes the 
ethical standard of taxation. It is not a mere, vague senti
ment, but is the direct expression and outcome of the ethi
cal nature of the individual and of the ethical relations of 
individuals in the state and to the state. As more fully 
stated by Cohn: "The demand of equity that individuals are 
to pay in proportion to their varying pecuniary ability, is 
accepted so unresistingly within the field of the public econ
omy for the reason, in the first place, that a computation of 
proportional cost and benefit is, in regard to many very 
.essential services, impossible; and in the second place, and 
more especially, because the more fundamental phases of the 
public activity in some degree condition. the very existence 
of the individual in society, so that it appears right and just 
that these fu~damental conditions of human social life should 
be intimately bound up with the total persopal and economic 
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strength of each individual. The appeal to the principle of 
the pecuniary ability of the individual in matters of national 
concern touches our sense of equity so directly and irresisti
bly because it is a principle of wider scope than that of the 
economic field alone, and is but a special application of the 
broad principle of moral solidarity.'" 

This view is not only in harmony with, but it is the direct 
logical consequence of, the conception of the state outlined 
in the second chapter. The importance of society to the in
dividual that he may become truly a person, the paramount 
importance of the political organization of society-of the 
state-to the development of the highest social relations and 
the fullest realization of the ends of social and individual life, 
the spiritual and ethical nature of these relations growing out 
of the spiritual and ethical nature of man; in a word, the con
ception of ",an in society and the state makes it a demand, 
both of the reason and the ethical sense, that every member 
of the state should contribute to its support and maintenance 
in proportion to his ability to pay; or the full implication of 
such a conception carries with it the obligation upon every 
member of the state, that he ought so to contribute-that is, 
according to his ability. It is not enough that there is a 
solidarity of interests-a community of interests-but be
cause there is a .. moral solidarity "-a community of inter
ests of ethical beings-that ability is so .. irresistibly" 
accepted as the ethical basis of taxation.s 

However vague, then, the term' .. ability:' may be, it is 
clearly the one term that most fully expresses the" tax obli
gation that rests upon the citizens of a state. For a tax 
according to ability, as a universal proposition, implies just 
that relation to others that is implied in a moral solidarity. 
Further, ability to pay implies that the ability is relative to 
persons, and thereby gives emphasis to. the fact, already 

• C/O Adam., Pwlu Fi"","" p. 330. 
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. pointed out, that the tax obligation can rest only upon per
sons, since only persons can have a membership in and are 
capable of obligations to the state. True, a tax involves 
property, hut property as incidental to a person. Property, 
we have said, is the person objectified, and a tax upon prop
erty is, therefore, a tax upon persons. But the obligation is 
not upon the property, but upon the person·, as the term 
ability implies. The term" ability," moreover, has the merit 
of implying more than personal obligation. Its content is 
positive in character, and carries with it the idea of active 
participation in the support of the state, corresponding with 
active participation in the general ends of the state. 

But after all that is said, ability to pay is a relative con
ception. In the first place, it implies relativity to the ability 
of othe~s; a relativity that follows from the recognition that 
the tax obligation that rests upon self, likewise rests upon 
others because it rests upon p·ersons, and because others, 
equally with the self, are recognized as persons. In the 
second place, the term is relative to personal wants, for 
ability to pay taxes has no meaning, or at least lacks 
in significance, except with reference to the relative ability 
to satisfy collective and personal wants. For, unless the 
paramount personal wants are satisfied, there can be no 
tax for the satisfaction of collective wants. Besides, the 
person must be given first consideration, since the whole 
exists for the sake of the person-for the individual. Ethical 
considerations, in other words, re-enforce the economic.' In 
the third place, since the tax and the satisfaction of private 
wants require economic goods, ability to pay is relative to 
sbme form of material wealth. In brief, " ability," .as a basis 
of taxation, involves the relation of one's economic wealth to 
his personal and collective wants,compared with the similar 
relation of every other member of the state. 

I Cf. a"/~, p. 143 et Ui. 
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It is around these relations involved in ability-relation to 
others, to self, and to economic goods--that the whole prob
lem of just distribution of the tax burden revolves. Only as 
the content of ability in these relations is gradually unfolded 
are we able to get at the full meaning of ability, as only in 
their development are we able to discover the just principles 
of taxation. For if ability be the true ethical basis of taxa
tion it must contain within itself the ethical _principles of 
taxation, just as the acorn contains the oak; so that in de
veloping its meaning we are developing the principles in
volved, or implied, in it. Principles of justice are, as it were, 
attributes of the basis of justice. 

It is in the development Qf these principles that consists 
the most important and the most difficult part of the prob
lem of justice in taxation. For although the principles must 
have their root in the basic idea-ability-and be developed 
logically from it, differences of point of view or of interpre
tation may lead to opposing or conflicting results. We 
shall, nevertheless, attempt to develop these principles as 
they appear to us as the logkal consequences of the ideas 
most naturally connected in the term "ability." The re
mainder of the present chapter, however, will be devoted to 
a review of opinions respecting the relation of ability to 
property, to income, and to subjective sacrifice, at the same 
time indicating the limitations of each. 

I. .4 "ilily and Properly.-The most natufal, as also the 
most obvious, test of economic ability is the amount of 
property possessed. Ability - faculty (facu/las) - has. 
throughout the centuries been associated with the idea of 
property---economic wealth. Cicero somewhere makes fac
,,/Ial synonymous with wealth, or possessions, and Coulanges 
points out that in the ninth century facu/las signified one's 
entire property.' So again in tbe sixteenth century, Bodinus, 

I Coulangel, Tu o.y;. 0/ Prt1Jw/y i. La"", p. 72. 
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in opposing the privileges of the upper classes that then 
prevailed, declared that taxes should be universal, and should 
be borne equally by all classes of citizens according to their 
ability, or faculty (fj11a.e in omnes o,dines 1'0 siniuloYII'" 
jaculla/ious exatfjuan/u,), which he explains to mean ac
cording to their wealth, or fortune (/'0 e"jusfj'" olio"s ae 
jo,lun;s).' 

Thus ability-faculty-and property had long been inter
changeable terms when ability was first made a basis of tax
ation; so that it was one and the same thing whether the
basis was considered to be property or ability. Still; the 
root idea was that the tax should be based upon ability to 
pay, but that this ability was measured by the amount of 
property or fortune possessed. Now there can be no doubt 
that fortune. or property, was a fair representation of ability. 
and so an approximately fair basis of taxation, under the 
primitive economic conditions that prevailed in early indus
trial society; when there were no great inequalities of for
tune, industries were little diversified and wealth consisted 
almost wholly of property in land, social wants were few, and 
social conditions were upon an approximate equalitr. But 
under the conditions of modern industrial and social life. 
where these relations no longer hold, and where there is a 
growing class of propertyless producers. or, at least, produc
tive agents without capital. it must be clear that property 
alone aff"ords a very inadequate test of ability; for the ability 
to satisfy wants-the real test of ability-and, therefore, the 
ability to contribute to the support of the state, is not con
ditioned by the personal ownership of property. Besides, 
even where property is the source of the means of satisfying 
wants there is not necessarily the same proportionate power 
of satisfaction, since the means are not necessarily propor
tionate to the amount of property. For not only is some 

'Quoted b, Meyer, .1. n/ .. p. 40 
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property unproductive of further means, but productive 
property is not always equally productive. 

N~ertheless, property is an index of ability, even .. un~ 
productive" or consumable property; for the amount and 
character of the property that we possess indicates to a very 
large extent our power of satisfying our wants, and, there
fore. our tax ability~ It is, indeed, as an II index," not as an 
absolute measure, that property is regarded by those ';ho 
hold it to be synonymous with ability, though the index 
'is necessitated more from practical than from theoretical 
grou~ds. Baer, for instance, would base all taxes upon 
property,' because property is a measure of ability. To get 
at a more accurate relation between property and ability, 
however, he divides property into three c1asses--productive 
property, unprod!-'ctive property and property whol>e desti
nation is not yet determined upon.' For each clas:5 there is 
an index, or indices, since the amount cannot be accurately 
determined directly. For example, the index for productive 
property is capitalized interest, while for unproductive prop
erty the indices are the articles of common consumption, the 
.. ability .. of this class of property being reached !>y con
sumption taxes--on wines, spirits, tobacco, etc. 

But even as an index the property test is wanting in im
portant particulan. It is true that property as a basis' of 
taxation does not mean that the tax should be paid out of 
property, otherwise the property, and with it the ability, 
would soon be exhausted. The tax is presumed to be only 
nominally upon property; in reality it 'is upon income. 
That is, the .. index" is an index of income, and the real 
basis of ability is thereby assumed to be income. and not 

• • D criterio per riudicuc deU. penta deBc CODdWonc 0 di loro rapporti in pin 
o in ___ PlIO CMere a1tIo chc qncIlo deU, importanza deUc -wue. deU' 

ann. dd beai chc Ii .-.cCODOo" L' Awr, , r I .. ,.."" po IC). 

• rw.. p. J2 " lifo 
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.property,. But for practical reasons Baer and others would 
base the tax upon property as the bes.t means of ascertain
ing income, it being a practical impossibility to determine 
real income by direct methods. This, too, is the common 
practice and is a necessity for many forms of income. But 
it is not less true that many forms of property are, in prac
tice, very imperfect indices of income, or ability; as note, 
for exampl~, the universal failure of personal property taxes. 
For' income not derived from property a more accurate 
test is consumption, and consumption taxes, such as those 
on spirits, tobacco and other luxur~es, are a mor~ accurate 
test of ability. . 

However important, then, property may be as an index to 
income, and therefore of ability, it needs to be supple
mented by other tests to reach the full tax ability. It is 
theoretically defective because, being indirect, it affords 
.only a proximate test of the power to satisfy wants; it is 
practically defective because many forms of property cannot 
be discovered by the tax assessor. We cannot, therefore, 
subscribe to the contention of Menier, that the state has no 
right to inquire into what one makes or does, but only into 
the share of the national fortune that he possesses.' 

2. Ability and Income.-Since Adam Smith first pub
lished his famous canons of taxation, property, as a measure 
of ability, has been commonly interpreted to mean revenue, 
or income. That there i,s, ihdeed,.some doubt what was in 
the mind of Smith when, in explaining the tc::rm " abilities," 
he wrote: "That is, in proportion to the revenue: which they 
respectively enjoy under the protection of the state," may 
be admitted." But however this may be, it has generally 
been understood to mean that ability is measured by income, 
and it is with this meaning thatt.he first canon has been so 

1 Cf. Menier, op. m., p. 196. 

lOp. nt., p. 414. 
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universally accepted. it being assumed that Smith stood for 
the principle of .. ability JJ rather than that of " benefits." 

However true it may be that there are circumstances 
when it is necessary to use property as a measure or index. 
of income. there can be no doubt but that income is a truer 
measure of ability than is property. For in income is 
represented the actual earning power of the individual. the 
realized capacity of providing the material means for the 
satisfaction of wants. Moreover. income as a measure of 
ability is in harmony with the fact we have so often em
phasized. that the tax is a tax upon the person-upon his 
ability to satisfy his wants. 

'But after all. income is a very vague and indefinite 
measure of ability. If we are to measure ability by income 
we must know what is meant by income; also. the character 
of the income that determines the tax ability. that is. what 
portion of the total receipts of the individual constitutes his 
taxable income. 

(I) Meaning- oj lncome.-By income is generally un
derstood the returns that come in to the individual as the 
result of his economic activities. or from his control of 
the economic activities of others. It does not. however. 
include the total receipts of an industry. These are known 
as .. gross incomes." Income. properly so called. is the 
.. net income JJ that results after deducting from the gross 
income the costs of production and the maintenailce of the 
plant. That part of the gross income that is absorbed in 
costs and maintenance is not a return that is at the disposal 
of the individual. The expenditure is essential that there 
may be any return. but it does not of itself add anything to' 
that which was already possessed. Income. in an economic 
sense. implies an increase of wealth in addition to that which 
is already possessed. and which comes in within a definite 
period of time. giving an increased power of satisfying wants' 
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within th,at period of time. Only net income is such an in
come. 

But the term" income'" has been given a more extended 
'meaning, and has been made to include the indirect income 
from enjoyment, or use, of so-called" unproductive" pro
perty, thus giving emphasis to periodic enjoyment rather 
than to periodic' new acquisitions. All income, indeed, is 
valuable oniy as it affords means of enjoyment, to the satis
faction of wants. Income is a means, satisfaction the end. 
Hence possession of property is by some regarded as an 
addition to the money income derived from gainful occupa
tions, for its possession enables a given money income to 
satisfy the wants that otherwise remain unsatisfied. Such 
possessions are houses (occupied by the owner) and their 
furnishings. Take, for example, A and B, having equal 
money incomes, but A owning his house, while B rents a 
house of equal value, say at five hundred dollars per annum. 
Clearly, five hundred dollars represent the excess of A's 
income over B's, as measured in the satisfaction of wants. 
That is, A has five hundred dollars to spend for satisfactions 
that B cannot enjoy, has five hundred dollars more to dis
pose of than B has. His" ability," therefore, is greater than 
B's to the extent of five hundred dollars, other things being 
equal. 

That the same is true of househol4 furnishings, paintings, 
or other" unproductive" property of this class, is not equally 
clear. True, if enjoyment is the test of income, such prop
erty is an advantage to income, just as is the ownership of a 
home. Yet the two cases appear to llS to be quite diffeI;ent, 
particularly in the case of luxuries. The enjoyment of these 
is not income in the sense that. house rent saved by owner
ship is income. They are enjoyments procured by means 
of income, but are not an addition to income-do not save 
income--in the sense that this is true of house rent saved. 
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As a rule (where not (rom gift or inheritance) they are an 
index of income, but not themselves income. They do po"t 
increase ability; on the contrary, they decrease it. Neces
sary household furniture should, perhaps, be excluded from 
this class, but from the practical impossibility of determin
ing where the necessity ends and the luxury begins, no dis
tinction should be made. If, however, with Cohn we regard 
luxuries as .. income consumed in kind," I we must admit 
with Meyer that its value II is impossible to reckon."· 

The mistake, we are inclined to think, lies in making en
joyment the sole criterion of income. Because income has 
value only as it is a means of enjoyment, it does not follow 
that all means of enjoyment are income. If such is the' test 
of income, then there is little that is not income. All con
sumable goods would be income-food, clothing, shelter, 
etc., etc. Yet how small would be the income of the miser, 
however large his hoardings.3 This is a needless confusion 
o( ideas. For our purposes, at least, luxuries should not be 
regarded as income, but only as indices of income, and this 
is really the way in which Cohn regards them.. The income 
that we are seeking is the income that brings in annually 
positive acquisitions of material goods, disposable for the 
satisfaction of wants, and whether the acquisition is direct 
or indirect. Luxuries, we repeat, do not constitute such an 
income. They do not increase the sum of disposable goods 
in the sense that this is true of the ownership of a house. 
They represent satisfactions enjoyed-income expended
but they add nothing to ability, but only indicate its extent. 

I CohD, -I. riI. P. 359. I Meyer, tip. riI., pp. 327-8. 

• C.f. Rogen' criticism of Adam Smith', fint caDOD iD Dote to his editioD of 
W,./tt til Nan.,.." p. 414. Much of this criticism ia atrained, particularly where 
Rogen eoncludea that if the emphuil of Smith is OD .. protectioD," then women 
ud children should pay heaYier lues. The protectioD clearly refen to II revenue," 
DOl to peraoD .. 

• C.f.1or cumple, -I. riI., pp. 360-1. 
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(2) Taxable Income.--If we are right in our determination 
of the nature of. income, we have next to inquire what is the 
character of taxable income, the income that determines tax 
ability. Evidently this cannot be gross income; for this 
would be, in effect, a tax upon the source of income, whose 
tendency would be the gradual extinction of income, of satis
factions, and thereby of ability. Costs and maintenance 
should, therefore, be rigidly excluded from ta~able income.' 
(This is not saying that for practical reasons there should 
not be nominal taxes on gross income or capital.) What is 
left after these deductions is a net income. This, or some 
part of it, must then be the taxable income, the income thai 
determines tax ability. Whether it is the whole or a part 
only of the net income that is the taxable income, economists 
do not agree . 
. With th,e e.llrlier economists, following the English school, 

the taxable income was held to be the " pure" income-the 
net inconte minus the necessary cost of subsistence. That 
is, there was assumed to be no ability to pay taxes until the 
income exceeded that required to supply the necessaries of 
life, since in the satisfaction of wants there is no "clear" 
income until the stage of enjoyments is reached." This 
view of income, it is true, is peculiar rather to the benefit 
than to the ability theory of taxation, it being assumed that 
there can be no benefits of government until after the means 
of subsistence are provided for. But it has its 'advocates 
also in those who accept the ability basis of taxation, and, as 
we shall see later, not without much show of reaSon. 

But largely through the influence of the German ~cono
mists, the net income is now far more generally accepted as 
the true taxable income; at least nominally so. That is, it 

1 .. Man darf die Henne nieht schlaehten welehe goldene Eier legt." SeMme, 

G'flndslihe, p. 57. 
J 0, Stein, lip. nt., p. 230. 
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is considered as the theoretical ideal, but is negatived as ~n 
ideal by the admission of exemptions. According to Wag
ner, the" net" income theory is the logic of the financial 
view-point, while the ";clear" income theory is the logic of 
the social-political view-point.' The chief defense of the 
net income theory is found in the indispensableness of the 
slate to the individual. Being a necessity, it should be 
placed upon;.n equality with other necessities in respect to 
satisfaction. This would seem to follow, too, from the 
nature of the state as we have regarded it; also from both 
the political and the economic basis of taxation. That is, 
from the universal obligations of citizenship, and from the 
seemingly relative importance of collective and private wants. 

When, however, the taxable income is viewed from the 
standpoint of ability it is not so self-evident that it is repre
sented by net income; unless, indeed, we assume that net 
income measures ability, in which case we have but a vicious 
circle. If, as we think Schiiffle justly says: "Ability is an 
expression for how much a taxable unit can give up to the 
support ·of the state without inJury to his own relative sup
port,"· it is questionable if there is a taxable income-
ability-until a .. clear" income appears-an income over 
and above the necessities of life. Whether, however, the 
taxable income is a .. net" or a .. clear" income; whether, 
that is, ability is determined by net or clear income, is a 
question that involves political and ethical· considerations 
that are inseparable from the problem of the exemption of 
the minimum of subsistence. In other words, it involves 
the problem of the justice of exemptions. We may, there
fore, postpone further discussion of this question until we 
take up the problem of exemptions in the following chapter. 
But it is a question, also, whether or not ability is affected 
by source, permanence, and size of income; but this is a 

I 01. nL,·p. 3JO. I C,.ullfisiilu, p. 23. 
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question, of rates, which like that of exemption, is a question 
of principles, and will, therefore, also be deferred to the fol
lowing chapter. Here, we wish only to emphasize the fact 
that a prime condition of " ability II is a net income.' That 
it is not the only condition we shall see later. 

A somewhat different criterion of ability-determining in
come was advocated by the late President \Valker. Accord
ing to him ability is determined, not by actual income but 
by the capacity, or faculty, to produce income; not by 
realized but by realizable income. Accordingly he defined 
ability (he used the term faculty) as the" native or acquired 
power of production," a tax on this basis being the .. most 
equitable form of public contribution.'" Property, expendi
ture, and revenue all come in for criticism as a basis of 
taxation. Property, because a tax on property" constitutes 
a penalty on saving (p. 3); expenditure, because .. the 
revenue rights of the state attach equally to every portion of 
private revenue, irrespective of the consideration whether 
any such portion is to be spent or saved" (p. 1 I), and 
because any exemption of expenditure, "on the ground that 
it is to be used for the public good," involves the right, 
which may become a duty of the state, "to see that such 
wealth is, in fact, in all respects and at all times put to the 
best possible use;" and it is added: "If this is not social
ism of the rankest sort, I should be troubled to define 
socialism II (p. 12); revenue, because .. the revenue tax 
lays the heavier burden upon him who most fully and dili
gently uses his abilities and opportunities. It even accepts 
indolence, shiftlessness, and worthlessness as a sufficient 
ground for excuse from public contributions" (p. 14). In
deed, " to tax wealth instead of revenue is to put a premium 
upon self-indulgence, in the form of expenditure for present 
enjoyment," while" to tax revenue instead of faculty is to 

I Francis A. WalkeT, "The. Basis of Taxation," in Polit. Sci. Q"",I., voL iii, p.l4-
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put a premium upon self-indulgence in the form of indolence, 
the waste of opportunities, the abuse of natural powers:' 
Hence. •• a faculty tax constitutes the only theoretically just 
form of taxation. men being required to serve the state in 
the degree in which they have ability to serve themselves." • 
any departure from this rule constituting a departure from 
justice. 

As a purely theoretical ideal this view of the tax basis is~ 
perhaps, sound. It has the merit of emphasizing the 
Decessity of positive dort i it justly expresses the moral 
obligation resting upon every citizen to put forth his fullest 
energies and powers to the support of the state on whose 
maintenance depends his ci\-ilized existence; it justly empha
sizes, also, the moral obligation resting upon the individual 
because of his ethical relations to his fellow men, growing 
out or his and their natures as spiritual beings--as perso~ 
and the identity of their mutual relations to the state. 

But if this is the ideal, it is an ideal to be realized only in 
the millenium. UDder existing conditions of society it cannot 
be admitted that departure from it is departure from justice. 
From the practical viewpoint the chid objections to this 
theory of ability are: it is utopian i it necessitates most arbi
trary powers of government i it is too objective. ( .. ) It is 
utopian since there is DO way of determining whether the 
.. native or acquired powers of production" have been exer
cised to their utmost capacity, if material results are Dot be 
taken as the expression of the potential capacity under exist
ing social and economic conditions (as no doubt in many 
cases they CaDDot be). (J) The only other alternative is the 
determination of these powers by the government. But this 

IJWpolSo T.tbe_ .... KDe.lloyerwrita: .!l ___ ~ __ ,. na,-- fKaIIts _tdIeChdICS 1:1 __ bas~ _ 
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could n9t be except by most arbitrary methods and with 
most indifferent results. Besides, such a method of determi
ti<;ln would defeat itself, since the highest productive efficiency 
would not be obtained under such a system of governmental 
slavery. Moreover, when a government assumes the func
tion of seeing that every individual develops his latent 
power, and that no one be allowed to shift his burden upon 
others by I'indolence, shiftlessness and worthlessness," logi
cally and justly it will be compelled to guarantee the condi
tions of their exercise, just as the logic of the Elizabethan 
Poor Laws was the public workhouse; for these powers can
not be exercised where the means are wholly wanting, any 
more than the "vagab<:md" could work without tools and 
materials. Still more, with such functions it would "unmis
takably be the right, and it might even become the duty of 
the state ~o see that"such powers are, in fact, in all respects 
and a~ all times put to the best possible use. But," if this 
is not socialism of the rankest sort I' should be troubled to 
define socialism." In fact, no action of the government 
could be more paternal or more arbitrary! (c) Finally, 
this view of the ability is too subjective, too indeterminate, to 
be of practical value. In determining the ability of the tax
payer, the government is bound of necessity to measure his 
ability by objective, not by imaginary results. In short, we 
must, as Spinoza would say, deal with adequate ideas of the 
understanding, not with confused ideas of the imagination. 
Or actual income, not the theoretical possibilities of income, 
is the safest guide to real tax ability. 

Yet.it must be admitted that the mere objective fact of 
income is but one factor in the determination of tax ability. 

1 Neumann opposes to the basing of the tax on the ability to produce the follow
ing objection: "Die Ermittelung darliber wie viele Jemand nach seiner k6rper
lichen oder geistlichen Fllhigkeiten noch erwerbenkonnte, dlirften schwer zum 
,Ziele fiihren nnd entsetzlichster Willklir Thiir nnd Thor oHnen." Die Prolf1'essifJt! 
Einkommensteuer, p. 172. 
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Not only must we take account of income, but also of the 
legitimate demands upon that income. Or, from a different 
point of view, it is a question of the ef!'ect upon the t~x
payer of the deprivation of a part of his income for the sup
port of the state-the effect of contributions for his collect
ive wants upon the satisfaction of his private wants. This 

. suggests a negative and subjective determination of ability: 
That it is not income that determines it, but the sacrifices 
endured by the taxpayer in the way of the non-satisfaction 
of private wants, of the loss of personal enjoyments. This 
view has suggested the sacrifice theory of taxation, or 
ability .. 

III ABILITY AND SACRIFICE 

I. Mill.-The first writer clearly to substitute subjective 
sacrifice for objective ability, as measured by revenue, as the 
basis of taxation, was John Stuart Mill.' With Mill the basic 
idea in the distribution of taxes is sacrifice. The aim of 
justice in taxation is to effect an "equality of sacrifice;" not 
the giving up of equal shares of the means of enjoyment
revenue-but the giving up of equal enjoyments. .. The true 
principle of taxation I conceive to be, not that it shall be 
equal in proportion to means, but that it shall, as far as pos
sible, demand an equal sacrifice from all," i. e., a " propor
tional sacrifice of enjoyments.'" 

This is Mill's substitute for taxation. "according to 
ability." In a sense it is his explanation of the meaning of 
ability, though to Mill the idea of sacrifice is not so much an 
interpretation of ability, as it is a new principle· of taxation. 
For with him the fundamental idea of justice is to be ex
plained, not in terms of ability, but in terms of sacrifice. 
The ideal is, .. equality of sacrifice;" that each person 

I P./UU.J E~D"""'Y, bk. Y, th. a, 12. 

• R'Iwt./ tAl TtUl C.",,,,unDfl 0/ r8S3, Mill', testimony, pp. 286,312. 
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"shall fc:el neither more nor less inconvenience from his 
share of the payment than every other person experiences 
from his." r 

This view of the basis of justice in taxation is the natural 
result of the reflections of a philosophic' mind on the obliga
tion~ of the citizen to the state, and is no doubt influenced 
:bya utilitarian ethics whose highest principle is the greatest 
possible sum of pleasure to each consistent with the like 
pleasure of others. It emphasizes the idea that the obliga
tion of the individual to the state calls for a sacrifice, a 
giving up, rather than an active, positive effort, and in this 
,respect is directly opposite to the theory of Walker. From 
the viewpoint of. Mill, "equality of sacrifice" is clearly the 
best expression we have of the theoretical ideal of the obli
gation resting upon the taxpayer; but, to our mind, this 
negative conception of our obligations does not bring out so 
clearly and fully our relations to the state as does the posi
tive conception that calls for effort, activity, the fullest exer
cise of our,faculties-taxation according to ability. We are 
inclined ~o think, too,~that, theoretically at least, the two 
conceptions are quite distinct, representing distinct bases of 
taxation. 

Practically and objectively, however, there is no difference. 
For we find that Mill, in his testimony before the Tax Com
mission, is compelled to appeal to an objective standard
income or property-for the determination of the equal 
sacrifices. Ideally, he thinks, that equality of sacrifice is a 
proportion to what one is able to spend-his income; but 
for practical reasons - the low state of morality - there, 
should be an II equal sacrifice according to means,"· which 
is just what Mill has said is not the true principle of taxa
tion. In short, viewed with respect to their objective ex
pression, ability and sacrifice are but two aspects of the 

I hlitietll EefJlUJmy. v. 2" § 2. I See Tutim""y. p. 301 II Stf. 
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lame idea, the tertium quid being income, by which Mill 
means a "clear" income, including in the deduction not 
only the necessaries but also the lesser comforts, the taxable 
income being that part of income that is spent upon luxuries. 
So that equality of' .acrifice comes to this: That each 
should II pay a fixed proportion, not of his whole means, 
but of his superfluities:" just what taxation according to 
ability means to the advocate of the clear income theory. 

2. Wagntr and Ntumann.-Since the time of Mill 
"equality of sacrifice" has come to be very generally 
accepted as expressive of the basis of just principles of taxa
tion, but it is not considered as a distinct principle, but only 
as the subjective form of ability. Yet, while some, like 
Mill, find in the conception of sacrifice the true basis of jus
tice, others find that this basis is best expressed in the con
ception of ability. Wagner, for example, accepts the sacri
fice theory of Mill but thinks that the true norm of taxation 
is the economic ability to pay (wirthschaftliche Leistungs
fiihigkeit), but that the sacrifice theory shows more defi
nitely how equality in taxation-taxation according to 
ability-is to be accomplished,· or the meaning ·of ability. 
So likewise Neumann: .. It is through a consideration of the 
sacrifice imposed that the measure of ability acquires defi-. 
nite form and becomes useful for a system.of taxation." 3 

That is, both Wagner and Neumann find in the idea of 
.. taxation according to ability" the real norm or demand of 
justice, but hold that the attainment of this norm is best 
accomplished in terms of sacrifice. This, I think, is the 
more usual form in which the ability and sacrifice theories 

I P.Ji/iC41 Ec._y, Y. a, f 3. 

I .. Hier diut di_ Theorie [OpfertheorieJ duo, genauer den Weg au weiaen 
wi, die Glekhmllligkeit der Beoteuerung darchzufUhrea ilt." Wagner, Fi"."tfIII. 
Ii, p. 349-

'Neumann, Pr#/{J'uliw EinMtte".".,UfIW, p.62. 
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are held. And it has the merit of at once emphasizing the 
fact that in the positive idea of ability-effort-is the real 
basis of the tax obligation; and at the same time, also, that 
every tax necessarily involves the sacrifice of personal satis
factions, the degree of the sacrifice marking the degree of 
ability, while the relative sacrifice of each to the sacrifice of 
others, marks the relative tax ability. Hence, accordingly, 
equal taxation according to ability is theoretically attained 
by effecting an equality of sacrifice. 

In determining the equality of sacrifice, however, Wagner, 
Neumann, and others are compelled, like Mill, to revert to 
objective standards. Indeed, with most the practical stand
ard is one rather of objective than of subjective sacrifice
the effect upon objective economic conditions, rather than 
upon subjective feelings. But Wagner and Neumann go 
even farther than do~s Mill in making allowances for the 
external circumstances that affect the sacrifice and thereby 
determine the ability; for they consider not only the source, 
size and character of the income, but also the circumstances 
and condition - health, indebtedness, etc.-of those de
pendent upon it.. By considerations such as these, it is 
assumed, an equality of sacrifice may be attained, or! that 
cr taxes will occasion equal efforts and sacrifices over against 
o~her needs." I 

3 . .Meyer.-Nominallyopposed to the theory of Wagner 
and Neumann, and in form more nearly akin to the view of 
Mill, is the theory of Meyer, who insists that equality of sub
jective sacrifice is the true tax basis, but admits that this 
equality can be effected only through a consideration of the 
fC ability to pay."· ,The difference, however, is more in 
seeming than in reality, except in the emphasis given to the 
central idea that lies at' the basis of a just distribution of 
taxes, the emphasis being given in the one case to ability, 

I Neumann, ~id., p. 63. • Cf. Meyer, ",. m., §§ 50 and 53. 
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and in the other to the idea of sacrifice. But there is no 
difference with respect to the objective and practical stand
ard of ability, or sacrifice. 

The theory of Meyer, however, is not a mere restatement 
nor a mere expansion of the theory of Mill. It is peculiar 
to the theory of Meyer, as distinguished from the preceding 
views of sacrifice, that he gives greater definiteness to the 
meaning of the subjective sacrifice occasioned by the tax, by 
connecting it with the intensities of our "marginal wants," 
the intensity of the marginal wants occasioned by the tax, 
measuring the degree of the subjective sacrifice. But Meyer 
understands by the marginal want affected by the tax, not 
the last want unsatisfied because of the tax, but the last 
want attaining satisfaction! In this view of the marginal 
want effected by the tax Meyer seems to think that he has 
discovered some new principle, but we fail to see what pos
sible difference it can make, in measuring the subjective 
effect of a tax, whether we consider the effect upon the 
intensity of the last need attaining satisfaction, or upon the 
intensity of the first want given up-unsatisfied-because of 
the tax. If equality of sacrifice is the aim, what possible 
difference can it make whether the equality is established 
between the last want attaining satisfaction, or the want 
unsatisfied because of the tax-the first want that would 
be satisfied if the tax were removed? If there is an 
.. equality" in the first case, there is, of necessity, equality 
in the second case. The distinction is without a real 
difference. 

That Meyer has given us a more definite conception of 
the nature of the sacrifice occasioned by the tax, and a more 

I .. Du Opfer Diebt in der Intmlitlt der in .·oJge der Steuer unbefriedigl bleibeD
de. BedarfDiue, IODdero iD dem Muse erbliekeD in we1chem die durchschDitt
Iich. luteMitit dcr letzeu zur Befriedigung gelangeDdm Bedilrfnisle in Folge der 
Steuer erhllht winI. n Meyer, _,. nt. Po 332. 
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definite standard for measuring the subjective equality, than 
did Mill, must be admitted, though in result there is no real 
difference. The equality in the intensity of the last need 
attaining satisfaction is precisely the equality of Mill-that 
one person should jeelthe tax no more than every other per
-son feels it. In neither case is the equality tho-ught of as an 
:absolute equality, but only that the "feeling" or the .. in
:tensity" is 'for each person, under the circumstances in 
-which he is placed, exactly what it is for every person other 
under the circumstances in which he is placed. That is, it 
is a purely relative equality. 

Has Meyer, then, added anything to the solution of the 
problem of justice in taxation by his reduction of " equality" 
to a comparison of "marginal wants," or rather of the in
tensities of marginal wants? True, as a purely theoretical 
conception, it would be difficult to find a more exact, or 
more precise, conception of the idea of .. equality of sacri
fice" than is to be found in the conception of a relative 
equality of intensities-i. e., of sacrifices"':-'of marginal wants 
(of either margin) as occasioned by the tax. And true, 
also, that the conception of .. ability .. finds, perhaps, its most 
perfect subjective expression in the idea of a relation between 
-the intensity of collective wants and the intensity of marginal 
perf10nal wants; while relative ability finds its most perfect 
:subjective expression in the idea that tax contributions 
should produce the same relative effects upon the satisfac
tion of the marginal, personal wants of every taxpayer. We 
cannot, therefore, agree with Leroy-Beaulieu that the sacri
fice theory is a piece of pure sentimentality.' 

On the other hand, it must be admitted that this subjective 
comparison of marginal wants is of little or no practical im
portance, since in either case, as we have seen, they can be 
.interpreted only by reference to objective facts-to economic 

I .. Cette tMorie est simplement lentimentale." OJ. eil., i, p. 140. 
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conditions and personal circumstances. But if, however, we 
retain the idea of sacrifice along with that of ability, it can 
be of little consequence whether we consider .. equality of 
sacrifice" as explaining II ability," or ability as explaining 
equality of saErifice j although, as we have pointed out, the 
conception of II ability" best expresses the ideal of justice. 
Vet in either case or whether, with Professor Ely and others, 
we regard II equality of sacrifice" and II ability to pay" as 
but different expressions of the same fundamental idea,' we 
are involved in a vicious circle. The solution of this circle, 
according to Sax, is to be found in his great discovery-the 
Theory of Equivalence. 

4- Saz.-From the fact that Sax disclaims ethics in 
finance, and believes that the whole problem of taxation is a 
purely economic problem, it might seem, at first thought, 
that a discussion of his theory is out of place in a discussion 
of the ethical basis of taxation. But in spite of any dis
claimer, the fact is that Sax, equally with every other writer 
on the theory of taxation, has in mind as an ult:imate end 
an ethical basis and ethical principles j only with Sax, as we 
have previously seen, the fulfillment of the ethical end is to. 
be attained by the free play of econo.JDic forces. It is 
proper, therefore, to examine his theory of justice and to 
inquire whether he has made any real contribution, in 1:he 
solution of the problem, to the thought of his predecessors. 

We have already sufficiently discussed the general features 
of the theory of Sax, and have found that his theory, like 
that of Meyer, is founded upon the intensity of marginal 
wants as resulting from the tax. It is, however, to the merit 
of Sax that he emphasizes rather the If satisfactions" than 
the .. sacrifices,"· thus calling attention to the positive, 

I cf. Ely, TtJJlllli.,. i,. ",,,,me.,. CUi", pp. 80 and 237. 

• Sa, • Die Progreuinte1lel'," in Znlse"rijl ftir VDlAl1IIirtJuefllljl, Son.IjDJilil 
rnuI V~, Enter Band, I Heft, p. 87. 
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, instead of the negative, relations of the individual to the 
state. In' the scale of wants, too, Sax brings out more 
clearly the inclusion of collective wants, the taxpayer, theo
retically atleast, making' his comparisons between his mar
ginal collective and marginal private wants; whereas with 
Meyer the comparison is virtually between the marginal 
private wants before and after the tax; or, when relatively 
considered, it is between the marginal want (as affected by the 
tax) of different taxpayers-a comparison impossible to make 
except through objective standards. In reality, however, 
with Sax, no less than with Meyer, the comparison is be
tween the intensities of marginal private wants as they are 
affected by the tax, and he gives to these wants, also, the 
same objective reference. 

What, then, according to Sax, is the standard of justice l
In. the first place, S~?, makes no effort to refute the ability 
and sacrifice theories, further than to maintain that in them
selves they explain nothing; Just as, to the utilitarian econ
omist, the law of " demand and supply" is an explanation of 

'economic facts that does not explain-the ultimate, efficient 
cause being wanting, and there being no third term of com
parison, other than that of "general feelings." What Sax 
seeks to do, then, is not to overthrow" ability" or " sacri
fice" as a basis of taxation, but to supply the tertium com
parationis that gives them meaning, makes them intelligible. 
This" tertium," as we saw, Sax finds in .. sensation." For 
the detenpination of ability or sacrifice lies in a comparison 

,of the intensities, of marginal needs, before and after the im
position of a tax; and" all needs have, without distinction 
·of ends to which they are referred, a tertium compara/ionis 
in sensation."! 

Hence, therefore, the problem 'of tax distribution-taxa-. 
tion according to ability, equality, of sacrifice-revolves 

, I Grll"tI/~gullg, p. 1940 
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about sensation, and when II reduced to a nutshell," we find 
it to be, II that our tax payments should be equivalent,~' I 

i. e., should effect equivalent sensations. And when this is 
accomplished distributive justice will be attained, because it 
will be the fulfilment of economic laws." Moreover, it is in 
the" equivalence" of sensations resulting from the imposi
tion of a tax that ability and equality of sacrifice for the first 
time find a complete, ultimate explanation. 

But in what respect does this II equivalence of sensations" 
differ from II equality of sacrifice" as understood by Meyer 
-the equal sacrifice of enjoyments as measured by the 
intensity of feeling (of sensation) of the marginal wants 
attaining satisfaction after the payment of the tax? The 
great discovery of the tertium comparationis is not, therefore, 
the discovery of Sax. In short, with Sax, equally with 
Meyer. the standard of justice in taxation is equality of 
sacrifice-the production of an equal (= equivalent) in
crease in the intensity of feeling of the marginal want satis
tied, or of the marginal want unsatisfied, because of the tax. 
Thus, that II equivalence of sensations "-i. e., of sacrifice
is only II equality of sacrifice" in a new dress is clear; also, 
from the fuller statement of the law of II equivalence:" that 
II every individual shall value the goods taken from him just 
as highly as every other individual values those taken from 
him, their respective stations in life being taken into con
sideration," l a formula given by Mill forty years previously 
as expressing the meaning of II equality of sacrifice." 

Yet Sax, himself, does not admit that his theory of sacri
fice is at all in agreement with that of Meyer. He points 
out that Meyer regards the wants within each group of 
wants as having the same intensity, and insists, no doubt 
more correctly, that they have varying intensities. Accord
ingly, he accuses Meyer of making equality of sacrifice mean 

I/Md., p.lI9. 
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a loss of equal utilities; whereas, says Sax, " equal sacrifice 
is not the c;lispensing with equal enjoyments, but with equal 
parts of respective enjoyments [within the different groups]. 
That is, by equal sacrifice is not meant absolutely equal, but 
relatively equal sacrifices;" or, u that the enjoyments that 
each person loses by means of the tax shall stand in the 
same relation to the total enjoyment made possible by 
means of his i,ncome." I But the difference/ is purely verbal 
so far as it has reference to the character of equality. Abso
lute equality is, no doubt, just as "unthink~ble" to Meyer 
as it is to Sax. Nevertheless, we may agree with Sax that 
" equivalence" is a better term than" equality," as being 
less ambiguous; and that "~quivalence of sensation" ex
presses with greater definiteness than" equality of sacrifice" 
the ideal of distributive justice. 

It is the further boast of Sax that equivalence of sensation 
for the first ,time also explains the meaning of justice in 
taxation. But it is rather a definition than an explanation. 
Still, the claim is not wholly without its reason. Not only 
because ability and sacrifice, subjectively considered; are 

. ultimately resolvable into sensation-ability having reference 
more to the sensation of satisfaction, and sacrifice to the 
sensation of non-satisfaction; but also, from the viewpoint 
of Hedonistic ethics and utilitarian economics, between 
which sensation-the ultimate fact of consciousness-con
stitutes a uniting bond; a tertium comparationis, pleasurable 
sensation-i. e., satisfaction-being the ultimate end. of both. 
Still_more, because of this reference of the econo~ic and 
ethical to sensation, and because of the competition resulting 
from the fact that every individuafis actuated. by the same 
motives, the· same sensations~ it is assumed I that each indi
vidual determineS for himself the realiiation of the ethical 

1 Die Progrmi'IJsteuer, P.55. 
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ideal-equivalent sensations = equality of sacrifice = taxa
tion' according to ability. 

But all this is ideal. The individual does not impose 
taxes upon himself, but through his representatives, and 
these representatives can interpret the sensations of their 
constituents only through objective signs, through the ob
jective conditions that produce the sensations. It is these 
objective signs, which are not a whit different with Sax from 
what they are with Wagner or Meyer, that constitute the 
objective, practicallertium comparationis between ability and 
sacrifice and explain their meaning, that gives the practical 
solution to the riddle of the circle. However indefinite this 
solution may be, it is the only practical one. While, then, 
Sax may have added to the definiteness of the theory of 
subjective sacrifice, he has added nothing to the practical 
solution of the problem of justice. 

s. The Dutch Economisls.'-Accepting "equality of sac
rifice" as the ideal of justice in taxation, the mathemati
cal economists of Holland have gone farther than any other 
economists in their attempt to give to the idea-equality of 
sacrifice-precision of meaning. They apparently start from 
the position of Meyer, that within every group of needs 
there is the same intensity throughout, together with the 
fact that the order of the satisfaction of needs varies in
versely with the means of their satisfaction-with income. 
That is, only those with the larger incomes can satisfY the 
least intensive group of needs; so that that group of needs 
affected by the tax is necessarily the most intensive of un
satisfied needs, or the least intensive of satisfied needs. 

Assuming, then, decreasing groups, or grades, of needs 

I PienoD, Cobea-Steuart aDd Meel. I regret that my knowledge of thillChool 
of ecoDomialll it only RCODd band, my r.cquainlllDce with them being limited to 
the apomtioa of So in .DU PrtJl",,.iflllnlw, already referred to, and to Pr0-
f_ Se\ipwI'. r.ceollDt in bit Pr.""tiw TaJttIIiM, pp. 137-1"", 
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with each decreasing grade satisfied by correspondingly 
increasing incomes, we have the fact that the marginal 
utility of incomes decreases as the incomes increase, since 
less intensive needs are satisfied by them. Again, with in
comes equally increasing the difference between the intensi
ties of the unsatisfied needs (or the last $atisfied), on 
account of the tax, grows constantly less as the incomes 
increase; or the difference .between the intensities of unsatis
fied needs is less with the larger incomes than it is with the 
smaller incomes. Hence, every increment of tax, corre
sponding to an increment of income, has a less marginal 
utility than the next preceding increment. 

With these facts before us the problem of determining 
equality of sacrifice is apparently very simple. For all that 
is now necessary, is to assume a fixed gradation in the de
crease of the marginal utility of every increment of income, 
and a corresponding decrease in the marginal utility of 
every increment of tax. Then the sum of the marginal 
utilities of the different increments of income and of the tax 
will represent respectively the total utility of income and of 
the tax. If, now, we divide the total utility of the tax by 
the total utility of the corresponding income we shall ascer
tain the per cent. that the total tax is of the total income 
upon which it is assessed. In the same way percentages 
may be found for every grade of income. In every case 
this percentage will be the percentage that any given tax 
bears to the total utility of its corresponding income. The 
-series of percentages thus obtained would measure the sacri
fice that a proportional tax would occasion for every grade 
of income. 

Now it must be very clear, as indeed Cohen-Steuart him
self point! out: that the gradation in the series of percent
ages must depend entirely upon the numbers assumed to 

I See Su, DU PrDf:P'usiw~, P. 76. 
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r~present the marginal utilities of the increments of income 
and of the tax. Only, howe,rer, when the tax is exactly the 
same ~r cent. of the total utilities of the different grades of 
income can equality of sacrifice be attained. To produce 
this equality, therefore, all that is necessary is, to find such 
a tax rate ~ .'iIl yield a tax wbose total utility divided by 
the total utility of the income paying the tax will be the 
same quota for every income. In brief, the tax should be 
such that the total utility of the tax of every individual will 
be tlle same per cent. of the total utility of his income as the 
total utility of the tax of every other individual is of the 
total utility of his income. Or," Tax quota and income re
duced to units of utility must show the same relation to 
every tax-bearer, since herein consists the equality of 
sacrifice." • 

The problem of effecting an equality of sacrifice is, then, 
the problem of finding such a tax rate for every income that 
the tax ,,-ill take the same quota of the total utility of every 
income. Clearly everything depends upon the series of 
numbers taken to represent the marginal utilities of the in
crements of tax and of income. But whatever series we 
may choose, any other series, as Cohen-Steuart admits, 
would be equally legitimate. Hence, accordingly, it is pos
sible. by a clever manipulation of an arbitrary series of 
numbers representing utilities, to prove that almost any 
system of tax rates is necessary to produce an equality of 
sacrifice-as constant, increasing or decreasing rates. 

But this fact does not shake the faith of Cohen-Steuart in 
the possibility of a mathematical determination of equality 
of sacrifice. He therefore thinks to avoid the dilemma by 
assuming two, instead of one, series of decreasing marginal 
utilities with increasing incomes; also that the truth lies 
somewhere between these two series. which are supposed to 

• s... DN ~iwA_, P. 57. 
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represent the two extremes o,f possible decreasing utilities. 
In the'sedes that decreases more slowly the rate of increase 
is assumed to be inversely proportio~al to the cube root of 
the fourth power of the amount of the income; > while in the 
other series-that having the more rapid decrease-the de
crease is. assumed to be inversely proportional to the second 
power of the amount of the income. From these two rules 
is deduced the following formula for equalizing the sacrifice 
of total utilities in the i~position of a tax: "An arithmetical 
increase of the tax rate with a geometrical increase of 
income." • 

Here .. indeed, we, have the problem reduced'to mathemat
ical exactness. But unfortunately Cohen-Steuart proceeds 
upon assumptions 'equally arbitrary and equally imaginary 
with those of the other Belgian economists, whose theories 
he rejects. All alike, as Sax says, attempt to prove a truth 
by groundless assumptions. But, in fact, assumption lies at 

, the basis of every theory of sacrifice, and we may, therefore, 
conclude with Sax that the sacrifice tlie·ory in itself is insol
,uble.s As to his own theory, Sax, of course, believes that 
he has avoided all assumption, and.it must be admitted that 
his theory contains no such wild assumptions as are found 
in the Belgian economists. Indeed, his whole theory is 
based upon one of the most ultimate facts d conscious life
sensation. It is in the development of his thesis that what 
appears to us unwarranted assumptions make their appear
ance, particularly with reference to the assumed power of 
the individual over the satisfaction of his collective wants. 
At any rate, after all the elaborate development of his sub
jective theory, Sax is compelled to conclude tp~t" justice 
merely forbids that a tax be imposed upon any ~me that is 
in contradiction 'with his economic relations j" 3 in other 
words, with his" ability." The prevention of this" contra-

1 Quoted by Su, ilJid., p. 81. • Ilid., p. 63. 
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diction" must be left to the officials of the government-to 
their .. sensations" quite as much as to the" sertsation .. of 
the taxpayer. This .conclusion is that of. every sacrifice 
theory. 

6. Edgefllo11". Another interpretation of the sacrifice 
theory is given by Professor Edgeworth in his able article on 
"The Pure Theory of Taxation."· Sacrifice is accepted as 
containing the -true principle of taxation; but it i~ main
tained that neither" equal" nor" proportional" sacrifice
as held respectively by Sidgwick a~d Cohen-Steuart-cor
rectly expresses the fundamental' idea which the principle 
involves. The true notion of equity in taxation finds its 
more correct expression in the term like sacrifice, which 
constitutes the common genus of which oM' equal" and" pro
portional" sacrifice are but species.· But" like sacrifice," 
otherwise expressed, is an equi-marginal sacrifice, which we 
take to mean an absolute equality of the marginal utilities 
sacrificed-the marginal disutilities occasioned-on account 
of the tax. That. these marginal sacrifices, or dis utilities, 
should be at a minimum is an imperative demand of utili
tarian ethics. Hence, an "equi-marginal sacrifice" finds its 
most perfect expression in a minimum sacrifice, to which 
principle the true basis of taxation is ultimately reduced. It 
is not claimed, however, that there is any real opposition 
between this view and that of "equal" or "proportional" 
sacrifice. On the contrary, it is intimated that both equal 
and proportional sacrifice are notions that show a confusion 
in the minds of their advocates for equi-marginal sacrificl, 
itself leading to minimum .sacrifice.' 

Like other utilitarian economists Professor Edgeworth 
assumes as the basis of his argument" the greatest happi-

I EIfI_ic 7t11Wf141, YoL ft. Thil articl. did Dot come to my Dotice UIItil tha 
ud the foDomg chaptetl were writteD. 
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ness principle," though in a " slightly modified" form. That 
is, in its .application to social phenomena, which are not 
determiqed by competitive action, the principle must be 
interpreted to mean: not the greatest sum of happiness for 
each of the two or more parties concerned, taken individ
ually; but" that arrangement which conduces to the great
-est sum-total welfare of both parties, subject to the condition 
that neither .should lose by the contract." In other words, 
in its application to political problems the greatest happiness 
principle must be· understood to mean the greatest sum
total of utility for the community-i. e., of collective utility 
-not the greatest su.m for each individual; though" in the 
long run of various cases, the maximum sum-total of utility 
corresponds to the'maximum individual utility." For," of 
all principles of distribution which would afford him now a 
greater, now a smaller proportional sum-total utility obtain
able on each occasion, the principle that the collective 
utility should be on each occasion a maximum is most likely 
to afford the greatest utility in the long run to him individ
ually;" r 

Applied to taxation the principle means that taxes should 
be so distributed that the maximum total net utility will be 
realized, or the minimum of total disutility For" the con
dition that the total net utility procured by taxation should 
be a maximum reduces to the condition that the total dis-. 
utility should be a minimum." Hence" it follows in general 
that the marginal dis~tility incurred by each taxpayer should 
be the same." But to produce such an equality would be to 
level all fortunes, which would produce the result: that 
" the richer should be taxed for the benefit of the poorer up 
to the point at which complete equality of fortune is attained." 
This is, indeed, the acme of socialism," but it is immediately 
.clouded over by doubts and reservations." 2 

I EcoPJ(Jmie Journal, vol. vii. p. 552. I Dntl., p. 553. 
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These .. doubts and reservations" that stand in opposi
tion and modify the logical execution of the minimum prin
ciple, are such as have been noted by Mill, Sidg..yick and 
others: That there would result a lessening of the amount to 
be distributed. since such a system would inculcate a ten
dency to leisure rather than to industry; that it would result 
in an increase of population, which would ultimately reduce 
the amount of wages, both by the increased competition of 
numbers and by a decrease of efficiency. But further (ex
cept upon the false assumption of an equality of natures), 
there are different capacities for happiness, which, on the 
principle of minimum disutility, involves an unequal distrib
ution of the tax. Still further, a progressive rate, which the 
unmodified principle implies, would produce a check to sav
ing. and so "would check the augmentation of the com
munity's wealth," though this loss is .. to be set off against a 
probable increase of saving among the poorer classes." So 
likewise the principle of minimum sacrifice justifies differ
ential rates on account of the size and permanence of incomes, 
the number of children, age, etc. But with such reservations 
as the above in the practical application of 'the principle, it 
still remains true that minimum sacrifice, the direct emana
tion of pure utilitarianism, "is the sovereign principle of 
taxation." • 

And yet thi! principle affords us no definite data for the 
'determination of rates. The rate must depend upon the 
relation existing between the decrease of utility and the 
increase of income. According to Cohen-Steuart the rate of 
the decrease of the utility is proportional to the increase of 
the income. Professor Edgeworth, on the other hand, main
tains that the decrease of the former is at a more rapid rate 
than the increase of the latter." But the exact ratio is theo
retically indeterminate. And hence from the view-point of 

• JUdo, p. 560. 
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pure theory it cannot be determined what rate of taxation 
would effect a minimum sacrifice. About all that can be said 
is that the tax rate should be progressive within the limits of 
the above reservations. 

Such, in brief, are the main points in 1'rofessor Edge
worth's interpretation of the II sacrifice theory" as a hasis of 
taxation. And in this restatement important modifications 
of the theory are made. It is to us, indeed, of no little 
significance that we have the weight of Professor Edgeworth's 
authority-himsell a utilitarian economist-in support of the 
contention of the preceding pages: that the principles of 
private economic activity are not, as supposed by Sax and 
others, applicable to the economic activity of political or col
lective life.' As Professor Edgeworth points out, the true 
analogy is not that of economic bargains governed by com
petition, but that of economic agreements between associa
tions of employers and employees i co where the action of 
sell-interest being suspended by mutual opposition, the 
more delicate force of amity, which even in economic man 
is not entirely wanting, may become felt." • 

Yet even in its modified form we are not convinced that 
the sacrifice theory affords a better statement of the basis of 
taxation than does the ability theory i nor do we see any 
reasons for changing out' previous criticism of the former 
theory. In fact, Prof. Edgeworth does not claim to do more 
than to bring out a little more definitely what was already 
implied in Mill. Sidgwick, Meyer and others. At any rate, 
as we have understood these authors, the marginal sacrifice 
occasioned by the tax has meant an .. equi-marginal " sacri
ficei one in which the tax imposes exactly the same sacri
fice upon every taxpayer. though not of absolutely equal 
amounts, viewed objectively. Yet .. equi-marginal" has the 
merit of giving us a more definite expression of the idea in-
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volved. But whether viewed as "equal," .. proportional," or 
.. equi-marginal," the conception of sacrifice affords but a 
most intangible basis for taxation-a basis, as Professor 
Edgeworth admits, that is hedged by" doubts and reserva
tions." 

Again, it may be admitted from a certain point of view 
that the- procurement of the greatest amount of happiness
or the greatest !;um-total of utility, or the minimum of dis
utility-is the true aim of all collective action; but it is by 
no means self-evident that this" sum-total" or " minimum" 
pertains to the collectivity irrespective of the distribution of 
the .. utility II or "disutility II among the individuals that 
constitute the collective whole. Such a principle is not 
wholly dissimilar from that which determines monopoly 
prices, the sum-total of a few utilities of large amounts off"
setting a large number of utilities of individually small 
amounts. True, it is admitted that" in the long run" there 
is probably the greatest amount of individual happiness 
when there is the greatest sum-total of happiness; and so in 
the long run it is of no practical moment which point of 
view is considered to be the correct one.' Nevertheless, 
from the point of view of "pure theory II it is by no means 
clear that the largest sum-total of utility is the true aim of 
political action. Not only does such a view savor of a col
lective entity, but it assumes as a basis of action a principle 
that is quantitatively as indeterminable as anything that is to 
be found in the sacrifice theory of Mill, Sax, or Meyer. A 
sum-total of utilities has no meaning apart from individual 
utilities; and to us a principle that looks merely to the sum 
of happiness and not to its extent, that permits the large 
total of the utilities of a few to be set off against the large 
total of the disutilities of many, is not the ideal of social 
justice. It is Dot sufficient that the largest sum-total may III 
consonant with the largest extent of individual happiness. 
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It may not be so. For neither logically nor practically is 
what is true of the whole necessarily true of the units. The 
ideal, then, would seem lobe the minimum of sacrifice to 
the greatest number, which in tne tong run may produce the 
minimum of total sacrifice. No other supposition is con
sistent with the ideals of democratic institutions, or in har
mony with the conditions of social content. 

That the principle of equi-marginal, or minimum, sacri
fice does not, as we have seen, afford any definite rule for 
taxation is not perhaps of any importance in itself. But it 
seems a Iitlie strange that one who is par excellence a 
mathematical economist should find satisfaction in a theory 
based upon a principle that does not permit of an exact 
mathematical expression, since "the reasoning from the 
principle of minimum sacrifice assumes no exact relation 
between utility and means." r Nor is it without significance 
that he is compelled practically to ab':lndon the subjective 
principle and to find the determinants of rules of taxation in 
objective standards-in the economic effects ~of the tax upon 
individuals and in the economic conditions of the taxpayers. 
But in this respect the position of -Edgeworth is similar to 
that of Mill, Meyer and Sax. And finally, it is not without 
interest that in recognizing that there is no exact ratio 
between utility and means, Edgeworth has given the weight 
of his authority against the futile attempts of the Dutch 
economists to reduce taxation to an exact science. 

IV. CONCLUSION: ABILITY VERSUS SACRIFICE 

The preceding discussion on the basis of, taxation has 
throughout implied the fact that the tax obligation rests 
upon persons, not upon property;; that, therefore, the basis 
of taxation has specific reference to some fundamental princi
ple that attaches to the person, not to his property. Hence, 

I E~fJIIO"'U 71Jf11'11a1, voL yii, p. 567. 
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therefore, the basis of the tax involve!\ two fundamental 
ideas: the idea, or principle, that expresses the character of 
the tax obligation of the individual j and, secondly, the prin
ciple of the universal application of the basis, or the relative 
obligation of taxpayers. It is the first idea that has been 
the chief subject of our attention in the present chapter; the 
lecond will be the subject of the following chapter. 

The first of these principles-the basis of the idea that 
expresses the character of the tax obligation-we have 
found to be comprehended and expressed in two different 
ways-from the view-point of the ideas contained in the 
term .. ability," and from the view-point of the ideas con
tained in the term" sacrifice." That there is significance in 
both of these conceptions of the tax basis is not to be 
denied j but at the same time we have seen reasons for hold
ing that the idea connoted in the term .. ability" more 
fully expresses the ethical basis for the imposition of taxes. 
since it is the relation that most fully comprehends, not only 
the true relation of the individual to the state, but also the 
ethical relations of the individuals in the state j is most ex:' 
pressive, that is, of the fact that the obligation rests upon 
lersons. Ability, as we saw, is expressive of the idea of 
positive, active participation in the expenses of the state, 
corresponding to the positive, active paliticipation in the 
ends of the state. It is expressive, too, of the voluntary 
character, or aspect, of tax contributions j of the idea of 
duty, not of compulsion. 

On the other hand, we have seen that sacrifice is a nega
tive concept j that it expresses a denial, a sacrifice of per
lonal satisfactions, though, it is true, for higher satisfactions 
that are common with self and others. It also contains 
more the idea of compulsion-the compulsory aspect of 
taxation. Undoubtedly there is truth in this view of the 
tax, for every tax necessarily involves a sacrifice-a com-
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pulsory sacrifice--of personal satisfactions' for the sake of 
the realization of collective satisfactidns. And it is true, 
too, that this idea of sacrifice is of a distinctly ethical char
acter; of a character, too, that is c~mplementary of the 
ethical idea contained in " ability." 

But while al~ of this is true, the idea of sacri~ce does not 
so clearly and full}'" represent the nature of the ethical basis 
--itself based. upon the nature of the state-as does the idea 
of ability; for while' it is true- that from the view-point of 
individual wants a sacrifice is involved, from the larger view
point of the complete whole of the individual there is no 
sacrifice in taxation, but only effort towards the fulfilment of 
the conditions of the more perfect realization of self. 

But, again, equality of sacrifice is arefinement of justice 
that it is inconceivable the state should ever realize; for • 
equality of sacrifice-relatively equal loss of enjoyments, 
= equivalent painful sensations-are conditioned not only 
by property conditions, but by individual character, habits, 
sensibilities, ideals, etc. Equivalence of sacrifice-of feel
ings, of sensations-is an ideal conceivable only from the 
view-point of individuals as a whole, in their ethical relations 
to each other. For ourselves, we cannot conceive it as an 
ideal which it is any part of the duty of the state to fulfil.' 
The ends of justice are satisfied when the objective econ
omic conditions, or the objective effects, are made relatively 
the same by the tax. Or, again, when the tax is adjusted 
to the ability to support the state relatively to the ability to 
meet the demands of the wants of the self. 

Accepting, then, ability as the best expression of the 
ethical basis of taxation, though at, the s~me time recogniz
ing the truth contained in the idea of equality of sacrifice, 

. we have next to inquire what principles flow from this basis. 

t" In haming an ideal," 88)'11 Aristotle, "we may assume what we wish, but we 
should ayoid impOSIIibilities." Politiel, ii, pp. 6, 7 •. 
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That is, since the primary element in the determination of 
ability (as, indeed, also, of sqcrifice) is- property, or more 
strictly, income, we have to inquire into the nature of the 
qualifications and limitations of the taxation of income that 
are demanded, in order to meet the requirements of taxation 
according to ability; or, again, what principle!; should con
trol'the taxation of income so that the tax may meet the 
demands of justice. It is not simply or chiefly the ability 
of income to pay taxes relative to its ability to satisfy per
sonal wants. but it is a question of the relative ability of 
different incomes under different conditions and circum
.stances; hence. of the principles that should determine the 
taxation of income under these different conditions and cir
cumstances. Most important among the cQnditions deter
'mining the ability of income. that is, the ability of its 
possessor, is the character, source, and size of income; and, 
therefore, whether the income should be taxed at diJferent 
rates according to these circumstances in order to meet the 
just requirements of taxation according to ability. Finally, 
whether under any circumstances consideration should be 
given to the needs of the individual as against the demands 
'of the state. That is, whether there· are circumstances in 
which exemptions may be allowed without infringing upon 
the principles of ability and universality. 



CHAPTER VII 

ETHIcAL PRINCIPLES OF TAXATION 

By the ethical pr~nciples of taxation I have in mind those 
principles that are deducible from the ethical basis of taxa
tion; the principles in accordance with which the tax burden 
must be distributed to meet the highest requirements of 
justice. It is the problem of determining the principles that 
will give realization to the ideal of taxation based upon 
ability. These principles should not be based upon mere 
sentiments, or upon mere abstractions. To have consistency 
and value they must be developments, not only of the impli
cations contained in the idea of .. ability to pay," but must 
be developments, also, of the theory of the state, on which 
is based the whole. theory of justice in taxation. Or these 
principles, again, should be developments of the meaning of 
II ability," whether they take the form of positive principles, 
or of exceptions to general rules. Exceptions to general 
rules there may be, but not exceptions to the fundamental 
idea-taxation according to ability. The exceptions, as 
well as the rules, or principles, .!Dust be· logically contained 
in this idea. This distinction is important, but is almost 
universally overlooked, thereby leading to inconsistent con
clusions, as we shall have occasion to see. 

The development of these principles, which involves the 
development of the principles of a just distribution of the tax 
burden, is one of the most difficult problems within the 
whole field of taxation, and one upon which there is, per
haps, the most diverse opinion. But notwithstanding these 
differences of opinion, there is common agreement among all 

210 [546 
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schools of .economic thought that justice demands that the 
tax should be distributed equally and universally. These 
two principles-Equality and Universality-, which are 
recognized as logical deductions of both the ethical and the 
ec~nomic basis of taxation, are regarded even more as the 
two cardinal principles of justice in taxation-of taxation 
based upon ability to pay. For, since the ends for which 
the state exists are common to all, justice requires that every 
member of the state, indeed every person that participates in 
its ends, sbould contribute to its support to the extent of his 
ability, relatively, of course, to the ability of others. The 
same conclusion is reached if the obligation to pay taxes is 
considered from the viewpoint of the ethical relations of the 
membership in the state, of the character of the members as 
,ersons. For this ethical view of the question demands 
above all If equality" of taxation, but equality implies uni
versality. 

These conclusions are not new. But what we wish to call 
attention to here is that the principles of Equality and Uni
versality as ethical principles, being viewed from a different 
standpoint frol1,l what they are as political or economic prin
ciples, lead to different, and, indeed, to mor~ definite con
clusions. Politically, for example, the meaning of If equality .. 
is vague, while the principle of universality stands unqual
ified. Ethically we find that both principles are conditioned 
by If ability," and that, therefore, they may need qualifica
tion and limitation. In other words, the ethical contents of 
these principles supplement and complete their political and 
economic contents. Indeed, we might say that they are 
political and economic principles only because of the ethical 
implications involved in the political and economic bases of 
taxation. At any rate, it is in the development of the con
tent of these principles that we develop the content of the 
ethical basis of taxation-taxation according to ability. 
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I. THE PRINCIPLE OF EQUALITY 

That equality in taxation means a relative equality few will 
deny,> It means that there should be the same relative 
economic conditions after as before the tax. Viewed with 
respect to ability to pay it means that there should be the 
same relative economic ability after as before the tax for the 
satisfaction of personal wants. Subjectively considered
as equality of sacrifice-it means that there should be the 
same relative intensity of feeling of wants unsatisfied because 
of the tax; or, if you will, of the wants last attaining satisfac
tion. Or, again, since income is the primary factor in the 
determination of (objective) ability, equality in taxation 
means that the tax should take such portions of iacome as 
will leave the same relative amounts for the satisfaction o'f 
private needs, their-objectiv~ importance, or their subjective 
intensity being conside~ed; or it means that income should 
be so distributed between the satisfaction of collective and 
private needs-between public and private expenditure
that there shall be the same proportional satisfaction, the 
same proportional expenditure, for each when viewed with 
reference to their relative importance, or their relative 
intensities. 

The problem of realizing equality in taxation, therefore, is 
a problem of the just distribution of taxes, or of the just 
distribution of income between collective and private wants. 
The question, then, resolves itself into this, \Vbat propor
tions of different incomes must be taken so that the tax may 
be proportioned to ability, and thereby a relative equality be 
established? In other words, in distributing the tax so as to 

I Von Hock, as we have seen, makes exception of the tu for the protection of 
the penon, which he thinks should be absolutely equal. The tendency of com
munism, too, is to make the burden of the government absolutely equal. And eYeD 
such an individualist as the late Thomas Davidson once questioned, in convena
tion with the writer, whether all tues should not be absolutely equal. 
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realize a relative equality according to ability, Should there 
be the· same rate, the same proportional tax, for all incomes? 
Or, Does the " equality" necessitate different rates accord
ing to the size, character,and amount of income? For if 
these affect the ability they must likewise affect the rate. 

I. Rate and Source o/Income. It is the belief of many 
writers on taxation that the ability to pay taxes is very 
largely affected by the source of income, and that, therefore, 
there should be differential rates according as the income is 
" funded" or "unfunded," is derived from inheritance, from 
monopoly, from .. quasi-rents," or from specuiation. In 
practice, however, but little consideration has been given to 
the source of income.' Let us examine briefly the grounds 
for such 'distinctions, that we may see to what extent ability 
is affected by the source of income, and .thereby differential 
rates are justified. 

(I) Funded and Unfunded Incomes. According to Mill, 
funded income, or income from property, has a greater tax
ing ability than unfunded, or personal income, because of its 
greater permanence." Wagner assigns two reasons-because 
funded income leaves the entire labor power wholly, or for 
the most part, free for other acquisitions; and because per
lonal income hal more necessary expenses to meet, such as 
provisions against sickness, old age, etc.' With Meyer the 
only basis of distinction is, that" property is not only and 
not always a source of income, but it may be immediately 
applied for the satisfaction of needs". in emergency cases. 

As to the argument of Mill, it contains only a partial 
truth. For, as far as life incomes are concerned, the 
economic necessities of the business world and the growing 

I The ItaIiaD income to ia • partial exception. C/O L S.,., .p. nl., ii, p. 15Z. 
• Mill, I'lIliI. Ee",." Y. 2, I... . 
• OJ. nl., U, p. 56. C/o aIao Neumum, DU P"~lIIifldnln'. p. J 78. 

• 01. eiI .. p. p6. 
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Civil Service provisions of governments tend to a per
manency of salaried positions that makes unfunded incomes 
not a whit less permanent than funded incomes. In fact, 
many personal incomes are more permanent than property 
incomes; and besides, there are degrees of permanence in 
both! So far;'then, as the difference is due to a difference 
in the permanence of income it is a question pertaining to 
the charact!!r, not~fo the source, of income. 

The second argument of Wagner is but a fuller statement 
of the argument of Mill, for it is the assumed temporary 
character of personal income th!lt necessitates a larger out
lay to provide against future needs.' So far as this argu
ment relates to perpetual family income it contains, indeed, 
much force of reason; for of two equal incomes there is un
doubtedly greater tax ability in the perpetual, than in a life, 
and still more than in a temporary, income. But this, 
again, is a question of the character, not of the source of 
income. 

'As to the first argument of Wagner, the primary conten
tion is true, but the conclusion unwarranted. If, for 
example, 'A and·B have each a personal income of $1000, 

and A has in' addition a funded income of $1000, it is no 
reason in itself why A should pay a higher rate on his 
funded income. He simply has twice the income that B 
has, and if his ability is more than proportionately increased 
thereby, it is due to the size of his income relatively to his 
needs, as compared with the size of the income of B relatively 
to his needs. In determining A's ability it is of no impor
tance that he is free to earn a personal income in addition 
to his property income, unless, indeed, we acc.ept Walker's 
theory of potential ability. So far as this .particular argu-

1 Cf. Meyer, ibid., p. 327. 

I To Sax this is the. only ground for a differential tax on funded incomes. q. 
G"",,d/~fU~. p. 514. . 
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ment is concerned-i. e., leaving aside other characteristics 
of funded incomes-the question is simply one of the size of 
A's income as compared with B's, and consequently of his 
relative ability. This question will be considered presently. 

The position of Meyer is equally untenable, and, besides, 
if it is not inconsistent with the declaration ol the preceding 
page. that as there is practiclllly no difference in the per
manency of funded and unfunded incomes there is in this 
respect no difference in ability, it represents. at least. a con
fusion of ideas. For the real comparison is between differ
cnt sources of income. whereas with Meyer it is virtually 
between income and property. Or, more strictly. his com~ 
parison is. between those who have property but no income, 
and those who have neither property nor income. Be this 
as it may, it is quite true that as between the possessor of a 
funded and the possessor of an unfunded income. the former 
can continue satisfying his needs, presumably also his collec
tive needs, after income ceases, while the latter can not. But 
this advantage is in the possession of property, not in a par
ticular kind of income j since the incomes being assumed to 
have equal permanence represent, as incomes, equal ability. 
But if the mere possession of property gives greater ability to· 
pay taxes, it must exist whether or not the property is yielding 
an income. and must exist so long as there is private prop
erty j and ~ the same time differ in degree among different 
property holders according to the amount of property pos
sessed. But this .. ability" could be reached only by a 
real tax on property, and by such differential rates that it is 
difficult to see where they would stop short of confiscating 
all private property, or equalizing its possession-as com
pared, of course, with the non-income receiver . 

• Upon the whole, then, we must agree with Sax, that the 
only reason that a funded income gives a greater ability than 
aD unfunded income is, because it does not necessitate the 
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same saving to provide against future needs.' The posses
sion of property may, indeed, have this same advantage, but 
only in a very limited way, since in most cases it would soon 
be exhausted. It is not a taxable advantage: Property 
itself gives 'a tax abilit» not because it may be used to satisfy 
future wants, but because it has the power of yielding a 
future income to satisfy future wants. This advantage, how
ever, is lim~ted in scope, and has special application only to 
perpetual incomes, for reasons previously given. 

(2) Inheritance and Gifts. That inheritance of property 
(including bequests) and gifts tend to increase the tax 
ability of the recipient no one can safely deny .. At the same 
time it must be admitted also, that there are many cases 
where an inheritance, or a bequest, carries with it a de
crease of ability, if we consider the family as the taxable 
unit; for with the inheritance or bequest there is a loss of 
the salary of the head of the family! But so far as there is 
a real addition to the tax ability of the recipient it is not to 
be measured by the amount of the inheritance as in itself an 
additional income, for I cannot regard an inheritance as a 
true income. It may be a source of new income to the 
inheritor, but it is not itself income. The ability, therefore, 
is increased only to the extent of the income-producing 
power of the property inherited. This ability is not con
fined to the year of the inheritance, but lasts a!f long as the 
income from it lasts. In fine, the increased ability resulting 
from an inheritance is confined solely to the effects of the 
inheritance upon the income of the inheritor, either with 
respect to its annual increase in size or to its funded, or 
perpetual, character. . 

The same holds t~ue of gifts, particularly of productive 
property. In the case of money gifts for defraying living 

I cf. also Cohn, 0/. {iI., p. 359. 
I Cf. West, TA, /,."",illl"e, T_, p. 118. 
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expenses. whether occasional or continuous. the gift is justly a 
part of the annual income. This is true. also. of inheritances 
or bequests in the form of annuities. or life incomes. If B 
receives from A $100,000. his ability is increased just to the 
extent that A's decreases-to the extent of the income-pro
ducing power of the $100.000. no more. no less. The ability 
that centered in the personality of A now centers in the 
personality of B. 

That the increased ability comes gratuitiously is not a 
matter that can have any weight. so long as the present 
property relations are sanctioned by the law of the land.' 
All that justice requires is that the government should ascer
tain the existing tax ability of every taxpayer. To tax the 
inheritance or gift. other than as specified. is to put a tax 
upon capital. though. not. it is true. upon the national capi
tal.· The tax should be on the income. not on the property. 
if it is to be a tax on ability. That an inheritance tax may 
be justified for other reasons. as compensatory for evaded 
taxes. payment for special services. etc..' we would not deny, 
but we cannot agree with Meyer that a tax on inheritance is 
justified on the ground of greater tax ability,. for this ability 
is amply reached. to the ends of justice. by taxing the income 
from the inheritance, the income being the only ground of 
the increased ability. 

(3) Ilnullo/7 au QIUUi-,.""I"CfIIIII. At first thought it 
might appear that a differential tax rate would be justified 
on monopoly incomes on the ground that such incomes 
have a special tax ability, relatively to other incomes, since 
they result from special advantages in income-earning power. 

• CJ. Waper.,.""'. i,p. sa&. 
• AI deuIr ~ '" KiD. Q. hIiI. E~ Y ... ,. 

• Fe. • &oocI-~ of uc-ta b Ipea.llu OD ciftI ud iDheritaac:a_ 
K. W-. .. -. ell. Y. • 

• Kqw ... -. po 35'" 
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On 'account of these advantages, whatever their source, the 
tendency. is to give the holder of the monopoly an additional 
income above the average of non-monopoly incomes, and so 
to increase his ability to "the extent of the monopoly incre
ment of his income. All this may be true. But this does 
not give A, with a monopoly income, a greater ability than" 
B has with an equal but ·non-monopoly income, their condi
tions being,otherwise the same. Both A and B, with respect 
.toC with his smaller :income, have the same relative advan
~age, the same relative increase of ability. It is simply a 
question of the size of the income. On the mere ground of 
ability, therefore, the tax rate on A's income should be the 
same as that ·on. B's income. The fact that it isa monopoly 
income does not. in itself give it greater tax paying ability. 

However, a special tax on monopoly incomes may be 
justified on other grounds. All monopolies, whether natural 
or capitalistic,' are at 'boltom legal or social creations, and 
.ociety has, therefore,"a peculiar claim upon the increased 
ability resulting from the monopoly increment of income. 
Particularly is this the case where the monopoly utilizes 
pubiic property, such as streets, or is in any sense a legal 
creation (which includes capitalistic monopolies).- It is 
only justice that i\lcomes due to special privileges of govern
ment should compensate the government for them. That 
society should absorb the full monopoly increment of income 
cannot be granted,for it receives back indirectly many 
advantages from th~ monopoly, as, for example~ from the 
private ownership of land, or, in the case of capitalistic 
monopolies, from the concentration of productive wealth 

t, 

I Such we understand to be those huge Corporations where the concentration of . 
enormous wealth under one management makes possible'': control over prices. 
Exampfes: The Standard Oil Company, the United States Steel Corporation, 
though both are partly, also, natural monopolies. ' 

I Which, by tbeir incorporation, become, in a sense, legal monopolies. 
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under the management of the most efficient and competent 
I1Ilreprl1leurs. 

The case is very similar where the income is due to social 
conditions more than to personal effort, as is the case with 
II unearned increments:' Of this class II ground rent" is the 
best example. Here the II unearned increment "-rent-is 
peculiarly a social product, and society has, therefore,a 
peculiar claim upon it. We are not prepared, however, to 
concede that society should claim the whole of the unearned 
income-the II ground rent;" both because society indirectly 
receives many advantages from this private II monopoly," 
and because it would tend, in many cases, to discourage the 
most efficient use of the land. But, in any case, society 
cannot justly absorb the" unearned increment" 01 the past, 
or its capitalized value; for in most cases the rent, to the 
present h~lders, is not an II unearned increment," but inter
est on capital invested. Still, it must be admitted that 
society has & special claim to this class of income, not only 
because largely a social product, but because society, as 
Henry George rightly claims,' has a just claim upon the soil. 
But & differential tax is not justified on· the ground of :a 
peculiar ability, other than that which comes from the 'size of 
the income. 

Much the same conclusions follow with respect to II gUllsi
rent "-to pan-monopoly income. To the extent that 
income is increased by means of these II rents" there is an 
increase in ~ax ability, but the ability to pay taxes is not 
increased by the mere fact that any part of the income has 
its source in a II fJullsi-rent:' But on the other hand, there 
is not the same ground for a differential rate, or a special 
tax, upon the. income of II gUllsi-rents" as there is upon pure 
monopoly income, both because it results more from per-

• Cf, Pr'l"'11 -" Pf1lMrl7. B. yii, ch. i. 
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sonal efficiency than from soCial causes.' and because such a 
tax would have a more immediate and more di~ect effect 
upon production ana 'consumption. As Professor Ross 
holds. a tax on the II consumer's rent" would tend to lessen 
consumption and thereby work injuriously. But 'the con
tention . of Professor Ross that the II producer's rent" is a 
specially good subject for taxation. since such a tax would 
curtail production least.s can be accepted only with qualifica
tion.· It may be true with!respect!to monopoly rent, but a 
special tax upon the II pro.ducer's rent." as II profits" 3 of the 
entreprmeur. would be in effect a penalty upon individual 
capaCity and efficiency in production. and would tend to cur
tail production. 

(4) Income from Speculation. We need not stop to dwell 
on the income from speculation. It does not differ from 
other incom.~ in its ability-giving power. It involves large 
risks and may result in large returns. and it is the size of 
these returns that determines the tax ability. so far as this is 
effected by income.. But there are different kinds of specu;,. 
lation, and the question whether there should be a differen
tial tax upon speculative profits must be decided'in each 
case according to circumstances. In some cas~s. as in 
illegitimate speculation. a special tax may be demanded for 
police purposes. but in no case does speculative income 
carry with it any special tax ability. On the contrary. such 
income tends to give less ability on account of the possibility 
of its loss in the immediate future. 

Upon the whole, then, we find no reason for ,holding that 
the ability of ;lny person to pay taxes is affected by the 
source of his income. The mistake of those who hold to the 
contrary is due,we think, to their attaching ability to the 

I The- "quasi-rent" of capital w01lld be a partial exceplioD. 

I Ross, .. A Nell' CanoD of Taxation," in hlil. Sd. <2-rl .. m vii. 

I See Walker, Plllilicfli Ec_?, bk. iy, cb .... 
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object of the tax-the incom~rather than to its 'subject
the person. As Vocke says, "The tax on the basis of real 
ability knows no object, but only a subject and a measure. 
The subject is constantly changing, let the source of the 
income be where it will."'. In other words, income deter
mines ability only so far as it relates to the sati;;faction of 
wants-future as well as present. This satisfaction is not 
influenced by the source of income, but only by its character 
and size, or by source only as character and size of income 
are reflected in the source. 

2. Rale and Character oj Income. By the character of 
income is understood, whether it is permanent and secure, 
or temporary and precarious. Do, now, these character
istics of income produce differences in tax paying ability 
that justify differential rates? Not, it may be answered, 
thet characteristics per se. From the viewpoi~t of income 
alone it is of no consequence to ability whether the income 
be permanent or temporary. If permanent it pays taxes 
permanently, if temporary it pays taxes temporarily.- These 
characteristics assume importance only because of their in
fluence upon the satisfaction of future wants. Mill, for 
example, held that permanent incomes should be taxed 
more highly than temporary incomes, and temporary more 
highly than precarious, for the reason that temporary, and 
still more precarious, incomes have to make larger outlays 
to provide against future wants-sickness, old age, etc.1 

This is a very commonly accepted doctrine, and is, as we 
have seen, the only ground for the assumption that funded 
incomes give a greater ability than unfunded incomes •• 

This position we believe to be theoretically sound, for 
since the taxpayer is a person it is necessary and just that 
his future needs be taken into consideration in relation to 

• 01. m., po 465. • C/O Vocke, i6itl. 

• Mill. PoJiliaJI Euutn?, •• 2, I .. • See also Vocke, P.466. 
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the probabilities of this future means for their satisfaction. 
Practically, 'however,. allowance for future demands on 
present incomes leads to grave difficulties. To begin with, 
the theory assumes that every person who receives a tem-' 
porary or precarious income saves a part of his income and 
inv;ests it in insurance, or otherwise, to provide for future 
wants. Or, if actual saving does not take take place, it is 
presumed that 'it ought to take place. But addtitting that a 
part of the income is saved to provide for future wants, it 
follows that there is proportionately less income to satisfy 
present wants, and therefore less tax ability. This is too 
self-evident to need illlIstration. If, then, such • savings' are 
justified it follows, on the ground of taxability alone, that 
they should be exempted from taxation; or, what amounts 
to the same thing, that temporary incomes, from which 
savings are made for the future; should be favored by differ
ential rates. But it is believed, that not only is such saving 
justified from the viewpoint of the individual, but that it is 
sound political policy to encourage it, lest the receivers of 
temporary incomes (still more of precarious incomes) may 
become future public charges. 

But lIpon what basis of savings should such differential 
rates be established? To base them upon actual savings 
would . admittedly be a most difficult problem in practice. 

, Accordingly, Mill thinks that .. the next best thing in point 
of justice" is "to take into account in assessing the tax, 
what the different classes ought to save."· This we believe 
to be a very questionable solution of the difficulty; It 
opens up ~t once most perplexing 'problems. Unless what 
is exempted is actually saved there results the injustice of 
what is virtually regressive taxation, equal incomes being 
taxed at different rates. But above all, it raises the query, 
How much "ought" one to save from a temporary and a 

I Political EconolllY, v, 2, § 40 
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precarious income for future needs? It must, of course. 
bear some relation to the amount of the income and to the 
accepted standard of life. But whatever the amount pre
sumed to be saved, no government could con'sistently, or 
justly, exempt from taxation what .. ought" to be saved 
unless the saving was enforced by compulsory insurance. or 
in some other manner. To exempt any portion of a tem
porary income. on the assumption that it is saved to provide 
for future needs, would be grossly unjust if the exempted 
income is squandered on present pleasures. No I To 
accept what ought to be saved as· the standard makes it 
obligatory upon the government to, see that the actual 
co~responds to the ideal. 

Nevertheless, admitting the justice and right of .. savings" 
from temporary incomes, we believe that the theory of eco
nomic ability requires that there should be dif(erential rates 
in favor of those incomes from which savings are actually 
effected. But we cannot agree with Mill, that the basis of 
such rates should be what one" ought to save." Not that 
we fear any bugbear of .. paternal socialism," nor because 
we think the government would thereby overstep the limits 
of its functions (for these we have seen to be relative I); but 
because consideration of the actual savings is not only all 
that is required by theoretical justice. but because, in spite 
of the practical difficulties, rates based upon actual savings. 
we believe, would approximate most nearly to the ideals of 
justice. Nor is it any argument against differential rates on 
temporary incomes that they pay taxes only temporarily. 
while permanent incomes pay taxes permanently.- The 
argument rests upon the old fallacy that a tax is upon the 
income, or property, not upon the· person. an4 that mere 
income is the measure of ability-a fallacy that is at the 

I See _,u" pp. 26, 27 and 52. 

I See, for aample, Perry, .p. at.; p. 5190 
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root ot' many false solutions of tax problems. Once com
prehend that only the individual, the person, can be the 
subject of a tax and the way is cleared to a more easy solu-
tion of many tax problems. . 

But differential rates, or exemptions, on account of the 
savings from temporary incomes for future needs, involves 
or implies an important consequence: That it is the right of 
the individua1 to provide for his future, and therefore, also, 
of necessity, his present, necessary needs before he is under 
obligation to contribute to the support of the state. Though 
a debatable question I believe the conclusion to be sound, 
but we may best discuss this phase of the question when we 
come to tax exemptions. 

3. Rate and Amount of Income. Of far greater import
ance than the source or the character of income, in the de
termination oj the ability of the taxpayer, is the amount of 
the individual income received. Normally income is both 
the means by which we satisfy our economic wants and the 
source of our tax coiltributions. The ability to pay taxes is, 
therefore, conditioned by the ability to satisfy our personal 
wants, but this latter ability in turn is necessarily conditioned 
by the amount of income at our disposal. Clearly, then, the 
amount of taxes that one 'can pay is conditioned by the 
amount of his income, other conditions remaining. equal. 
This no one will deny. But we have found that justice re
quires that taxes should be based _upon relative ability, that 
the burden should be 'equal j or that such portion of each 
income should be taken for t~xes as will leave the same 

. relative ability to satisfy wants after as before the tax. 
Hence the first principle of justice in the distribution of the 
tax is that· taxes should be imposed in proportion to the 
ability to pay. But ability, we have said, is relative to the'. 
amount of income. The question before us, therefore, comes 
to this: In what ratio must incomes be taxed, with respect 
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to their size, in onIer that the tax may be proportional to 
ability-that a relative equality in taxation may be estab
lishedl 

The answer to this question is by-no means a simple one 
Indeed, to determine what portions of incomes of different 
sizes must be taken as a tax, in order to effect a tru~ pro
portion according to ability, is perhaps the most difficult 
problem within the whole field of tax distribution. It is 
certainly a crucial problem, and its answer supplies the basic 
principle of just taxation-the just rate of taxation on in
come. This bas no reference to an income tax. By income 
we mean the total income of the individual, whatever may be 
its source. . There may without any injustice be different 
rates on different species oC income, or property, either for 
administrative purposes or otherwise. The question, how
ever, is: What should be the average rate for the: total income 
if taxation is to be according to abilityl In other words, 
In what measure does ability vary witb the size of the income 1 
The idea of absolute equality in taxation being excluded, 
except in communistic or socialistic societies, we have left 
the possibilities that ability varies regressively, proportion
ally, progressively, or degressively with income. But re
gressive taxation-an increasing rate with a decreasing 
income--is not less absurd thm the idea of absolute equality, 
and, in fact, Is contended for by no one; thougb particular 
forms of regressive taxes are Cound in all countries, and are 
not necessarily inconsistent with justice. Degressive taxa
tion-proportional on all income above a fixed limit, pro
gressive backwards Crom the same limit-is, in effect, a mild 
form of progression, being a decreasing progression on the 
total income until the rate becomes practically, though 
never theoretically, proportional. It rests, however, upon 
somewhat different grounds from the progressive tax and 
arises from exemptions, and may, therefore, better be con
sidered in connection with universality in taxation. 
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We have .left, therefore, proportional and progressive tax
ation, and the problem is to determine which of these plans 
most fully realizes' equality in taxation-taxation propor
tional to ability. It will not ber necessa,ry, for our purpose, 
to go into an extended discussion of every phase of pro
portional and progressive taxation, but we may say in 
general, that conclusions respecting either system de
pends upon our theory of the state, our conception of the 
ethical basis of taxation, and not less upon consistent and 
logical deductions! In general, those who uphold the pro
tective theory of the state and the benefit theory of taxation 
advocate proportional taxation, while supporters of what has 
here been called the ethical theory of the state, and of the 'abil
ity theory of taxation, tend to the advocacy of progressive tax
ation.. To the former class belong the English, the French 
and the earlier German economists; to the latter, the later 
German economists and those who have come under their 
influence. 

( I) Proportional ,Taxation. Proportional taxation is, I 
think, the logical tendency of the protective theory of the 
state and of the benefit theory of taxation, for these theories 
put a property value upon the protection and assume that 
the benefit of the protection is proportional to the property, 
or revenue, "enjoyed under the ,protection of the state." 
At the same time the conclusion is little more than tauto
logical. If, however, we assume as would seem to be quite 
as true, that the benefit of the protection has a proportion
ately greater value for the poor than for the rich, relatively 
to their incomes, regressive taxation would be the logical 

1 For a careful review of the relation of tax rates to the basis of taxation, see 
Seligman, ProgressifJe Taxation. 

\ ' 
• Exceptions are, in the main, due to a confusion, or to an unconscious identi- • 

fication of the ability and benefit theories, or to considering the tax from the view
point of income instead of the person. 
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consequence! If, on the ~ther hand. we regard the benefits 
of government as measured by the subjective sacrifice 
occasioned by the loss of satisfactions on account of the tax, 
progressive taxation would seem to be the logical result, 
since the intensity of the unsatisfied wants would decrease 
as incomes increase. If cost of service, insteaci of value of 
service were considered as the basis of the tax, I am inclined 
to believe that regressive taxation would be logically de
manded.8 But the fact is that the benefit theory affords no 
fixed basis for determining the rate of taxation. The ad
vantages of government are qualitative. and therefore, as 
Professor Seligman says, .. quantitatively immeasurable." 3 

But we have already discarded the benefit theory of taxa
tion, and have, therefore, to consider proportional rates only 
in their bearing upon the relative II ability" of taxpayers. 
The question, therefore. is, Is ability proportional to in
come? But few economists of note answer the question in 
the affirmative.' With those who do, either the benefit 
theory is lurking in the background, or else ability and in
come (or property) are assumed to be equivalents 5-income, 
Dot the person, being regarded as the subject of the tax. 
Marzano, for example, writes: II I firmly maintain that the 
proportional tax is consonant with justice, for the simple 
reason that the contributive faculty, of which income is the 
concrete and actual expression, does not increase otherwise 
than in proportion" (t. I., to income).' This, indeed, is 

I c/o Roec:her, 'I. riI., p. 191; Milt. P~JiI. Ee~"., Y, 2, § 2; Parieu, Tr"ill tie, 
I"/~'" 1. P. 87; Meuier, •• riI., p. 215. 

• C/o Mada .. Royer, til. riI .. pp. 36-7. Pw c"1111',,, Sismondi, 'I. cit., p. ISS. 

'Prtlff"'u'w TtI.tllllUnt, p. 85. ' C/o Seligman. iIIid., pp. 150-3. 

• See, for nample, Parieu, rr"ill tie, I .. p811, yol. 1. p. 134, for both defects. 
The ... e errors, Ithink, are aho found in Uon Say and Leroy-Beaulieu. 

'Marzano, C-Jnld .. tli ScinuIJ tielk Fi""rtU, p. 122. So,likewise Baer: 
.. n criterio per gtDdicare della parita delle condizion~, '0 di loro rapporto in piu 0 

meno, nOD puo CHere a11ro che quello dell' importa~ delle: IOItanze, dell' ayere, 
tli bali che Ii poeaeggoDO." Ope riI .. p. 19. 
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really the only logical argument for a proportional tax, from 
the view-point of ability. Dut it is either a IttiJU tmUl'J;'~ 
or it is tautological. Income and ability are made inter
changeable. No consideration is given to the personality of 
the taxpayer, to the relation between income and wants. 

This criticism is seemingly forestalled by Marzano in the 
further argument, that, since the demand of advancing 
civilization increases wants in the same proportion that in
come increases, the tax should be proportional.' Dy impli
cation the satisfaction of wants measures ability, but the 
wants are assumed to increase proportionately with income, 
and so, also, is ability. The argument is specious, but not 
sound. It is far truer, 1 believe, that with advancing civili
zation wants increase at a more rapij rate than income or 
wealth increases. Wants increase directly with education 
and culture, with moral and spiritual growth, but while it is 
true that the development of these is very largely condi
tioned by the growth of wealth (and so of income), it is not 
true that their development is necessarily directly propor
tional to the growth of wealth. Rather do they develop 
progressively. Hence, wants thus viewed in their relation 
to income would seem to demand regressive rather than 
proportional taxation. 

Dut if by .. wants" Marzano means .. efficient .'ants" his 
argument is not less InetTective. It is true, in that case, that 
the power of satisfying our personal wants increases propor
tionately with income, but ability is not merely a question 
of the relation of income to the satisfaction or personal 
wants. Ability to pay taxes has reference to the relative 
ability to satisfy personal and collective wants, as compared 
with the like ability of others. lkcause, then, if there were 
no taxes our ability to satisfy our increasing personal wants, 
would be proportional to our increasing income, it does not 

• Cf. Nanuao. pp. '..-s. 
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follow that our ability to pay taxes maintains the same pro
portion. For, while wants increase with advancing civiliza
tion, and" efficient wants" with increasing income, collective 
wants-the demand for efficient government-increase in 
even greater proportion, become of their relatively greater 
importance. Hence, from this point of view the tendency 
would be towards a progressive, rather than a proportional 
tax. However, the question of ability is not a question of 
increasing wants with growth in civilization, and consequent 
increase of incomes, but whether, under existing conditions, 
ability increases proportionately wi'th. income. This can be 
maintained only by the first argument of Marzano, the inval
idity of which we have pointed out above. Besides, though our 
individual wants increase with the increase of our individual . 
incomes, or our wealth. our collective wants increase in an 
even greater ratio. Or, apart from the question of the value 
of life, which may be assumed to be the same for all, our 
wants. deprived of satisfaction on account of the tax. become 
of relatively less importance as our wealth increases, as com
pared with the wants of government. Hence, from this 
view-point the relative ability of large and small incomes is 
evident. We shall. however, consider this phase of the 
question more fully in connection with progressive taxation, 

The weakness of the argument for proportional taxation, 
as a logical deduction of t~e theory of ability, is brought out 
very clearly in the fact that the most influential, and to their 
advocates the most decisive. arguments result from inconse
quential reasoning, or specters of the imagination. For the 
most part these arguments take the form' of objections to a 
progressive tax i on the ground that it is, .. inquisitorial," is 
.. robbery," is .. socialistic," is .. inhuman," is "sentimental," 
is .. arbitrary," etc., etc. With such an abandonment of 
reason argument is impossible. 

There is, however, one argument that perhaps deserves 
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more consideration. It is not the result of fright at a 
CI specter," but is nevertheless a ,clear type of the incon
sequences. of reasoning by a complete shifting of premises. 
I refer to the leave-them-as-you-find-them argument for pro
portional taxation-noli me tangere. This is one of the most 
common, and has been, perhaps, the most telling, argument 
for proportional taxation, but it has nothing whatever to do 
with the th~ory of ability. If the argument has any applica
tion at all it is, as Neumann says, in the give-and-take theory 
'Of taxation,· and only in the persistence of the benefit theory 
does it find any place in the theory of ability. The argu
ment, too, presumes that property, not income, is the source 
of the tax, and is closely allied with the economic doctrine 
of laissez-faire. Moreover, the primary premise is itself 
false. Noli me tangere is no more a function of government 
in taxation than it is to level all fortunes. A tax necessarily 
affects the 'distribution of wealth through its ·influence upon 
the savings from income, and the cessation of taxes (assum
ing that government would still exist) would favorably 
affect, upon the whole, the accumulations of the rich more 
than of the poor; A government, then, has done its duty 
when it distributes the' ta~ according to the ability to bear it, 
although it incidentally and indirectly affects the distribution 
of wealth even though this end is not directly aimed at." Still, 
a government may not overlook the economic' effects of· a 
tax, for when these become ruinous it is evidence that the 
tax is not based upon ability to' bear it, and is therefore 
unjust.' But proportional taxes may affect the distribution 
of wealth in the same manner as progressive taxes, though 
by no means in the same degree. 

Passing over these irrelevant arguments for proportional 
taxation, the question whether a tax proportional to incom~,\ 

I Neumann, Die PrOK"41IifJIUUI!J', p. 101. 

I Cf. Neumann, i~itl. • See c:baptCi iii. 
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is a tax proportional to ability may be considered from two 
points of view-objectively and subjectively. Objectively, 
it is a question of the relative importance of public and 
private needs satisfied by increasing incomes; subjectively, it 
is a question of the relative sacrifice endured by the posses
lors of large and Imall incomes through the payment of the .' 
tax. In the former case, relative ability is determined by the 
relative importance. objectively considered, of the needs 
unsatisfied because of the tax; in the latter case, relative 
ability is determined by the subjective intensity of the same 
marginal, unsatisfied wants. As the question leads at once 
to progressive taxation, it will be considered in that connec
tion. The disproof of proportional taxation based OQ ability 
is the proof of progression. 

(3) P,tI,rrlssi'lli Taxa/io". That the principle of taxation 
according to ability leads logically and inevitably to a pro
gressive rate is recognized by most economists who accept 
ability, or its assumed equivalent-equality of sacrifice-as 
the just basis of taxation. Some,. however, like Mill and 
Vocke, accept the principle of progression only in. its modi-
lied form of degression-a proportional rate on ,the .. clear .. 
income.- Others, like Seligman. Pescatore and Walker, 
while accepting the principle of progression theoretically, as 
the only logical outcome of the ability basis of taxation, 
question whether it can be justly applied in practice on 
account of the practical difficulties in the way of its execu
tion.· 

Upon what, then, does this consensus of opinion rest? In 
brief, upon the' conviction that ability to pay taxes increases 
faster than income increases. But what is the ground of this 
conviction, if it is anything more than a mere sentiment, or an 

I Mill. NiL EuM., .. , 2, 3; Vocke,.,. "' .. pp. 472-9. 

• Selipu. h.,.,anw T-MiMt. po 199; Pac:atore, IA lAg"" tklk ;"'1-'" 
pp. 1]-5; Walker, NiIUtII &_"?, po 50Q, 
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ipse dixit; It rests upon both objective and subjective con· 
siderations. .Let us note the latter first. 

SubJectively, then, a tax is assumed to be proportioned tc 
ability when it effects an equality-" equivalence "-of sacri· 
fice.; when the. holder of a ~mall income feels the sacrifice 
occasioned by his tax just as much, but no more, than the 
holder of a large income feels the sacrifice occasioned by hi! 
tax. But, so it is maintained, such an "equality of sacri· 
fice" is not obtained by the giving up of proportional part! 
of incomes of different sizes. For. in satisfying our want! 
the .most intensive wants are always the first to be satisfied. 
and with increasing incomes wants will be satisfied of eve I 
decreasing intensity; so that the marginal utility of the wani 
satisfied with the last increment of a large income has ales! 
intensity than the marginal utility of the want satisfied witl1 
the last increment of a small income. Or, what amounts to 
the same thing, the wants sacrificed on account of the tax arc 
always the least intensive wants, but the marginal wants sacri· 
ficed on account of the. tax increase in intensity as incomes 
decrease in size-the obverse of the fact that with increasing 
incomes wants of decreasing intensity are satisfied. Hence, 
the taking of proportional parts of 'unequal incomes neces
sarily does not effect a proportional sacrifice. Therefore. a 
progressive rate is essential to realize a true proportion. the 
.rate gradually increasing as incomes increase. 

As put by Meyer the argument is. that II the proportional 
tax (Der gleiche Steuerbetrag) occasions a' so much larger 
sacrifice the smaller the income from ,which it is borne, 
because the smaller the income the more 'intensive are the 
needs which are deprived of the means of .. satisfaction. and 
the average intensity 'of the needs attaining satisfaction is 
put off to an ever greater dista!lce."· Hence to e~.~alize 

.1 Meyer. _p. nt., p. 331. Meyer advanC:H another argument lor progrCssiq 
tuation that it closely allied with hit argllDlent lor dillerential rates OD funded 
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the intensities there must be a progressive rate. So, like
wise, it is held by Wagner: "that it is statistically probable 
that ability increases faster than income, because with in
creasing income there is an ever larger quota of free income 
left over, which is not held for the satisfaction of subsistence 
needs, therefore for needs satisfied with much greater diffi
culty,'" larger portions of small incomes and smaller portions 
of large incomes being used to provide for the necessities
food, clothing, shelter. Hence the necessity of a progressive 
rate. So, too, Neumann reaches the same conclusion from a 
slightly different point of view. In the first place ability is 
identified with sacrifice, since, like s(lcrifice, it increases 
either as one imposes labor upon himself or as he denies 
himself enjoyments and satisfactions-" the' sacrifice of toil 
and of renunciation."· Such sacrifices are imposed by 
taxes. Nevertheless, ability to pay .taxes is not propor
tioned to income. as there are other sacrifices that must be 
taken into consideration-expenses for .food, clothing, cul
ture, care an!! support of the family, etc., etc. These latter 
sacrifices increase progressively as incomes decrease. 
Hence, a progressive rate with increasing incomes is neces
sary in order that the tax may" occasion equal efforts and 
sacrifices over against other needs.'" 

In spite of the weight of authority in its behalf and the 
dictum of Neumann, .. that it is only through a consideration 
of the sacrifice imposed that the measure of ability first con
tains definite form and becomes useful for a tax system," • 

bIc:ome&. It it. that with larger iDcoma there is gRater power of accumulatioD of 
property; that, therdcwe, they Mould be taxed more highly, the property addiug 
to the ability _ ID the _ of bDded property. The argumeDt CODtaiua the lIIIDe 
faIlac:y _ that for. difJereutial rate OD tcmded iucomea. (A"'e, pp. 21~16.) 
Or, if it be praumed that the IICC1ImuIatioU of • large property iDc:reaaes the 
IDcome, the aqumeut ilaot to the poiD!. 

I Waper, ¥. riI .. p. 457. 
• DU.Fntranw Ej."~, p. 62., '/1iJ., P. 6]. 'Hill., p. 62. 
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the sacrifice theory of progression is not to us, we confess, 
altogether convincing. Indeed, the argument appears to be 
a non sequitur. Because we satisry our wants in the order 
<>f their decreasing intensity, or with large incomes satisfy 
less intensive wants than with small incomes, and in the case 
<>f a tax sacrifice the least intensive of our wants, it does not 
follow that proportional parts of incomes of different sizes 
will not effect equivalent sacrifices; that, for example, a 3 
per cent. tax on A's income of $10,000 is not felt by him 
-exactly the same as a 3 per cent. tax on B's income of 
$1,000 is felt by him. If the income of A were suddenly 
reduced from $10,000 to $1,000 and the income of Braised 
from $1,000 to $10,000, then A would feel a 3 per cent. tax 
on $1,000 proportionately more, and B a 3 per cent. tax on 
$10,000 proportionately less than they felt the 3 per cent. 
tax on their former incomes. But this does not follow when 
the state of mind of A is compared with that of B, for what 
is to A a necessity is to B a luxury. Really, comparison 
between them is impossible. 

Above all is our contention true if, with Mill and Vocke, 
we exempt the necessities-the minimum of subsistence
and apply the rate only to the clear income; an exemption, 
as we shall show later, is the logical consequence of the 
ability theory. Moreover, necessities are in a class by them-

. selves. Comparison between them and other wants is on 
a par with a comparison between the indefinite and the 
definite, or in their extremes, between the infinite and the 
infinitesimal.' Apart, then, from the question, whether the 
ideal aim of taxation is the production of equivalent in
tensities of feeling on account of the tax (a somewhat ques
tionable ideal), there can be no subjective proof of the 
realization of this equivalence. .Subjectively, we cannot tell 
whether it would be attained by a proportional, a progres-

I Cf. Sax, Di~ P'tlfTusiwln4er, p. 8,$' 
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live, or a degressive rate. We are dealing with the II quan
titatively immeasurable." 

In spite of this difficulty both Wagner and Neumann, 
while accepting ability as the true basis of taxation, find 
their proof for progression only by interpreting ability in 
terms of subjective sacrifice. On the other hand, Meyer, 
who makes sacrifice the basis of the tax, determines the rate 
(which he finds should be progressive) by interpreting the 
sacrifice in terms of objective economic conditions- of 
objective ability. So, likewise, Sax declares that no definite 
results can be attained by the sacrifice theory, as all we can 
say of feelings is that one is greater or less than another, 
but not how much greater or less.' But Sax does not him
self escape the. difficulty as easily as he imagines. He 
prides himself, as we have seen, upon escaping the dilemmas 
of the sacrifice theory (and also of the ability theory) by his 
theory of marginal utility, applicable alike to collective and 
to private wants. From the fact that as incomes increase 
there is both a decreasing utility-a decreasing intensiveness 
-in the wants satisfied, and at the same time an increasing 
utility, with respect to their extensiveness, it is concluded 
that finally the extensiveness of the utilities becomes so 
great that their decreasing intensiveness is practically in' 
inverse proportion to the increase of income; and that, but 
for their extensiveness it would be more than an inverse 
proportion.- But in changing from the conception of sacri
fice to that of marginal utilities, Sax has not changed the 
principle in the l~ast. He is still dealing with subjectiye 
states of feeling. These marginal utilities are precisely what 
the sacrifice consists of. To effect an II equivalence" of 
these utilities--these subjective feelings-is not a whit differ
ent from effecting an II equivalence" of sacrifice. 

Hence, in the determination of the question of rates, the 

• Su, iHtI., p. 86. 
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theory of Sax has to meet with practically the same diffi
culties that are to be met with in the sacrifice theory, and he 
solves the problem exactly as Meyer solved it-by an appeal 
to objective standards, to the general agreement among 
men, and to the observation of the effects of feelings in 
economic exchange.' True, the objective conditions are 
supposed to be the expression of the subjective feelings, or 
subjective f,eelings to be induced by objective conditions; so 
that in determining the tax rate the government has but to 
observe the effect upon feelings of objective conditions and 
relations, and then so arrange the rate that these relations 
will .produce the desired subjective effect-equivalence of 
feelings = equivalence of sacrifice. 

But with all of the" observation" of the effect of feelings 
upon economic exchange, no government can tell whether a 
tax proportional to income will produce equivalent feelings; 
not only for the reason already given, to wit: that the fact 
that with increasing incomes the marginal utilities satisfied 
are of constantly. decreasing intensity---of constantly de
creasing utility-is no proof that the loss of a portion of 
these utilities 'to A, with a large income, would not be the 
same to him as the loss of the same proportion would be to 
B, with a small income; but also from the fact, as well pointed 
out by Sax, that we must take account of the extensiveness 
as well asthe intensiveness of the marginal utilities sacrificed. 
Even if a" more or less" could be determined, the theory 
affords no way of determining how much more or less, or 
the rate of the progression; for I cannot agree that collective 
wants are determined in exactly the same way as are the 
private wants.- , 

It has remained for the Dutch economists, firmly adhering 
to the sacrifice theory, and to pr()gression as its logical co,,-, 

1 Su, Di, PrDgr4Isi'lls/,,,", p. 8S. 
I C/O Neumann, Di, SlnIwn utili tia, Offen/lielu In/wau, pp. 190-200. 
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sequence, to reduce the rate of progression to a fixed rule
to a mathematical formula-but their scientific exactness is 
purely an affair of the imagination. As we have seen, they 
attempt to solve the problem by the ingenious but deceptive 
device of taking two series of numbers and assuming that 
they,correspond respectively to the decreasing utility of in
creasing increments of income, and the decreasing utility of 
increasing increments of the tax, such as would result from 
proportional taxation. This, it is assumed, would ~how an 
unequal, or a disproportionate, sacrifice. All that there is 
to do then is to so change the series as to produce a rate 
that will equalize the marginal utilities of the tax on differ
ent incomes, or equalize the sacrifice occasioned by the tax. 
But as there is absolutely no reason for choosing one series 
rather than another, any result, any rate of taxation, is 
theoretically possible according to this theory. This Cohen
Steuart admits, but his own attempted refinement of the 
theory by assuming that the truth lies in the mean between 
two extremes, is, as both Professors Sax and Seligman have 
shown,· equally groundless, equally imaginary. It i~ all 
guess work, all groundless hypothesis. Hence the rule for 
progression: II Arithmetical increase of the rate with geomet
rical increase of the income up to a definite point when pro
gression is replaced by proportion,"· is purely chimerical, 
and therefore wholly without value. 

Upon the whole, then, the sacrifice principle does not 
appear to throw much light upon the theory of rates. In
evitably appeal must be made to ohJective st~ndards, to ob
jective economic conditions and relations. Even if "equiv
alence of feeling" is the ideal of justice ill taxation, it is a 
purely abstract ideal. A government has fulfilled its obliga-

I Sa., DU Prtr',uw,'nur, p. 59 d .q.; Seligman, P"tr'miv, Ttu4tUII, 
pp. -84-5· 

·Quoted from Seligman, /Iit/ .. p. Iss. 
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lions in. the' just distribution of the tax burden when it has 
proportioned the tax according to the ability of the tax
payer, as this ability is determined by objective facts, objec
tive economic conditions of the taxpayers. We may grant 
that such a tax may, and in a very general way will, produce 
an equivalence of subjective feelings. But the fact remains 
that the point of view of the government is that of relative 
objective ability j that is, ability as determined by the econ
omic means for the satisfaction o~ 'public and private needs, 
their relative importance being taken into consideration. 
Such a conception of ability and our obligation to pay taxes 
is founded upon the nature of the state. It is, as we have 
seen, of a distinctively ethical connotation. This granted, 
What rate of taxation' follows as· a logical consequence? 
That is, A and. B having incomes ,of different sizes, what 
portions of their incomes ought each to contribute to the 
support of the state, on which their social and civilized ex
istence depends? If A has ten times the income of B, ought 
he to contribute ten times as much? Is his ability ten times 
as great? To ,me the question is essentially, at least funda
mentally, ethical. But it 'is a question of practical ethics. 
It involves, nay it cannot escape, consideration of the rela
tive economic conditions of A and B j nor, again, the effect 
of a tax upon their relative economic conditions. Imme
diately the problem has an objective reference j ultimately, a 
subjective reference. That is to say, immediately it is a 
question of the true relation between econ,omic 'means and 
objective economic conditions; while ultimately it is a ques
tion of the relative importance, or character, of the wants 
satisfied by the economic means, or the relative importance 
of the needs of, which the economicconditi,ons are th~ 

expression. Immediately and objectiyely it has to do with 
economic conditions; ultimately and subjectively with the 
importance of these relations in their bearing upon the pur-
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poses of life. A government, however, must find its rules 
for guidance in the objective conditions, in accordance with 
a standard that represents the consensus of opinion as 
moulded by the moral sense of mankind; by the habit, 
customs, and ideals as reflected in social institutions; by the 
degree of culture and civilization attained and by the econ
omic status of the society in question. 

Now by common consent wants are divided, in a very 
general way, into necessities, comforts and luxuries, and by 
common observation we 'learn that there is a certain corres
pondence between the satisfaction of each of these grades of 
wants and the amount of disposable income; or, that with 
different amounts of income we provide ourselves with dif
ferent classes of economic goods, and thereby with the cor
respondingly different grades of enjoyment, of which the 
economic goods afford the means, By common consent, 
too, the necessities are deemed of the most, the luxuries of 
the least relative importance, not alone from the vie,wpoint 
of the subjective value to the individual, but also from the 
viewpoint of the progress and development of mankind. 
The comforts stand between the two. Therefore, the exten
sion of the scope of the necessities is of more importance 
than the extension of the comforts, while the extension of 
the latter ,is of more importance than the extension of the 
luxuries, and this importance could be shown to extend 
both to our economic and our spiritual well-being. Hence, 
considered from the viewpoint of the realization of the ends 
of man, in which is found the ultimate end of the state, it is 
of more importance that those who are confined to the 
necessities of life extend the scope of their satisfactions, 
than that those who enjoy the luxuries should extend theirs. 

At the same time it must be admitted that the comforts 
and luxuries are as positive factors in human development 
as are the necessities. Indeed, in a sense they are much 
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more significant. Necessities, when confined to absolute 
necessities, ilre a pre-condition to any development. De
velopment begins only when the stage of necessities is 
passed, when the stage of comforts, or of " culture" begins. 
And progress is marked by the gradual merging of comforts 
into. culture necessities, and the conversion into luxuries of 
what has been regarded as superfluous. But the order of· 
their importance remains unchanged. From the ethical 
standpoint, both of man and of the state, it would seem, then, 
to be a logical deduction, that the deprivation of a portion 
of the luxuries would be of relafively less importance than 
the deprivation of a similar portion of comforts, and, still 

. more, than that of necessities. Or, what amounts to the 
same thing, it is of more importance that there should be the 
means of satisfying the latter than either of the former. 

Briefly, then, we are forced to the conclusion that ethically 
considered, that is, from the viewpoint of the ethical con
ception of man and of the state, wants of relatively decreas
ing importance are satisfied with increasing incomes, so that 
the taking away of a part of a small income (as by a tax) 
'necessitates the giving up of wants of relatively greater im
portance than would the taking away of equivalent parts of 
large incomes. In other words, considered with res'pect to 
the importance of wants there is proportionately more dis
posable for taxes in large, than in small, incomes-propor
tionately greater ability. But there is no difference in the 
importance of the state to the person, as such. The differ
ence of interest is indistinguishable. Yet regarded from the 
point of view of the totality of satisfactions, and, therefore, 
of the means of these satisfactions, the~ 'importance of the 
state to the individual would seem to increase with the in
crease of income i and. because of the in~lisp~nsableness of 
the state to this increase of income, its importance might 
well be regarded as increasing in greater proportion than 
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the increase of income. Hence, also, the obligation for a 
more than proportionate share of the tax burden as meas
ured by income. But this view merges into the benefit 
theory; it does not directly determine ability, or the obliga
tion resting upon it. Confining ourselves, then, to the view 
of the equal importance of the state, the above argument 
leads inevitably to the conclusion that ability increases in a 
greater ratio than income, thus necessitating a higher rate 
on large than on small incomes in order that the tax may 
be proportional t~ ability. In brief, a progressive rate on 
increasing incomes is essential to a proportional tax on 
ability, if by ability is understood the relative satisfaction of 
wants with respect to their importance. 

This view of progression is not, I think, altogether dif
ferent from that of Schiffie. who conceives of ability as 
determined by the amount which one can contribute in 
taxes without crippling the same relative support of himself i 
and who concludes that this principle leads to progression, 
on the ground that as incomes increase in size relatively 
larger portions may be contributed to the state without 
detriment to a relative satisfaction of personal wants. But 
Schaffie also thinks that the idea of progression is itsc!lf 
.. instinctively correct," .. it being only the manner of carry
ing it out that is false in the theory of progressive taxation."· 
This is specially true if we give emphasis to the difference 
in the importance of wants, which appears to be implied in 
the theory of Schaffie. It is questionable if based on the 
sacrifice theory. But progression is .. instinctively correct" 
only because it is based upon ideas that conform to the 
common judgment of mankind, with respect to the relativity 
of wants and their comparative importance to individual and 
social well-being. 

That there is an indefiniteness in this theory of progres-

'SchUIe. AlnucJ _rt4 CIII, II- 49- Cj. alto, IN CrwatUdlM, II- 2]. 
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sion, and that it affords no definite ratio, or rate, of pro
gression, Is not to be denied! But this is inevitable in any 
theory of progression, and it does not prove that the prin
ciple itself is not correct. It has, at least, the merit of con
forming to the sound principle of Vocke (though differently 
applied by him), that the principle of progression must 
proceed from its own fundamental thought,' which we take 
to be the principle of relative ability as determined by in
come and by the relative importance of wants. 

But though vague and indefinite, must it be admitted that 
this theory of progression affords absolutely no principle for 
determining the rate and the limit of the progression? W~ 

think not. Vocke solves this question easily by assuming 
that the "fundamental thought" is the primary right to the 
needs' of subsistence, and therefore the right to the exemp-

. tion of the minimum of subsistence, by which both the rate 
and its limit is fixed by the amount of the exemption, the 
only indefiniteness being in the amount of the exemption. 
That is, the limit of progression is degression.3 The diffi
culty with this view, as it appears to me, is this: What 
Vocke considers JO be the" fundamental thought" of pro
gression-that is, of the principle of equality-is in reality, 
the fundamental thought of exemption-that is, of the prin
ciple of universality., The degressive principle is, indeed, 
incidental tb exemption, but it has no direct bearing upon 
the question of progression, except upon the questionable 
assumption that ability is proportional to .. clear It income. 

Schiiffle;without reference 'to any" fundamental thought" 
of progression, but upon mere grounds of policy, would 
have the rate and limit of . the progression indirectly deter-

1 See Seligman, ProgrtssifJt Ttuanoll, for criticism of Schlme. 

I See Vocke,ol. &it., p. 477. 

• Vocke, ind., pp. 477-9. 
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mined by the taxpayers themselves, through a tax upon 
consumption." But this would be very uncertain in its 
effects on account of the shifting and incidence of taxes. 
Still, we may admit that the tendency of such a system 
would be to impose the tax .. according to one's dynamic 
ability;" also to tax the .. economic personality," and at the 
same time put a limit upon the progression.- So likewise, 
Held would also indirectly attain the same result by impos
ing taxes so that they will occasion the least complaint, this 
complaint being considered as the best index, or measure, 
of sacrifice, or ability.' This view has much in common 
with the theory of Sax, already sufficiently discussed, that 
the .. equivalence" of the burden, and therefore, ~lso, the 
jU!t tax rate, is determined by the people through their 
representatives in the government. 

But while these views contain much truth, I believe that 
we can find in the principle of progression rules that deter
mine and limit its rate. Theoretically, if the principle of 
progression is based upon comparative ability, as we have 
understood it, there must be the same relative means of 
satisfying wants, according to their importance, after as be
fore the tax. This is a mere truism. But it follows, also, 
that there should be the same relative ability to exercise 
one'. faculties, to the end of larger satisfactions, as existed 
prior to the tax. Otherwise progressive human develop
ment will be checked, and the purpose for which the state 
exists be negatived. Nor is this mere abstract theory. The 
lame objective signs. by which the principle of progression 
is objectively determined. will aid, also. in determining the 
rate and limit of the progression-the effects of a tax upon 
the relative economic means 01 satisfaction. Above all is 

I SchIdIe, Mnud .u CIII, pp. 168-9. 
• Ei""_""II6. ;. 115. 

I nit/., p. 168. 
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the limit reached wh~n the rate is such as to prevent that 
• saving' that provides for future production."· 

That this whole view of progression--of equality in taxa
tion--is vague and arbitrary, must again be admitted. But 
so is every other theory of progression. Here everything 
depends upon the determination of the relative importance 
of needs, which is a purely relative conception. But it must 
be borne in mind that our viewpoint is ethical-the ethical 
ideal in taxation. Nevertheless. this conception of progres
sion is not altogether impracticable. It is capable of prac
tical application within certain limits. and. therefore, of 
realizing an approximation to justice. which is all that any 
theory of progression can claim. And the higher the moral 
standard of mankind the more nearly will the approximation 
attain to the ideal. 

But in spite of the justice of the principle of progression. 
there are practical objections of another character that de
serve. perhaps, some consideration. That progressive tax
ation would prevent the growth of capital, or cause it to 
emigrate, is true only if the rate of progression be excessive. 
It would not follow moderation. or a wise conservatism, in 
the application ~l the principle. This is attested by the 
results of its practical application in Switzerland. Saxony, or 
wherever else applied. The same is true of the objection 
that, 10gicaIIy carried out. a progressive tax would confiscate 
wealth and equalize fortunes. Besides. logically carried out 
progressive taxation does not lead to confiscation. Progres
sion may lead to infinity. but progressive taxation is limited 
in its application by the principle by which it is itseU deter
mined, as we have already seen. Hence. \Vagner's social
political theory of progressive taxation is in direct conflict 
with his theory of taxation according to ability. Again. that 

• The theory that • progres&ift to Decessaril, prnmts· saYiDg· is bIosed apoa 
the emmeoas unmptioa that what is paid as • to would otherwise be ... ftd.-
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pr~ve taxation would stimulate money lenders to en
courage the increase of public debts is DO truer than in the 
case of proportional taxation.' Nor would it necessarily 
imply undue intcrfereDce with perSonal rights and liberties. 
This results more from the kind thaD from the rate of 
taxation. 

Upon the whole. then. I believe that if progression is just 
in principle it should be applied in practice; but moderately 
applied. Even a conservative attempt to realize a principle 
of justice that is Ielt to be .. instinctively correct" would go 
far towards mitigating the social discontent of the masses. 
aDd would tend to their rise by peaceful, instead of by 
rnolutionary. methods. Or. as Held says: progressive 
taxation •• is a social need and a means of peaceful pro
gress.". .. A social need.· I take it. in the sense that I have 
undcistood the principle of progression. as largely con
ditioned by the relative importance of the intenectUal and 
social development of the poorer classes. upon which in 
great measure depends the progressive development of man
kind;- peacdul progress." since every recognition of justice 
towards the masses. on the part of the government, tends to 
kill the rnolutionary impulse. 

-If that organization of society and politica1life which we 
caD aristocratic in the best sense of the term," says Cohn. 
- is to surrive (and it is indispensable for the progress. of 
civiliution that it should surrivc). the corresponding arist0-
cratic attitude of the upper classes must come up to the 
demand awie' upon it. They will, among other things. have 
to fulfil this requirement also in the way of accep~g an 
adequately deYt:loped system of taxation. Their degree of 
readiness will make up in quality for what the democratic 
masses would otherwise demand, some day, in quantity. 
The voluntary acceptance of aD inc:rusing burden will serve 
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to strengthen their traditional influence and is indispensable 
to the best civilization, as well as to the existence of the 
higher clilsses themselves. On the other hand, the more an 
increasing progression comes as the result of the importunate 
demands of a discontented populace, the more reckless will 
it be, both in the new demands which it embodies and in its 
changes of the old order of things.'" In brief, if the prac
tice of progression by those upon whom it would apply 
creates a possible danger, it averts the possibility of a far 
greater danger. 

II. THE PRINCIPLE OF UNIVERSALITY 

That the principle of "universality," like, the principle of 
"equality," follows from the nature of the state, the nature 
of the indi~idual, and from the relation of the indivi~ual to 
the state, we have already seen. Thus viewed there would 
seem to be no ground for any exception to the rule. Uni
versality would seem to be an unconditional principle of 
taxation. This, in fact, is the view of most writers on the 
theory of taxation. It is the common idea that because of 
the indispensabl('ness of the state to the individual, the 
universality of interest in the state, there is no exception, in 
principle, to th~~ obligation to contribute t~ the state's sup
port. If exception is allo~ed, it can be only upon the 
ground of absolute necessity-the non-existence of means 
above the' necessary minimum of subsistence. For to tax 
this" minimum" would necessitate an equal return from the 
taxes, which would occasion a net loss to the government. 
because of the increased cost of the 'collection and dispensa
tion of this part of its revenue without any net return to 
itself. 

But this view of exemption from taxation appears to me to 
be entirely wrong. It overlooks importa~t factors in the 

I Cohu, OJ. nl., pp. 324-5. 
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problem. It is consistent only with the protective theory of 
the state and the benefit principle of taxation.' For since 
every individual receives protection, and thereby derives a 
benefit, every individual, without exception, should con
tribute to the cost of that protection. In the case of prop
erty there could be no tax for protection if there was no 
property to protect.- But for the protection of the person 
there could be no exception, other than that of absolute 
necessity. For every .. benefit" there must be a correspond
ing tax. If we consider the benefit to consist in the gains 
from" exchange" there could be no tax where such" gains" 
did not exist, but there are certain benefits that are imma
terial gains, common to every member of the state, and for 
these gains every citizen should contribute a tax ig exchange.3 

Again, we may regard the benefit as consisting in the ser
vice performed by the state in production. In this case, if 
we look at results only, there could be no tax if the" ser
vice" was not utilized-if there was no production. But, on 
the other hand, if, more properly, we regard the state as the 
condition precedent to "all production, in which every one is 
privileged to participate, there would seem to be no ground 
for exemption.. At any rate, Stein considers it to be just to 
tax labor on the ground that it is only by the administra
tion of the state that its acquisitions are made possible.s In 
reality, however, the problem of exemption is not consistent 
with Stein's theory of .. diffusion," since, according to this 
theory, the burden of the tax is. in the main, justly dis
tributed through the influence of price.ft Or, again, if the 
benefit consists in the possession of a portion of the .. na
tional capital:' and the tax is distributed in proportion to 
the amount of this capital held, then there can be no 

I Cf. Mvhard, -J.dI., p. 90-

• q. Perry, -J. dI., po 515-8. 
• /JUl., il, p. IS I. 

J Cf. Sismondi, IJj. cit., p. 16.f. 
• Cf. Stein, tJj. cit., p. 496. 

'/IIitI .. i, p. 494-
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exemption except where there is no possession of the 
national capital. "The minimum of needs is spared by 
force of necessity, not by virtue of a false principle." I 

Much the same conclusion results when exemption is con
sidered from the viewpoint of " equality of sacrifice;" for if 
" equality of sacrifice" is the true principle of taxation any 
exemption must appear as a contradiction of the principle, 
and is to be justified only on grounds of absolute necessity.
For where there is no tax there can be no sacrifice, and 
hence no "equality" in taxati<>.n. Exemption is an excep.,. 
tion to the principle, not a logical consequence _ of it.' 
Nevertheless, Sax attempts to deduce exemption as a conse
quence of the principle of subjective sacrifice, and his ex
planation is, perhaps, the best that has been given from this 
standpoint. The thought is, as with MiIl,4 that the physical 
necessities are incomparable in their intensity with all other 
classes of needs, comparison being possible only between 
those needs that are satisfied after the physical minimum is 
passed, the comparison including all collective needs. But 
no needs above the physical minimum (which includes the 
collective needs) can be satisfied until the needs below the 
minimum are f~lly satisfied. Hence, sharing in the expense 
for the satisfaction of collective needs can take place only 
where the means exceed- the requirements, of the minimum 
of subsistence.s The exemption is a matter of necessity, not 
of prin~iple. "On grounds of absolute necessity the pure 
minimum must be exempted, but justice does not demand 
any exemption so long as there is an income equal to the 
minimum plus the tax." 6 • 

But exemption on the gro1,1nd of necessity is confined to 
the bare physical necessities of life. If exemption is to be 

1 Menier, (Jj. cit., p. 221. 

• Cf. Meyer, (Jj. nt., p. 294-

• See Sax, Gr .. ~"IJ. pp. 509-13. 

t See, for example, Wagner, .p. nl. 
, Mill, P(J/ilieal Eetm()m)" ", 2, 3. 

• Sax, Die Pr()gr~lsiflltnur, p. 69· 

" 
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justified on income that exceeds the requirements of these 
bare necessities, it must be justified upon some fundamental 
principle. be the logical outcome of the " fundamental 
thought" that lies at the basis of the ethical idea of taxa
tion. Such I believe to be in accordance with the real facts 
of the case. We have. then, two problems before us-the 
justification of exemptions and the limitations of exemption. 

1. The justification of Exemptions. Accepting the ability 
basit of taxation. exemption of the minimum of subsistence 
follows as a necessary consequence. For if taxation accord
ing to ability is the tru<; principle of taxation, it is a mere 
truism to say that where there is no ability there can be no 
obligation. It is not merely that there can be no tax if 
there is no ability. but where the ability does not exist the 
tax obligation does not exist. The' obligation begins the 
moment that the ability is manifest. To tax where there is 
no ability would be a violation of the principle that taxes 
should be proportioned to ability. Exemption, where there 
is no ability, is but the fulfilment of the implications of the 
principle which is assumed to be the just basis for the di .. 
tribution of the tax burden. It is not, as in the preceding 
theories, a necessary exception in contradiction with the 
principle that is assumed as the basis of taxation. 

It is true that the exemption of any person from the pay
ment of taxes is in contradiction with the principle of uni
versality. But this principle is a relative, not an absolute, 
principle of taxation. Or, if politically and economically it 
is absolute, ethically the principle of universality extends 
only so far as there is ability. Within this limit only is it a 
universal priqciple. Hence, while exemption is an excep
tion to the general principle of universality, it is in harmony 
with the qualified form of the principle-the form in which it 
is a true principle of taxation. True. exemption of the min-· 
imum of subsistence is a necessity. but this is not its only 
justification. It follows, as we have seen. from principle. 
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. But the real justification of exemption rests upon a basis 
that is more fundamental than the idea of taxation according 
to ability. It rests, indeed, upon the same .. fundamental 
thought" as does the idea of ability itself. Both are devel
opments of the same fundamental idea-buman personality 
in its relation to the state. It involves both the relations of 
the individuals to the state and their relations to each other, 
.and not simply, as Meyer holds, their relation to the state; 
nor, as Wagner seems to hold, simply their relations to each 
.other.' Particularly is this true if the exemption is to extend 
,beyond the bare necessities for physical existence. 

\Vhat, then, is the fundamental ground of exemption, or 
.of exceptions to the principle of universality in taxation? 
The more common idea is that since every individual parti
.cipates in the ends for which a state exists, every individual, 
without exception, should contribute to its support. But 
this we have found to be conditioned by the further prin
ciple. that. the support should be proportioned to ability; 
by implication there being no obligation where there is no 
economic ability. But we have now to inquire why this 
obligation does not exist when the importance of the state 
to every individual is admitted. Those, for e.xample. who 
hold that the obligation never ceases base their conviction 
upon the idea that the state. if not of first importance. is. at 
least, of equal importance with physical subsistence. to every 
member of civilized society. This is the view of both Held 
and Cohn. Held. for example. in declarin~ against the 
exemption of the wages of labor. says: •• The state is for all 
a need; its existence for the whole is more necessary than 
the life of the individual."· So likewise Cohn: .. Plainly. as 

• viewed from the standpoint of the latest theory of the state. 
there is no room for the doctrine which admits the state and 
its demands only as second to the necessaries of life. The 

• Held. IIj. m.. p. lOS. 
'.1 
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state, above all things, is part of these necessaries and its 
demands are therefore part and parcel of the demands of 
subsistence.'" Hence, theoretically, or in principle, there 
is, according to this view, no justification for exemption. 

But the view of Held and Cohn appears to ~e to be a 
mistaken one. It is based upon, or at least it implies, the 
erroneous conception of 'the state as a "social organism," 
the individual being a means, the state the end. But ac
cording to the view that the state exists for the highest 
development of human personality-the individual being the 
end, the state a means-" the latest theory. of the state," the 
effect of the tax upon the person becomes of first import
ance. If the state is a necessity to this development, it is 
quite as true that there must first be the existence of the 
person. Moreover, the right to provide the means of sub
sistence is a fundamental right, and is prior to every other 
right. Even Held admits this. He goes even farther, and, 
in spite of his theoretical objection to exemptions, would 
exempt not only what is necessary for the physical needs of 
self and family, but also what is necessary for their spiritual 
life." Vocke, too, recognizes the right to the necessary needs 
of subsistence as prior to any claims of the state, but he limits 
this right to the bare minimum of subsistence.' It must be 
admitted, however, that with Held the exemption which he 

I eo .. , 'I. N.. P.lli. cf. Uo, P. JS4-
•• Dca Jed« hat _ Alleaa daI Recht n Iebea. QIId es ill .rohl die schreiendste 

Vaenechtigkeil _ clem IPIJIl ~darftip UDtedWte crlorderlic:bea EiDlom
__ DOCb C.leatlic:he Abpbca fIIr dea Staat n 'orden." Held, 11/. dI .. P.451. 
- So wahr at- cia Meuc:h em VeralUlftwesea iat.1D_ mcm Jedcm aicbt bJo. 
• ..m.- wcnIea, ... ibm a_ IliDDIic:hea, _dUD aac:b Du, ". ibm _ 
~ Lebea aaeatbebrtic:b.... ~ P.452. 

• -I)ao Staat •• lOIc.he AMpric:be u.me. eigeDeD worgeheDd uakeanea dart 
ad ..... weIc:he Ilru ad ~ DOc:b buec:btiget IIiDd u u .abst, 
..... 1idI dalltecht aar die SdbItaIWtlIDg UIId aar die F..-balhmg cia Fami1ie, 
.... ill cIiesca ... die EthaIt1IDg des )(~t&. Eia Iltaaa, IIDbe
diagt_ Recht gibt es aicbL" Vocke. 'I. dI .. p...... See .... pp. 463-" 
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would allow is not a right, but only a social need that is 
necessary to the highest efficiency of labor.' 

That exemption of the minimum of subsistence is a neces
sity, as ~s so universally emphasized, goes without saying; 
but the above considerations show, I think, that the exemp
tion is also justified in principle, and is not, as Von Hock 
claims, " a s,imple act of benevolence.'" I do not see how 
any other conclusion is possible when we reflect that the 
ultimate end of the state is the developed personality of the 
individual. For the first condition of this development is an 
economic personality, an economic freedom, which involves 
above all the necessary means of -subsistence. And, there
fore, to tax the" minimum" is to nullify or retard the very 
development which it is the purpose of the state to promote. 
This is even more patent if the tax necessitates a public 
charity. 

The economic and social importance of an "economic 
personality" was clearly recognized by Held, who deemed 
it a sufficient ground for the exemption, not only of a bare 
minimum, but of a sufficient minimum to enable the poor to 
rise to a higher _economic order.3 Stein goes even farther 
and justifies exe~ption because of its bearing upon the total 
personality of the individual. True, Stein regards the state 
as an "organism" whose personality is to be realiied, the 
tax beiii'g 'a_ necessary means to this end. But this "or
ganic" view adds nothing to the theory. For the fully 
realized personality of the state is marked by the realized 
personality of the individua1, or the highest form of personal 
life-" personal freedom/' Indeed, the realization of "per
sonal freedom" is regard,ed as the ultimate end- of the state, 
and this realization is effected by the realization of its own 
personality. But the first requisite is "economic freedom.',' 

.' 0 
1 Held, p. 118. 

I Von Hock, Dp.eit., p. J73. I !leld. DP. riI .. p. 118. 
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Hence, the exemption of the minimum of subsistence! The' 
same conclusion is reached by Schame, though from a differ
ent point of view. Emphasizing the fact that the tax obli
gation rests upon personality-upon the person-it is justly 
held that there can be no obligation where the personality 
has not realized itself in property. in an economic personal
ity (eine Vermogenspersonlichkeit), since what the state re
quires is economic goods.· That is, while the tax obligation 
rests upon personality it is only potential until there is 
realized an "economic personality." 

While there is much truth in these different views of the 
relation of exemption to personality, the question of real 
importance is the effect of a tax (upon the minimum) or of 
an exemption, upon the personality of the taxpayer.3 

Where this is endangered there can be no obligation; and it 
is endangered when it has not so far developed as to have 
realized itself in objective goods sufficient to meet the needs 
of subsistence;· to have realized itself, that is, in economic 
freedom, in economic personality. In brief. the obligation 
begins when II economic" or "personal" freedom begins. 
The first claim upon property, which we have seen to be the 
objectified self. and therefore, in a sense, a "natural right," 
is subsistence of the self, of the pbysical person; but since 
the state is a condition of the development of the person
ality of self, the obligation to use the property to support 
the state, and the right of the state to demand this support, 
begins after the needs of physical subsistence are met. 

But this right to exemption, on the part of those who have 
incomes at or below the minimum of subsistence, involves a 
corresponding obligation, on the part of those who have in
comes above the minimum, to meet the full demands of the 

I Stci .. 1/. RI., lCCtio .. DU Slewr •• 

I See Sc:hIIIIe, C~/U, pp. '4 and '69-
• c/o SchIlIIe, ;JUI.. p. 170-
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state for economic goods. Nor does this obligation rest 
simply upon the nature of their relation to the state as alone 
possessing economic ability, but it has its basis also in the 
nature of the ethical relation of man to man, of man as a 
spiritual being-an end in himself. Indeed, from no other 
point of view is exemption to be justified in principle, 
whether considered with respect to the relation of the in: 
dividual to the state, or with respect to the relation of 
individuals to each other as persons. Directly and imme
diately, however, the basis of exemption is the principle that 
the burden of taxation should be proportioned to ability. 
Even the social-political argument of Wagner assumes to be 
based upon this principle. But in making social-political 
ends the only justification of exemptions,' Wagner diverts 
his argument from the main point at issue. For the real 
social-political end of exemption, like that of progressioq, is 
not to distribute the tax according It'O ability, but by equal
izing property to equalize ability. But the attainment of 
such a result is not a problem of taxation. 

There are, however, various other arguments for the ex
emption, which do not involve the question of principle, but 
are of a practical.nature. Such, for example, is the argu
ment based upon an- assumed analogy betw.een capital and 
labor and the necessity of maintaining their highest effi
ciency. ~s, ,developed by Luigi Rameri it is, that income 
consumed for subsistence is a species" ~f recuperation of 
capital, "being spent to maintain the ',pfoductive' force of 

-I 
labor; " that, therefore, such income shCl1Jld be exempt from 
taxation for the same reason. that th~\~xable inco'!le from 
any industry excludes that part of tho product that goes to 
pay current expenses and to keep up the plant.- Hence, 
only the clear income is a taxa~le insome. This is the ~~me . 

I See Wagner, oj. N., ii, § 167- .' f) 

I Luigi Rameri, "Per la Proportionalita delle Imposte/' in Rtuug'IItI for OeL 1891. 

" 
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economic ~mcnt as that used by Held who justifies 
exemption on the ground that to tax the .. minimum .. 
would lessen the efficiency of labor.' While the argument 
has directly only an economic bearing it is nevertheless 'Of 
considerable importance, since to curtail labor efficiency is 
to check economic progress and thereby to lessen the means 
and with it also the efficiency of the state. It is given aa 
added weight when we reflect that the evil influences would 
be cumulative in their effects. But indirectly the argument 
bears also upon the principles prevrously discussed. For iD 
lessening labor efficiency by a tax upon the II minimum " \YI: 

check the development of" economic personality," and with 
it also that social development that leads to the development 
of the larger personality of man. 

Passing over the I. compensatory" argument, which is a 
question of special and Dot of general exemption. we may 
note the argument based upon Adam Smith's fourth canoD 
of taxation:- the argument that there should be an exemp
tion of small incomes OD the ground that the cost of coUee
tion of the tax would be in excess of the receipts. The 
effect of such a tax would be, not only to work economic 
injury to those having small incomes, but also to those hal'
ing large incomes, by unnecessarily and unjustly increasing 
their tax burden. From this point of view exemptions 
would be justified even though they were not justified in 
principle. Nor ~uld the exemption necessarily be limited 
to the minimum of subsistence, but should extend to the 
point where the receipts from the tax would just exceed the 
cost of its collection; just as in the preceding economic 
argument the exemption should extend to th~ point where 
the tax would not cripple the efficiency of labor. 

I See Held. .. til. II- ilL 
• F. thiI.,....a -. ... aaapIe. KDe. Ro,w ... til. pp. an 
I Adaa SIDitJI. .. nt.. II- 416. 
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But while such arguments as these have their weight, and 
should b~ considered in any. practical application of the 
principle of exemption, the real justification of exemption 
must be found, as we have seen, in the nature of man, the 
nature of the stare, and the relation of man to the state. 
The importance of the state to the individual cannot be 
ignored, but at the same time the supreme importance of 
the individual should be recognized. This is brought out 
very well by Vocke, who of all writers has most clearly 
stated the true principle of taxation. His statement is a 
good su-mmary of the whole argument. "Man," he says, 
"lives and moy:es in the state and for the state, but not 
alone that, for he is an end in himself; if he exists for the 
state the state exists for him. And if man lives through the 
!itate he does not live alone through the state, but also, and 
indeed in the first instance through himself. Man, generally 
speaking, is before the state, and if the state takes from him 
his existence it puts itself in contradiction with its function 
and its purpose,"· for the first duty of the state is not to 
endanger the existence and the support of man.' And it is 
claimed with much truth, that if we remember that the sub
ject of the tax is persons, not things, the problem solves 
itself.3 

2. Tlte Limitation 0/ Exemptions. The argument has thus 
far assumed that the exemption should be confined to the 
If minimum of subsistence." But is this," minimum" limited 
to the absolute necessities of life, or sb~uld it extend to a 

) '. 
I "Der Mensch lebt und webt zwar im Staat und fiir den Staat, aber das alles 

Dieht allein, sondern er ist .ueh Selbstzweck; er ist nicbt nur um des Staats willen, 
jIOlldem aucb der Staat ist um des Menscben Willen. Ebenso lebt der Mensch 
4urch den Staat, aber das ebenfaUs nieht alIein, sondem auch, lind zwar in erster 
Ieibe, durcb sieh .elbst. Der Mensch ist iiberbaupt vordem Staat, und wena 
1iiernaeh der Staat den Menschen in seiner Existenz angreift, so setzt er sicb ill • 
Widersprueh mil:' seiner Aufgabe und seiner Bestimmung." O? cit;;,· p. ·4S~' 

• /lTiti. • IIit/., pp. 471-2. 
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.. culture. minimum" ? In other words, Does the obligation 
to contribute to the support of the state begin the moment 
that income exceeds the necessary means of physical sub
sistence, or is the obligation relative to an arbitrary standard 
of life? • 

In the first place the II minimum" must be sufficient, not 
only for the subsistence of the person but also for the main
tenance and support of the family. Without such an exten
sion of the .. minimum" the race could not be perpetuated, 
at least under the conditions that promote the highest 
civilization, the highest development of individual person
ality. Moreover, the family is the natural economic unit
the unit of economic personality, of economic freedom. 
And without the economic freedom of the family the first 
important step towards realized personality must remain 
untaken, the first important step towards the fulfilment of 
the ends of the state unattained. The family as much as the 
individual precedes the state--conditions the state. Provi
sion for its subsistence is, therefore, not only a right, but is 
a .. natural right," that the state is in duty bound to respect. 
To quote Vocke, .. The state has the same obligation to 
recognize the necessary care of the family as a duty prior to 
its own claims, as it has to recognize that of self- main
tenance." • 

In the second place, there can be no permanent economic 
freedom-requisite to permanent economic personality-until 
the income is sufficient to provide not only the absolute 
necessities of physical existence, but also to provide for the 
maintenance of labor power and for times of sickness,· for 
the family as well as for the self. For a state to levy a tax 
that would be prejudicial to either of these conditions would 
be to weak~n the source of its own support j and besides, it 
would be as much a contradiction of its own purpose as to 

I Cf. Vocke, i6iJ., p. 460. 
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tax the absolute necessities of physical existence, differing 
only in degree. On the other hand, until the" minimum" 
is sufficient to meet these requirements there is no real tax 
ability, and therefore no tax obligation .. 

But when these requirements have been met, when, that 
is, there is a .. clear" income above the minimum of subsist
ence as above understood, the obligation to aid in the sup
port of the state begins. Or the obligation that was before 
potential, because of the importance of the state to the indi
vidual, now for the first time becomes actual. If exemption 
is extended beyond this limit it cannot be as a right, but 
only I>n grounds of policy-political, social, or economic. 
It is true that the limit is somewhat arbitrary, for it is 
difficult to determine exactly how much should be set aside 
as necessary for the support of the family or to maintain the 
labor power of the taxpayer. In fact, the limit is a purely 
relative one, the standard for exemption necessarily depend
ing upon the accepted standard of life, which is itself con
ditioned by the customs, habits, social ideals and degree of 
culture attained; and, above aU, by the conditions of indi
vidual and national wealth. Practically the standard must 
be determined by the same principles that determine the 
rate of progression. 

Still, it should be remembered that purely on grounds of 
theoretical justice· only provision for normal support, and 
normal efficiency, should be allowed. For example, allow
ance cannot, or should not, be made for abnormally large 
families,· since this would be to put a premium upon thrift
lessness and irresponsibility, and thus to encourag~ an 
increase o( population where most detrimental to society, 
and to the highest individual development. On the other 

Ii 
1" Die Leistungsfll.higkeit aber ist das notwendige Korrelat der Leisttmgspfticht, 

welche ohne jene nicht denkbar.ist." Vocke, p. 284-
• See,p" ~tmlrfZ, Wagner, tip. nt., ii,447. 
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ad. if more than the normal efficiency of labor is' allowed 
in the exemption, it must be because of the retroactive 
~cts of the exemption, or because of the disproportionate 
it of the collection of the tax. But with advancing 
lith. advancing culture, and advancing civilization the 
ndard of exemption should be raised in conformity with 
ends for which the state exists-:-the progressive develop

nt of mankind. 



CHANER VIII 

PRACTICAL JUSTICE IN TAXATION 

IN the preceding study of the principles of justice in tax
ation, we have not wholly lost sight of the fact that theoret
ical ideals are not always, nay are scldom, fully realizable in 
practice. Nor have we been unmindful of the fact that 
economic and social conditions must enter largely into our 
determination of the ideal. For since the ideal in taxation 
must necessarily have as its objective point the effects, or 
results, of this or that system or method of taxation, the 
nature of the effect must be a controlling influence in deter
mining the character, or the justice, of our ideal. But while 
we have recognized the relative nature of the ideal of 
justice in taxation it must be admitted that we have not 
developed this aspect of the question, but have given our 
attention almost entirely to. theoretical principles. And yet, 
we insist, not to theoretical principles that are purely vision
ary in the sense that they are applicable only to ideal beings, 
but principles that are founded upon the ethical nature of 
man and upon moral and social facts and forces. Neverthe
less, the fact that the dominant thought has been that of the 
morally right--of justice--has led us to ignore for the most 
part the possibility of the practical realization of our ideal. 
So true is this, indeed, that there will be a seeming justice 
for the critic who urges that oUf theoretical principles afford 
no solution to the apparently insoluble problem of practical 
justice in taxation. Moreover, since the theoretical prin
ciples are unrealizable! in practice, the critic may further 

260 [596 ( 
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urge that there can be no value in these theoretical discus
sions. 

But before we concede the truth of these criticisms let us 
consider for a moment whether theoretical principles that 
cannot be fully realized in practice may not after all have 

. some practical value; indeed, whether the ·pdnciples them
selves are not to some extent, at least, practicable. In the 
first place, there is always a practical value in determining a 
norm for the guidance of real life, or for the guidance of 
action in the actual happenings of life. Human action un
guided by an ideal can be but irrational, purposeless, and 
without significance or achievement. This is as true in 
matters of taxation as in the purely moral life. Indeed, 
since human ~ction is necessarily social action, a norm of 
conduct becomes indispensable, for otherwise there could be 
only the self-seeking of the individual which would be 
destructive of social life, and so ultimately also of any truly 
human life. 

But again, Is there nothing practicable in the theoretical 
principles we have discussed? The answer to the question 
must depend upon the meaning we give to the "prac
ticable." But ~he practicable must mean one of two things: 
Either a system which is so in harmony with prevailing 
sentiments and convictions that there is a possibility of its 
immediate adoption;· or a system of which there is a· reason
able hope of adoption by a change in the prevailing 
thoughts and ideals. Now we maintain that there is some
thing practical in our principles from both points of view. 
In fact, there is no principle that we have advocated that 
cannot be found in actual practice in one country or an
other, so that the problem is not so much one of a practical 
application of new principles as an extension, OF fuller 
application, of accepted principles. But though there may 
be some principles not in harmony with the sentiments of a 
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particulan people, there may yet be some practical value in 
their discussion; for a nation, like an individual, can pro
gress only as its thought and ideals move ever upward to 
higher and truer standards. 

But there is yet another point of view from which we may 
consider the practicability of theoretical principles of just 
taxation-that of their implications. That is to say, if the 
principles involve consequences that are impossible to be 
realized in practice it would seem to be· a just charge that 
the principles are themselves impracticable. What, then, 
are the implications involved in our principles, if these prin
ciples are to be fully realized? Undoubtedly the student of 
finance will say: A single tax on incomes. Nay, more, an . 
income tax with progressive and differential rates together 
with a broad application of the principle of exemptions: 
Nor can one deny the justice of this judgment. More than 
this, however, is true; for there are not a few economists 
and students of finance who will grant that under ideal con
ditions of human life and human relations-when a sound 
social ethics dominates human affairs-such a system of 
taxes would most nearly realize the ideal of justice. But we 
are not dealing with such ideal conditions, and taking the 
facts as we find them-the sentiments, prejudices and con
victions of the' people--there can be no doubt but that a 
single progressive tax on incomes is one of the most vision
ary of all possible forms of taxation, particularly with re
spect to the people of the United States. 

But after all, is such an implication, or such a consequence, 
involved in our theory? Tpe main burden of our whole 
thesis has been to show not only that the tax burden should 
be distributed according to the ability to bear it, but to show 
the grounds upon which such a principle rests. True, it 
was found that the ability is determined·· in part by income 
and in part by the needs which that income must satisfy, and 

(; 
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that, therefore, a tax in proportion to ability is necessarily 
based upon income, though it may be with progressive and 
differential rates. Yet the fact is recognized (if not before, 
it is now) that the tax could not be assessed directly upon 
income for the reason that only under ideal conditions could 
the income be ascertained. Nay, to attempt to do so under 
existing standards of social ethics would be to defeat the end 
sought by imposing, in many cases, regressive burdens. We 
have before insisted that the principles of justice are relative, 
in the sense that they must be tested by results. In the same 
way must we determine their implications. Because under 
ideal conditions the implications involve certain results it by 
DO means follows that under actual conditions the same re
sults must occur. In other words, because under ideal con
ditions our principles involve a single tax on incomes, it does 
not follow that they involve such a tax under the social con
ditions as we actually find them to be. The main thing is to 
tax ability by taxing income, which is the only ultimate 
source of ability; but if this income can be reached and 
ascertained by the indirect method, this method is the one 
demanded by our principles. Or if the sentiment of the 
people is against the direct ascertainment of ability the same 
conclusion follows. In fact, if we could reach the full income 
by either method it would matter little which one was em
ployed. We must then employ the one that will give us the 
most accurate results, the one that will most nearly ascertain 
the true income. Under present conditions this is believed 
to be that of the indirect method. Indeed, with a proper 
system it is believed that ability, so far as it is determined by 
income, can be ascertained with a fair approximation to 
justice, and such an approximation is all that can be hoped 
for in human affairs. And yet the ideal-a tax on income-
is not without its value, since it serves as the goal for every 
indirect system of reaching the income ability of the tax-
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payer, for every tax, however assessed, is ultimately a tax 
on income. 

Assuming, then, the above conditions, it remains to indi
cate the character of a practicable tax system that will most 
nearly realize the principles for which we have contended. 
Nor can I do more than to If indicate" such a system. I 
cannot stop either to elaborate or to defend it. It is believed, 
however, that the system which we shall propose is not only 
perfectly consistent with our principles, but is one of which 
there is hope for its gradual adoption; and when adopted 
will give a realization to justice in taxation such as has never 
yet been realized in this country, if, indeed, in any country. 
It is not maintained that all of the principles would be fully 
realized, as, for example, the principle of progressive taxa
tion, but that we should attain the nearest attainable approx
imation of those principles, and at the same time go a long 
way towards removing the gross inequalities in the tax 
systems of our several States.' 

Our present thesis, then, is to outline a scheme of taxa
tion that will most nearly reach the full income of the tax
payer and most equitably distribute the tax burden-most 
nearly and most equitably, I mean, under existing condi
tions. And this method is believed to be that of the indi
rect one of reaching income through some index, or through 
indices. of income. Such an index is to be found in prop
erty which, as we have seen, may be regarded either as the 
source or the consequence of income. And by taking differ
ent forms of property we may get several indices, which if 
wisely selected will constitute a fair baSis for the determina
tion of income. 

But the problem of an. equitable system of taxation is 
something more than this. It is necessary not only to 
select such indices as shall be fairly representative of in-

1 For an outline of • rational system of taxation, see Adams, PttNu Fi.,,,ue. 
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come, but such as may be most easily and most bidy 
assessed-perhaps the most difficult ~roblem in the whole 
field of practical taxation. For if property is to be made 
the basis, or measure, of income, an honest assessment be
comes fundamental to an equality of taxation. And, there
fore, very much depends both upon the character of the 
property taxed and the method by which it is taxed. More
over, much depends also upon the character of the political 
unit that taxes the different forms of property. Or in other 
words, the problem is also one of a distribution of the tax 
system among· the different political units in such a way as 
to realize the best economic and ethical results. 

In brief, then, the problem before us is one of the assess
ment of property, of the methods of taxation, of the kinds 
of property to be selected (or taxation, and the proper 
spheres of state and local taxation. We cannot stop to dis
cuss the question of ratt's or of exemptions. Not the ques
tion of rates, because it is admitted that only the propor
tional rate is feasible for the present; not exemption, 
because the principle is universally adopted in practice, and 
we do not feel it necessary to add to what bas already been 
said OD the subject. And yet we must acknowledge, that 
the principle of exemption is not carried out in practice to 
the extent that our principles would demand, not to the 
extent tbat ,.-e believe to be justified. Still, as previously 
pointed out, it must be admitted that the limit, or rather the 
extension of exemption, is relative to tbe prevailing econ
omic and social conditions of the people and to the econ
omic needs of the state. But assuming the question 01 
exemptions to be on the whole fairly settled, and the ques
tion of rates to be for the present outside of the field of 
practical discussion, let us attempt to portray in some 
detail, though briefly, the system 01 taxation indicated 
above. 
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I; ASSESSMENTS 

[602 

That equitable assessment is one of the most difficult 
problems in practical taxation is admitted on all hands. It 
is the crucial point in the investigations of all tax commis
sions and in all practical plans for the reform of our present 
methods .and systems of taxation. And yet if property is to 
be made the 'measure of inco~e--the index of ability-equal 
assessment is indispensable to justice. 'Indeed, given an 
honest assessment of property and the battle for justice in 
taxation is as well as won. Whether such an assessment 
may be approximated will depend very largely upon the char
acter of the property taxed and the method by which it is 
assessed. What, then, are the conditions that are essential 
for the equal assessment of property? 

I. Declaration versus Doomage.-Much has been written 
concerning the relative merits of a declaration by the tax
payer, and doomage by the government. Theoretically the 
principle of declaration is no doubt the correct one. This 
follows inevitably from the voluntary character which we 
found in the relation of the citizen to the state. Yet we 
found at the same time that there _ is also a compulsory 
feature in this relation, which is founded upon the necessity 
of the state's existence. From the character of this com
pulsion, founded upon a political necessity, it follows that 
the declaration should be supplemented by -the doomage 
power of the government. This double feature--declaration 
and doomage-is the prevailing system of our several Com
monwealths, though with some the .. declaration," "with 
others the" doomage" is made the key-note of the system. 
But however much the principle of declaration may conform 
to the highest ideals of taxation, experience shows that it is 
not a principle that can be relied upon to attain justice 
until there prevails a higher standard of social ethics. 

No system can be just, either in theory or in practice, that 
(, 
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puts a premium upon perjury by ignoring facts of human 
nature; that induces perjury on the part of some because of 
the well-known fact of the perjury of others, perchance with 
the connivance of officials; that ind uces perjury because 
honesty would invite upon one's self a penalty in the form of 
an assumption of a part of the tax burden that rightfulli 
devolves upOI\ those who have escaped by an act of perjury. 
It is, for example, within our personal knowledge that an 
aged widow whose sole means of support is the income from 
nine thousand dollars loaned on rportgages at five per cent. 
(a small part at six per cent.), pays a tax of three per cent. 
because she insists upon an honest declaration; thus paying 
in taxes more than fifty per cent. of her small income! And 
this is but one of hundreds of similar instances fostered by 
the perjury systems of taxation in our various Common
wealths. The iniquity and injustice of such a system cannot 
be too strongly emphasized. These iniquities should be 
removed by the adoption of some system that will reach the 
income and distribute the burden according to the income 
ability of the taxpayer, and not according to the conscience 
of the individual. 

Such a system, however, is not to be found in the way of 
a premium upon honest declarations in the form of a lower 
tax rate on certain forms of intangible property, such as 
mortgages-a method practiced in Pennsylvania and par
tially approved by the Massachusetts Tax Commission.~ 
For such a method of evoking honest declarations is a 
species of class legislation that purposely relieves a part of 
the taxpayers from their proper and just share of the tax 
burden, only to impose it upon those whose visible property 
prevents their evasion. True, such a method may evoke a 

I T.8 CII .. ",illi.,. R'/WI. 1897, pp. 88-9. Connecticut hu adopted a limil .. 
dmce which the Michigan Tn CommiBBioD deems" worthy of most serious COD
.deratioD." Rlprt, 1900. pp. 18-9. 
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larger sum of taxes upon a given form of property-intan
gible pers~nalty-than would result from the normal rate 
upon the declaration (with implied oath J) of ,the individual. 
But such a concession, or purchased honesty, is quite as un:' 
necessary as it is unjust. For if such property must be 
taxed there are simpler and more rational methods of reach
ing it. What these moth ods are we !!.hall presently consider. 
Here we wish simply to emphasize the fact that equal 
assessment is the foundation of justice in matters of taxation, 
and that that system is inherently wrong and unjust that 
seeks honest declaration by a veiled method of bribery. 

2. Taxable Property. Before discussing the proper 
methods of assessments it will be well to consider the kinds 
of property that should be taxed as most nearly and most 
adequately representing income, the ascertainment of which 
is the real aim of the government and the real purpose of the 
,assessment. It follows, therefore, that in the selection of 
property for taxation two conditions are essential: First, the 
property selected should be fairly indicative of income, and, 
secondly, it should be such that its value maybe easily 
ascertained with some degree of truth; for while income is 
not always proportionate to the value of property, it never-· 
theless remains t,rue that upon the whole the value is a fair 
index of income. At any rate the value of property is 
about the only standard, or measure, of income that we 
have, so long as it is not feasible to ascertain .the amount of 
income directly. But the justice of such a standard of 
income depends more than all else upon the equality of the 
assessment. And this equality, again, depends both upon 
the kind of property taxed and upon the method by which 
it is assessed. 

As to the kind of property that best measures tax ability, 
it is the common theory and practice of our several States 

~ The actual taking of an oath is,.1 believe, rarely.required. 
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that every variety of property is equally indicative, and that, 
therefore, no form of property should escape assessment. 
Wagner's devices for reaching every form of property give 
sanction to this theory. In practice, Ohio has carried the 
doctrine to very near its extreme limit. The experience, 
however, in aU of our States is a clear demonstration of the 
utter failure of the attempt to reach ability by any such 
method. This, indeed, is recognized by most Tax Commis
sions' as one of the most 'patent evils of our tax systems. 
The fact is that no form of property can be considered as 
indicative of income, or ability, of which it is 'morally cer
tain that only a small fraction can be reached. Hence, for 
purposes of taxation, only such forms of property should 
be assessed whose value can be determined with some de
gree of accuracy; or, better, perhaps, property should be 
assessed only in such form as lends itself to the determina
tion of its value. This leads us to remark that we believe 
the principle of multiplicity of taxes to be entirely erron
eous, both in theory and in practice. For apart from the 
impossibility of determining all forms of property, as men
tioned above, there are certain types of property that are 
more accurate measures of income than other types, and tax 
systems should seek such types if such property can be 
found and its value can be ascertained. Without stopping to 
develop this feature, it may be remarked that a .. habitation 
tax," or . a tax on bouse rent, affords an excellent example 
of what is meant. Such a tax, too, bas the advantage that 
it can be easily ascertained. That, within certain limits, 
such a tax is a fair measure of income will be generally COD

ceded, since the amount paid for house rent is, in general. 
proportionate to income. So true is this, that it is recom
mended by many French writers and by the Italian econa-

1 AI ».-11 __ Obio, WlSCOosia ud Micbigua. Few the oppositnicw see 
.u-ilJ report of Gco. Eo M~ciIl ira M ... Tu Com. 11197. 
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mist Baer'" It is also recommended in the majority.report 
of the Massachusetts Tax Commission." Still, it must be 
admitted that house rent as a measure of incomes must b~ 
confined to moderate incomes. For the income of the multi
millionaire house rent would be no measure whatever. Such 
a tax must, therefore, be used with caution. As a single 
tax, except upon small incomes, such a tax would be most 
unjust. Indeed, any form of a single tax must work injust
ice, largely in consequence of the differing effects of shifting 
and incidence, but partly because of the differing opportuni
ties for evasion .. 

The multiple tax is also objectionable because of the cost 
of assessment and collection, thus violating one of the car
dinal principles laid down by Adam Smith, and since 
accepted by all students of taxation. Because, then, of their 
double injustice-evasions and unnecessary costs-multiple 
systems of taxation should be avoided. But we have seen 
that the single tax is also objectionable. Hence a wise sys
tem will consist of such a selection of plural taxes as can be 
based upon forms of property at once indicative of income 
and of easily ascertainable value. What these forms are will 
appear a little more in detail as we pro,ceed. But after all, 
it is, perhaps, not so much the form of the property to be 
assessed as the method of its assessment that is important. 

3. Methods of Assessment. The problem of equitable as
sessment involves two difficult tasks: The discovery of . . 
property, and uniformity of valuation. Though a constitu-
tional requirement of most of our states, it is a notorious fact 
that, with the comparatively few exceptions of "widow's 
mites," there is not only no pretense at a full valuation, but 
hardly a pretense at a valuation at a uniform rate. But 

I Baer, L'afl"~ ~ l' Imposla, p. 32. 

l,Report, 1897, pp. 104-9. In opposition see minority report of McNeill, 
PP·153-40 
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. whatever the" pretense," it is the universal verdict of Tax 
, Commissions, tax officials, and of students .of our taxing 

systems that uniformity of assessments is an unrealized 
aream, an ideal of the imagination, to say nothing of the 
total escape of certain forms of property from all taxation. 
Lack of uniformity of assessment applies to all forms of 
property, though to some more than to others, depend
ing in part upon the successful intrigue and deception of 
owners, in part upon the intelligence and honesty of officials; 
but the complete escape from assessment pertains essentially 
to intangible property. Let us consider, briefly, each of 
these problems-the discovery of property and the uniform
ity of its assessment. 

Concerning the discovery of real estate and tangible per~ 
sonal property little or no difficulty arises. The problem, as 
we have seen, attaches to the discovery of intangible per
sonal property_ How, then, is this tQ be reached? Two 
methods are possible; Either the compulsory recording of 
all possessions of intangible property-of mortgages, bonds, 
stocks, etc.-similarly to the recording of deeds, in or~er 
that they may have legal validity; or the taxing of such 
forms of property by taxing their visible representatives
lands, corporations, etc. With respect to mortgages either 
method is applicable; only care should be taken to avoid 
the injustice of double taxation by taxing both the land and 
the mortgage. If the land is taxed to its full value the 
mortgage is indirectly taxed and should not, therefore, be 
taxed directly. But if it is deemed best to tax the land at 
its full value, less the value of the mortgage, and to tax 
the mortgage directly, then the mortgage should be recorded 
that its full value may be ascertained without difficulty, and 
with only a nominal expense. Other credits could be treated 
in the same manner, though some forms of personal notes it 
would seem to be advisable to exempt from taxation and to 
use other indices of income. 
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'For the taxation of stocks and bonds the only rational and 
effective ~ethod is that which taxes them by taxing the 
corporation or other property which they represent. Viewed 
as a tax upon income, as in effect it is, it is the principle of 
taxing income at its source-a principle extensively practised 
in the English Income Tax. The extent to which such 
forms 'of property escape assessment is too notorious to need 
specific proof, there being, as a rule, from 80 per cent. to 
90 per cent. that wholly escapes taxation.' Nor has any 
effective method yet been adopted, other than the' English 
method, by which the income from such property can be 
reached for purposes of taxation. The compulsory record
ing of stocks and ·bonds would be a decidedly objectionable 
method, both on account of. the expense attending the re
cording, assessment .and collection (the stocks and bonds 
constantly changing hands), and on account of the practical 
difficulties of the enforcement of such a method; as where 
the owner of the stock or bond resides in a State other than 
that where the corporation is situated, or the stock or bond 
recorded. On the other hand, it is a simple matter to ob
tain from corporations the amount of their earnings, of their 
capital, or of stocks and bonds; and the collection of the tax 
directly from the corporation has the merit of involving the 
minimum of expense. It is the absence of a rational system 
for the taxation of this form of property-the mere pretense 
of its taxation-that has given to the tax systems of the 
American States their well-earned opprobrium-begetters of 
perjury, fraud and injustice. But by t~e simple expedient 
of taxing at the source, order and justice may come out of 
the present chaos and injustice. We shall return to this 
subject later in another connection. 

I See, for example, Ely, Ta'xalitJ,. i,. A meril:a,. Cili~1 " Seligman," The Per
lonal Property Tax" (in Elsa)'s); and the Reports of the Tax Commissions of 
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin and Colorado. 
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We have said that the assessment of tangible personal 
property and of real estate affords but little difficulty. This, 
however, is true only theoretically. Being tangible, it is true, 
indeed, that it is theoretically, nay, in a sense, pra,ctically 
possible to discover these forms of property; yet it is a 
notorious fact that both forms are very unequally assessed. 
Particularly is this true of tangible personal property in the 
form of household goods, but a small fraction of which is 
reached by the tax assessor. The chief difficulty of reach
ing this form of property lies in the fact that every home is 
felt to be sacred from the intrusions of government officials, 
a sentiment respected by the officials themselves. The 
result is that the official assessor must rely upon the tax
payer's declaration, a very unsafe criterion as we have seen. 
Only injustice can result from such a method. The only 
feasible solution would seem to be the total exemption of 
this form of property from taxation. And this suggestion 
will appear all the more rational when we consider that the 
purpose of taxing any form of property is to reach the in~ 
come of which the property is but a symbol. True, house~ 
hold goods constitute such a symbol, or index, but only in 
a very general way, and then only for moderate incomes. 
But there are other and more certain indices of income which 
will serve the purpose far more satisfactorily. To obtain 
substantial justice it is not necessary to seize upon every 
possible index of income; but, as we have seen, only such 
as are at the same time most indicative and most easily 
applied. 

The case is quite different with real estate. This is upon 
the whole (though there are exceptions) a just index of in
come, and there are neither sentimental nor technical reasons 
against its assessment. The problem here is essentially 
one ot the intelligence and honesty of the assessor, his ability 
to estimate the value of property and to withstand the 
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temptations of bribery. Nor is this difficulty confined to 
real estate. Precisely the sa~e difficulties are to be met 
with in the assessment of corporations, particularly railroad 
corporations! In the case of real estate, it is the' require
ment of most of our States that it shall be assessed to the 
full extent of its value, though it is not uncommon to find it 
assessed, ev~n within the same city, anywhere from 40 per
cent. to 75 per cent. of, its value." Such an inequality of 
assessment is most unjust in its effects, being equivalent, in 
extreme cases, to the imposition of a tax upon some greater 
by 100 per cent. than the tax upon others. And, by the 
way, we need only to call attention to this intentional under
valuation of real estate to emphasize the gross injustice of 
taxing the poor widow',s mortgage or bond to the full 
amount of her honest declaration. And yet there - is a 
rational ground for the sixty per ce'nt. valuation-that by 
decreasing the amount of the tax valuation, with a conse
quent increasing of the tax rate, there will result a tendency 
to check extravagant appropriations and squandering of the 
public funds. But whatever the basis of the assessment it 
should be uniform. The real difficulty, however, is to 
obtain an equal assessment of aU property on any accepted 
basis, of real estate as well as of oth~r forms of property. 
Yet the taxation of real estate is demanded on political, 
economic, and ethical grounds. 

I In the decennial appraisement of Ohio in 1900 the railroad property in many 
counties was assessed at about 12 per cent. of its value. , Notably was this so in 
Cuyahoga county (Cleveland). This condition was made possible by a viciou 
sy&tem of appraisement (by county auditors) Which lent itself to a system of indi
rect bribery through the grant ofrailroad passes to the assessors-the auditors. 

• Such was the fact in the appraisement of real estate in Cleveland in 19QO, as 
the writer was reliably informed by a real estate owner who made personal inqui
ries of the different assessors. It was within the personal knowledge of the same 
authority that in the assessment of 1890 large owners of real estate got low assess
ments by bribing the assessors through a tbird party. 
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What, then. is the solution of the I>roblem-i. e., of uni
form and honest assessments? The remedy lies very 
largely wjth the taxpayers themselveg. For first and fore
most is the necessity of honest and efficient assessors," with
out which any system of taxation may be made to work 
injustice, while with them any systems in themselves defec
tive may be made to realize substantial justice.· But while 
very much depends upon the character of the assessors, the 
methods of assessment are also of much importance. For 
however honest and intelligent the assessors, there can be 
only a chance equality of assessment, unless there is some 
common basis for the determination of values and some 
common agreement for the percentage of valuation. What 
method will best accomplish the desired result we cannot 
Itop to discuss. We may note, however, that it lies in the 
direction of a more centralized control of assessments, the 
degree of centralization being determined by the character 
of the property assessed: the taxing area for real estate 
being the township, county or city j that for railroads and 
other corporations the state. There should also be fixed 
and uniform rules for determining values and a rigid enforce
ment of some fixed percentage of valuation. But so long as 
the matter rests very largely upon the judgment of in
dividual, local assessors, the pretense of justice becomes a 
farce. With some such system as suggested, and with 
intelligent and honest assessors, a fair approximation of jus
tice may be attained. But the methods of assessment are 
closely allied with a system of taxation, to which let us next 
turn our attention. 

I See lad DOte. 

• Cf, Report or Profeuor Bolles In 'R~I II/ PmruJII'IIII"'tI RnmlU CfJm1lli. 
'"" -t 1881, P. 157· 
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In the preceding discussion it has been pointed out that a 
just system of assessment involves a direct assessment by 
the taxing authorities, a consequent wise selection of the 
kinds of properties to be taxed, and methods of assessment 
that shall reach all assessable property equally. Without 
stopping to discuss these methods in any detail it was indi
cated that they should be such as to eliminate, as far as 
possible, any personal factor within the same taxing political 
unit-eliminate, that is, the individual judgments of different 
assessors as w~ll as the personal declarations of the assessed; 
thus diminishing, on the one hand, bribery and corruption, 
and, on the other hand, deception and perjury. It was also 
pointed out that in the choice of taxable property three 
things must be considered: The indicativeness of the prop
erty as a measure of iilcome--the ultimate source of all 
taxes; and the readiness with which the taxed property 
lends itself to equitable assessment; and finally, that this 
readiness, or equality of assessment (and, we may add, of 
taxation), depends very largely upon the tax system; or, in 
other words, upon the kind of taxes and the methods of tax
ation, and the distribution of the different taxes among the 
different political taxing units. 

With, then, a wise system of taxation-a proper choice of 
subjects and methods, and a proper distribution-it is be
lieved that much would be accomplished in the way of re
moving the glaring absurdities and inequalities of present 
methods, and for the practical introduction of the principle 
of II equality of burden" as based upon" ability," so far" at 
least, as ability is measured by income. A brief considera
tion of such a system, which we must confine to the barest 
outline, will supplement our remarks upon assessment, and 
at the same time point out what be believe to be a rational 
system of taxation that will at once realize substantial· ju,s,:-
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tice in taxation and come within the realm of the practicable 
-essentially conform to the ideals of justice and to the re
quirements of pr~tical application. Let us consider, then, 
the outline of such a system. 

I. SulJjeets and Metnods of Taxation. We have already 
indicated the principles that should determine the choice of 
subjects-i. e., of property-for taxation, and also the rela
tion whicb this choice bears to equitable assessments, which 
will appear further as we proceed. Our present purpose is 
to give an outline of the more important subjects for tax
ation that will realize the requirements of these principles. 
No attempt will be made to weigh the pros and contras of 
different kinds of taxes. Our aim shall be positive and con
structive, rather than negative and by elimination. Yet we 
may again emphasize the fact that no rational system of tax
ation can contain a II general property tax" which treats 
alike taxes on real estate, on tangible, and on intangible 
property. Nor is it necessary to add to what has already 
been said in justification of this conviction. We shall, 
therefore, assume the abandonment of the II general property 
tax," as such, in compliance with the logic of experience 
and the all but universal opinion of expert testimony.' This, 
however, does not imply that some forms of property are to 
escape taxation altogether. On the contrary, so far as they 
are proper subjects for taxation they will be taxed equally 
<at least more equally), and will' be taxed in fact and not 
merely in name, but under a different name and by different 
methods than those now in vogue. 

The system of taxes which we have in mind may, perhaps, 
best be outlined by a consideration of taxes on consumption, 
on real estate, on personal property (tangible on.ly) , on 
mortgages, on corporations and on inheritances; though 
special assessments, fees and fines should have their place 

I AI Dlmbar, TAIIIIig, SclipIUI, Adams aael Ely. 
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in the sy!?tem. These, however, have for their purpose local 
improvements, special benefits, or penalties and must, there
fore, be passed over in a scheme for general taxation based 
upon ability. r . 

(I) Taxes on Consumption. If it were true that all in~ 
comes are spent in personal satisfactions and enjoyments 
there would. be much to be said for the contention of Sir 
William Petty: that "a man is actually and truly rich 
according to what he eateth, drinketh, weareth, or in any 
other way really and actually enjoyeth;" and that, therefore, 
" every man ought to contribute according to what he taketh 
to himself, and actually enjoyeth."· But such a condition of 
things would be true only under the circumstance that the 
total income was spent in this manner, a circumstance that, 
as a rule, would happen only with moderate incomes. 
Indeed, with the enormous development of savings banks 
and other means for making small investments--stocks, 
bonds, etc.-it does not apply universally to even moderate 
incomes. And yet with moderate incomes (especially with 
the more moderate incomes) expenditure is a very fair index 
of income, and a tax on expenditure a very fair approxima
tion to justice. But such a tax would reach only a fragment 
of the larger incomes, and hence is objectionable as a single 
tax; and, besides, has the further objection that there are 
many technical difficulties in the way of its execution, so far 
as there should be an attempt to reach every possible form 
-of consumption. _ 

But while there should, be other forms of taxes to reach 
the parts of income that do not find their way to personal 
"enjoyments," a tax on consumption is a legitimate and 

I For a full report of these sources of revenue see Seligman, Esrays, ch. ix. For 
·criticism .of Prof. Seligman's "special assessments" and "fees," see Bastable, 
.Ptdlie Finance, pp. 153-6. 

I Petty, A Treatise tif Taxes anti ConlrilJU/;tJns, p. 83. 
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necessary part of every tax system that seeks to reach 
income by the indirect method, since in all cases consump
tion does afford some index of income j in many cases a 
fairly perfect index. But such a tax should be applied indi~ 
rectly, as by customs duties, taxes on manufactures and cor
porations, and taxes on real estate-lands and houses-not 
only to realize economy in assessments and collections and 
the Smithian canon of .. convenience" in time of payment j 
but also to avoid any possible antagonisms that might arise 
on account of the strong popular sentiment against personal 
inquisitions on the part of the government, as a violation of 
individual liberties. Such a tax, too, lends itself very 
fittingly to the higher taxation of larger incomes by means 
of heavy taxes on articles of luxury. To carry out this pur
pose, however, would require the non-taxation of articles of 
necessity with a constantly increasing rate for articles of 
decreasing necessity. But it must be admitted that no such 
scientific system is possible with protective tariffs. 

But though it may not be possible to realize the ideal 
system of consumptive taxes, they should form an essential 
feature in any tax system j not only for the reasons given 
above, but also for political reasons. For though a direct 
tax is important as tending to stimulate an active interest in 
the government, and to check extravagance in expenditures, 
an attempt to raise all public revenue from direct taxation 
would result in social revolution, or a niggardliness that 
would effectively cripple the government in the performance 
of its functions. For, however much we may philosophize 
about taxes, there is much truth in the statement made by 
Mr. Buck, of Kentucky, in the early debates in Congress on 
the subject of taxation: That" taxes are a:Iways disagree
able, and it is with reluctance that people consented to 
pay any, except they saw advantage arising from the pay
ment of them greater than to counterbalance the evil of pay-
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ing." • Hence the importance of supplementing direct taxes 
with indir~ct taxes, particularly in the taxing system of a na
tional government. It is not less true that the indirect tax 
should be supplemented by direct taxes; in part to offset the 
uncertainty of the incidence of indirect taxes, in part because 
of their gr,eater certainty and economy, and in part because 
of their direct relation to the government. Most important 
among these are property taxes and taxes on inheritances. 
We omit the income tax because of its admitted impractica
bility. Let us briefly consider the property and inheritance 
taxes viewed as essential parts of a good tax system. 

(2) Taxation of Real Estate. The taxation of real estate 
is theoretically simple enough. It is one of the oldest, as 
well as the most universal, of all taxes. Indeed, the fact that 
real estate is a source of income, cannot be hidden from the 
assessor, and has an immediate relation to and dependence 
upon the expenditures of government,makes it a peculiarly 
fitting subject for taxation. And yet, as we have seen, under 
present systems there is no guaranty of an equality of assess
ments and of burdens, either between individuals or between 
different political units. Nor, for the former inequality, is there 
any effective remedy other than the adoption of a uniform 
basis for assessments, a larger use of official records-deeds, 
bequests, mortgages, etc.-and the choice of men of char
acter and intelligence for assessors; while the remedy for 
the latter inequality-that between different political units
is to be found very largely in an entire rearrangement and 
readjustment of the tax system, on the basis of greater fiscal 
independence of the different political divisions within the 
same system of government-a question which will come up 
lor consideration later. 

Upon the justice of levying upon real estate for purposes 

• Annals of Congress, 4th Cong •• 2d Sess., p. 1862. Cf. also 'Peech 'of Mr. 
Richardson, of Tennessee, .14th Cong.,ut Sess.,p • .84. 
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of public revenue there is no difference of opinion. It COIl

forms to the ideal of taxation according to ability, since the 
value of real estate is determined very largely by its income
producing power, if we omit the exceptional cases of the 
speculative holding of land. With this exception, it is in the 
main true that land, buildings and machinery, and dwelling 
houses have their value fairly represented in the capitalized 
amount of the income derived from them. Hence, omitting: 
as we do in the present discussion the question of progres
sive and differential rates, a tax based upon the valuation of 
such forms of property is a fair approximation of a tax based 
upon the derived income, and so likewise a fair approxima
tion of justice. That such taxes may and do become, in 
part at least, taxes upon consumption does not lessen their 
effectiveness or their justice. With a rational and stable 
system of taxation, the ~urden will adjust itself fairly in the 
long run. To thjs end, however, it is important that other 
forms of property should be reached. 

(3) Taxa/ion of Personal Property. A sound and just 
system of taxation must include taxes whose ultimate inci
dence shall bear upon productive personalty, as well as those 
that bear upon productive realty. To reach personal in
comes it may be necessary, also, to tax some forms of Ull

productive personalty; unproductive, that is, to the con
sumer in the sense that Adam Smith used the term. In. 
deed, such taxes are taxes upon consumption, which have 
already been sufficiently considered. Yet we may perhaps 
add, that to us there is some question whether household 
goods should not be exempted from taxation; not only be
cause they are at best but very roughly indicative of income, 
but because such a tax must always be upon but a nominal 
part of the total amount, and that, too, in very unequal por
tions; must, that is, so long as public sentiment remains as 
it is concerning the sacredness and privacy of the homer 
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Moreover, ,there is little of a scientific character in a system 
of taxation that places unproductive per50nalty, which is 
only roughly· indicative of income, upon exactly the same 
basis as productive property. 

On the other hand, such forms of tangible personalty· as 
farming implements and livestock may well be included in 
the tax system, not only as indicative of income but as also 
productive of income; while they are at the same time easily 
assessable i in fact, for the reasons just given, tangible person
alty in general should be included in any well rounded sys
tem of taxation, and taxed in the same direct manner as 
realty. ' The same cannot be said of intangible personalty. 
As already sufficiently shown, every attempt of this nature 
leads to the grossest inequalities (to say nothing of perjur
ies~, while its enforcement is a practical impossibility; this 
impossibility, indeed, being the occasion of the inequalities. 
Some other method than the'direct one must, therefore, be 
found for reaching the income that has ~ts source in this 
form of property; or, rather in the forms of property ,that 
stand back of and are represented by the intangible forms
mortgages, stocks, bonds, etc. Such a method, and indeed 
the only practicable method, is to be found in the taxation 
of this class of income at its source. In this way alone can 
evasion ,be avoided and the burden equitably distributed. 
As the form of property under consideration is most largely 
represented by mortgages and by stocks and bonds, we may 
consider briefly the best method of taxing these at their 
source, which will indicate the true method of taxing the in
come from all forms of intangible personal property. 

(4) Taxation of Mortgages. The proper method of tax
ing mortgages has, perhaps, been sufficiently indicated in 
our discussion of methods of assessment. Either the real 
estate, which is represented by the mortgage and is the 
source of its income, should alone be taxed, leaving mort-
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gagar and mortgagee to make the proper adjustment of 
interest; or, if the mortgage is taxed, the tax should be 
based upon a compulsory court record, similar to the re
cording of deeds. At the same time, the amount of the 
mortgage should be deducted from the value of the real 
estate that is back of it, according to some such methods as 
those in vogue in Massachusetts and California.' There is 
but one source of income, and therefore but one source of 
ability. Hence, to tax both the land and the mortgage is to 
inflict the patent injustice of a double taxation on that part 
of the income from land that goes to pay the interest of the 
mortgage. The better method would seem to be to tax the 
land and exempt the mortgage, since the land is the direct 
source of the tax-paying power. Certain it is, at any rate, 
that the present ptethods of taxing mortgages are open to so 
many possibilities of evasion that only the most flagrant 
inequalities can result, the amount of the mortgages taxed 
being directly proportional to the sensitiveness of the con
sciences of the mortgage holders. 

(5) TlUatUnt of Ctwjtwflli()tU. A still more important 
fonn of intangible personalty is to be found in corporate 
stocks and bonds, whose income-producing power is to be 
found in the corporation. In fact, the net earnings of cor
porations are, in the main, distributed to the holders of these 
stocks and bonds. If. then. we levy a tax upon the net 
earnings of a corporation, we thereby impose a tax upon the 
incomes of its stocks and bonds at their source. The ease 
with .-hich the imposition of such a tax may be effected. 
and the unquestioned impossibility of rejlching this class of 
income by the direct method. make the method of taxing at 
the source the only rational and scientific method of taxing 
income of this character. 

I See I"." _/ M.a •• ," Ta6 C_-un-. 1!lg7. po 7. ad Pleba, T_ 
C_.I ~ Ta6 i. CMiforrti. (Economic Stladiesol Am.Econ.AsiL), 
pp. 1a6-f ad .... 
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The principle of taxing incomes at their source is now 
very generally recognized by economistS to be the only 
sound principle of public finance. This is done in the case . 
of real estate, and it is believed that the same principle 
should be applied in the taxation of intangible personalty. 
Not only is this the most practicable and most effective 
method, but. it is the most economic, entails the least incon
veniences, and is the most equitable in its results. By elimin
ating the intangible forms of property and the personal 
equation in assessments, evasions would become practically 
impossible; while by reaching the whole income there is 
secured a uniformity in the distribution of the tax burden. 
And since such a tax necessarily bears upon individual in
comes, it meets the ethical requirement of the imposition of 
a tax upon the source of ability. 

Granted, then, the principle of taxing the incomes from 
stocks and bonds at their source, and that individual tax 
ability-so far as conditioned by such holdings-is reflected 
in the corporate ability-i. e., in the corporate net income
the question arises: How,. or in what manner, may this cor
porate ability be most . effectively and most efficiently 
reached? Our answer to this question must be very brief, 
and somewhat dogmatic. The problem of the taxation of 
corporations is too large and too complex to be treated with 
any fulness in the closing chapter of a treatise on the prin-

. ciples of justice in taxation.' . 
Thirteen different methods are given by Professor Selig

man for taxing corporations.' These are reduced to three 
( \ 

by Professor Adams: as based upon property, upon the 
~olume of business, or upon earnings.] Both, however, 

1 For a thorough treatment of the suhject see Seligman, II Taxation of Corpora
tions," Essays, ch. 6, 7 and 8. For an eltcellent brief statement see H. C. Adams, 
.l'u6lie Finallu, PP. 446-466. 

t Seligman, oj. &it., pp. 177-9. • Adams, oJ. cit., p. 454. 
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agree that the true measure of corporate ability is to be 
found in the net income of the corporation; and it must be 
evident that there can be no other standard. The limitation 
made by Professor Adams in the case of railroads: that the 
tax should be based upon the net" income from operation," 
is important only in calling attention to the fact that double 
taxation should be avoided in the case of leased corpora
tions.' Undoubtedly, if the leased corporation is taxed, the 
basis of a corporation tax should be the II earnings from 
operation; " but if only the operating companies are taxed, 
the basis of the tax should be based upon the total net in
come. In any case the taxable net income should include 
the gross earnings, minus operating expenses; but not 
deducting the outlay for interest, rent, taxes, or improve
ments .. 

Accepting, then, corporate net income-not the net in
come to stockholders and bondholders-as the true basis of 
corporation taxes, it does not follow that the desired end 
can be reached best, in all cases, by imposing the tax 
directly upon the net income. Whether or not this is the 
best method must depend upon the practical possibility of 
uniform and fixed rules of accounting. But according to 
Professor Adams,' such a system of accounting is prac
ticable. We may, therefore, accept the net income basis as, 
upon the whole, affording both the best theoretical and best 
practical basis for, corporate taxation. But if hi any parti
cular case such a method is not practicable, we mu!?t agree 
with Professor Seligman that a tax based upon the market 
value of stocks and bonds will most nearly realize the ends 
of justice, being, besides, .. certain and simple of enforce
ment."· It is only, or chiefly, because the market values of 
stocks and bonds are not always determined by their net 

J Ad--. iWI .. pp. 460-1. C/O Seligmaza, E,say" p. 199. 

• C/O ;lid., P.461. ·/lliti. 'ESlay" p: 212. 
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incomes, that this method 0' taxing corporations is not al
ways the most just, as it is the most simple. 

The correct determination of the basis of assessment, 
however, is by no means the least difficult problem in the 
taxation of corporations. There would, indeed, be little 
difficulty if the tax were aimed at the corporation per se, or 
if stockholders and bondbolders lived wholly within the tax 
area of the corporation. But from our present view-point, 
the subject of the tax is not the corporation, but its indi
vidual stockholders and bondholders;' who, moreover, are 
scattered throughout various areas of taxation. Yet theoret
ically, at least, the problem is easy of solution. For all that 
is necessary is that there should be, among the different 
commonwealths concerned, a uniformity in the methods of 
taxation, based upon a common agreement respecting the 
taxation of resident holders of stocks and bonds of foreign 
corporations, and C,?f foreign holders of the stocks and bonds 
of domestic corporations. 

The only ethical or logical basis for such agreement is, 
that each commonwealth should tax only such portion of the 
net profits as are earned within its borders; this portion 
being determined, for practical reasons, on the basis of mile
age, gross earnings, amount of business, or capital within 
the commonwealth, according to the nature of the industry. 
In other words, the net income taxed within a given con1-
monwealth should bear the same proportion to the total net 
income that the mileage, gross earnings, etc., within the 
commonwealth bears to the total mileage, or gross earnings, 
etc. The assumption here is, that the ~et income within any 
area is proportional t<;» the mileage,· earnings, business or 
capital within the same area; and il the choice of these 
methods is wisely made, according to the character of the 
corporation, substantial justice will be attained, though only 
if there is uniformity through,:>ut all of the commonwealths. 
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Such, in brief, is the ideal of corporate taxation, as a· 
means of reaching the individual abilities of stockholders and 
bondholders. Practical obstiJcles in the way of state consti
tutions, and the uncertainties of " politics," do not, however, 
promise a speedy realization. Nor does this doubt grow Tess 
when we contemplate the fact that not one of the American 
States bas ever adopted the reco(Dmendations of its various 
expert Tax Commissions. Nevertheless, the practice in 
some of the states is evidence of a tendency in the right 
direction.' But for some time, at least, we shall have to put 
up with the injustice of double taxation j an injustice that is, 
perhaps, very largely nullified in the fact of extensive eva
sions under present methods of taxing stocks and bonds. 

(6) Taxation of Inheritances. Concerning the inherit
ance tax we may be very brief. It is now very generalfy 
justified and very generally adopted. We may consider it 
from two points of view: That of the decedent and that of 
the heir. Viewed with respect to the ability of the former, a 
tax upon the inheritance must find its justification in the 
assumption that past taxes have been evaded, but have held 
a permanent lien upon the property. While there is mucfi 
ground for this theory,- it applies only to personal property, 
and even then is but the crudest approximation to justice, 
since the amount of the evasion is an incalculable quantity.3 

The more correct point of view, however, is undoubtedly 
that of the heir, or legatee. And from this viewpoint the 
justice of the tax is to be found in the increased ability aris
ing from the inheritanc~ or legacy. According to both 

I For aamplee and a fuller diacussioD of the intentate tuatiOD of corporatio .... 
lee Selig1lWl, EUtlJI" pp. 223-254-

I A lady in New York, the IOle heir to her father's eillte, told the writer that 
her father Dever paid a perIODal property tu, though at the time of his death he 
)add stock in ten different banks. . 

I Cf, Seligman, E'"JI" p. 131. 
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Professor S'eligman and Doctor West, this ability arises from 
:the fact that the inheritance should be regarded as an .. acci
dental income "-measuring ability like other incomes-and 
~he tax as an .. accidental income" tax.4 This is no doubt 
the true attitude to take in the case of small inheritances that 
are spent in the manner of regular incomes. But to us the 
argument is not so evident with respect to the inheritance of 
productive property, from which there is the enjoyment of 
cnly the annual income. From the viewpoint of income, the 
ability of the heir is increased, practically at least, only by 
the amount of the increase of his annual income j and, theo
retically, this increased ability should be reached by pro
gressive rates, if not also with differential rates on account 
of the source. Certainly, from the viewpoint of the govern
ment, there has been no increase of social ability, because 
no increase of social income; but only a transference from 
decedent to heir. 

True, there is a sense in which the whole inheritance may 
be regarded as a gratuitous and" accidental" income, there
fore increasing by its full amount the ability of the heir. If 
this is the correct view, then. logically and justly, this income 
should be treated like other incomes of the same class. If 
this is the only basis and justification of the tax, there 
should be the same principle of rates that is applied to other 
incomes, no allowance being made for degrees of relation
ship. But this is seldom advocated in theory, and is nowhere 
applied in practice. If, indeed, this theory be true, then are 
the existing arbitrary rates and distinctions of relationship 
both illogical and unjust. The fact th~t they are both justi
fied and practiced is evidence that the CJ accidental income" 
theory is, at least, not the only consideration in the inherit
ance tax. The theory at least assumes that the true tax prin
ciple should here be deviated from 01\ grounds of policy or 

• Seligman, Essa,,&, p. 132, and West, T"~ Inlurita..u Taz, p. 118. 
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sentiment. Whatever truth. therefore. there may be in this 
theory of the inheritance tax. it is not a theory that permits 
of logical application in practice. It needs. too. to be sup
plemented by other considerations. 

We shall not attempt. however. to discuss the various 
theories of the inheritance tax-cost of service. value of ser
vice. co-heirship. escheat. etc. All of them. as Dr. \Vest 
says, contain some element of truth. and therefore to that 
extent afford some justification for the tax. Not only is this 
tax justified on theoretical grounds. but it has also the prac
tical merit of being difficult to evade. and of occasioning 
little disturbance of industry i besides being less oppressive 
and less reluctantly paid than most other taxes. Viewed in 
all of its aspects it forms a necessary adjunct to any scientific 
system of taxation. We cannot, indeed. quite agree with 
the implication in the statement of Dr. West that" no tax is 
better adapted to replace the antiquated personal property 
tax," • since this implies s~bstitution. The true substitute for 
these tlll/iqlulktl taxes lies. as we have seen. in the direction 
of a tax on corporations, though the inheritance tax (on per
sonal property) may well be used as supplementary to the 
corporation taxes. 

In the above outline of a system of taxation no attempt 
has been made to exhaust every legitimate source of public 
revenue. but only to indicate the main features of a scientific 
system that will most nearly conform to the theoretical prin
ciples of justice-a tax based upon ability, so far as this 
ability is measured by income. We have omitted a discus
sion of rates, because. as we have _ said, we believe that 
under the prevailing sentiment on this subject this is not, in 
this country at least, a practical question. though without 
the progressive rates the highest ideals of justice in taxation 
must remain unattainable. Of the principle of exemptions 

I War.,. tit.. p. 13a. 
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. we· need pnly to say that it is fairly well realized in practice, 
though, as previously pointed out, we believe that there 
should be fu~ther extensions of the principle, at least in 

·some cases, in order to correspond to the progressively 
higher standards of living. There is, however, another 
question of great practical importance, which, because of its 
immediate bearing upon the execution of such a system' as 
that outlined above, is, indeed, an essential requisite to such 
a system, and therefore should constitute a vital part of it. I 
refer to the separation of state and focal taxes, which let us 
in conclusion briefly consider. 

2. State and Local Taxation. The· importance of the 
separation of national, state, and local taxation is another of 
those financial questions upon which there is now very gen
eral agreement! This granted, the question arises: On 
what basis should the distribution of taxes be made? Ac
cording to Prof~ssor Bastable it cannot be made on the 
ground of a difference of governmental duties, since there is 
no correlation between these duties and tax systems. Hence 
the distribution must be made on financial and economic 
grounds.- This is, no doubt, in part true. But in this 
country, at least, it should be modified by the more correct 
view of Professor Adams: That "a government should 
select for purposes of taxation those industries with which 
it holds some fundamental or constitutional relations." 3 In 
other words, while financial and economic conditions are im
portant factors in determining the political distribution of 
taxes, the governmental relation t6 the industry taxed is, 
perhaps, of prime consideration. ~)~deed, it is this relation 
that very largely determines the fi~antial conditions. The 
principle may be best illustrated by calling attention to the 

1 For a very good treatment of this question see Adams, Public Finanu, ell. 
7. Cf. also Bastable, PulJlic Finanu, iii, 6. 

I Bastable, 01. cit .. pp. 367-8. I AGams, Dj. cit., p. 493. 
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more important taxes that shouid be assigned to national, 
State and local revenue. 

(I) National Tazes. The revenue system of our national 
government is so thoroughly established that th~re could be 
only a speculative interest in a discussion of possible reforms. 
At the very outset the policy was adopted of relying solely 
upon indirect taxes, leaving all direct taxes for the States. 
At first it was thought that sufficient revenue could be ob
tained from customs duties. but it was very soon learned 
that they would be inadequate, and so excise duties were 
added. Only twice have direct taxes been resorted to, and 
with the exception of war periods customs and excises (on 
spirits. malt liquors and tobacco) have been, and promise 
long to remain. the chief source of national revenue. Nor is 
this without much reason. For, as Professor Adams shows. 
not only do they meet his requirement in the governmental 
selection of taxes, but they also give realization to the im
portant fiscal principle of permanence of government revenue. 
To realize the other important principle-that of eiasticity
Professor Adams would have a national tax on interstate 
commerce. However desirable such a tax may be, there 
would seem to be little chance of its adoption in the near 
future. 

The national system of indirect taxes is not without other 
important merits. For, however desirable it may be. from a 
theoretical point of view. that the citizen should pay a direct 
tax, in order to emphasize his responsibility to the government 
and make him watchful over expenditures, there can be no 
doubt, as we have seen, but that a dependency upon a direct 
tax would greatly cripple the efficiency of the government. 
Moreover. the rather indirect relation of the citizen to the 
national government. at least his remoteness from its opera
tions, goes far to justify the indirect tax for national pur
poses. Again. if we suppose the tax to retain anything of 
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-permanen~y it will be_ found, in the long run, fairly to dis
tribute the burden according to ability; so far, at least, as 

'ability is determined by consumption. 
(2) State Tares. For the same reason that customs 

duties and excise taxes were assigned to national revenue-
that of the peculiar relations of the industry taxed to the 
government-there should be assigned to State revenue the 
taxation of corporations and quasi-public monopolies. Be
ing dependent upon, and under the regulations of, the State 
governments, there is a peculiar fitness in their taxation for 
the purposes of State revenue. Such a tax would be diffi
-cult to evade, and would have the fiscal importance of being 
easily and economically collected. At the same time it 
would meet the requirements of permanence and elasticity. 
Moreover, under conditions similar to those assumed in the 
-case of customs and excises, there would be a fair distribu
tion of the burden. 

To these taxes might also be added the inheritance tax. 
Certainly, upon the principles set forth above, the inheritance 
tax does not properly belong to the system of national taxes. 
So far as the inheritance tax- is reg~rded as a fee for cost or 
value of service in the transference of property, it belongs 
more properly to county taxes; but so far as regarded on 
the principle of escheat, of co-heirship, or of guaranteeing 
the right of inheritance, it is very properly a State tax. As 
grounded upon the idea of compensation or of ability, it 
-should be distributed between State and local governments. 
On the ground of the dependence of the inheritance upon, 
and its control and protection by, the government, the in
heritance tax belongs, again, more properly to the system of 
State taxes. On fiscal and economic grounds there is also 
Teason for this disposition of the inheritance tax. Upon the 
whole, the inheritance tax should go into the State revenue, 
except, perhaps, such portion as might be necessary for the 
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probate fees, or other expenses incidental to the conveyance~ 
But we fail to see any good reason why this tax should be 
assigned to any specific purpose, such as State education, as 
suggested by Professor Adams.· 

With these two sources it is believed that ample revenue 
would be supplied for all of the necessary expenses of the
State governments. As Dr. West says: "The experience 
of New York with the inheritance tax and the experience of 
a number of States with corporate taxes show that by these 
two methods of taxation alone most, if not all of the State 
governments, could pay all of their expenses, leaving aU: 
taxes on property to local political divisions.'" 

(3) Local Taxes. We have left, then, for local taxation, 
land, houses, manufacturing plants and. real estate generally j 
also tangible personal property and municipal licenses and 
franchises. Since county expenses are mainly devoted to· 
the improvement of roads and bridges, which add materially 
to the value of the surrounding lands, it is very fitting that a 
land tax should constitute the chief source of county' 
revenue. For township purposes there is the tangible per
sonalty and real estate, including the real estate of corpora
tions. While for municipal expenses we have, in addition
to the property taxes of townships, municipal licenses and 
franchises-such as those of street railways, water works,. 
lighting plants. etc. A special justification for this assign
ment of local taxes is not needed, since it is directly in
volved in the principles of distribution of national and state
taxes. If further justification were needed it, might,. 
perhaps, be found in the fact that in local taxation, as 
distinct from national or state taxation, there is some justi
fication in the application of the benefit principle as a basis 
of taxation. It may be added, too, that with such a system
of local taxes, where each political unit is fiscally inde-

1 01. nl., p. 505. I 01. n/., p. 132. 
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pendent, there will be an end to the evil of political units 
shifting their, burdens upon each other by undervaluations. 

The above outline of what is conceived to bea rational 
system for the political distribution of taxes, it must be 
admitted, is not wholly free from arbitrariness. For in spite 
of the more or less clearly marked political divisions, the 
parts of our federal system are so intimately connected, and 
so cls;>sely interdependent, that the relationship of the citizen 
to one of the units involves his relationship to each higher 
and lower unit in ,the system. There is, nevertheless, a 
difference that is substantial enough for forming a legitimate 
basis for a political division of taxes. If our division is in 
contradiction with any of our previous principles, it is with 
that principle which declares that ability is the only true 
basis of taxation, for the division is apparently very largely 
based upon the pt;inciple of. benefits. As to local taxation, 
it is admitted that there is some validity in the benefit prin
ciple. But carefully examined it will be, seen that the con
tradiction is little more than an apparent one. 

There can be no doubt but that it is the fundamental 
thought in taxation that every individual should contribute 
towards th~ support of the political units with which he 
stands in some direct relation, and should contribute accord
ing to his ~bility. That such a result would follow from 
such a system of taxation as that outlined in the present 
chapter, taken in connection with its political distribution, 
we believe that a careful analysis of .probable results would 
make sufficiently clear. But even though it may not give 
realization to theoretical principles)n: every particular. it 
offers so many practical advantageS-realizing uniformity 
and equality, as well as having political, economic and fiscal 
advantages-that it may well be considered as offering the 
highest form of the practical ideal; at the same time that it 
conforms substantially to the theoretical ideal. The effect 
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)f such a system~n the eiU"Q"f6it4bfJ~r~~~~K~f. 
;>olitical factors that are the source of so much inequality
nud, corruption, undervaluations, evasions, etc.-would go 
'ar to promote the conditions of an ideal equality, the ends 
)f a complete justice. 

Finally, there are hopeful signs that such a system is not 
llways to remain a mere fiscal ideal. The abuses and in
~qualities of present methods are becoming so flagrant that 
~olitical parties are being forced to take cognizance of them 
lnd to consider remedies for the solution of the evil.' 
lormal schools in the United States and other countries. 

The second group hold that the most effective results are 
~evertheless, the ideal is far from attainment. This is made 
nevitable on ac~ount of the great number of our states, 
heir varied economic conditions, and the natural conserva
:ism of political parties. But until some such system as that 
)utlined in the present chapter is put into practice, we can 
lOpe for only makeshift reforms. With such a system once 
n operation we shall, at least, have taken a long step toward 
'ealizing the ideal ends of justice in taxation, and shall have 
Lttained a close approximation to justice, which is all that 
:an be hoped for in human affairs. 

, I. the State campaigo ill Ohio, ill the ran of 1901, Mr. Tom L JohDSOD, ill 
.eball of the Democ:ntic party, made the iIBae upoD the equalization of taxes. 
lie preeent writer took oc:cuioD to write a letter for a OeYeland paper, briefl, 
dYOC&tiD& the 1JIl- let fortJa ill thia chapter. In reply, )etten "ere received 
l'OIII the leader of the Repub~ party and &om Mr. JohDtlOD, "hile a Demo-

ERRATA. 

Page 97, Note I, for 73 mad 86. Note 2, for 75 read 88. 
Page 104. Note J, for 88 read 101. 

Page 131, Line 15, for .. change" mad euhaDge. 
Page 1l4t Note I, for 43 mad 56. 
Page 1400 Note 2, fur 92 mad 104-
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